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Evgeni ¢ Stanislavovich Borovik on the ninetieth anniversary of his birth
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Almost 40 years have passed since the untimely deat
Evgeni� Stanislavovich Borovik, and the feeling of shock
the unexpected passing of this energetic, robust, and ch
ing man in the full flower of his talent still lingers in th
community of physicists, especially those who knew h
personally.

The multifaceted nature of Borovik’s talent was impre
sive. He was an outstanding specialist in various fields
physics: low-temperature physics, magnetism, and pla
physics, and also in the techniques of cryogenics, h
vacuum, and high magnetic fields.

After defending his Candidate’s Dissertation entitledThe
Heat Capacity of Liquidsin 1947, Borovik went to work on
the problem of achieving ultrahigh vacuum. He develope
fundamentally new cryogenic method of obtaining ultrahi
vacuum, which significantly improved the productivity of
number of devices. This method became widely used bot
home and abroad.

Borovik’s fundamental contribution to solid-state phy
ics was his research on galvanomagnetic phenomena. He
tained laws describing the behavior of metals at high m
netic fields which showed that the properties of the cha
carriers in metals, the conduction electrons, are substant
different from those of free electrons. These interesting
important results could not be explained by the theoret
concepts of the existing electronic properties of metals. T
series of papers on this subject was therefore of great v
in stimulating the development of the modern electro
theory of metals. Thanks to Borovik’s results, study of t
galvanomagnetic properties of metals became the most
cient method for studying the electron energy spectrum
solids.

In 1958 Borovik showed that it was practical in princip
for a thermonuclear reaction to occur in a high-dens
plasma at comparatively low temperatures and also poin
out the prospects for using high-pressure plasmas in o
areas of science and engineering. In that same year the
ratory he created began the development of a new field
plasma physics—the study of the properties of discha
plasmas at high and ultrahigh pressures. His laboratory c
ducted wide-ranging research in the application of lo
temperature technique to plasma physics, and one of the
achievements was the design and construction of multi
ply solenoids of pure metals cooled to low temperatures

Borovik and his co-workers were the authors of an ad
batic magnetic-mirror plasma trap project. This made ext
sive use of cryogenic technique: low-temperature soleno
for producing high pulsed and steady-state fields, conde
tion and helium pumps, which made it possible to study
process of penetration of fast protons into pure metal s
faces in deep vacuum~modeling the conditions at the wall
of a thermonuclear reactor!. Under Borovik’s leadership
1831063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/2/$26.00
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other original studies were done in connection with the u
of cryogenic methods~betatron using cryogenic solenoid
the impulse strength of metals at low temperatures, etc.!.

For many years Borovik taught a lecture course on f
romagnetism at Kharkov University, and under his leaders
the Magnetism Group carried out wide-ranging research
magnetic materials. He trained quite a number of specia
in this field. Borovik’s lecture course was the basis of
often reprinted textbook on magnetism. In the last years
his life, Borovik served simultaneously at the Ukrainia
Physico-Technical Institute~UFTI! of the Academy of Sci-
ences of the Ukrainian SSR and occupied the Chair of Ul
high Vacuum at the Kharkov State University.

In 1961 Borovik, who was the author of more than 1
scientific papers and patents, was elected Correspon
Member of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SS
He was awarded the Medal of Distinction for his scienti
activity.

Borovik was an outstanding physicist and a talented s
entific organizer. Unselfishly devoted to science, he had
inexhaustible creativity and was a knowledgeable and
ented investigator whose work had a significant influence
the development of research in a number of different fields
modern physics. Unfailingly charming and direct in mann
and having an inexhaustible creative energy, Borovik sta
as a model of the unselfish servant of science.

Many of Borovik’s students and colleagues have contr
uted articles in his memory to this special issue honoring
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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ninetieth anniversary of his birth. While the range of intere

of Borovik and his students and others who have followed

his footsteps extends beyond the scope of the journalLow

Temperature Physics, the Editorial Board has accepted p

pers consistent with the coverage of this journal: the e
s

n

-

tronic properties of metals, superconductivity, and lo
temperature magnetism.

We thank the authors of those papers and all who che
the memory of Evgeni� Stanislavovich Borovik.

V. V. Eremenko and V. S. Borovikov
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The experimental research on galvanomagnetic phenomena in layered organic conductors at high
magnetic fields is discussed in terms of the theoretical ideas about charge transfer phenomena
in conductors with a metallic type of conductivity and a quasi-two-dimensional electron energy
spectrum of arbitrary form. Attention is devoted mainly to the problem of recovering the
dispersion relation of the conduction electrons in layered organic charge-transfer complexes from
experimental studies of their magnetoresistance and quantum oscillation phenomena at low
temperatures. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884422#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interest in low-dimensional organic conductors ro
sharply in the 1960s after Little’s suggestion1 that high-
temperature superconductivity might be realized in o
dimensional polymer chains. Despite the fact that this id
has not found experimental confirmation, joint efforts
physicists and chemists have led to the creation of a n
class of organic salts having metallic electric
conductivity.2,3

A characteristic feature of the electronic properties of
first organic metals was a pronounced anisotropy of a qu
one-dimensional type due to their crystal structure. The m
structural elements of these compounds are planar molec
having donor or acceptor properties. The best-known
amples of such molecules are tetrathiafulvalene~TTF!, tet-
ramethyltetraselenafulvalene~TMTSF!, tetraselenatetracen
~TST!, and tetracyanoquinodimethane~TCNQ!, which are
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The radical ions of these m
ecules form regular stacks along a preferred crystallogra
direction. The interplane distance between molecules is o
shortened as compared to the van der Waals separation
mutual orientation of neighboring radical ions in the sta
makes for significant overlap of thep molecular orbitals at
minimal Coulomb repulsion. Fractional charge transfer fro
the radical ions to the counterions causes a partial occupa
of the conduction bands thus formed. As a result, the c
ductivity s along the stacks at room temperature in a num
of compounds exceeds;103 S/cm and grows with decreas
ing temperature. At the same time, the overlap of the m
lecular orbitals between stacks is much weaker, making
extremely low conductivity in the transverse directio
;1 S/cm or less, at room temperature. Such high anisotr
of the electronic properties leads to Peierls instability of
metallic state, characteristic for quasi-one-dimensional c
ductors: as the temperature is lowered, the substance u
goes a transition to an insulating state with the formation
a charge- or spin-density wave.4–6
1851063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/18/$26.00
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To suppress the insulator transition it is necessary to
crease the dimensionality of the conducting system, i.e.
strengthen the coupling between stacks. On the one h
this can be achieved by the application of high pressu
Indeed, a metallic state stable to the very lowest temperat
was first obtained at a pressureP'5 kbar in the quasi-one
dimensional complex (TST)2Cl.7 Subsequently similar re
sults were obtained on a number of other compounds.8 The
most exciting achievement was the discovery in 1980 of
perconductivity under pressure (P;9 kbar) in
(TMTSF)2PF6 ~Ref. 9! and then in the isostructural sal
(TMTSF)2X with X5AsF6 , SbF6 , ClO4 , etc. ~a detailed

FIG. 1. Donor and acceptor molecules on which the best-known crysta
organic conductors are based~the full names of the molecules are given
the text!.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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review of the physical properties of these so-called Be
gaard salts can be found in Refs. 8 and 10!. It must be noted,
however, that the superconductivity in those compou
competes with instability of the Peierls type~in this case
leading to a state with a spin-density wave!, which limits the
temperature of the superconducting transition to values in
1 K region.

On the other hand, it has proved possible to synthe
conducting complexes in which the organic molecules do
form weakly coupled individual stacks but rather form int
gral layers with significant overlap of thep orbitals in two
directions. For example, the first layered~quasi-two-
dimensional! organic superconductorb-(BEDT-TTF)2I3

~BEDT-TTF denotes bis~ethylenedithio!tetrathiafulvalene;
see Fig. 1! was synthesized in 1984.11 The crystal structure
of this compound is given in Fig. 2. The BEDT-TTF0.51

cation radicals form stacks arranged in layers alterna
with the layers of I3

2 ions. The presence of a significant num
ber of shortened contacts both inside the stacks and betw
them makes for an almost isotropic conductivity along
layers,s i'30 S/cm, at room temperature, while in the d
rection perpendicular to the layers the conductivity is alm
three orders of magnitude lower.12 Nevertheless the tempera
ture dependence of the resistivityr51/s is of a metallic
character independent of the direction of the current; the
sistance falls off monotonically with cooling, and atT
52 K it is more than two orders of magnitude lower than
room temperature. On further cooling the substance goes

FIG. 2. Crystal structure of the quasi-two-dimensional organic superc
ductor b-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 according to the data of V. F. Kaminski�, T. G.
Prokhorova, R. P. Shibaeva, and E´ . B. Yagubski�, JETP Lett.39, 17 ~1984!.
The stacks of BEDT-TTF0.51 cation radicals, which lie in the crystallo
graphic direction (a1b), form layers separated along thec axis by layers of
I3 anions~a!; the arrangement of the molecules in the conducting layer;
dotted lines denote the shortened contacts responsible for the metallic
ductivity between the sulfur atoms from neighboring molecules~b!. The
figure was kindly provided by S. S. Khasanov and R. P. Shibaeva.
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the superconducting state (Tc'1.5 K).11 Interestingly, at a
relatively low pressure~below 1 kbar! the superconducting
transition temperature increases abruptly by a factor of fi
jumping from 1.5 K to 7.5–8.0 K.13,14

Soon after the discovery of superconductivity
b-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 the isostructural superconducting salts
BEDT-TTF with the anions IBr2

2 and AuI2
2 were

synthesized, with transition temperaturesTc52.7 K and
4.8 K, respectively,15,16 significantly exceeding the
highest transition temperature in quasi-one-dimensio
superconductors. By now there are some dozens
layered organic superconductors known, most of wh
are BEDT-TTF salts.10 Some of the other
molecules for which superconducting compounds have b
synthesized are shown in Fig. 1: bis~ethylenedioxy!
tetrathiafulvalene ~BEDO-TTF!, dimethylethylenedithio-
diselenadithiofulvalene~DMET!, and metal complexes o
bis-4,5-dimercapto-3-dithiol-2-thione (M(dmit)2). The
record values ofTc at present have been obtained in t
layered compoundsk-(BEDT-TTF)2@N(CN)2#X with X
5Br (Tc'11.6 K, P50 kbar)17 and X5Cl (Tc'12.8 K,
P50.3 kbar),18 and b8-(BEDT-TTF)2ICl2 (Tc'14.2 K, P
582 kbar).19

To understand the nature of superconductivity and
number of other, no less interesting, phenomena observe
organic conductors~see the review in Ref. 10, for example!,
detailed knowledge of the electron band structure of th
compounds is needed. In the case of ordinary metals h
magnetic fields are a powerful tool for investigating the ele
tronic spectrum. In particular, measurements of the ani
ropy of the magnetoresistance permit one to investigate
topology of the Fermi surface of the metal,20–24and from the
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations one can determine the
ues of the extremal closed cross sections of the Fermi sur
and some other important characteristics of the cha
carriers.23–25 These methods are widely used to study t
electronic structure of ordinary three-dimension
metals.25–27

In 1988 Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations were observ
in the layered superconductorsb-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 ~Refs.
28 and 29! and k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 ~Ref. 30! at
magnetic fields;10 T. These studies provided the first d
rect proof of the validity of the Fermi liquid description o
the electronic properties of the given materials and stim
lated intensive further research on organic conductors at h
magnetic fields. By the mid-1990s extensive information h
been accumulated on the subject, a detailed review of wh
was given by Wosnitza.31 Some interesting results of the ap
plication of high fields for studying layered organic condu
tors are reviewed in Refs. 32 and 33.

By virtue of the extremely high anisotropy of the ele
tronic properties of organic conductors, their behavior in
strong magnetic field differs substantially from that of ord
nary three-dimensional materials. This is true of both
quantum oscillations of the magnetoresistance and its qu
classical components, which demonstrate qualitatively n
effects absent in moderately anisotropic three-dimensio
metals and in purely two-dimensional conducting system

In this article we review the basic galvanomagnetic ph
nomena observed in layered organic conductors and their
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for quantitative study of the electronic spectrum of these m
terials. Attention is devoted mainly to the interlayer magn
toresistance features caused by the presence of a Ferm
face in the form of a cylinder with arbitrary cross section a
with only a slight corrugation in the direction perpendicu
to the highly conductive layers. A prominent example o
system having such a Fermi surface is the supercondu
b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 ~Refs. 10, 31, and 32!, which is isos-
tructural to the complexb-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 . In particular,
the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations with two close frequ
cies attest to a simply connected Fermi surface in the form
a slightly (;1%) corrugated cylinder occupying approx
mately half the volume of the Brillouin zone. Such simp
topology of the Fermi surface and the high quality of sing
crystals of this compound make it an excellent model ob
for studying electronic phenomena in quasi-two-dimensio
metals. Below we shall consider the quasiclassical mag
toresistance ofb-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 and show that the ef
fects observed, in particular, the peculiar dependence on
magnetic field direction, are due to the quasi-tw
dimensional character of the electron spectrum and perm
quantitative description of the Fermi surface. Section 3
devoted to Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, the behavio
which in the substances considered is significantly differ
from the predictions of the standard three-dimensional the
based on the Lifshitz-Kosevich model. Although a quanti
tive description of the Shubnikov-de Haas effect for qua
two-dimensional systems is far from complete, the exist
models are capable of explaining a number of qualitat
features observed experimentally. In the final Section
give a brief description of the Hall effect expected in a qua
two-dimensional metal at high magnetic fields.

2. QUASICLASSICAL MAGNETORESISTANCE

The sharp anisotropy of the electrical conductivity
layered conductors is due to anisotropy of the velocities
the conduction electronsv5]«/]p, and the energy of the
charge carriers in such conductors,

«~p!5 (
n50

`

«n~px ,py!cosH anpz

\
1an~px ,py!J ; ~1!

«n~2px ,2py!5«n~px ,py!;

an~px ,py!52an~2px ,2py!

depends weakly on the momentum projectionpz5p•n on
the normaln to the layers (a is the distance between adjace
layers, and\ is Planck’s constant!. It is natural to suppose
that the functions«n(px ,py) with n>1 are much less than
the Fermi energy«F and fall off rapidly with increasingn, as
occurs in the tight-binding approximation, for example.

The charge carrier velocityvz along the normal to the
layers is much less than the characteristic Fermi velocityvF

of the electrons along the layers, and the quasi-tw
dimensionality parameterh of the charge-carrier energ
spectrum can be determined as the ratio of the maxim
value ofvz on the Fermi surface«(p)5«F to the valuevF ,
i.e.,
-
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vz52 (
n51

`
an

\
«n~px ,py!sinH anpz

\
1an~px ,py!J <hvF .

~2!

Here the ratio of the transverse conductivitys' to the
conductivitys0 along the layers in the absence of magne
field is equal in order of magnitude to the square of t
quasi-two-dimensionality parameter,h2.

In a magnetic field the components of the conductiv
tensor, which relate the current density to the electric fieldE,

j i5s i j Ej , ~3!

can be found using the Boltzmann transport equation in tht
approximation for the collision integral. Without any mod
assumptions about the electron energy spectrum, the qu
classical expression fors i j in the case of periodic motion o
a charge with periodTB52p/vc in a magnetic fieldB has
the form

s i j 52
2e3B

c~2p\!3 E d«
] f 0~«!

]« E dpBE
0

TB
dtv i~ t !

3E
2`

t

dt8v j~ t8!exp~~ t82t !/t!. ~4!

Here t is the time of motion of a conduction electron in th
magnetic field under the influence of the Lorentz force

dp/dt5~e/c!@v3B#, ~5!

e, t, and f 0(«) are the charge, mean free time, and equil
rium Fermi distribution function of the conduction electron
vc5eB/(m* c) is the cyclotron frequency of an electron in
magnetic fieldB, m* is its cyclotron effective mass,pB is the
momentum projection in the magnetic field direction, andc
is the speed of light.

The Fermi surface of layered conductors is weakly c
rugated along thepz axis; it can be multisheet and consist
topologically different elements in the form of slightly co
rugated cylinders and slightly corrugated planes in mom
tum space. In the absence of marked anisotropy of the c
ductivity in the plane of the layers the most probable sha
of the Fermi surface is that of a slightly corrugated cylind
at least one sheet of the Fermi surface in such layered
ductors is a cylinder with cross section located inside o
unit cell of momentum space.

Let us consider galvanomagnetic phenomena in a c
ductor whose Fermi surface is in the form of just one cyl
der which is slightly corrugated along thepz axis, in a mag-
netic field B5(0,B sinu,Bcosu). The sections of such a
surface by the planepB5pz cosu1py sinu5const at (p/2
2u)@h are almost the same for different values of the m
mentum projectionpB on the magnetic field direction, an
the velocity components of the conduction electrons in
plane of the layers,vx(pB ,t) andvy(pB ,t), depend weakly
on pB . At the same time, the velocity along the normal to t
layers is substantially different on different sections of t
Fermi surface by the planepB5const. Hence it follows that
the expansion of the components of the conductivity ten
~4! in power series in the quasi-two-dimensionality para
eterh starts with the second or higher power terms, provid
that at least one of the indices ofs i j is z ~Refs. 34 and 35!.
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The resistivity of such conductors along the layers is
the same order of magnitude as that of an uncompens
metal, i.e., at any orientation of the magnetic field the re
tivity is essentially no different from that in the absence
field. In contrast, the resistivityrzz along the ‘‘hard’’ direc-
tion of current flow, i.e., along the normal to the layers,
extremely sensitive to the orientation of a strong magn
field.

Figure 3 shows an example of the angular dependenc
the resistanceR' measured in the direction perpendicular
the highly conductive planeab of a b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2

single crystal as a magnetic fieldB515 T is rotated in a
plane normal to theab plane. The geometry of the exper
ment is shown schematically in the inset. The most rema
able feature of this dependence is obviously the strong o
lations of the magnetoresistance. The positions of the lo
maxima on theR'(u) curve are independent of the magne
field strength and temperature,36 and, as is seen in the figure
periodically repeat in the tanu scale over the entire range o
angles except in a small neighborhood ofu5p/2. The field
dependence of the magnetoresistance varies sharply a
field direction is changed:36,37 as is shown in Fig. 4, the
resistance increases in approximate proportion toB2 for the
field direction corresponding to the maximum on the angu
dependence~curve1!, while at the minimum a tendency to
ward saturation in fields above 5 T is clearly seen.

Such behavior, which was first observed29 in a high-
quality sample ofb-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 , turns out to be a
general property of quasi-two-dimensional metals and

FIG. 3. Resistance of ab-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 single crystal measured in th
direction perpendicular to the highly conductive planeab, in a magnetic
field B515 T, atT51.4 K, versus the angleu between the field direction
and the normal to theab plane. The geometry of the experiment is illu
trated schematically in the upper inset. A characteristic feature of this
pendence is the presence of strong oscillations that repeat periodically i
tanu scale, as is shown in the lower inset. In addition, a sharp peak of
magnetoresistance is observed in a narrow neighborhood of angles a
u590° ~see Sec. 2.2 and Fig. 7!.
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manifested to some degree or other in practically all laye
organic conductors~see, e.g., the review articles31–33! and in
a number of other layered structures.38–44 This orientation
effect does not take place in ordinary metals and is obser
only in layered conductors with a quasi-two-dimension
electron energy spectrum.

2.1. Angular oscillations of the magnetoresistance

When current is passed along the normal to the lay
the electric field is almost parallel to the current, andrzz is
equal to 1/szz to within corrections small in the paramete
h!1.

A significant first step in the explanation of the orient
tion effect was made by Yamaji,45 who, for the case of a
rather simple charge-carrier dispersion relation

«5
px

21py
2

2m
22t' cosS apz

\ D ~6!

calculated, in the linear approximation in the small parame
h!1, the dependence of the area of section of the isoen
surfaceS(«,pB) by a planepB5const on the angleu be-
tween the magnetic field vector and the normal to the lay

S~«F ,pB!cosu5ppF
2

14pmt' cosS apB

\ cosu D J0S apF

\
tanu D ,

~7!

wherepF5(2m«F)1/2, andJ0(u) is the zeroth-order Besse
function. It is clear from expression~7! that the areas of al
the cyclotron orbits are practically equal at the periodica
repeating zeroes of the Bessel function. Obviously this

e-
the
e
nd

FIG. 4. Field dependence of the interlayer resistanceR' of a
b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 single crystal atT51.4 K for two different magnetic
field directions. Curve1 corresponds to a maximum and curve2 to a mini-
mum on the oscillatory angular dependence, as is shown in the inset.
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be achieved by an appropriate choice of the angleuc . At
such an angle the drift velocity of the charge carriers,46

v̄z~pB!5TB
21E

0

TB
dtvz~ t,pB!5cosu

]S/]pB

]S/]«
~8!

becomes negligibly small. This leads to a sharp decreas
the conductivityszz and ultimately to a sharp peak of th
magnetoresistivityrzz at u5uc .

Formulas~7! and~8! correctly reflect the qualitative na
ture of the angular oscillations of the magnetoresistance
served experimentally. In fact, the sharp decrease of the
ference between the maximum areaSmax and minimum area
Smin of the cross section of the Fermi surface at the max
of the angular dependence was evidenced back in the ex
ment of Ref. 29: at those orientations of the magnetic fi
for which the magnetoresistance took a maximum value
beats of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations, due to the
ference (Smax2Smin), vanished.

The conductivity tensor componentszz at high magnetic
field (vct@1) in the case of the charge-carrier dispers
relation ~6! with corrections taking into account small p
rametersh andg51/vct has the form34,47

szz5
2ae2m* t cosu

p\4 t'
2 J0

2S apF

\
tanu D1h2s0~h2F1

1g2F2!, ~9!

wheres0 is the conductivity along the layers in the absen
of magnetic field, andF1 and F2 are functions of the tilt
angle of the magnetic field to the layers and are of the or
of unity.

For arbitrary field direction the Bessel functionJ0 is
generally nonzero, and the conductivityszz is determined by
the first term in expression~9!. In that case the magnetore
sistance is essentially the same as that observed in ord
uncompensated metals: it is relatively low and goes to s
ration at high magnetic field. Foru5uc , however, whenJ0

50, the conductivity is proportional tog2, and the magne-
toresistance to current transverse to the layers grows
magnetic field in proportion toB2, reaching saturation only
in the region of very high magnetic fields, i.e., forg!h.
Such a character of the field dependence is in good qua
tive agreement with the experimental results presented
Fig. 4.

Naturally, a theoretical analysis of the transport pheno
ena with the use of a very simple model of the carrier d
persion relation in the form~6! cannot claim to give a quan
titative description of the experimentally observ
dependence of the magnetoresistance on the strength o
magnetic field and on its orientation with respect to the cr
tallographic axes; nevertheless, in many cases this mod
the electron energy spectrum permits a correct compre
sion of the nature of electronic phenomena in layered c
ductors.

In the case of an arbitrary dispersion relation of t
charge carriers an asymptotic expression forszz(h,g) at ar-
bitrarily small g andh has the form:34,48
in
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-
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szz5 (
n51

` E
0

TB
dtE

2`

t

dt8S an

\ D «n~ t !«n~ t8!
e3B cosu

ac~2p\!2

3expS t82t

t D cosH an

\
@py~ t !2py~ t8!#J , ~10!

where all the functions in the integrand are functions oft and
t8 only. With corrections small in the parametersg!1 and
h!1 taken into account, the conductivity tensor compon
szz takes the following form:48,49

szz5
ae2m* t cosu

2p\4 ( n2I n
2~u!1h2s0~h2w11g2w2!;

~11!

where

I n~u!5TB
21E

0

TB
dt«n~ t !cos$napy~ t !tanu/\%, ~12!

and the functionsw1 andw2 , which depend on the orienta
tion of the magnetic field, are of the order of unity, as in t
case of the carrier dispersion relation~6!. The main contri-
bution to the integralI n(u) for tanu@1 comes from small
neighborhoods of points of stationary phase, where]py /]t
52(eH/c)vx cosu50. There are at least two such points o
the closed electron orbit: these are the turning points wh
vx(t1,2)50. Here«n(t1)5«n(t2) and, if there are no othe
points of stationary phase on the electron orbits,
asymptotic expression forI n(u) takes the form

I n~u!52«n~ t1!
u2p\u1/2

TBuanpy9~ t1!tanuu1/2

3cosH napy~ t1!

\
tanu2

p

4 J , ~13!

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to tim
The functionsI n(u) have a set of zeroes which for tanu@1
repeat with a period34,48

D~ tanu!52p\/aDp , ~14!

whereDp[2py(t1) is the extent of the cross section of th
Fermi surface along thepy axis. Thus for an arbitrary form
of the quasi-two-dimensional electron energy spectrum
tanu@1 the conductivity transverse to the layers, expres
by formula ~11!, and, hence, the interlayer resistance va
with period ~14! on increasing tanu.

From the periods of the angular oscillations of the ma
netoresistance for different orientations of a strong magn
field one can determine the shape of the cross section o
cylindrical Fermi surface. Such a procedure was first app
to b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 in Ref. 46. The result is presented
Fig. 5. This effect is now widely used to study the Fer
surfaces of organic metals and other layered conductors~see,
e.g., Refs. 31–33, 43, and 44!.

Naturally, all the terms in the sum overn in formula~11!
cannot vanish simultaneously. For example, atu5u1 , when
I 1(u) vanishes, all the functionsI n(u) for which (n21) is
not a multiple of four are substantially nonzero,49 and the
asymptotic behavior ofszz depends substantially on th
character of the decay of the functions«n(px ,py) with in-
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creasing indexn. Agreement with experiment can b
achieved by keeping certain terms in the sum overn in the
formula ~11! for szz.

A theoretical calculation of the resistance to curre
transverse to the layers with three terms retained in the
over n in the formula~11! for szz gives a result for theu
dependence of the magnetoresistance of the condu
b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 that is closer to the experimentally ob
served dependence ifI n11 /I n50.4, while for the more an-
isotropic organic conductor (BEDT-TTF)2DIA ~DIA is di-
iodoacetylene! this is found for I n11 /I n50.2 ~Ref. 50!.
Figure 6 shows the results of a calculation of the angu
dependence of the magnetoresistance of the organic con
tor b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 with several harmonics kept in th
dispersion relation of the charge carriers forI n11 /I n50.04
and I n11 /I n50.4. The experimental angular dependence
the magnetoresistance was taken from Ref. 46.

The energy spectrum of the charge carriers in almos
organic compounds lacks symmetry with respect to the
placement ofpz by 2pz , and taking the phase ofan(px ,py)
into account in formula~11! has a sensitive effect on th
position of the sharp maxima of the magnetoresistance

FIG. 5. Cross section of the Fermi surface of the layered organic super
ductor b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 , determined from experiment on the angul
oscillations of the magnetoresistance.46 The Brillouin zone boundary and the
directions of the crystallographic axes in the plane of the layers are sh

FIG. 6. Dependence of the magnetoresistance transverse to the layers f
organic conductorb-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 on the angleu between the mag-
netic field vector and the normal to the layers, calculated theoretically w
several Fourier components taken into account in the dispersion relatio
the charge carriers: curve1—for I n11 /I n50.04; curve2—for I n11 /I n

50.4. Curve3—experimental curve of the angular dependence of the re
tance transverse to the layers.46
t
m

tor

r
uc-

f

ll
-

r-

sus u. In Ref. 46, by writinga1(px , py) in the form of a
linear combination ofpx and py , the results of the calcula
tion were reconciled with the experimentally observed asy
metry in the angular dependence of the magnetoresistan

2.2. Resistance in a magnetic field almost parallel to the
layers

The contribution to the conductivity from the rapidl
oscillating functions in the integrand in formula~12! for g
!1 is smaller the larger the value of tanu. Consequently, the
monotonic part of the magnetoresistance increases with
viation of the magnetic field from the normal to the layers
proportion to tanu, as long ash tanu!1.

When u is quite close top/2, specifically forh tanu
'1, a necking of the electron orbit occurs along thepx axis.
In this region of anglesu a substantial rearrangement of th
electron orbits occurs. When the neck widthDp goes to zero,
a small orbit splits off from the highly elongated orbit; th
small orbit is located completely inside one unit cell of m
mentum space. The nucleation of small electron orbits beg
at a parabolic point of the Fermi surface, where the ma
mum value of the electron velocity along the magnetic fie
on the electron orbit occurs. In the case of charge-car
dispersion relation~6! the small electron orbits arise whe
cosu5h, and for an arbitrary shape of the Fermi surface
the form of a weakly corrugated cylinder, when cosu is of
the order ofh. With further growth ofu the number of small
orbits increases, and atu5p/2 the relative fraction of charge
carriers with small orbits in momentum space becomes of
order ofh3/2.

The character of the angular dependence of the mag
toresistance forh tanu>1 is easily ascertained for arbitrar
dependence of the energy of the charge carriers on their
mentum. In this region of magnetic-field tilt angles with r
spect to the layers the values ofpx , py , andvx vary slowly
with time, while pz , to a sufficient degree of accuracy~to
corrections small inh and cosu) varies in time by a linear
law almost everywhere on the slightly elongated orbits
cept in the vicinity of necks and turning points, where t
velocity projectionvx is small.

To calculate the conductivity tensor componentszz for
h tanu'1 we use the Fourier representation for the elect
velocity along thez axis:

vz~ t !5 (
k52`

`

vz
~k! exp~ ikvct !. ~15!

The contribution to the conductivity along the normal
the layers:

szz5
2e2t

~2p\!3

3E
0

2p\ cosu/a

2pm* dpBH vz
212(

k51

`
~vz

~k!!2

11~kvct!2J
~16!

from charge carriers executing motion along orbits w
small necks is large, since they travel near the neck fo
long time. Their period of gyration in a magnetic field d
verges logarithmically asDp goes to zero:TB} ln(1/Dp), so

n-

n.
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h
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that in a certain layer of electron orbits this period is mu
greater than the mean free time. The lower the cyclot
frequencyvc , the more terms must be taken into account
the sum overk in formula ~16!, and forvc→0 the contribu-
tion to szz of such electrons is comparable to their contrib
tion in the absence of magnetic field. Thus the appearanc
self-intersecting electron orbits forh tanu'1 leads to im-
provement of the conductivity of the layered conductor.51,52

As the angleu approaches closer top/2 the magnetoresis
tance begins to grow, since the termvz, which is independen
of the magnetic field strength, goes to zero in proportion
cos2 u and the resistance to current transverse to the lay
after passing through a minimum in the region of ang
where cosu is of the order ofh, again increases, reaching i
maximum atu5p/2.51,52 In this case the resistance to cu
rent transverse to the layers increases without saturation
increasing magnetic field in the plane of the layers.

Formula ~16! gives a good description of experimen
Indeed, the angular dependence of the magnetoresistan
Fig. 3 demonstrates a slight drop that is followed by a ra
rise at anglesu→p/2. A detailed study of the magnetoresi
tance peak in the vicinity ofu5p/2 was carried out by Ha
nasakiet al.53 for the layered conductorb-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 ,
a close analog of the complexb-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 . In par-
ticular, it was found experimentally that the width of th
peak is practically unchanging with magnetic field streng
This is illustrated in Fig. 7, where the angular dependenc
the magnetoresistanceb-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 at various values
of the field is shown for angles close top/2. The constancy
of the peak width permitted the authors of Ref. 53 to
tribute its origins to the geometry of the Fermi surface, s
cifically, to the slight corrugation along thez axis, and thus
to estimate the quasi-two-dimensionality parameterh
>1022.

Let us now consider the dependence of the resistanc
the magnetic field strength foru5p/2. The main contribu-

FIG. 7. Structure of the peak on the angular dependence of the magne
sistance ofb-(BEDT-TTF)2I3 in the vicinity of u590° for different values
of the magnetic field. Plotted according to the data of Ref. 53.
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tion to the conductivity tensor componentszz at u5p/2 is
from the small fraction of conduction electrons with orb
near the self-intersecting cross sectionpB5pc of the Fermi
surface. These charge carriers move slowly along thez axis
with a periodT(pB) larger than or comparable to their mea
free timet for arbitrarily high values of the magnetic field
Since the velocity along thex axis for electrons on orbits
pB5py close topc is small, which corresponds to a wea
dependence of« on px , in calculating the periodT(py) of
the electron’s motion one is justified in using an expansion
the energy in a power series for smallpx , dropping the
higher-order harmonics in formula~1!:

«5«0~0,py!1px
2/2m11«1~0,py!cos~apz /\!. ~17!

Using relation~17!, one can easily calculate the period of th
electron’s motion along orbits close to self-intersecting,

TB~py!5h21/2T0E
0

p

da~j21sin2 a!21/2, ~18!

where T052p\c/(aeBvF) agrees in order of magnitud
with the period of a conduction electron’s motion in a ma
netic field normal to the layers, and

j25@«2«0~0,py!2«1~0,py!#/2«1~0,py!. ~19!

As the self-intersecting orbit is approached,j becomes
an arbitrarily small quantity, and the integral in formula~18!
diverges logarithmically in proportion to ln(1/j).

Unlike ordinary metals, where the period of the carrie
motion is greater than or comparable to the mean free t
only in an exponentially small region of the cross sections
the Fermi surface near the self-intersecting orbit,54 in a
quasi-two-dimensional conductor the conditionTB.t is
valid in a significantly wider region of electron orbits, sinc
the period of the electrons’ motion near the self-intersect
orbit, even forj of the order of unity, is inversely propor
tional to the small parameterh1/2. Thus for h1/2<g0!1,
whereg05T0 /t, there are quite many charge carriers who
period of motion in the magnetic field are greater than
comparable to the mean free time. As a result of averag
over states of the conduction electrons the conductivity o
layered conductor falls off in proportion to 1/B with increas-
ing magnetic field directed in or near the plane of t
layers:35

szz5h2s0g0 . ~20!

With increasing magnetic field the number of electro
whose periods of motion exceed the mean free time
creases, but in the limit of high magnetic field, wheng0

!h1/2!1, the contribution of the small fraction of electron
with open trajectories in momentum space close to the s
intersecting cross section of the Fermi surface,

szz5h3/2s0g0
2, ~21!

nevertheless exceeds the contribution toszz from all the
other electrons. In this region of magnetic fields the line
growth of the resistance to current transverse to the lay
gives way to a quadratic growth with magnetic field.35,48

In formulas ~20! and ~21! we have dropped numerica
factors of order unity which depend on the concrete form
the electron energy spectrum.
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An analogous dependence ofszz on magnetic field
strength was obtained by Lebed and Bagmet55 and by
Schofield and Cooper56 with the use of a model of the form
~6! for the electron energy spectrum.

In the case of a carrier dispersion relation~6! the depen-
dence of the momentum componentpz on timet in a mag-
netic field parallel to the plane of the layers is described
the standard equation for a simple pendulum:

]2pz

]t2 1
2at'e2B2

mc2\
sin

apz

\
50. ~22!

The solution of this equation enables one to write
dependence of the electron velocityvz on time t explicitly
with the aid of the Jacobi functions, which together w
their Fourier transforms have been tabulated in sufficient
tail, and Schofield and Cooper56 had no difficulty in carrying
out a numerical calculation of the dependence of the re
tance to current transverse to the layers on the magnetic
strength over a wide range of magnetic field and param
h. It follows from their calculation that in a quasi-two
dimensional conductor (h!1) the contribution toszz from
electrons with small orbits foru5p/2 over a wide region of
magnetic fields is significantly smaller than the contributi
of the charge carriers with open trajectories in moment
space, which thus govern the behavior of the magnetore
tance at high magnetic fields, in accordance with what
have said above.

Concluding this Section, we note that the unrestric
growth of the magnetoresistance with in-plane field is due
the absence of drift of the charge carriers along the cur
direction, i.e., along thez axis,20 whereas in a magnetic fiel
tilted with respect to the layers the growth of the resista
to current transverse to the layers with increasing magn
field, r(B)5rzz51/szz, gives way to saturation at hig
fields:

r~`!51/̂ v̄z
2t&. ~23!

The angle brackets denote integration over the Fermi sur
with weight factor 2e3B/c(2p\)3.

For any magnetic field orientationrzz increases with
magnetic field, since all the diagonal components of the c
ductivity tensor fall off monotonically with increasing mag
netic field. One can readily see this by turning to formu
~16!, from which it follows thatszz(0)>szz(B), and

]szz~B!

]B
52

8e2t

~2p\!3B

3E
0

2p\ cosu/a

2pm* dpBH (
k51

`
~vz

kvct!2

@11~kvct!2#2J <0,

~24!

where the equals sign applies only in the case of the lo
tudinal conductivity of an isotropic conductor.

The rate of increase of the resistivityrzz with magnetic
field depends substantially on the saturation value~23! to
which the resistivity tends in the limit of infinitely high mag
netic field. At the maximum of the angular dependence of
resistivity the value of̂ vz

2t& is proportional toh4, and the
resistivity increases more strongly with magnetic fieldB than
y
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at the minima ofr~u!. At those magnetic-field orientation
for which r~u! has a minimum it is significantly easier t
achieve saturation with respect to magnetic field strength
is indeed observed experimentally36,37,57~see Fig. 4!.

3. SHUBNIKOV-DE HAAS EFFECT

With decreasing temperature the mean free path of
charge carriers increases, and the condition of high magn
field (vct@1), under which the dynamic properties of th
conduction electrons are most clearly manifested, is reali
in a wider range of magnetic fields. At very low temper
tures, however, the quasiclassical treatment of the trans
properties can turn out to be incorrect.

At Leiden in 1930 Shubnikov and de Haas observe
complicated magnetic-field dependence of the resistanc
20 K in a single-crystal bismuth sample of very high qual
for that time.58 Against the background of significant growt
of the resistivity of bismuth with magnetic field a tenden
toward oscillatory behavior ofr versusB was seen, and an
investigation at liquid helium temperature revealed a pe
odic dependence of magnetoresistance of bismuth on the
verse magnetic field.59

This effect, which came to be called the Shubnikov-
Haas effect, did not follow from a quasiclassical treatment
charge transport phenomena in solids and for a long time
regarded as another anomaly among the unusual prope
of bismuth. It was only after 8 years that Landau showe60

that oscillatory dependence of the magnetoresistance onB
and also the oscillations of the magnetic susceptibility
bismuth, which had been discovered by de Haas and
Alphen in 1930 as well,61 are due to quantization of th
energy of the charge carriers in a magnetic field and
inherent to all degenerate conductors. In a quantizing m
netic field the density of states of the electrons has a squ
root singularity, which at the Fermi level repeats periodica
with variation of 1/B; this is what leads to the oscillator
dependence of the thermodynamic and kinetic characteris
of the conductor on the inverse magnetic field. Rather h
magnetic fields are needed for observation of these osc
tions, sufficient that the distance between the quantized L
dau levels,D«5\vc , exceeds their width\/t, and the tem-
perature smearing of the Fermi distribution functionkBT (kB

is Boltzmann’s constant! but nevertheless much less than t
Fermi energy«F , i.e., the conditionkBT<\vc!«F must be
met. In metals the carriers responsible for these quan
oscillations comprise only a small fraction, of the order
(\vc /«F)1/2, made up of those for which the area of secti
S(«,pB) of the Fermi surface«(p)5«F by the planepB

5const is close to the extremal valueSext.
From the period of the magnetization or magnetores

tance oscillations,

D~1/B!5
2p\e

cSext
, ~25!

one can determine the extremal area of plane sections o
Fermi surface. Thus a reliable spectroscopic method
developed62–64 which is still being used successfully to re
construct from experimental data the main characteristic
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the electron energy spectrum of degenerate conductors—
Fermi surface ~see, for example, the monograph b
Shoenberg25!.

Oscillatory dependence of the magnetoresistance o
metal on 1/B due to quantization of the energy of the orbit
motion of the charge carriers in a magnetic field was fi
calculated by Akhiezer65 using Titeica’s method.66 The es-
sence of Titeica’s method is that by taking into account
oscillatory character of the motion of electrons in a magne
field, one can represent the electric current as the drift of
centers of the electron orbits. Here the resistance to elect
current flowing in the direction orthogonal to a strong ma
netic field arises because of scattering of the charge carr
Akhiezer, following Titeica, assumed that the mechanism
dissipation in the system of conduction electrons was th
scattering by phonons. Although Akhiezer’s work contain
a number of errors in the calculations of the amplitude of
magnetoresistance oscillations,67 he nevertheless obtaine
the correct expression for the period of the oscillations a
pointed out the significant growth of the quantum correctio
to the magnetoresistance as the temperature approaches

The quantum oscillation effects in the magnetoresista
of bismuth at extremely low temperatures, when the cha
carriers are scattered mainly by impurity atoms, were c
sidered by Davydov and Pomeranchuk.68 Already in that pa-
per it was shown that the probability of scattering of an el
tron will oscillate with variation of the magnetic field an
that it is is extremely important to take such oscillations in
account. Zil’berman69 applied the Titeica’s method in calcu
lating the quantum oscillations of the magnetoresistanc
the case of scattering of conduction electrons in a meta
heavy impurities and showed that the amplitude of
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations for«F /\vc@1 is deter-
mined mainly by the oscillatory dependence of the mean
time of the charge carriers on 1/B. The magnetic fields avail
able in the 1950s were not very high, and experimental
search on electronic phenomena was restricted to field
several tesla. Therefore Zil’berman’s rather cumbersome
detailed calculations were confined to the use of formulas
the electron collision frequency and magnetoresistance v
for kBT>\vc . The formula he obtained for the invers
mean free time of electrons in a quantizing magnetic fi
had the form

1

t
5

1

t0
H 11

9\vc

40«F
2

5&

A«F\vc

p2kBT

3expS 2
2p2kBT

\vc
D cosS 2p«F

\vc
2

p

4 D J . ~26!

Later Titeica’s method was refined substantially
Kubo70 and successfully used in a theoretical study of gal
nomagnetic phenomena in metals in a quantizing magn
field.71

In the theoretical papers mentioned above65–69 the en-
ergy spectrum of the conduction electrons was assumed
tropic. Such a model of the carrier dispersion relation —
Drude-Lorentz-Sommerfeld model—was used in those ye
in many theoretical investigations of electronic phenome
in metals, even though the most probable open Fermi
faces for electrons in metals with a face-centered cubic
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tice had already been proposed in the monograph by B
and Sommerfeld~see Figs. 23–25 of Ref. 72!. A quadratic
isotropic energy spectrum of the charge carriers was a
used later in the paper by Adams and Holstein,73 which was
devoted to the study of galvanomagnetic phenomena in c
ducting media.

In the case of an isotropic dispersion relation of t
charge carriers there is only one extremal plane section of
Fermi surface—the central cross section, of areaSmax5ppF

2

52p«Fm* .
Low-temperature experiments on the magnetic susce

bility of rather pure metals, carried out by Shoenberg a
co-workers at Cambridge and by Verkin and Lazarev a
co-workers at Kharkov~see Ref. 25 and the references cit
therein!, and also resonance and magnetoacou
phenomena23,24 have given evidence that even in ordina
quasi-isotropic metals, except for a small group of alk
metals, the electron energy spectrum is rather complex an
substantially different from the spectrum of free electrons

To explain the experimental studies of quantum osci
tion phenomena it was necessary to create a theory with
real electron energy spectrum taken into account. The s
cess of Lifshitz and Kosevich’s theory64 of the de Haas-van
Alphen effect under the most general assumptions about
form of the electron energy spectrum of metals with the u
of only the area quantization rule

S~«,pB!52p\~n11/2!eB/c, ~27!

wheren is a nonnegative integer, stimulated investigation
the electronic properties of metals without the invocation
model assumptions about the charge carrier dispersion
tion.

One of the first papers devoted to the theoretical study
galvanomagnetic effects in a quantizing magnetic field
conductors with an arbitrary carrier dispersion relation w
that of Lifshitz.74 In it the current density

j5Tr~ev̂ f̂ ! ~28!

was found by solution of the quantum kinetic equation
the single-particle statistical operator or density matrixf̂ ,
linearized with respect to a weak perturbation of the el
tronic system by a uniform external electric field. The theo
of quantum phenomena in metals with an arbitrary car
dispersion relation obtained its further development in
paper by Kosevich and Andreev,75 who calculated in the
Born approximation the correction oscillatory in 1/B to the
collision integral in the case of electron scattering by imp
rity atoms with a short-range potential with the use of t
Bogolyubov method.76 Here the oscillatory~in 1/B) depen-
dence of the eigenvalues of the collision operator diffe
from that given in the paper by Zil’berman in the case of
isotropic spectrum of the charge carriers only by a relativ
unimportant factor of order unity.

At sufficiently low temperatures that the charge carrie
are scattered mainly by impurity atoms and their drift alon
say, thez axis is nonzero, the asymptote of the conductiv
tensor componentszz at high magnetic field has the form
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szz52
2e3B

~2p\!2c
(
n50

`

E
0

2p\ cosu/a

3dpB~vz
nn!2t~«n!] f 0~«n!/]«n . ~29!

Following Landau,60 we can easily write the terms in th
expression forszz which are oscillatory on variation of th
magnetic field with the aid of Poisson’s formula:

(
n50

`

Fn5 (
k52`

` E
21/2

`

dnF~n!exp~ ikn!. ~30!

Here the oscillatory part of the conductivityszz
osc is deter-

mined mainly by the oscillatory dependence on 1/B of the
mean free time of the charge carriers, which is due to
summation over states of the ‘‘incoming’’ electrons in t
collision integral.

The problem of quantum oscillations of the conductiv
of metals in a magnetic field has been the subject of m
papers. The most transparent and lucid derivation of the
cillatory field dependence of the elastic scattering amplitu
of charge carriers on impurity atoms in the Born approxim
tion is given in Abrikosov’s monograph.24 For \vc!h«F the
frequency of electron scattering can be written in the for

1

t~«!
5

1

t0
~11Dosc!, ~31!

where

Dosc5S e\B

m* c« D 1/2

(
e

U]2Se

]pB
2 U21/2

ge , ~32!

ge5 (
k51

`

ak~21!kk21/2cosS kcSe

e\B
1

p

4
sD cosS pkm*

m D .

~33!

Here theak are numerical factors that depend on the concr
form of the carrier dispersion relation,m is the mass of a free
electron,s5sgn(]2Se/]pB

2), and Se is the extremal value o
the area of section of the isoenergy surface by a planepB

5const. In the case of several extremal sectionsSe it is nec-
essary to sum over all possibleSe in formula ~32!.

As a result, the conductivity, which is proportional to th
relaxation timet, acquires an oscillatory componentsosc

;Doscs0 .
In formulas ~32! and ~33! the broadening of the quan

tized levels of the charge carrier energy due to scattering
not been taken into account. Dingle77 proposed that to do this
it is sufficient to introduce in the oscillatory~in 1/B) correc-
tion to the kinetic coefficient and inDosc a factor

RD5exp~21/vct!, ~34!

which has come to be called the Dingle factor.
A rigorous analysis of the quantum oscillation effec

carried out by Bychkov78 with the use of the diagram tech
nique, showed that in many particular cases such a proce
is completely justified, although it can lead to the loss
interesting effects associated with magnetic-impurity-bou
electronic states. The value calculated by Bychkov for
factor by which the amplitude of the quantum oscillations
lowered on account of scattering of conduction electrons
fered from the Dingle factor only by a number factor of ord
e

y
s-
e
-

te

as

,

re
f
d
e

f-
r

unity in the argument of the exponential factor. In this rega
the Kubo method has turned out to be more attractive
studying the Shubnikov-de Haas effect. In the Kubo form
ism it is unnecessary to introduce a Dingle factor in the
pression for the kinetic coefficients, since the broadening
the carrier energy levels due to scattering is automatic
taken into account in the description of estimation of t
linear response of the electron system to the perturba
with the aid of the retarded two-time Green’s functions.79–81

Besides the weakening of the amplitude of t
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillationsszz

osc due to scattering of
charge carriers, there is a very significant decrease in am
tude with increasing temperature. While the part of the c
ductivity that changes monotonically with magnetic fiel
szz

mon, depends weakly on temperature, since the tempera
smearing of the Fermi distribution functionkBT of the
charge carriers is much less than the Fermi energy«F , the
oscillatory componentszz

osc decreases rapidly whenkBT be-
comes of the order of or greater than the distance\vc be-
tween Landau levels, even forkBT!«F . The factor that de-
creases the amplitude of the oscillations has the form

RT~u!5
u

sinh~u!
, where u5

2p2kBT

\vc
, ~35!

and foru.1 it falls off exponentially with temperature@see
formula ~26!#.

In the early 1950s the de Haas-van Alphen effect h
already been observed in almost all metals, but for a lo
time the quantum oscillations of the magnetoresistance w
hardly ever observed in metals for which the number of c
duction electrons is of the order of one per atom. This
clearly due to the fact that the quantum correction to
classical expression for the conductivity is too small, be
proportional to (\vc /«F)1/2, while the amplitude of the
quantum oscillations of the magnetic susceptibility is a fac
of («F /\vc)

3/2 larger than the Pauli paramagnet
susceptibility82 and the Landau diamagnetic susceptibility.83

Layered organic conductors are an exceptionally con
nient object for experimental study of the Shubnikov-
Haas effect, since a much larger number of charge carrie
involved in its formation than in the case of ordinary meta
In some compounds the amplitude of the resistance osc
tions can reach giant values exceeding the minimum valu
the resistance by one or two orders of magnitude.32,84–87

Clearly the theory of quantum oscillation effects develop
for materials with a relatively slight anisotropy is inapp
cable in this case, especially under conditions such that
distance\vc between adjacent Landau levels is considera
greater than the widthW' of the conduction band in the
direction perpendicular to the layers.

Pioneering research on the magnetic susceptibility
conductors with a markedly anisotropic quasi-tw
dimensional electron energy spectrum was done in the y
1983–1985 by Wagner and co-workers88,89 and by
Shoenberg.90 The thermodynamic theory of quantum oscill
tions has been under particularly intensive developmen
the last 10 years~see Refs. 91–102 and the references ci
therein!. There is now a consistent theory of the de Haas-v
Alphen effect in layered systems which can in principle
used for quantitative analysis of the magnetization osci
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tions observed in organic conductors~see, for example, Refs
91 and 103–105!. A number of theoretical papers have be
devoted to an examination of quantum oscillations of
magnetoresistance.106–113 Unlike the case of the thermody
namic de Haas-van Alphen effect, the detailed description
quantum oscillations of the kinetic properties, which is co
plicated strongly by the necessity of taking the details of
scattering processes into account under conditions of
tremely high anisotropy, is far from completed. Neverthele
substantial progress in understanding some of the impor
features of the Shubnikov-de Haas effect in quasi-tw
dimensional systems, at least on a qualitative level, has b
made recently.

Let us consider in more detail the case of a compa
tively strongly corrugated cylindrical Fermi surface, wh
the width of the conduction band in the direction perpendi
lar to the layers,W' , is somewhat~but not very much!
greater than the distance between adjacent Landau le
This condition is realized in many layered organic cond
tors in fields of;10 T. In this case the de Haas-van Alph
effect is still described well by the standard Lifshitz
Kosevich formula, which was obtained for moderately ani
tropic metals.64 At the same time, it turns out that th
Shubnikov-de Haas effect manifests a number of spec
features already atW'>\vc . Among them are beats of th
quantum oscillations of the magnetoresistance and an ap
ciable shift of their phase in relation to the beats of the
cillations of the magnetic susceptibility, which carries info
mation about the spectrum of charge carriers.109 The
detection of slow quantum oscillations with a frequency p
portional to the difference between the maximum and m
mum areas of section of the Fermi surface has turned ou
be very important.110 These oscillations are observed
higher temperatures than the oscillations at the fundame
frequency, which is proportional to the extremal area of s
tion of the Fermi surface.

Figure 8 shows a typical example of the field depe
dence of the interlayer resistance ofb-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 in
a magnetic field tilted at a small angle (u515°) from the
normal to the conducting plane,110 at temperatures of the
order of 0.6 and 1.4 K. Two types of oscillations are clea
seen. The fast oscillations, which are particularly pronoun
at 0.6 K, are the Shubnikov-de Haas effect on extremal or
of the cylindrical Fermi surface.29,32 By virtue of the slight
corrugation of the cylinder the frequencies corresponding
the maximum and minimum cross sections of the Fermi s
face are extremely close, as is reflected in the low-freque
modulation of the oscillation amplitude, which is propo
tional to cos(2pFb /B1w).

From the ratio of the beat frequency (Fb'20 T) to the
fundamental frequency (F0'3900 T) one can estimate th
relative value of the corrugation of the Fermi surfac
DS/S52Fb /F0'1022. The ratio of the width of the con
duction band in the direction perpendicular to the laye
W''4t' @ t' is the transverse transfer integral; see form
~6!#, to the distance\vc between Landau levels in a field o
10 T is equal to 2Fb /B'4. Consequently, taking the smal
ness of the oscillation amplitude into account (;1% of the
monotonic component of the resistance! and the practically
total absence of higher harmonics of the fundamen
e
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frequency,109,110 it could be supposed that the standa
‘‘three-dimensional’’ model applies in the given situation. I
deed, the behavior of the magnetization oscillations
b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 has been analyzed successfully
Wosnitza and co-workers31,114 in the framework of the
Lifshitz-Kosevich theory.64 However, in the case of resis
tance oscillations new effects arise even under these co
tions, due to the quasi-two-dimensional character of
charge carriers.

Perhaps the most obvious and important anomaly of
behavior presented in Fig. 8 is the presence of slow quan
oscillations of the interlayer resistance. These oscillatio
which are periodic in the 1/B scale, were observed back i
the first experiments on this compound,28,29 but their nature
has been understood only recently.110,111 It has been
established110 that the dependence of the frequency of t
slow oscillations on the orientation of the magnetic fie
Fslow(u), is strictly correlated with the angular oscillations
the quasiclassical part of the resistanceR'(u), which were
considered in Sec. 2.1. As is shown in Fig. 9,Fslow oscillates
with variation of the field tilt angleu, going to zero at angles
corresponding to the maxima ofR'(u). Such behavior at-
tests to the direct link between the slow oscillations and
corrugation of the Fermi surface. Indeed, as was discus
above, the quasiclassical magnetoresistance takes on m
mal values at those magnetic-field orientations for which
areas of all the cyclotron orbits become practically equ
This, in particular, means that the beat frequencyFb of the
fundamental Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations goes to zero

FIG. 8. Quantum oscillations of the interlayer magnetoresistance
b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 in a magnetic field tilted at an angleu'15° from the
normal to the layers, for different temperatures. The fundame
Shubnikov–de Haas oscillations, shown on an enlarged scale in the i
have a frequencyF05D0

21(1/B)'3900 T and beat with a frequencyFbeat

5Dbeat
21 (1/B)'20 T. In addition to the fundamental oscillations, which a

rapidly damped with increasing temperature, slow oscillations which
periodic on a scale of 1/B but are practically independent of temperature a
observed. Data of Ref. 110.
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the maxima of the angular oscillations of the magnetore
tance. Recent measurements have shown that the angula
pendencesFb(u) and Fslow(u) actually coincide with each
other to good accuracy over a wide range of angles, and
following relation holds:

Fslow~u!52Fb~u!. ~36!

Thus one can conclude that the slow oscillations, like
beats of the fundamental Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
not due to some independent small section but to the w
corrugation of the main cylinder of the Fermi surface.

To explain this effect we use the model dispersion re
tion ~6!, which under conditions of quantization of the orbit
motion of the electrons takes the form

«~n,pz!5S n1
1

2D\vc22t' cosS apz

\ D . ~37!

In a quantizing magnetic fieldB deviating substantially
from the layers, i.e., when (p/22u)@h, the resistance to
the current transverse to the layers, as in the case when
ergy quantization is not taken into account, is determin
mainly by the conductivity tensor componentszz.

Using the Poisson formula~30!, applying it to expres-
sion ~29! for szz, we obtain a series of terms oscillatory
the inverse magnetic field:

FIG. 9. Angular dependence of the frequency of slow oscillationsFslow ~d!
and twice the beat frequency 2Fbeat ~s! ~a!, and the corresponding angula
dependence of the quasiclassical part of the interlayer magnetoresis
~b!.110
s-
de-

he

e
re
ak

-

en-
d

szz52
4t'

2 e2a

m\~2p\!3 E d«
] f 0~«!

]«
t~«!

3F11
\vc

pt'
(
k51

`

~21!kk21 cosS 2pk«

\vc
D

3J1S 4pkt'
\vc

DRDG . ~38!

The mean free time of the charge carriers also oscilla
with variation of the magnetic field. In the Born approxim
tion the oscillations are determined by oscillations of t
density of states and, when the carrier dispersion rela
~37! is taken into account, assume the form115,94

t~«!}F112(
k51

`

~21!k cosS 2pk«

\vc
D J0S 4pkt'

\vc
DRDG21

,

~39!

whereRD is the usual Dingle factor, andJ0(u) andJ1(u) are
Bessel functions. As is seen from expressions~38! and~39!,
the oscillations of the relaxation time and velocity of th
electrons are modulated in amplitude by the Bessel functi
of order zero and one, respectively, with an argument de
mined, as expected, by the ratiot' /(\vc). Obviously the
product of two oscillatory functions in the expression for t
conductivity will contain a slowly oscillating term.

At large argumentsu54pt' /(\vc) one can use the ap
proximate expressions for the Bessel functionsJ0(u)
'A2/pu cos(u2p/4) andJ1(u)'A2/pu sin(u2p/4). Since
in the experiment the amplitude of the oscillations is rath
small, and all the harmonics except the first are substanti
suppressed, we neglect the oscillations of the chemical
tential and keep in the expansion forszz only the terms of
lowest order in the factorsRD andRT , and after integration
over « we obtain110

szz5s0S t'
«F

D 2H 112A\vc~11a2!

2p2t'
cosS 2pm

\vc
D

3cosS 4pt'
\vc

2
p

4
1w DRDRT1

\vc

2p2t'

3RD*
2A11a2 cosS 8pt'

\vc
2

p

2
1w D J , ~40!

where

a5\vc /~2pt'!, w5arctan~a!, ~41!

m is the chemical potential of the charge carriers, ands0 is
the monotonic part of the conductivity along the layers.

The second term in the sum~40! corresponds to the main
oscillations with the fundamental frequencyF05mm* c/\e
5cS/(2p\e), modulated in amplitude at the frequenc
Fslow54t' /\vc52t'm* c/\e. The third term in~40! corre-
sponds to slow oscillations with a frequency equal to tw
the beat frequency, in complete agreement with experim

It must be noted that the amplitude of the slow oscil
tions does not contain a temperature factor, since these o
lations are independent of the electron energy~they are de-
termined only by the value oft' in the dispersion relation!.
Indeed, as is seen in Fig. 8, the amplitude of the slow os

nce
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lations remains almost unchanged when the temperatu
increased from 0.6 to 1.4 K, while the fundamental harmo
of the Shubnikov oscillations is almost completely su
pressed at 1.4 K. Strictly speaking, the slow oscillations a
of course, damped with temperature by virtue of t
temperature-dependent scattering processes,111 but this
damping is considerably slower. In particular, in the co
pound b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 the slow oscillations are ob
served all the way up to temperatures;10 K, i.e., an order
of magnitude higher than the fundamental Shubnikov os
lations.

Another consequence of the fact that the slow osci
tions are independent of the carrier energy is the differe
of the corresponding Dingle factorRD* from the standard
one.110,111 Usually the relaxation time that enters into th
Dingle factor takes into account both point defects and ot
macroscopic, imperfections of the crystal which influen
the local value of the chemical potential: dislocations, mo
icity, local strains, etc. Since the chemical potential does
appear in the expression for the slow oscillations, the fac
RD* is determined solely by the point defects. Indee
experiment110 has shown that inb-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 the
relaxation time obtained from the Dingle factor of the slo
oscillations is five times larger than the value determin
from the fundamental Shubnikov-de Haas oscillatio
Hence it can be concluded that the contribution of the m
roscopic inhomogeneities to the suppression of the Sh
nikov oscillations is dominant in this compound.

Thus the slow oscillations of the interlayer magneto
sistance are a general phenomenon observed in sufficie
pure layered metals by virtue of the superposition of
oscillations of the relaxation time and carrier velocity in t
direction transverse to the layers, the amplitudes of wh
turn out to be comparable, whenW' is of the order of\vc .
Indeed, such oscillations have been observed not only
b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 but also in a number of other layere
organic conductors in fields;10 T.116–120

It follows from relations~40! and ~41! that the phase o
the beats of the fundamental harmonic of the Shubnikov
Haas oscillations contains an anomalous termw which de-
pends on the magnetic field. In fact, experiments on a n
ber of organic metals109,121–123have revealed a significan
phase shift of the beats of the magnetoresistance oscilla
with respect to the beats of the magnetization oscillation
fields of the order of 10–20 T~recall that the latter are wel
described by the standard three-dimensional Lifsh
Kosevich model64!.

A detailed experimental study of the phase of the be
of the Shubnikov oscillations was carried out in Refs. 1
and 123, and it was shown that it is indeed substanti
dependent on the ratio\vc /W' . In particular, it was found
that the phase shiftw increases strongly as the magnetic-fie
orientation approaches the direction corresponding to
peak in the angular oscillations of the classical part of
magnetoresistance. This result agrees with the fact that
effective interlayer transfer integral vanishes at the peak
the angular oscillations.124 It should be noted, however, tha
the phase shift measured in Ref. 109 was approxima
twice as large as the value predicted by formulas~40!. This is
illustrated in Fig. 10, where the symbols correspond to
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results of the measurements and the dashed line repre
relation~41!; here the ratio\vc /t' was taken from the bea
frequency of the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations.

Subsequently a more rigorous theoretical analysis of
conductivity based on the Kubo formalism with the use
the self-consistent Born approximation111 showed that a term
'\/(2t't* ) must be added to the argument of the arcta
gent in formula~41!, wheret* is the scattering time on poin
defects~it can be determined from the Dingle factor for th
slow oscillations,RD* ). Then, as is shown in Fig. 10~solid
line!, fair agreement with experiment109 can be achieved for
fields in the interval 7–12 T, which corresponds to valu
\vc /t''0.7– 1.2. However, upon further increase of t
field the discrepancy between the theory111 and experiment
increases. Moreover, it has been observed123 that for field
orientations close to the direction corresponding to the p
in the angular oscillations of the magnetoresistance the ph
shift w is significantly greater than the limitp/2 predicted by
the theory.111

Thus the results presented show that, unlike the ther
dynamic quantum oscillations such as the de Haas-van
phen effect, the quantum oscillations of the conductivity
layered metals display a number of anomalies even
\vc /W',1. The existing theoretical models are able to d
scribe the nature of these anomalies in a qualitative w
However, to achieve quantitative agreement between the
and experiment, especially under conditions when the r
\vc /W' increases, approaching unity, further efforts will b
necessary.

For \vc@W' the Boltzmann transport equation do
not lead to a satisfactory result at high magnetic fie
(vct@1). A detailed analysis of the conductivityszz for the
case\vc@W' in a field perpendicular to the layers (Biz)
was done by Champel and Mineev112 and by Gvozdikov113

on the basis of the Kubo formalism with the use of the se
consistent Born approximation. It was shown that with
creasing field an ever greater contribution to the oscillatio

FIG. 10. Tangent of the phase shift of the beats of the Shubnikov osc
tions in b-(BEDT-TTF)2IBr2 as a function of magnetic field according t
the data of Ref. 109. The dashed line was constructed according to form
~41!, and the solid line is the result of a quantum-mechanical calculation111

The calculation was done using the values of the cyclotron massmc53.9
310227 g and scattering time on point defectst* 58310212 s obtained
from the Dingle factor of the slow oscillations.110
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of szz is given by the purely quantum term, which does n
have an analog in the semiclassical model. In particular
integer occupation of the Landau levels this term alm
completely compensates the semiclassical Boltzmann co
bution, which gives rise to a ‘‘pseudogap’’ in the functio
szz(«) and an activation temperature dependenceszz(T) at
integerm/\vc . Such a temperature dependence has ind
been observed125 at fields greater than 20 T in the organ
conductorb9-(BEDT-TTF)2SF5CH2CF2SO3. Nevertheless,
a detailed comparison of the Shubnikov–de Haas oscillat
in this compound125,126with the results of the theoretical ca
culations reveals significant discrepancies. As was note
Ref. 112, the cause of this may be the insufficiency of tak
into account scattering only on point defects in the regi
\vc@W' . A more rigorous treatment of scattering pr
cesses in layered organic conductors is an extremely c
plex problem and has not been done at the present time

4. HALL EFFECT

The Hall field at high magnetic fields, even in the pre
ence of open sections of a Fermi surface in the form o
corrugated cylinder, i.e., foru5p/2, has the form48

EHall5
@ j3B#

Nec
, ~42!

i.e., the same form as in the case of a magnetic field ti
with respect to the layers, when all the charge carriers in
collisionless limit (t5`) drift at a velocity

u5c
@E3B#

B2 . ~43!

This is because the drift of the charge carriers alo
open orbits in a plane orthogonal to the magnetic field, w
the velocity

vx5
2p\c

aeBTB~pB!
, ~44!

is naturally compensated in the expression for the cur
density

j5Neu, ~45!

whereu, as in the case whenu is not equal top/2, has the
form ~43!. As a result, by measuring the value of the H
field at a high magnetic field with any orientation, one c
determine the charge carrier densityN to the necessary ac
curacy.

At low temperatures such that it is important to take t
quantization of the electron energy levels into account,
conductors with a single group of charge carriers the qu
tum corrections to the asymptote of the Hall field~42! for
vct@1 appear only in the higher terms of the expansion i
power series in the small parameterg51/vct. Let us present
Lifshitz’ elegant proof of this assertion.74

We calculate the current density flowing in the directi
orthogonal to the magnetic field with the aid of the soluti
of the quantum kinetic equation for the statistical opera
f̂ 5 f̂ 01 f̂ 1 :

$H f̂ %5Ŵcoll~ f̂ !, ~46!
t
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whereH5H0(P2eA/c)2eE•r is the Hamiltonian of a con-
duction electron in uniform electric and magnetic fields,P is
the generalized momentum operator,A is the vector potential
for the magnetic inductionB5(0,B sinu, Bcosu)5curlA,
which in the Landau gauge has the formA5(0,xB cosu,
2xBsinu), and in the absence of electric field the projectio
of the generalized momentumPy and Pz are good quantum
numbers.

The quantum analog of the collision integralŴcoll( f̂ )
takes into account the scattering of electrons by the poten
( iV(r2r i) of impurity atoms located at coordinatesr i . In
the case when this potential is short-ranged and weak,
collision integralŴcoll can lead to an integral operator actin
on a single-particle statistical operatorf̂ 5 f̂ 01 f̂ 1 . The op-
erator f̂ 0 describes the unperturbed state of the system
conduction electrons, —its diagonal matrix elements
equal to the Fermi distribution function of the charge car
ers,f 0

nn(pB)5 f 0$«n(pB)%—and the operatorf̂ 1 describes the
perturbation of the charge carriers by the electric field.

In an approximation linear in the weak electric field th
kinetic equation takes the form

$H0 f̂ 1%2$eE•r f̂ 0%5Ŵcoll$ f̂ 1%. ~47!

It is easy to see that the expression for the current d
sity component orthogonal to the magnetic field,

@ j3B#/B5Tr~e@ v̂3B# f̂ 1!/B, ~48!

wherev̂ is the velocity operator of the conduction electron
is proportional to the change of the momentum of the el
tron with time:

e@ v̂3B#5c
d

dt
p̂5c$H,p̂%. ~49!

Using relation~49!, we obtain

@ j3B#y5~ ic/h!Tr ~H f̂ 1p̂y2 f̂ 1Hp̂y!

52cTr ~$eE•r f̂ 0% p̂y!2cTr ~Ŵcoll~ f̂ 1! p̂y!. ~50!

As a result, in the collisionless limitŴcoll( f̂ 1)50 we
obtain

@ j3B#y5ceTr ~Eyf̂ !5Tr ~ f̂ 0!ecEy5NecEy , ~51!

i.e., at arbitrary orientations of the current density and m
netic field the asymptote of the Hall field has the form~42!.
Taking the collision integral into account is extremely impo
tant for calculating the dissipative component of the curr
density.

Thus in layered conductors with a Fermi surface in t
form of a slightly corrugated cylinder, the quantum oscill
tions of the off-diagonal components of the magnetoresis
ity tensor, divided by the asymptote of the Hall field, a
smaller than the quantum oscillationsrosc/rmon by at least a
factor of vct.

However, in conductors with a multisheet Fermi surfa
the amplitude of the oscillations of the Hall field can b
comparable to the the amplitude of the magnetoresista
oscillations.

Let us consider the case when the Fermi surface inclu
a pair of slightly corrugated planes in addition to the cyli
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drical part. Such a topology of the Fermi surface is qu
common in organic metals.31–33 In particular, it is character-
istic for one of the best-known organic superconducto
k-(BEDT-TTF)2Cu(NCS)2 ~Ref. 30! and also for the nor-
mal metallic state of the compoun
a-(BEDT-TTF)2MHg(SCN)4 , where M is a metal from the
group K, Rb, Tl or NH4 ~Ref. 127!. Open sections of such
Fermi surface by a planepB5const are encountered at pra
tically any orientation of the magnetic field, and the magn
toresistance of such a conductor increases without satura
as the magnetic field is increased. The position of all
planes inp space can easily be determined from the anis
ropy of the magnetoresistance in the plane of the layers20

For h!cosu and g0!cosu the magnetoresistance to
current flowing along the layers has the form49,128

rxx5
s1 sin2 w cos2 u1g0

2s0

g0
2s0~s01s1!

;

ryy5
s1 cos2 w cos2 u1g0

2s0

g0
2s0~s01s1!

, ~52!

where s0 and s1 are equal in order of magnitude to th
contribution from the charge carriers situated, respectiv
on the cylindrical and planar parts of the Fermi surface to
conductivity along the layers in the absence of magnetic fi
and w is the angle between thepy axis and the corrugate
plane of the Fermi surface.

The contribution of the charge carriers whose states
long to a sheet of the Fermi surface in the form of a sligh
corrugated plane to the conductivity along the normal to
layers does not lead to a noticeable Hall effect provided
h!g0 and the resistivity along thez axis,

rzz5
1

szz
1

s1 cos2 w sin2 u

g0
2s0~s01s1!

~53!

is determined mainly by the conductivity tensor compon
szz.

In formula ~52! and in the last term of formula~53! we
have dropped unimportant factors of order unity which d
pend on the concrete form of the dispersion relation of
charge carriers, and the relationship between the mobil
of the conduction electrons of the two groups are assume
be the same.

At rather high magnetic fields, wheng0<h, the Hall
components of the resistivity tensor, in particular,

rxz5g0
22 s1 sin 2w sin 2u

s0~s01s1!
1g0

21 ~s01s1 sin2 w!sinu

s0~s01s1!
~54!

are already comparable torzz.
The presence of an additional pocket of the Fermi s

face in the form of weakly corrugated planes leads forg0

<h to the unrestricted growth of the resistivity to a curre
transverse to the layers with magnetic field, and the H
field, which is proportional toH2, is now comparable toEz .

The energy spectrum of the carriers whose states be
to the slightly corrugated planes in momentum space d
not contain discrete levels, and therefore this group of c
duction electrons does not take part in the formation of qu
tum oscillation effects, but its presence can have a substa
e
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influence on the asymptote of the quantum oscillations of
Hall field. When the oscillatory dependence of the mean f
time on 1/B at low temperatures for the conduction electro
with closed orbits on a sheet of the Fermi surface in the fo
of a corrugated cylinder is taken into account, the Hall fie
in a quantizing magnetic field takes the form128

Ex5 j
H sinu

2Nec

3H 2sin2 w1
Hs0s1 sin 2w cosu2Necs0 cos2 w

Nec@s01s1~11Dosc!#
J ,

~55!

Ey5 j
H sinu

Nec

Hs0s1 cosu2Necs1~11Dosc!sin 2w

Nec@s01s1~11Dosc!#
.

~56!

It is easy to see that the ratio of the oscillatory partEHall
osc

of the Hall field to the part that varies monotonically wi
magnetic field,EHall

mon, as follows from formulas~55! and
~56!,

EHall
osc /EHall

mon52Dosc

s1

s01s1
~57!

is of the same order of magnitude asrzz
osc/rzz

mon.
Thus, by studying the dependence of the resistivity a

Hall field on the value of a sufficiently strong magnetic fie
for different orientations of the field with respect to the la
ers, one can reconstruct completely the topological struc
of the Fermi surface and determine the contribution of
individual groups of charge carriers to the total conductiv
of the conductor.

5. CONCLUSION

At high magnetic fields the kinetic characteristics
low-dimensional conductors depend substantially on the c
crete form of the energy spectrum of the charge carriers
contain detailed information about the dispersion relation
the conduction electrons. Intensive research on galvanom
netic phenomena in organic layered conductors at low te
peratures has revealed a number of peculiar effects spe
to quasi-two-dimensional conductors. It turns out that
electronic phenomena in quasi-two-dimensional conduc
are manifested in fundamentally different ways for differe
orientations of the quantizing magnetic field. Even in a mo
erately strong magnetic field orthogonal to the layers, wh
the discrete-continuous electron energy spectrum of the
ered conductor contains a rather large number of quant
values of the momentum projection on the magnetic fi
direction at a fixed value of the energy, e.g., equal to
Fermi energy, at certain orientations of the magnetic fi
with respect to the layers only one or a few electron sta
with the Fermi energy are possible, i.e., the electron ene
spectrum turns out to be quasi-discrete.

Thus, depending on the angle between the magnetic fi
vector and the normal to the layers, a layered conductor
haves as a three-dimensional conductor with highly an
tropic electron energy spectrum or as a two-dimensional c
ductor with a discrete spectrum of charge carriers. T
orientation effect, which is specific to quasi-two-dimension
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conductors, is manifested in various kinetic phenomena
particular, for certain orientations of the magnetic field a la
ered conductor is transparent to electromagnetic and aco
waves,129,130 and in such conductors the propagation of p
culiar weakly damped electromagnetic and spin waves
occur,131,132 carrying information about the electron ener
spectrum and the relaxation properties of the charge carr

Layered conductors with a quasi-two-dimensional el
tron energy spectrum are extremely convenient objects
studying quantum oscillation effects, the formation of whi
involves a large number of charge carriers. The detection
low-frequency oscillations of the magnetoresistance of l
ered conductors at high temperatures such that the fu
mental harmonics of the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations
hardly observed, and the study of the phase relations of
oscillations of the magnetoresistance and magnetic susc
bility can yield detailed information about the dispersion
lation of the conduction electrons.

Linear growth of the resistivity with magnetic field~the
Kapitsa law! is very specific in quasi-two-dimensional co
ductors, being observed even in single-crystal samples.
ear growth of the resistivity of bismuth with magnetic fiel
which gave way to quadratic growth at higher fields, w
observed by E. S. Borovik,133 who devoted many years t
studying the galvanomagnetic phenomena in metals.
magnetoresistance of a layered conductor in a magnetic
lying in the plane of the layers behaves in an analogous w
It is quite possible that the linear growth of the resistivity
bismuth with magnetic field is due to the marked anisotro
of the Fermi surface of that substance, the axes of the e
tron ellipsoid of the Fermi surface of bismuth differing b
roughly a factor of 10.

The investigation of galvanomagnetic phenomena in l
ered conductors has been the subject of an enormous nu
of studies. We have not attempted to cover everything,
some interesting results of experimental and theoretical
search on the classical and quantum galvanomagnetic ef
may have been left out. The main goal of this paper was
demonstrate the effectiveness of galvanomagnetic meas
ments for investigating the electron energy spectrum.

We are grateful to the Editor-in-Chief of the journalLow
Temperature Physicsfor inviting us to contribute to this spe
cial issue dedicated to the 90th anniversary of the birth of
outstanding physicist and fascinating man, Evgeni� Stanisla-
vovich Borovik.

We are extremely grateful to W. Biberacher and P.
Grigoriev for helpful discussions of the problems of char
transfer in organic conductors touched upon in this artic
and to the INTAS foundation for support of this study~Grant
01.0791!.
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Spin gap in low-dimensional magnets „Review …
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The main mechanisms of formation of a spin gap in low-dimensional metaloxide compounds are
reviewed. Among the objects in which a singlet ground state is formed are dimers, alternating
chains with half-integer spin, uniform chains with integer spin, spin ladders, and two-dimensional
ensembles of exchange-coupled spins. In some of these systems the spin gap in the
spectrum of magnetic excitations is present from the start, while in others it is formed as a result
of magnetoelastic interaction, charge ordering, or orbital ordering. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884423#
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INTRODUCTION

Magnetism, together with superfluidity, superconduct
ity, and charge-density waves, is among the quantum co
erative phenomena observed in condensed media at low
peratures. Each of these phenomena is of fundame
interest and can present new aspects with each new obje
study. An important place in the list of such objects is he
by low-dimensional magnets. The dimensionality and top
ogy of the magnetic subsystem and also its interactions w
the other subsystems of the magnet—elastic, cha
orbital—have a decisive influence on the formation of t
ground state of the substance.

It is difficult to speak of the dimensionality of a syste
solely on the basis of the arrangement of magnetic ions in
crystal. For example, a transition-metal ion with a magne
moment in a crystal can be treated at high temperatures
0-dimensional system. As the temperature is lowered, w
the exchange interaction parameters become compa
with the temperature, these ions can form a thr
dimensional antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic state. If
transition-metal ions, in conformity with the motifs of th
crystal lattice, form chains or planes distant from each ot
then magnetic ordering may not set in at all. Intermedi
states in the realm of low-dimensional magnetism belong
clusters of several closely spaced ions and spin ladd
which consist of two or three magnetic chains lying clo
together.

The simplest magnetic cluster is the dimer, a unified p
of magnetic ions. In the case when the ions in the dimer
coupled by an antiferromagnetic interaction, a spin sing
state is formed in it at low temperatures. The spin singlet
configuration of spins in which the projection of their tot
magnetic moment on any direction is equal to zero. The
glet state is separated from the excited triplet states by a
gap, and the formation of a spin gap in concentrated m
netic systems is manifested in their behavior as nonmagn
substances at low temperatures.

A spin gap is also formed in isolated alternating cha
in which different exchange interaction parameters (J and
aJ) alternate along them. Fora→0 such a chain can b
represented as a set of noninteracting dimers. However, t
are classes of compounds containing isolated chains of
2031063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/21/$26.00
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ger spins~Haldane chains! or spin ladders in which a single
ground state is reached without breaking the translatio
invariance. Such a state of the system is called a spin liq
In Haldane chains and in ladders with an even number
‘‘legs’’ the excited states are separated from the magn
ground state by a spin gap, whereas in isolated unifo
chains (a51) of half-integer spins and in ladders with a
odd number of legs the spectrum of magnetic excitation
gapless.

Various metaloxide compounds with the singlet grou
state have been observed in recent years. Representativ
this class of substances are systems containing dimer
BaCuSi2O6 and CaCuGe2O6, plaquettes of CaV4O9, S
51/2 chains of CuGeO3, NaV2O5, and NaTiSi2O6 , S51
chains of Y2BaNiO5 and PbV2Ni2O8 , ladders of SrCu2O3,
and an orthogonal mesh of SrCu2(BO3)2 dimers.

In this review we discuss only those metaloxide co
pounds in which the ground state is separated from the
cited states by a spin gap. In many low-dimensional co
pounds such a state is not achieved because the interac
between remote fragments of the magnetic structure at
temperatures lead to the establishment of a long-rang
antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic—order.

1. DIMERS

The simplest system in which a singlet ground state
be realized at low temperatures is an isolated pair of m
netic ions—a dimer. In the Heisenberg model the Ham
tonian of a dimer has the form

Ĥ5J~Ŝ1•Ŝ2!, ~1!

whereŜ1 and Ŝ2 are the spin operators of the two magne
ions forming the dimer, andJ is the exchange interactio
parameter. This Hamiltonian has the eigenstatesE5(J/2)
3@S(S11)2S1(S111)2S2(S211)#, whereS is the total
spin of the system. ForJ.0 ~antiferromagnetic coupling!
the ground state of the dimer formed by two spinsS15S2

51/2 is a spin singletE(S50)52 3
4J with the wave func-

tion $ 1/& (u↑↓&2u↓↑&)%, and the excited stateE(S51)
51 1

4J is a spin triplet described by the three wave functio
$u↑↑&; 1/& (u↑↓&1u↓↑&);u↓↓&%. The value of the energy
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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gap between these states isD5E(S51)2E(S50)5J. For
J,0 ~ferromagnetic coupling! the singlet and triplet state
exchange places.

The isothermal magnetic susceptibility of a mole of io
in a dimerized state is determined by the equation1

x5
NAg2mB

2

kT

1

31eJ/kT , ~2!

whereNA is Avogadro’s number,g is the gyromagnetic ratio
mB is the Bohr magneton, andk is Boltzmann’s constant. Fo
J.0 the temperature dependence of the susceptibilityx(T)
has a maximum at a temperatureT'0.625J/k determined by
the condition]x/]T50. In the high-temperature region (J
!kT) the susceptibility obeys the Curie-Weiss lawj
5C/(T2u), whereu52J/4k. For T→0 the susceptibility
goes exponentially to zero.

The magnetic heat capacity of a mole of ions in t
dimerized state is equal to2

C53RS J

kTD 2 e2J/kT

@113e2J/kT#2
. ~3!

TheC(T) curve passes through a maximum, and at h
temperatures the magnetic heat capacity is proportiona
T22.

A considerable number of metaloxide compounds
known to have a structure containing weakly intercoup
dimers, so that the thermodynamic properties of the mate
is determined almost wholly by the interaction within th
dimer. As the temperature is lowered, however, the role
interdimer interactions increases, as a result of which a
certain temperatureTN a long-range magnetic order can b
established in the whole system. Without claiming comple
ness of the list of dimer compounds, let us mention some
them.

1.1. CuTe2O5

In the structure of CuTe2O5, shown in the inset in Fig. 1
the Cu21 ions (S51/2), which are found in highly distorted
CuO6 edge–sharing octahedra form dimers which are dis
from each other.3 The bond angle Cu– O– Cu in the CuTe2O5

dimers is close to the critical angle for compensation of

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of CuTe2O5 .
The solid curve showsx(T) after subtraction of the temperature
independent~Van Vleck! component and the impurity~Curie! component.
The crystal structure of CuTe2O5 is shown in the inset.
h
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ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions. At hi
temperatures, as is shown in Fig. 1, the magnetic susce
bility x obeys the Curie-Weiss law with a Weiss constanu
5241 K, which indicates that the antiferromagnetic e
change is dominant. With decreasing temperature thex(T)
curve reaches a maximum atT556 K, after which the sus-
ceptibility falls off rapidly. From the behavior ofx(T) one
can estimate a valueJ590 K for the magnetic interaction
parameter in the dimers.4 The slight increase of the magnet
susceptibility at low temperatures is not inherent to lo
dimensional systems specifically and is due to impurities
imperfection of the crystal lattice. It is observed to som
degree or other in all the compounds described below
will not be discussed further.

1.2. CsV2O5

In the structure of CsV2O5 the layers containing the
magnetic V41 (S51/2) and nonmagnetic V51 (S50) vana-
dium ions alternate with Cs layers.5 The V41O5 pyramids,
joined along an edge in the basal plane, form dimers. Th
dimers are separated from each other by V51O4 tetrahedra,
which leads to weakening of the interdimer coupling. It fo
lows from analysis of the temperature dependence of
magnetic susceptibility of CsV2O5 that the gap in the spec
trum of magnetic excitations has the valueD5146 K.6 It
should be noted, however, that the appearance of the ga
the spectrum of magnetic excitations of CsV2O5 admits a
different interpretation. Calculations of the band structure
CsV2O5 suggest that the magnetic exchange between
V41 ions occurs across the V51O4 complex also.7 In that
case the magnetic subsystem of CsV2O5 can be represente
as an alternating chain with exchangeJ within a dimer and
aJ between dimers. An estimate of the exchange interac
parameters from thex(T) curve givesJ5146 K, a50.25.7

1.3. CaCuGe2O6

In the structure of CaCuGe2O6 the Cu21 ions form zig-
zag chains along thec axis, while in theab plane these ions
form pairs.8 The magnetic susceptibility of this compoun
exhibits a broad maximum atT;40 K and falls off exponen-
tially with decreasing temperature. However, calculations
cording to the dimer model for this compound deviate n
ticeably from the experimental data in the region of t
maximum; this indicates a complex hierarchy of magne
interactions in CaCuGe2O6. In principle, each Cu21 ion can
interact not only with two nearest neighbors but also w
two next-nearest neighbors in the chain, and also in theab
plane with the nearest neighbors from other chains. The
agreement with experimental data for CaCuGe2O6 is
achieved when a weak antiferromagnetic interaction betw
dimers is included.9

2. CLUSTERS IN Ca0.85CuO2

Ca0.85CuO2 has orthorhombic symmetry with lattice pa
rametersa52.807 Å, b56.324 Å, c510.573 Å.10 In the
crystal structure of this compound the copper ions are fo
in a planar environment of oxygen ions, forming CuO2

chains extending along thea axis. These chains are separat
by Ca ions. The O22 ion from neighboring copper-oxyge
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chains can be joined into octahedra partially occupied
Ca21 ions. If it were possible to synthesize the stoich
metric compound CaCuO2, then the center of every-othe
octahedron would be occupied by a Ca21 ion, and the CaO6
octahedra would be joined along an edge. The stoichiome
composition is unstable, and the ratio Ca/Cu50.85 is the
highest possible value, since the Ca21 ions cannot be found
closer together than 3.2 Å in the crystal lattice.11 In
Ca0.85CuO2 only a percentage 0.425 of the octahedra are
cupied, and the presence of vacancies causes the Ca21 ions
to be shifted in the direction of the ‘‘tunnel’’ along thea axis,
and a more uniform distribution of the ions is formed. T
structure of the Ca and Cu chains is incommensurate, and
mean distances between ions 5dCa-Ca'6dCu-Cu. The case of
exact equality is realized for the composition Ca0.833CuO2

(Ca5Cu6O12).
The incommensurability has a decisive influence on

magnetic properties of Ca0.85CuO2. This compound is an
insulator; the formal valence of copper is equal to12.33,
i.e., the magnetic Cu21 ions constitute two-thirds and th
nonmagnetic Cu31 ions one-third of the total number. Th
holes in this compound are localized, and the magnetic c
pling of Cu21 in the chains takes place through Cu– O–
superexchange. Studies of the electron paramagnetic r
nance and magnetic susceptibility have shown that the
change in the chains is antiferromagnetic,J545 K.12 The
temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
Ca0.85CuO2 exhibits a broad maximum atT;40 K and an
exponential decline to zero asT→0. Such behavior is wha
would be expected for a system with a spin gapD583 K.

The formation of a singlet ground state in Ca0.85CuO2

can be explained from a simple geometric analysis of
structure of the spin chains. For convenience one can neg
the weak incommensurability of the periods and consider
system Ca0.833CuO2. In Fig. 2a~taken from Ref. 12!, which
illustrates the scheme of the chemical bond of the repea
Ca5Cu6O12 segments, it is seen that every ‘‘missing’’ Ca21

ion is compensated by two Cu31 ions. Figure 2b shows thre
variant distributions of these ions within a segment of

FIG. 2. Magnetic structure of Ca0.833CuO2 : diagram of the chemical bond
in the CuO2 chain ~a!; three versions of the arrangement of nonmagne
ions in the Ca5Cu6O10 segments~b!; two types of magnetic structure of th
CuO2 chains~c!.
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chain, and Fig. 2c shows the two possible types of magn
chains; the exchange interaction constants between spin
cated next to each other and between spins separated
nonmagnetic ion are denoted byJ1 andJ2 , respectively. The
structure of type A is characterized by the presence o
quartet of spins separated by two holes. In the caseJ1.J2

this structure can be considered as a cluster, and the
number of spins makes for a nonmagnetic ground state s
rated by a gapD52J1 from the excited states. The structu
of type B contains alternating segments containing one
three spins separated by nonmagnetic ions. The interac
between spins within a segmentJ1 is the same as in the
type-A structure, while the interaction between segmentsJ2

is larger, since it is acting over a shorter distance. Such a
configuration can be considered as a chain with an alter
ing interaction. Calculations of the magnetic susceptibility
Ca0.85CuO2 have been done using the dimer model and
Bonner-Fisher model for a ring ofN spins.15 Both models
describe the behavior ofx(T) well in the regionT,60 K,
while at higher temperatures the curve calculated for
dimer model deviates noticeably from the experimental v
ues, whereas the calculation in the Bonner-Fisher model w
parametersJ545 K, N58 gives a good description ofx(T)
up to 120 K. Thus the temperature dependence of the m
netic susceptibility corresponds to the behavior of struct
segments containing an even number of spinsS51/2 ~model
A!.

3. SÄ1Õ2 CHAINS

Analysis of the Hamiltonian of a quasi-one-dimension
magnet in the Ising approximation

Ĥ5J(
i

Ŝi
Z Ŝi 11

Z ~4!

shows that an isolated infinite chain of magnetic atoms d
not order at any finite temperature.13 The ground state is
reached only atT50, and there is no gap in the energ
spectrum of magnetic excitations. This result stems from
fact that long-range order in a chain of atoms coupled by
exchange interactionJ is destroyed by the flip of a single
spin. Here the magnetic energy increases by 2J, while the
entropy increases byk ln N. The change of the free energ
upon the flip of a spin is written

DF52J2kT ln N ~5!

and can be made negative at arbitrarily low temperatur
the number of linksN in the chain is chosen large enough

The magnetic susceptibility of an Ising chain has t
form14

x i5
Ngi

2mB
2

2J

J

2kT
eJ/kT,

x'5
Ng'

2 mB
2

4J F tanhS J

2kTD1
J

2kT
sech2S J

2kTD G . ~6!

The symbolsi and' denote the direction of the externa
field relative to the axis of quantization of the spins with
the chain. The temperature dependence of the magnetic
ceptibility of a linear system in the Ising model is shown
Fig. 3. It is seen thatx i(T) is an odd function ofJ ~for
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J.0 it increases asT→0, and forJ,0 it passes through a
broad maximum and goes to zero forT→0). The perpen-
dicular componentx'(T) is an even function ofJ and is no
different in the casesJ.0 andJ,0.

Following the solution of the Ising problem it wa
shown that Heisenberg chains of half-integer spins

Ĥ5J(
i

~Ŝi•Ŝi 11! ~7!

do not order at finite temperatures either.15 Such a chain has
a degenerate singlet ground state and a triplet excited s
The magnetic excitation in the chain is a pair of spins pro
gating via the exchange interaction upon a spontaneous
flip in the disordered chain. Such an excitation of the sp
does not require additional energy, since there is no ga
the spectrum of magnetic excitations.

A calculation of the magnetic susceptibility of a ring
N Heisenberg spins was carried out in Ref. 15. The cu
obtained in the limitN→` is shown in Fig. 4. The smooth
maximum on the curve is determined by the relations

xmaxuJu

g2mB
2

'0.7346,
kTmax

uJu
'1.282. ~8!

In the overwhelming majority of quasi-one-dimension
compounds with large values of the exchange interac
constants a three-dimensional magnetic ordering occurs

FIG. 3. Magnetic susceptibility of a linearS51/2 chain, calculated accord
ing to the Ising model forJ.0 andJ,0.

FIG. 4. Magnetic susceptibility of a linearS51/2 chain calculated accord
ing to the Heisenberg model forJ.0.
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certain temperature.1! Such a transition is brought on by an
type of anisotropy and weak interactions between chains

As a criterion of ‘‘one-dimensionality’’ of the system w
can use the ratio of the interactions between chainsJ8 to the
exchange integral in a chain. For isolated chainsJ8/J→0.
When the interchain coupling is taken into account the N´el
temperatureTN can be estimated from the formula16

J85
kTN

1.28
Aln

5.8J

kTN
. ~9!

If the exchange interaction within a linear chain of ma
netic ions depends on the positions of the ion, then this
chain with an alternating interaction~Fig. 5a!. In the general
case such a chain can be described by a Hamiltonian in
form

Ĥ5J(
i

~Ŝi 21Ŝi1aŜi Ŝi 11!,

where a,1.19 If a50, then such a chain transforms to
system of noninteracting dimers with a singlet ground sta
while if a51 a chain with uniform exchange and a gaple
spectrum is realized. The scale of the alternating excha
interaction in a chain is conveniently represented through
introduction of the parameterd5(12a)/(11a).

Numerical calculations of the magnetic sucsceptibilityx
and heat capacityC of alternating Heisenberg chains we
carried out in Ref. 19. The results of these calculations
presented in Fig. 6. For any values of the parametera a
broad maximum is present on thex(T) and C(T) curves.
The position of the maximum on thex(T) curve is indepen-
dent ofa, while that on theC(T) curves depends ona but
not on J. For T→0 the behavior ofx(T) and C(T) is de-
scribed by an exponential decline, indicating the presenc
a gap in the spectrum of magnetic excitations of the altern
ing chain.

In many real systems containing isolated chains of m
netic ions the behavior of the magnetic susceptibility is n
described by simple models for a uniform or alternati
chain. Agreement of the calculated results and experime
data is achieved by taking into account not only the inter
tion with nearest-neighbor ions,JNN , but also the interaction
with next-nearest neighbors,JNNN . Such a system can b
considered as two coupled chains or a zigzag chain, a
shown in Fig. 5b. Depending on the ratioJNN /JNNN different
variants of the ground state are realized~long-range magnetic
order, a spiral spin structure, or a spin-liquid state!.19–24

There exists an exact solution of this problem in the c

FIG. 5. Schematic models of a chain with alternating interaction~a! and
with the interaction with next-nearest neighbors taken into account~b!.
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JNN /JNNN51/2; the ground state of such a chain is sing
and is separated from the first excited state by a gap in
magnetic excitation spectrum.21

An additional antiferromagnetic exchange interacti
JNNN of the same sign asJNN is frustrating, i.e., it hinders
the formation of an ordered ground state. In the reg
JNN,4JNNN a dimerized state with a spin ga
D;exp$2JNNN/JNN% is realized. In the parameter regio
JNN,2JNNN a spiral magnetic structure, which in the ge
eral case is incommensurate with the lattice, can form in
chain. A ferromagnetic exchange interactionJNNN can lead
to the formation of long-range magnetic order~Ref. 23!.2!

In chains of half-integer spins a number of different sc
narios for reaching the singlet ground state are realized, s
of which will be described below.

3.1. „VO…2P2O7

This compound, which contains two close-lying chai
of magnetic V41 ions, was long considered to be the fir
representative of a family of spin ladders. However, acco
ing to the present understanding, it is more aptly treated
compound containing two types of alternating spin chai
This is the picture described below. The crystal structure
(VO)2P2O7 is shown in Fig. 7. The unit cell contains eig

FIG. 6. Calculation of the magnetic susceptibility~a! and heat capacity~b!
of chains with half-integer spin with different degrees of alternation.
t
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inequivalent positions each for vanadium and phospho
Both types of alternating chains~A and B! are directed along
the b axis, and each type contains pairs of VO5 pyramids
joined along an edge, which are separated by P4

tetrahedra.27

Nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! studies of
(VO)2P2O7 have revealed a curious evolution of the spe
trum of 31P, shown in Fig. 8.28 At the lowest temperature
one observes only one peak, corresponding to the nonm
netic ground state of the compound. With increasing te
perature this peak shifts and splits first into two and then i
four lines. This behavior indicates that the eight phospho
positions in the (VO)2P2O7 structure are divided into fou
groups that are acted upon by different internal fields p
duced by the V ions. At high temperatures a single pea
again observed in the spectrum. The shift and nonmonoto
variation of the amplitudes of the individual lines with tem
perature presupposes the existence of several spin com
nents having different temperature dependence of the m
netic sucsceptibility. The large value of the Knight shift
low temperatures indicates the presence of gaps in the s

FIG. 7. Diagram of the crystal structure of (VO)2P2O7 .

FIG. 8. Nuclear magnetic resonance spectrum of31P in (VO)2P2O7 .
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tra of magnetic excitations of both chains. An estimate of
gaps for each of the four spin components was made acc
ing to the low-temperature trend of the Knight shift on th
assumption of a quadratic magnon dispersion relation
turned out that the four lines in the NMR spectrum are
vided into two groups with different temperature dependen
of the Knight shift and different values of the gap. For o
group of peaksD535 K, and for the other groupD
552 K. We note that the spectrum of51V has only a single
peak, and the value of the gap determined from its Kni
shift is D568 K. The discrepancy in the values of the ga
determined from the Knight shifts of31P and51V is due to
the fact that the phosphorus ion is acted upon by the inte
field of vanadium ions belonging to different chains.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, inelastic neutron scatter
studies29 have revealed two dispersion curves and, acco
ingly, two gapsD1536 K and D2569 K. Both dispersion
curves indicate a large value of the antiferromagnetic
change parameter along theb axis. At the Brillouin zone
boundary in this direction the energies of the two branch
become equal, reaching a valueE;180 K. The structural
unit cell coincides with the magnetic unit cell, and therefo
the dispersion of magnetic excitations is observed through
the Brillouin zone. Using the dispersion relation for an alte
nating chainE5AD21(p/2J)2 sin2 q (q is the wave vector!
and the values of the energy of the two branches at the B
louin zone boundary, we can estimate the mean value of
antiferromagnetic exchange parameterJ5(J11J2)/2 for
each of the two chains. The scale of alternation in ea
chain, d5(12a)/(11a), wherea5J2 /J1 , is determined
from the expressionD(d)/J'2d3/4. The results of calcula-
tions for chains of types A and B are presented in Table

FIG. 9. Dispersion curves of the magnetic excitations in (VO)2P2O7 .

TABLE I.
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The presence of two gaps in the magnetic excitat
spectrum of (VO)2P2O7 is manifested clearly in the field
dependence of the magnetization of this compound at
temperatures30 ~Fig. 10!. It is seen that this curve has kinks
two different fields:Hc1525 T, andHc2546 T. The values
of the gaps estimated from the relationD1,25gmBHc1,2/k,
come toD1533 K andD2562 K, in good agreement with
the inelastic neutron scattering data. The slope of the m
netization curve in the regionHc1!H,Hc2 is about half as
large as in the regionHc2,H. This means that the contribu
tions of the two kinds of chains to the magnetization
(VO)2P2O7 are comparable.

3.2. CuGeO3

This compound is apparently the only currently know
representative of metaloxides that undergo a spin-Pe
transition. This transition is realized in crystals containi
isolated chains of half-integer spins. Uniform chains of su
spins do not have gaps in the spectrum of magnetic exc
tions, but the total energy of the crystal can be lowered
account of alternation of the exchange interaction. At
spin-Peierls transition a doubling of the crystal lattice per
occurs and a gap opens up in the spectrum of magnetic
citations.

CuGeO3 has an orthorhombic structure with the lattic
parametersa54.81 Å, b58.43 Å, c52.95 Å and contains
two formula units per unit cell.31 This compound has a struc
ture in which chains of CuO6 octahedra and chains of GeO4

tetrahedra separating them extend along thec axis. The car-
riers of the spin magnetic momentS51/2 are Cu21 ions with
unfilled d shells.

A spin-Peierls transition in CuGeO3 has been observe
in an experimental study of the magnetic susceptibility
single crystals of this compound.32 As is shown in Fig. 11,
with decreasing temperature the broad maximum of the m
netic sucsceptibility which is characteristic for low
dimensional systems is observed atTm;56 K, and atTc

;14 K a sharp decrease of the susceptibility occurs along
of the crystallographic axes. From a comparison with
model of a quantum half-integer (S51/2) chain of spins,33

one can obtain an estimate of the exchange integral in ac

FIG. 10. Field dependence of the magnetization of (VO)2P2O7 .
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dance with the expressionTm50.64JC : JC;88 K. The val-
ues of the exchange integrals characterizing the interactio
the next-nearest neighbors along the chain,JC8 , and also the
interaction between chains along the principal crysta
graphic directions,JA and JB , have been estimated in neu
tron scattering experiments. ForJC5120 K it was found34

thatJC8 /JC50.2, JA50.1JC , andJB50.01JC . These last re-
lationships characterize the degree of one-dimensionalit
the magnetic structure of copper germanate. From the tr
of the magnetic susceptibility atT,Tc one can estimate th
value of the energy gap opening in the spectrum of elem
tary magnetic excitations of the dimerized system accord
to the Bulaevskiı˘ model,D(T)51.64d(T)JC , and determine
the alternation parameterd of the exchange integral in th
chain,JC

1,2(T)5JC$16d(T)%. For copper germanate it turn
out thatd(0)50.17, i.e.,JC

1 /JC
2 51.41, andD(0)524 K.

The spin-Peierls transition in CuGeO3 is accompanied
by pronounced anomalies of many physical properties.
example, in the heat capacity this transition is manifested
a distinct anomaly of thel type,35 and the coefficients o
thermal expansion exhibit markedly anisotrop
behavior.36,37A fundamental feature of the spin-Peierls tra
sition, as we have said, is the appearance of static distort
of the crystal lattice. Such distortions, which accompany
period doubling of the crystal cell, have indeed been
served in x-ray measurements and neutron diffract
experiments.38 The largest displacements at the spin-Peie
transition in CuGeO3 are suffered by the Cu21 ions, which
move along thec axis, and the O22(2) ions, which move in
theab plane. It turns out that the values of the displaceme
causing the radical changes of the magnetic propertie
copper germanate are very small:

uCu
C ;20.0014, uO~2!

A ;0.0010, uO~2!
B ;0.0013.

The resulting lattice strain can be represented as an
ternating rotation of the germanium-oxygen tetrahedra ab
an axis joining the apical oxygen ions. Such rotations ca
alternating negative and positive displacements of the cop

FIG. 11. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of p
crystalline CuGeO3 ~1! and an approximation of this dependence by t
Bonner–Fisher curve~2!.
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ions along thec axis and, ultimately, even give rise to sma
displacements of the germanium ions along theb axis. As is
seen in Fig. 12, the chains belonging to the same unit cell
dimerized in antiphase, and doubling of the crystal latt
occurs not only along thec axis but also along thea axis.

The behavior of copper germanate in a magnetic fi
can be described with the aid of the phase diagram show
Fig. 13.39 RegionsU, D, andI in this diagram correspond to
uniform, dimerized, and incommensurate phase states. In
U phase there is only short-range magnetic order in
chains, antiferromagnetic according to the sign of the
change integral. In theD phase there is no macroscopic ma
netic moment, but one does appear in theI phase, and the
period of the magnetic system is in the general case inc
mensurate with the period of the crystal structure. The
commensurateI phase is incommensurate not only with th

y-

FIG. 12. Diagram of the atomic displacements at the spin-Peierls trans
in CuGeO3 .

FIG. 13. Phase diagram of a spin-Peierls magnet.
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uniform U phase but also with the dimerizedD phase. In the
absence of a static magnetic field a second-order phase
sition from theU to theD phase occurs atT5Tc , and at the
first critical field Hc1 at low temperatures there is a firs
order transition from theD to the I phase. The temperatur
of the U-D transition atTc514.3 K (H50) corresponds to
the field of theD-I transition, Hc1512.5 T (T50). The
triple pointL on the magnetic phase diagram of CuGeO3 lies
at TL511.5 K, HL513 T. On cooling of a spin-Peierls mag
net in a fieldH.HL there is a second-order phase transit
from the uniform to the incommensurate state.

The first critical field is related to the temperature of t
spin-Peierls transition and the value of the gap in the sp
trum of magnetic excitations by the simple relations

Hc1;1.48
kTc

9mB
;0.84

D

gmB
,

and in weak fields the critical temperature decreases in
portion to the square of the magnetic field:

DT

Tc
;2S gmBH

2kTc~0! D
2

.

The anisotropy of the spectroscopic splitting factor (gA

52.06,gB52.27,gC52.15) is manifested in a difference o
the values of the critical fields in the different crystall
graphic directions.40,41 At low temperatures the field depen
dence of the magnetization in the region of the first criti
field exhibits pronounced hysteresis, the value of which
CuGeO3 is around 0.1 T. As is shown in Fig. 14, the jump
the magnetization~or of the Faraday rotation angle, which
proportional to it! in copper germanate at the first critic
field Hc1 is accompanied by subsequent monotonic grow
and in a field;250 T the magnetization of CuGeO3 reaches
saturation.42

The physical picture of the processes occurring in sp
Peierls magnets in a magnetic field is as follows. When
field reaches the first critical valueHc1 some of the dimers
are destroyed~about 2% of them in CuGeO3), and the ‘‘nor-
mal’’ magnetic moments that are formed are spaced equ
tantly along the chain. The hysteresis of the field depende
of the magnetization in the region of the first critical field

FIG. 14. Field dependence of the Faraday rotation angle in CuGeO3 at
T56 ~h! and 10 K ~s!; the dotted line shows the theoretical curv
l51152 nm~1.08 eV!.
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indicative, in particular, of a possible pinning of the norm
magnetic moments at structural defects. The number of
paired magnetic moments and the distance between them
determined by the magnetic field. With increasing magne
field the number of such moments increases and the dist
between them decreases. Self-organization of the incomm
surate phase of spin-Peierls magnets is observed in x
diffraction studies from the appearance of an additional
riod of the crystal lattice, controlled by the magnetic fie
The dimerized state is completely destroyed only at the s
ond critical field Hc2 , the value of which turns out to be
comparable to twice the value of the exchange integral in
chain, 2JC . For H.Hc2 the substance is again found in
uniform state, in which, however, all the magnetic mome
are pointed in the same direction.

3.3. NaTiSi2O6

This compound has a monoclinic crystal lattice wi
space groupC2/c, which is common to the whole family o
pyroxenes. The lattice parameters at room temperature
a59.692 Å, b58.874 Å, c55.301 Å, and angle b
5106.85° ~Ref. 43!. The pyroxene structure contains is
lated zigzag chains of TiO6 octahedra joined along an edg
as is shown in Fig. 15. These chains are separated by S4

tetrahedra, which leads to substantial weakening of the in
chain interactions. Since all the titanium positions in t
structure are equivalent, the chains of TiO6 octahedra at
room temperature are chains of half-integer spins with a u
form exchange along thec axis.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep
ity of NaTiSi2O6 in a fieldH51 T is shown in Fig. 16.44 The
x(T) curve in the high-temperature region obeys the Cu
Weiss law and exhibits a sharp drop atT,210 K. At low
temperatures a marked growth of the susceptibility occ
due to impurities and defects. The inset in Fig. 17 shows
susceptibilityxm of NaTiSi2O6 after subtraction of the im-
purity contributionx i . Below T;210 K xm falls off rapidly
and remains practically unchanged at low temperatures.
residual susceptibilityx05631025 e.m.u./mole is compa-
rable in value to the magnetic susceptibility of other sp
Peierls systems in the ground state (NaV2O5, MgV2O5,
CaV2O5, and CsV2O5), which suggests that the ground sta
of NaTiSi2O6 is a spin singlet. An estimate of the value

FIG. 15. a! Crystal structure of NaTiSi2O6 ; the gray and white polyhedra
represent the Ti31O6 octahedra and SiO4 tetrahedra; the Na ions are indi
cated by gray circles. b! One-dimensional screw chain of TiO6 octahedra
joined along an edge.
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the spin gap D/k;500 K is obtained from the low-
temperature part of the magnetic susceptibilityxm

;exp(2D/kT).
In the high-temperature region thex(T) curve obeys the

Curie-Weiss law, but deviations from that law begin to a
pear already at temperaturesT;400 K, as is seen in Fig. 17
The solid curve in Fig. 17 is the result of a calculation by t
Bonner–Fisher formula for an antiferromagnetic chain
Heisenberg ions with spinS51/2 and the parametersg52
and J/k5295 K. Thex(T) curve is estimated well by tha
formula in the regionT.250 K. A sharp decrease of th
susceptibility occurs below 210 K, somewhat higher than
maximum on the Bonner-Fisher curve (;180 K). This
means that the formation of a spin gap occurs prior to
formation of short-range magnetic order in the chain.

FIG. 16. Magnetic susceptibility of NaTiSi2O6 . The dashed curve show
the approximation by the Curie law for impurities. The inset showsx(T)
after subtraction of the impurity contribution; the solid curve is the resul
calculations that permit estimation of the value of the gap.

FIG. 17. Magnetic sucsceptibility of NaTiSi2O6 : the dashed curve is the
approximation by the Curie–Weiss law in the high-temperature regionC
50.375 e.m.u.•K/mole, u5255 K). The solid curve is the result of calcu
lations by the Bonner-Fisher model (g52.0, J/kB5295 K).
-

f

e

e

The evolution of the x-ray spectrum of NaTiSi2O6 is
shown in Fig. 18. Some of the diffraction peaks split atT
;210 K, attesting to a lowering of the crystal symmet
from monoclinic to triclinic.44 The crystal lattice parameter
at 10 K area56.63 Å, b58.83 Å, c55.29 Å, and angles
a590.2°, b5102.3°, andg547.1°.

Although the transition in NaTiSi2O6 shows some of the
signs of a spin-Peierls transition, it originates from orbi
ordering. The TiO6 octahedra in NaTiSi2O6 are joined along
an edge formed by an apical and a basal oxygen ion.
virtue of the structural features of the NaTiSi2O6 two of the
threet2g orbitals of the Ti31 ion are degenerate. They sha
a single electron that provides magnetic interaction along
chain. Here both orbitals are involved in the exchange. T
Jahn-Teller situation is unstable, and atTc5210 K a struc-
tural phase transition occurs which is accompanied by lift
of the degeneracy. In the low-temperature phase the elec
on thed shell of titanium occupies the lowest-energy orbi
dxy , and a strong alternation of the exchange interaction
the chain occurs. In places where thedxy orbitals overlap, a
dimer is essentially formed. The transition to the singlet st
brings about a sharp decrease of the magnetic susceptib
at Tc .

f

FIG. 18. Temperature dependence of the x-ray reflections (21 3 1), ~0 0 2!,
and ~2 2 1! in NaTiSi2O6 .
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4. SÄ1 CHAIN

In Ref. 45 Haldane conjectured that the ground state
chains of half-integer spins and of integer spins are fun
mentally different. A description of the low-energy excit
tions by magnons alone is incorrect for systems with ea
axis anisotropy, and it is necessary to take the existenc
solitons into account. While a magnon in the case of stro
anisotropy can be interpreted as the flipping of a single s
a soliton is a collective excitation of the whole system, i.
the spin flip occurs not at a single site but involves a cert
~always odd! number of spins. Since a soliton includes
odd number of spins of the lattice, the admissible value
the soliton spin depends on the chain in which it forms. T
spin of a soliton will be integer if the spins in the chain a
integer spins and half-integer if they are half-integer.

In Ref. 45 the Hamiltonian for an easy-axis antiferr
magnetic was analyzed in the form

Ĥ5uJu(
i

@Ŝi
ZŜi 11

Z 1lŜi
ZŜi 11

Z 1m~Ŝi
Z!2#, ~10!

where l and m are the anisotropic and zero-field splittin
coefficients. For a complete description of the system i
necessary to introduce a nonlinear correction to the Ha
tonian describing solitons. The appearance of this ‘‘topolo
cal’’ term causes the properties of the chains of integer
half-integer spins to be different.

The soliton energy in the isotropic limit is

Em~P!5A~m21S2!@~\v0!21c2P2#>S\v0 , ~11!

where P and v0 are the momentum and frequency of t
soliton, andm is a number corresponding to quantization
the ‘‘precession frequency’’ of the soliton (Sz5m\).

Description of the system in a semiclassical picture
the solitons and magnons is correct only in the region
weak but finite anisotropy, when the nonlinear dynami
fluctuations in the system are suppressed on account o
isotropy: Se2pS!Al2m!1. Then the low-energy excita
tions in the chain are described by the appearance ofm50
solitons in the case of integer spins andm561/2 if S is
half-integer. It follows from such an assumption that a ch
of integer spins has a singlet ground state separated by a
D from the first excited state, containingm51 solitons. The
correctness of this assertion was justified in Ref. 46 and
been confirmed experimentally.

An estimate of the value of the gap in a Haldane ch
has been made in a number of theoretical papers
amounts toD'0.41J.47 The gap exists in the casem50 for
0<l<1.18, and outside this interval the state of the syst
is gapless. IfmÞ0 then the gap exists for20.25<m/2J
<0.8, and the value ofD falls off rapidly with increasing
m,0.48

The Haldane theory achieved its furthest developmen
Ref. 49, in which it was shown that in the ground state o
chain of integer spins (S51) resonance valence bonds a
realized. The ground state of a chain of spinsS51 with only
a nearest-neighbor interaction can be represented as si
valence bonds joining each pair of spinsS51/2 ~the ‘‘two
parts’’ of the spinS51). The translational symmetry is no
broken, and a singlet ground state with a spin gap is reali
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The Hamiltonian of the system can be solved exactly an
a sum of projection operators onto states with spinS50, S
52 for each pair of spins:49

Ĥ5(
i

F1

2
Ŝi Ŝi 111

1

6
~Ŝi Ŝi 11!21

1

3G . ~12!

In real crystals there are dangling bonds, and the s
chains have a finite length~defects, impurity, boundaries o
the crystal!. In Haldane systems as the temperature is lo
ered one observes a drop of the magnetic susceptib
x(T);e2D/kT and then a sharp rise, which is due to t
existence of dangling valence bonds at the ends of
chains, and its value can be used to estimate the length o
chains of magnetic ions in a real crystal.

4.1. Y2BaNiO5

The crystal structure of Y2BaNiO5 is shown in Fig. 19.
In this compound chains of NiO6 octahedra joined by the
vertex extend along thea axis and are separated in thebc
plane by Y and Ba ions.50 Thex(T) curve has a maximum a
T;410 K due to one-dimensional interactions in the cha
for T,25 K an exponential decline ofx(T) is observed, and
ultimately the susceptibility increases due to defects and
dangling bonds at the ends of the chains.50 This compound
has a strong planar anisotropy, and from the behavior
x(T) at low temperatures in the casesHia and H'a one
can estimate the values of the energy gapsD i5118 K, D'

5104 K.51 Thus the mean value of the gap calculated
cording to the formulaD5(2D'1D i)/3 is D;109 K.

4.2. PbNi2V2O8

The crystal structure and magnetic susceptibility of t
compound PbNi2V2O8 are shown in Fig. 20.52 This sub-
stance has tetragonal symmetry; the Ni21 ions (S51) are
found in NiO6 octahedra which are joined along an edge a
form screwlike chains along thec axis. These chains ar
separated from each other by Pb21 ions and VO4 tetrahedra.
The distance between nearest Ni ions in the chain is 2.8
and the distance between chains is 5.9 Å.53 The magnetic
susceptibility of PbNi2V2O8, shown in Fig. 20, exhibits a
broad maximum atT;120 K and falls off exponentially as
the temperature approaches zero. The value of the exch

FIG. 19. Crystal structure and magnetic susceptibility of Y2BaNiO5 along
the a ~L!, b ~n!, andc ~s! axes.
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interaction in the chain, estimated from the high-temperat
part of thex(T) curve, isJ595 K. An estimate of the value
of the energy gap for noninteracting chains according to
formula D'0.41J gives a valueD'39 K, which correlates
with the data of neutron diffraction studies (D546 K) and
with an estimate from the decline of the magnetic susce
bility ( D;30 K).52 The best agreement between calculatio
and experimental results is achieved when an interaction
tween chainsJ8;1 K and an anisotropy parameterD53 K
are taken into account. According to the values of these
rameters, the ground state of PbNi2V2O8 on theD –J8 phase
diagram is found in a spin-gap disordered phase but clos
the boundary of the spin-gap and ordered phases.54 Because
of this even a small content of nonmagnetic impurities s
stituting for the Ni21 ions will push the system
Pb(Ni22xMx)2V2O8 (M5Mg, Mn, Co! to antiferromagnetic
ordering.52–57At present PbNi2V2O8 is the only known com-
pound in which long-range magnetic order is induced b
nonmagnetic dilution ofS51 chains.

5. SPIN LADDERS

Spin ladders are formed by spin chains lying close
gether. Their magnetic properties are determined by both
exchange along the legs and along the rungs. The prope
of ladders with even and odd numbers of legs are fundam
tally different. The spectrum of magnetic excitations of la
ders with an even number of legs has a gap, and their gro
state is a spin liquid characterized by short-range~falling
exponentially to zero! spin pair correlations. The spectrum
magnetic excitations of a ladder with an odd number of le
does not contain a gap. The ground state in this case is c
acterized by spin-spin correlations that fall to zero by
power law.

The simplest variety of spin ladder is one with two le
formed by Heisenberg ions with spinS51/2. The state of
such a ladder with antiferromagnetic interactionsJ8 along
the rungs andJ along the legs~Fig. 21! is described by the
Hamiltonian58

Ĥ5J (
a51,2

(
i

Ŝi ,aŜi 11,a1J8(
i

Ŝi ,1Ŝi ,2 , ~13!

FIG. 20. Crystal structure and magnetic susceptibility of PbNi2V2O8 .
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whereŜi ,a is the spin operator at sitei of the ladder on rung
a.

The relationship betweenJ andJ8 has an important in-
fluence on the mechanism of formation of the ground sta
on the dispersion relation, and on the value of the gap se
rating the monmagnetic ground state from the first exci
state.

In a ladder withJ8@J the singlet ground state corre
sponds to dimerization along the rungs. In the ground s
the total spin of the ladderS50, since each rung is found in
the singlet state. The excited state of the ladder correspo
to the transition of one of the dimers to the triplet stateS
51). The exchange interactions along the legs leads
excitation transfer along the ladder, giving rise to anS51
magnon band with the dispersion relation

E~q!5J81J cosq. ~14!

Since the spin gap represents the minimum excitation ene
corresponding toq5p, to a first approximationD5J82J.

If J8>J then the singlet ground state of the system c
be represented in the form of dimers on each rung, coup
with the dimers on the neighboring rungs by a weak antif
romagnetic coupling~resonant valence bond!.59 In this case
the dispersion relation has the form

E~q!5@D214aD~11cosq!#1/2, ~15!

wherea5(1/2)d2E/dq2 characterizes the spin-wave prop
gation velocity. Here the minimum energy corresponds
q5p.

In the limit J8!J the two chains are not coupled to ea
other. It was assumed previously that the excitation spect
of such a ladder, as in the case of an isolated chain of h
integer spins, does not have a gap. However, it was show
Ref. 48 that the spin gap vanishes only atJ8/J50 and has a
finite value for any ratioJ8/J.0. Here the spin-wave ban
has a minimum atq5p and a maximum atq5p/2 ~for
J8/J50) or q50 ~for J8/J5`). The width of the band is
determined by the antiferromagnetic interaction parame
along the rung,J8, and varies frompJ/2 ~for J8/J→0) to
2J ~for J8/J→`). The value of the gap depends on the ra
of the exchange parametersJ and J8. If the values of the
exchange constants along the rungs and along the legs
comparable, one hasD'0.5J.58,60–62

A change in the form of the dispersion relation for d
ferent values of the ratioJ8/J is due to the fact that with
decreasingJ8/J the distance along the axis of the ladder ov
which an excitation arising on one rung can shift. For e
ample, near the minimum of the dispersion curve the disp
sion relation is characterized by a quadratic dependence
J8@J and a linear dependence~as in a chain! for J8!J. At
high temperatures the correlation lengthj in the distribution
of the spin moments is the same for an isolated chain an

FIG. 21. Schematic model of a spin ladder with exchange interactionJ8
along the rungs andJ along the legs.
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spin ladder. With decreasing temperature,j becomes larger
in the ladder, since the correlations in it increase faster
cause of the larger number of nearest neighbors. Therefo
the low-temperature region the dispersion relation for a l
der can be assumed quadratic.

The character of the dependenceE(q) is determined by
the form of the structure factor, the spin-lattice relaxati
rate, the susceptibility, and the heat capacity. For exam
the dependence of the susceptibilityx(T) over a wide range
of temperatures is determined by the form of the dispers
relationE(q):63

x5b
z~b!

113z~b!
, ~16!

whereb51/T, z(b)5 1/2p *2p
p e2b(E(q)dq.

In the case of a quadratic dispersion relation one
estimate the gap in the magnetic interaction spectrum f
the temperature dependence of the susceptibilityx and of the
heat capacityC at low temperatures (T!D):

x~T!5
1

2ApaT
e2D/T, ~17!

C~T!5
3

4 S D

paD 1/2S T

D D 23/2F11
T

D
1

3

4 S T

D D 2Ge2D/T.

~18!

The magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity at h
temperatures (T@D) can be used to estimate the values
the energy integrals along the rungs and along the legs o
ladder:

x~T!51/4T2121/8~J11/2J8!T2213/64JJ8T23, ~19!

C~T!53/16~J211/2JJ8!T22. ~20!

A spin ladder with an antiferromagnetic interactio
along the legs (J.0) and a ferromagnetic interaction alon
the rungs (J8,0) also has a spin gap.64 In the case of weak
coupling along the rungs (uJ8u/J!1) the susceptibility is
determined by the same expression~17! as for a ladder with
an antiferromagnetic interaction along the rungs. In the c
of a strong ferromagnetic coupling along the rungs a two-
ladder can be represented as a chain of spinsS51 coupled
by an antiferromagnetic interactionJ/2 along the chain. An
estimate of the gapD50.41J for this case is in good agree
ment with estimates of the gap for Haldane chains.

Together with the uniform spin ladders described abo
it is possible to have spin ladders with half-integer spin
which the exchange interaction along the legs is alternat
with J.0 while J8 can have either sign.65 In this situation it
is also possible to reach a singlet ground state separated
the excited states by a spin gap. The way in which
ground state is realized depends on the value and sign o
alternation parametera. For a→0 the spin ladder separate
into plaquettes of four spins. In the case of an alternation
antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic exchanges along
legs (a,0) a spin ladder withS51/2 can be represented a
a ladder formed by integer spins withS51 (J8.0) or as a
uniform chain with spinS52 (J8,0).

In layered compounds based on Cu21 and V41 one en-
counters structural motifs of spin ladders lying close
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gether. In the absence of interaction between layers no lo
range magnetic order is achieved at finite temperatures,
interactions between ladders can decrease the value o
spin gap substantially.

5.1. SrCu2O3

The structure of SrCu2O3 is presented in Fig. 22.66 In
this compound the Cu2O3 planes alternate with Sr plane
The Cu21 ions are found in a square environment of O22

ions. The overlap of thedx22y2 orbitals of the copper ions
with the px andpy orbitals of the oxygen ions lead to 180
antiferromagnetic Cu– O– Cu exchange along thea and b
axes. As a result, spin ladders with legs alonga and rungs
alongb are formed in SrCu2O3. The coupling between cop
per ions of neighboring ladders corresponds to 90° ferrom
netic Cu– O– Cu exchange, which is further weakened
frustration. It follows from the temperature dependence
the magnetic susceptibility of SrCu2O3 ~Fig. 23! that the
system is found in a singlet ground state at low temperatu
An estimate of the spin gap from the low-temperature par

FIG. 22. In SrCu2O3 the Cu21 ions, with spinS51/2 ~indicated by the
symbold! are found in a square environment of O22 ions.

FIG. 23. Magnetic sucsceptibility of SrCu2O3 . The solid line was obtained
by subtraction of the diamagnetic contribution, the Van Vleck paramag
ism, and the contribution of paramagnetic impurities from the experime
dependence.
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x(T) ~after subtraction of the impurity contribution! in ac-
cordance with formula~17! gives D5420 K.67 The value
obtained for this same quantity from the temperature dep
dence of the spin-lattice relaxation rate in an experime
study of NMR on63Cu is 680 K.68 Finally, from inelastic
neutron scattering data the spin gap in SrCu2O3 was found to
be D'380 K.69 A similarly large scatter is seen in the es
mated values of the exchange integrals along the legsJ
5800– 2000 K) and along the rungs (J85750-100 K).70–72

This situation is apparently due to the difficulties of synth
sizing SrCu2O3 with reproducible parameters.

5.2. CaV2O5

The orthorhombic crystal lattice of CaV2O5 contains
layers of square VO5 pyramids with Ca21 ions lying be-
tween these layers~see Fig. 24!.73 At the center of the pyra-
mids are vanadium ions V41 with spin S51/2. The VO5

pyramids are joined along an edge in the base and for
mesh structure. The vertices of the pyramids~and, hence, the
vanadium ions! lie on both sides of the basal planeab. The
strongest interaction is between nearest-neighbor V41 ions
lying on the same side of the plane. Those ions form a s
ladder with two legs. In each ladder the pyramids are join
by the corner both along the rungs and along the legs.
3d electrons of V41 occupy thedxy orbital, and the interac-
tion is of an antiferromagnetic character both along the ru
and along the legs. The pyramids belonging to neighbor
ladders are joined along an edge, so that the interactioJ9
between ladders takes place via a 90° V– O– V bond an
ferromagnetic and weak.

A spin-singlet ground state in CaV2O5 has been
established74 by NMR measurements on51V. A spin gapD
5616 K was determined from the spin–lattice relaxati
rate. The temperature dependence of the magnetic susc
bility can be approximated in the model of isolated dime
with equal values of the exchange and gap:J5D5660 K.75

The estimates of the exchange integrals obtained for CaV2O5

by different methods also exhibit scatter: the exchange al
the legsJ567– 122 K, the exchange along the rungsJ8
5608– 670 K, the exchange between ladders in the s
planeJ95228– 45 K, and the exchange between ladders
different planesJ-;20 K.70,76–78Even when the scatter in
the estimates is taken into consideration it it seen that str

FIG. 24. Crystal structure of CaV2O5 : J8 andJ denote the exchange pat
along a rung and along a leg, respectively.
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anisotropy of the exchange interaction is realized in CaV2O5

and that the main exchange is along the rungs.

5.3. MgV2O5

The compound MgV2O5 has a structure analogous
that of CaV2O5 with the difference that the plane of the VO5

pyramids in MgV2O5 is considerably more corrugated tha
in CaV2O5 ~Ref. 79!. The temperature dependence of t
magnetic susceptibility of MgV2O5 exhibits the characteris
tic broad maximum for low-dimensional systems atT
;100 K ~Fig. 25!.80 The temperature of this maximum i
lower than in CaV2O5 by a factor of four, and therefore th
values of the main exchange interactions in MgV2O5 must
be smaller than in CaV2O5 by approximately the same facto
The spin gap estimated from an analysis of the tempera
dependence of the susceptibility is;15 K.81 Inelastic neu-
tron scattering shows a gapD520 K at wave vector~p,p!,
which, because of the strong frustration of the exchange
teractions, is not the minimum of the dispersion curve. T
small value of the gap determined in that experiment s
gests the possibility of an external-field-induced transition
a gapless state. Such a transition has indeed been obs
on the field dependence of the magnetization at low temp
tures, as is seen in Fig. 26.80 Below and above the critica

FIG. 25. Temperature dependence of the magnetic sucsceptibility
MgV2O5 .

FIG. 26. Field dependence of the magnetization of MgV2O5 .
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field Hc;12.5 T the magnetization depends linearly on fie
but with different slopes. The dependence of the value of
gap on the field is given by the relationd(H)5D2gmBH,
where D is the value of the gap at zero field. ForH>Hc

there is no gap in the spectrum of magnetic excitations.
estimate of the gap from the field dependence of the mag
tization givesD;17 K, in good agreement with the neutro
data. From the temperature dependence of the magnetic
ceptibility of MgV2O5 the following estimates have bee
obtained for the exchange integrals, in the same notatio
was used for the CaV2O5 case:J8;92 K, J;144 K, J9
;60 K, J-;19 K.76,80,82The comparable values of the e
change integrals along the rungs and legs of the ladder
to a small value of the gap.

The substantial difference of the gap values of the str
turally similar compounds CaV2O5 (D;500 K) and
MgV2O5 (D;20 K) is due to the fact that the exchang
interaction parameter depends strongly on the tilt of the V5

pyramids in the plane. Since the ionic radius of Mg is su
stantially smaller than that of Ca, the tilt of the VO5 pyra-
mids in MgV2O5 is greater.32 This leads to a sharp decrea
in the main exchange~along the rungs! in MgV2O5 in com-
parison with CaV2O5.

5.4. BiCu 2VO6

The structure of the monoclinic crystal lattice
BiCu2Vo6 is shown in Fig. 27a.84 The Cu21 ions with spin
S51/2 form a zigzag spin ladder with two legs parallel to t
c axis. The rungs of the ladder are directed along theb axis.
The ladders are separated from each other by the nonm
netic ions V51 and Bi31. In the structure of the ladder ther
are six inequivalent copper positions, which form eight d
ferent Cu– O– Cu bonds, each of which is characterized
an exchange interaction parameterJi ( i 51...8) ~Fig. 27b!.

The temperature dependence of the magnetization
BiCu2VO6 indicates the presence of a spin gap in the m
netic excitation spectrum of this compound.85 The abundance
of exchange interaction parameters for the spin ladde
BiCu2VO6 does not permit the use of simple models f
describing such structures. A dimer model approximation

FIG. 27. Diagrams of the crystal lattice of BiCu2VO6 ~a! and of the ex-
change interactions in it~b!.
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x(T) gives the order of magnitude of the gap in this co
pound (D;16 MeV). The absence of anomalies on the te
perature dependence of the heat capacity indicates tha
nonmagnetic ground state is inherent to this system and
the result of a structural transformation.

Inelastic neutron scattering studies in BiCu2VO6 have
shown that for different values of the wave vectorq the
energy dependence of the scattering intensity~Fig. 28! shows
three pronounced peaks, at energies;190, 290, and 450 K.
These features are explained by the presence of three t
of weakly interacting clusters found in the singlet state. T
simplest form of such clusters may be dimers on the rung
a spin ladder, for example. The lowest value of the gap
termined in this experiment is in good agreement with
estimate of the gap from magnetic measurements.

6. HYBRID SYSTEMS. Sr14Cu24O41

The structure of the quasi-one-dimensional compou
Sr14Cu24O41, shown in Fig. 29, contains both spin chain
and spin ladders. Layers containing chains and ladders a
nate along theb axis. The chains are slightly shifted wit
respect to each other in theac plane, and the ladders ar
shifted with respect to each other by a half period along
c axis. The periods of the chains and ladders along thec axis
are incommensurate: 10cchain'7cladder; the 24 Cu ions are
apportioned between ladders and chains in the ratio 14
The Cu ions in both ladders and chains are found in a pla

FIG. 28. Energy dependence of the inelastic neutron scattering intensi
BiCu2VO6 .

FIG. 29. Crystal structure of Sr14Cu24O41 .
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CuO4 environment. The distance between Cu ions along
legs of the ladders is 1.90 Å, along the rungs 1.97 Å, a
along the chains 2.75 Å.86

The magnetic susceptibility of Sr14Cu24O41 is deter-
mined by the contributions of the ladders and chains,
paramagnetic contribution of defects, and the temperat
independent Van Vleck term.87 The x(T) curve shown in
Fig. 30 has a broad maximum atT;80 K followed by a
noticeable decline of the susceptibility with decreasing te
perature. Such behavior is due to the fact that the copper
in the spin ladders of this compound are coupled by str
180° antiferromagnetic exchange (J;1400 K) and form a
singlet ground state. The values of the exchange interac
parameters along the legs and rungs of the spin ladders
comparable and correspond to the parameters in SrCu2O3.
At T,400 K the magnetic sucsceptibility is determin
mainly by the contribution of the CuO2 chains.

In Sr14Cu24O41 the magnetic ions in the chains are sep
rated by nonmagnetic Cu31 – O segments. The decline of th
magnetic sucsceptibility forT,80 K can be described by th
dimer model~4!. According to estimates,87 the number of
dimers with spinS51/2 is 1.47 per formula unit, and th
exchange within the dimer has the valueJ5140 K.

According to NMR data, charge ordering of the Cu21

and Cu31 ions in the chains occurs atT,80 K.88 Neutron
scattering experiments register two maxima of the spin d
sity, corresponding to dimerization in the chain, where,
cording to these data, the dimer is formed not by the nea
neighbors but by atoms lying at distances of 2 and 4 peri
of the chain (dC55.48 Å).89 Possibly dimers of this size ar
formed from two magnetic ions separated by nonmagn
Cu31 – O2 segments. The ground state of the system is
ordered arrangement of such dimers in the chains. The in
actions between dimers in a chain and between two nea
dimers in neighboring chains are close in value:JC'JA

;10 K.

7. TWO-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS

The most complex configurations of spins forming a s
glet ground state are realized in two-dimensional syste
when the ensembles of exchange-coupled spin ladders

FIG. 30. Magnetic susceptibility of Sr14Cu24O41 . The inset showsx(T)
after subtraction of the paramagnetic and Van Vleck contributions. For c
parison the dotted curve shows the susceptibility of the ladders.
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sidered above form strictly two-dimensional systems. Th
are also pronounced effects of frustration of the antifer
magnetic interaction in the planes.

7.1. CaV4O9

Spin-gap behavior in a quasi-two-dimensional syst
was first observed in CaV4O9. This compound has a simpl
tetragonal lattice (a58.333 Å, c55.008 Å) with two for-
mula units per unit cell.90 The CaV4O9 structure can be rep
resented in the form of VO5 pyramid layers separated by C
ions. In each VO5 plane there is a regular arrangement of
vacancies. The rarefaction of V in the magnetic subsys
makes for aA53A5 increase in the unit cell size, whic
itself is&3& times larger than the unit cell of the squa
VO lattice. The VO5 pyramids with the apical O ion lying
above~or below! the plane form chains connected by a co
ner. Pyramids with differently directed apical O ions a
joined along an edge. The Ca ions lie above~or below! the V
vacancies. The VO planes are highly deformed. The V io
are displaced by60.625 Å along the direction toward th
apical O ions in the corresponding pyramids.

The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep
ity of CaV4O9 is shown in Fig. 31.91 The value of the energy
gap in the magnetic excitation spectrum determined fr
these data,D'110 K, has been confirmed by spin-lattic
relaxation studies in an NMR experiment.91 The same value
of D was obtained in inelastic neutron scatteri
experiments.92

The origin of the gap in CaV4O9 has been the subject o
numerous theoretical papers.93–97At first it was assumed on
the basis of the features of the crystal structure shown in
32 that the lattice can be represented in the form of sim
plaquettes connected by dimer couplings; in this case
ground state realized in the system is one in which the s
configurations in each plaquette of the lattice are configu
tions of resonant valence bonds. It turns out, however,
the features in the arrangement of V ions in the plane and

-

FIG. 31. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
CaV4O9 : 1—experimental data;2—after subtraction of the paramagnet
and Van Vleck contributions. The inset shows the field dependence of
magnetization atT54.5 and 5 K.
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analysis in terms of their exchange interaction does not a
with this simple picture.

The Heisenberg Hamiltonian for CaV4O9 with allow-
ance for the interactions of nearest neighbors~nn and nn8)
and next-nearest neighbors~nnnandnnn8) can be written as

Ĥ5J1(
nn

Ŝi•Ŝj1J18(
nn8

Ŝi•Ŝj1J2(
nnn

Ŝi•Ŝj1J28 (
nnn8

Ŝi•Ŝj .

~21!

The terms withJ1 andJ2 describe the interactions of spin
within a single plaquette, while the terms withJ18 and J28
describe the interactions of spins belonging to differ
plaquettes.97

Calculations of the spin-density distribution90,97 show
that the only uncoupled vanadium spin occupies thedxy or-
bital. In this situation the exchange interaction with the ne
nearest neighbor is dominant over the exchange interac
with the nearest neighbor. Then the singlet is formed on
metaplaquette shown by the heavy dotted line in Fig.
Here the dominant exchange isJ28 . The results of the theo
retical studies are in good agreement with an inelastic n
tron scattering experiment.92 The exchange integrals ob
tained in those measurements had the values:J1578.9 K,
J18578.9 K, J2519.7 K, J285162.5 K. The interactions
with metaplaquettes is formed mainly by the V– O– V sup
exchange via the 2p orbitals of oxygen. The metaplaquet
spins lying above the basal plane interact with the spin m
plaquettes lying below the plane, forming a unified tw
dimensional state of resonant valence bonds.

7.2. NaV2O5

The features of the formation of the ground state in
dium divanadate have been actively studied since the tim
discovery of a phase transition atTc;34 K in this
compound.98 According to the present ideas, at that tempe
ture a redistribution of electric charge between vanadium
sitions occurs, accompanied by structural distortions and
onset of an energy gap in the magnetic excitat
spectrum.98,99

At high temperatures this compound has tetragonal s
metry with space groupPmmn. The crystal structure o
NaV2O5 is formed by corrugated layers of VO5 pyramids

FIG. 32. Diagram of the couplings in CaV4O9 .
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separated from each other by Na atoms~Fig. 33!. The param-
eters of the crystal cell area511.318 Å, b53.611 Å, c
54.797 Å. At T.Tc all the vanadium positions are equiva
lent, and its formal valence is V14.5 ~Ref. 100!. This means
that the only 3d electron that does not participate in th
formation of ionic-covalent bonds is shared between t
nearest-neighbor vanadium ions and is located on a V– O
bonding molecular orbital.101 These orbitals form the rung
of spin ladders displaced a half period with respect to e
other along theb axis in theab plane~Fig. 34!. In an ordi-
nary spin ladder the spins should be located at every site,
therefore at high temperatures the model of a ladder w
every-other site occupied is used for NaV2O5. It is also pos-
sible to treat the two-dimensional system of vanadiu
oxygen planes as a set of noninteracting spin chains sh
by a half period. The interaction in the chain is estimated
J5280 K.98

The physical properties of NaV2O5 have anomalies a
the phase transition temperature. Fig. 35 shows the temp
ture dependence of the magnetic susceptibility of t
compound.98 With decreasing temperature thex(T) curve
displays a broad maximum atT;350 K, corresponding to
the establishment of spin correlations in the chains. In t
temperature range the dependence is described well by
Bonner-Fisher model for noninteractingS51/2 chains. Then,
in the regionT,150 K the experimental curve deviates fro
the calculated dependence in a wide temperature reg
probably because of the development of spin fluctuati
preceding the phase transition. AtTc534 K a sharp isotropic
drop of the magnetic susceptibility to zero is observed, d
to the formation of a gap in the spectrum of magnetic ex
tations.

FIG. 33. Crystal structure of NaV2O5 .

FIG. 34. Structure of spin ladders in theab plane in NaV2O5 for T.Tc ~a!.
Zigzag structure in NaV2O5 for T,Tc . The magnetic V41 ions ~d! and
nonmagnetic V51 ions ~s! are shown in~b!.
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On the temperature dependence of the heat capacit
NaV2O5, shown in Fig. 36, the phase transition atTc is
accompanied by a sharp anomaly of thel type.102 The heat
capacity in the regionT,Tc is well approximated by two
terms corresponding to the contributions from the lattice a
magnons:C5bT31A0 exp(2D/kT). A giant increase of the
heat capacity of this compound atTc has also been observe
~see Fig. 37!,103 due to a decrease in the scattering of therm
phonons on spin fluctuations at the phase transition.

A feature of the formation of the spin gap in NaV2O5 is
the circumstance that the underlying cause of this effec
charge ordering of the vanadium ions, causing both a m
netic and a structural transformation. At low temperatu
there are two inequivalent vanadium positions in t
NaV2O5 structure, with formal valences V4.52d and V4.51d,
where d determines the deviation of the valence from t
mean value~below we have used the notation V41 and V51

for these ions!.104 The magnetic V41 and nonmagnetic V51

ions have a zigzag arrangement in the spin ladders~Fig.
34b!. Such an arrangement of the magnetic and nonmagn
ions in one spin ladder considered individually does not le
to the formation of a spin gap in its energy spectrum, but
influence of neighboring ladders causes results in an alter

FIG. 35. Temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility
NaV2O5 . The solid curves shows a calculation according to the Bonn
Fisher model in the interval 100–700 K.

FIG. 36. Temperature dependence of the heat capacity of NaV2O5 .
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ing exchange interaction. According to Ref. 105 this leads
the formation of a spin gapD5114 K106 in the magnetic
excitation spectrum of NaV2O5.

At T,Tc a superstructure (a2b)32b34c, having
monoclinic symmetry with space groupC2

3-A112~Refs. 107,
108! forms in NaV2O5. The appearance of inequivalent p
sitions for the V41 and V51 ions in the regionT,34 K is
explained by a change in period along thea and b axis
(am5a2b, bm52b). Figure 38 shows the distribution o
the magnetic and nonmagnetic V ions within a layer. It
seen that there are 4 variant distributions of the dim
formed by magnetic ions; these configurations are deno
by the letters A, A8, B, and B8. For the formation of a

of
r-

FIG. 37. Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of NaV2O5

along thec axis.

FIG. 38. Four variant distributions of dimers formed by the magnetic ion
NaV2O5 .
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superstructure with periodcm54c along thec axis the layers
must alternate in the order ABA8B8 ~Ref. 107! or AAA 8A8
~Ref. 108!. According to subsequent studies of reson
x-ray scattering108 the structure of the type AAA8A8 best
describes the spectra obtained.

7.3. SrCu2„BO3…2

Included in the list of compounds with a spin gap
SrCu2(BO3)2 , the magnetic subsystem of which is a tw
dimensional network of orthogonal dimers (S51/2).
SrCu2(BO3)2 has tetragonal structure with unit cell constan
a58.995 Å, c56.649 Å at room temperature.109 In the
CuBO3 plane, shown in Fig. 39, rectangular planar Cu4

complexes are connected to each other by BO3 groups. The
CuBO3 layers are separated by spacers of nonmagnetic S21

ions. All of the Cu21 have spinS51/2 and are found in
crystallographically equivalent positions. The nearest Cu21

ions, lying at a distance of 2.905 Å from each other, fo
magnetic dimers. The coupling between dimers, which
separated by a distance 5.132 Å, takes place via B31 ions.
The dimers in each layer do not lie strictly in the same pla
the vertical dimers are displaced slightly along thec axis
with respect to the horizontal dimers.

By virtue of of the pronounced two-dimensionality o
the SrCu2(BO3)2 crystal its magnetic properties should b
described well by the Heisenberg model with exchange c
stantsJ andJ8 inside and between dimers, respectively. A
important role in this is played by frustration of the magne
interaction stemming from the triangular arrangement of o
J and twoJ8 bonds. This frustration occurs independently
the sign ofJ8 if the interactionJ is antiferromagnetic (J
.0). An attractive feature of a network of orthogonal dime

FIG. 39. Crystal structure~a! and arrangement of the magnetic dimers~b! in
SrCu2(BO3)2 and in the Shastry-Sutherland model~c!.
t

e

:

n-

e
f

is the possibility of exact calculation of the ground state.110

One of the results of this calculation was the conclusion t
triplet excitations of the network of orthogonal dimers a
extremely localized. Localization of the triplet excitations
SrCu3(BO3)2 was confirmed experimentally by the existen
of a series of plateaus on the magnetization curve.111

An indication of the presence of a spin gap in the sp
trum of magnetic excitations was obtained from measu
ments of the magnetic susceptibility of the substance112 and
then confirmed by a number of independent methods.
temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibilities
allel x i and perpendicularx' to the layers of magnetic
dimers in SrCu2(BO3)2 is presented in Fig. 40. The magnet
anisotropy observed in these measurements is due to an
ropy of theg factor. With decreasing temperature the susc
tibility reaches a maximum at 15 K and then falls rapidly
zero. After the contributions due to impurities an
temperature-independent terms were separated out from
experimental curves, the contribution from just the dime
could be found. When this distribution is approximated
low temperatures by a function}exp(2D/T) one obtains a
value of the spin gapD534 K.

The presence of a spin gap in a network of orthogo
dimers is naturally expected forJ850. If this energy is ne-
glected (J850), the system simplifies to a model of isolate
dimers with spinS51/2, which is the simplest model for a
materials with a spin gap and is applicable to certain s
stances containing complexes of divalent copper Cu21. At-
tempts to approximate the experimental data by this mo
so as to achieve matching of the maxima ofx i(T) in the
theory and experiment (;15 K) led to substantial disagree
ment, as is seen in Fig. 40~curve 18). If the theory and
experiment are matched at high temperatures, then suc
approximation~curve 28) leads to too large a value of th
spin gapD. These facts indicate that the interaction betwe
dimers cannot be neglected: the dimers must be strongly
related in each layer, and the whole system must be hig
frustrated. In Ref. 113 a model of the formation of the sp

FIG. 40. Magnetic susceptibility of SrCu2(BO3)2 for different directions of
the magnetic field. Curves 18 and 28 are the theoretical calculation. Th
symbols in the inset show the experimental results; the solid line shows
activation approximation for determining the spin gap.
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gap for correlated dimers was proposed which describes
experimental curves quite accurately. The phase diag
constructed in the framework of this model for a network
orthogonal dimers is shown schematically in Fig. 41. F
small values of the parameterJ8/J the system is describe
satisfactorily by a model of isolated dimers. With increasi
ratio J8/J a first-order phase transition to an antiferroma
netically ordered state occurs at (J8/J)c50.70~or 0.69!. The
existence of antiferromagnetic ordering forJ8/J.(J8/J)c is
clear from the fact that forJ50 the magnetic subsystem
reduces to a simple square lattice. The valueJ8/J50.68 in
SrCu2(BO3)2 is extremely close to the critical valu
(J8/J)c .

Figure 42 shows the magnetization curves
SrCu2(BO3)2 measured in pulsed fields. No hysteresis w
observed in the application and removal of magnetic fie
With increasing magnetic fieldH the low-lying triplet ex-
cited states cross the spin-singlet ground state at;20 T.
Then the magnetizationM grows, but the presence of step
on theM (H) curves for SrCu2(BO3)2 makes it fundamen-
tally distinguished from classical spin systems, in which
magnetization increases monotonically. Plateaus are see
the M (H) curves at magnetizations of 1/8 and 1/4 of t
total magnetic moment of the Cu21 ions. The phase bound
aries for the 1/8 plateau were determined by extrapolatio
be 30.1–31.7 T forH ic and 26.7–28.6 T forH'c. For the

FIG. 41. Phase diagram of a network of orthogonal dimers.

FIG. 42. Magnetization curves of SrCu2(BO3)2 , taken in pulsed fields.
he
m
f
r

-

f
s
.

e
on

to

1/4 plateau these values were 39.1–41.6 T forH ic and
35.0–39.0 T forH'c. With increasing magnetic field the
system passes successively through states with a spin
and gapless states. In the plateau regions SrCu2(BO3)2 has
energy gaps between the ground and lowest excited st
while between plateaus the system does not have a gap i
spectrum of spin excitations, and the magnetization increa
monotonically.

The fact that the triplets prefer an ordered state to
disordered state is apparently due to the orthogonality of
nearest-neighbor dimers. The transition of a triplet excitat
from one crystallographic position to another within th
same plane is possible only in the sixth order of perturbat
theory. With allowance for the tetragonal symmetry of t
SrCu2(BO3)2 crystal a necessary condition for the formatio
of an ordered structure of magnetic triplets is the presenc
a square magnetic unit cell, and this condition is met for
1/8 and 1/4 plateaus, as is shown in Fig. 43a,b. This sa
requirement is met for the 1/2, 1/10, 1/16, and 1/32 plate
in a crystal with tetragonal symmetry.

Theoretical calculations have shown114,115 that the
triplet–triplet interaction with second-order~next-nearest!
neighbors is substantially weaker than the interactions w
neighbors of the third order. It is therefore possible that
1/4 plateau does not have a square magnetic lattice bu
formed by magnetic stripes, as is shown in Fig. 43c. In su
a case the unit cell in the plane is a rectangular parallelep
in which there is no place for third-order neighbors. Anoth
stripe structure, shown in Fig. 43d, has been proposed for
1/3 plateau. Since the 1/3 plateau cannot appear in a sq
magnetic lattice, the observation of such a plateau is un
biguous proof of the existence of stripe structures. Soon a
this prediction the presence of a 1/3 plateau was confirme
an experiment at fields fields up to 60 T.116

FIG. 43. Distribution of singlet and triplet states in a structure correspo
ing to destruction of the singlet states in 1/8~a!, 1/4 ~b,c!, and 1/3~d! of all
dimers and to the formation of the 1/8, 1/4, and 1/3 plateaus.
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CONCLUSION

Recent research has substantially widened the circl
materials having a spin gap in the spectrum of magn
excitations. The experimental study of their properties
created the prerequisites for the formation of new theoret
models describing the mechanisms by which such a sta
reached at low temperatures. The properties of lo
dimensional magnets described in this review are close
number of parameters to those of metaloxide supercond
ors and compounds characterized by charge density wa
Continuation of research on this topic will undoubtedly ma
it possible to formulate concepts describing quantum co
erative phenomena in solids from unified point of view.
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1!An example of a metaloxide compound containing isolated linear chain

Heisenberg spinsS51/2 is CuSr2O3 . In the structure of this compound th
Cu21 ions are found in a planar oxygen environment, and the magn
interaction is realized via 180° exchange along the Cu– O– Cu bonds.
scale of the exchange interaction in these chains is estimated
J;2500 K, and the Ne´el temperatureTN;5 K.17,18

2An example of a compound with chains of magnetic atoms with a frustra
interaction is SrCuO2 . The structure of that compound contains chains
Cu21 ions, extending along thec axis, in a planar oxygen environmen
(CuO4).25 Two exchange interactions compete in the chains: a ferrom
netic 90° Cu– O– Cu exchange between nearest neighbors (JNN) and an
antiferromagnetic 180° Cu– O– Cu exchange between next-nearest n
bors (JNNN). The exchange integralJNNN51800 K, and JNN /JNNN

520.1.26 Long-range magnetic order is established in the system aTc

;2 K.
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Results from simulations of the adsorption of gases on transition metal surfaces are presented.
Attention is devoted mainly to the adsorption of hydrogen on the~110! surfaces of W
and Mo, the structures and adsorption kinetics of oxygen and CO on the Pt~111! surface, and the
catalytic reaction of CO oxidation. The choice of these systems is motivated not only by
their practical importance and fundamental interest but also by the fact that substantial progress
has been made toward understanding the processes of adsorption and the formation of
film structures for them with the use of the Monte Carlo method. One of the main requisites for
simulation of the adsorbed film structures is to adequately incorporate the lateral interaction
between adsorbed molecules, which includes both a direct interaction~electrostatic and exchange!
and indirect~via electrons of the substrate!. The correct description of the lateral interaction
in the simulation has permitted explanation of the mechanisms of formation of the structures of CO
films on platinum. At the same time, the complexity of the interaction between adsorbed
atoms has at yet precluded the development of a consistent model for the formation of the structure
of adsorbed oxygen on the platinum surface. It can be hoped that this problem will soon be
solved, making it possible to refine the model of the catalytic reaction of CO oxidation. ©2005
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884424#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The basic principles of the modern concepts of the ph
ics of adsorption were set forth back in the early twenti
century by Irving Langmuir. Despite the enormous progr
in our understanding of the process of gas adsorption
various surfaces, many of its important details and interre
tionships require clarification. Interest in the adsorption
gases on transition metals stems not only from the poss
importance of such research~it suffices to mention the ne
cessity of achieving further progress on the problems of h
erogeneous catalysis, for example, the problem of remov
pollutants from the exhaust gases of automobiles and
comprehensive decontamination of the atmosphere!, but also
from the possibility of carrying out multifaceted research
such adsorption systems for the purpose of obtaining n
information about the properties of surfaces. For exam
low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! and scanning tunnel
ing microscopy~STM! are used to study the structure of th
surface and of the adsorbed film, and photo- and x-r
electron spectroscopy are used to study the electronic s
ture. Infrared spectroscopy yields information about
types of adsorption sites and bonds and their symmetry,
experiments on diffusion, temperature programmed des
tion, particle scattering, and adsorption kinetics can de
mine the adsorption energy and binding force of the m
ecules and atoms with the surface.

Progress in research on the adsorption of gases on
sition metals demands the use of novel comprehensive t
niques in addition to conventional methods. For example,
studying molecular adsorption of hydrogen by the molecu
beam method~for purposes of studying the adsorption kine
ics and to obtain information about the interaction poten
between the incoming particle and the solid surface! the sub-
2241063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/17/$26.00
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strate must be cooled to liquid helium temperature. Ob
ously, purposeful investigation of the properties of adso
tion systems also requires theoretical studies. Unfortuna
the possibilities for rigorous theoretical calculations of t
interaction parameters of particles with metal surfaces
extremely limited because of the necessity of taking in
account a large number of different factors, such as the p
ence of precursor states, accommodation, the character o
adsorption bond~ionic, covalent!, the types of lateral inter-
action, and the rate of surface diffusion. Since many exp
ments on gas adsorption are done under equilibrium~or
quasi-equilibrium! conditions, one can in principle emplo
thermodynamic methods to estimate the kinetic characte
tics, but the accuracy of such estimates is insufficient
direct comparison with experimental data.

Using modern methods of calculation~in the framework
of electron density functional theory! one can quite reliably
estimate the binding energy of an atom or molecule with
surface, determine the most favorable adsorption centers,
estimate the interaction energy between adsorbed part
~the lateral interaction!. However, significant difficulties
arise when one attempts to compare the results of s
model calculations with experimental data on adsorpti
This to a large degree is due to the fact that experime
usually measure the integrated characteristics~sticking coef-
ficient and diffusion coefficient, the heat of adsorption, etc!,
whereas calculations give numerical values of the interac
parameters between particles and the surface and ther
cannot always be used directly for interpretation of the
sults of studies of the adsorption kinetics.

The complexity of calculations of the interaction wit
the surface for incoming gas molecules can be illustrated
the example of the so-called ‘‘six-dimensional potent
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Potential energy surfaces for hydrogen molecules on W~100! from Ref. 8: for molecules above an on-top center the axis of the molecule is pa
to the direction between two bridge positions on the substrate—barrierless desorption~a!; for a molecule above a bridge adsorption center with the axis of
molecule parallel to the direction between two positions of threefold symmetry—barrierless desorption~b!; for a molecule above a bridge position with th
axis of the molecule parallel to the direction on the surface between two on-top positions~c!. The barrier for desorption is 0.3 eV.
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model.’’ The molecular dynamics method is used to calcul
the forces of interaction with the surface for different orie
tations~and sometimes velocities! of the molecules, and po
tential energy surfaces~PESs! are constructed.1–7 As an ex-
ample, Fig. 1 shows the PES calculated in Ref. 8
hydrogen on W~100!. In this model the growth of the initia
sticking coefficient with decreasing energy of the incide
hydrogen molecule is explained by a decrease in the spee
rotation owing to an orientation~or steering! of the incoming
molecule. As a result of steering the molecule is orien
with respect to the surface in such a way that the probab
of breaking the molecular bond becomes maximum. Thus
a molecule oriented along the surface approaches an on
or bridge position on the surface there is no potential bar
for chemisorption. However, if the axis of the molecule
perpendicular to the surface, the molecule cannot be che
sorbed in an on-top site~the potential barrier in this case
practically infinite!, while the barrier for chemisorption in
the bridge position is 0.3 eV. For dissociative chemisorpt
of a molecule in a position of threefold symmetry a poten
barrier exists for any orientation of the incoming molecul

For describing probabilistic processes in systems wit
large number of particles it is resonable to make use of
tistical simulation ~the Monte Carlo method!. The Monte
Carlo method is widely used for studying the interaction
particles with a solid surface, crystal growth, adsorption, d
fusion, and ordering of adsorbed atoms and molecules,
also chemical reactions on a surface. With this method
can do a computer experiment~simulation! based on physi-
cal concepts obtained as a result of experimental and t
retical studies of a given adsorption system. This not o
allows one to check the correctness of existing ideas ab
the system but also to propose new concepts for interpre
e
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the experimental data and, in a number of cases, to pre
the behavior of systems under some particular condition
other.

In this review we discuss the possibilities of the Mon
Carlo method and the prospects for its use in modeling
adsorption of gases on transition metals. We present and
lyze the results of simulations of the low-temperature a
sorption of hydrogen~with precursor states and the phenom
enon of enhanced accommodation taken into accou!,
adsorption, the formation of structures of adsorbed films
oxygen and CO on platinum, and the catalytic reaction of C
oxidation.

2. ROLE OF PRECURSOR STATES IN LOW-TEMPERATURE
ADSORPTION OF HYDROGEN ON TRANSITION
METALS

2.1. Accommodation of molecules and the initial sticking
coefficient

The probability of adsorption of a molecule on a surfa
~the initial sticking coefficient! depends on the energy of th
particle, the direction of incidence, and the temperature
the substrate. At a low substrate temperature the probab
of physisorption is determined mainly by the efficiency
transfer of the kinetic energy of the molecules to atoms
the surface in collision~accommodation of the molecule!,
after which the molecule is trapped by the surface, where
energy is close to the value of the minimum of the van d
Waals potential~see Fig. 2!. Accommodation of the molecule
is explained by the loss of energy to excitation of one
several phonons in the substrate and, in some cases, the
mation of electron–hole pairs also.9 For particles with low
energies the second process has a low probability and is
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ally neglected. Taking a classical approach, one can estim
the scattering probability in the case of one- and two-pho
processes.9–13 However, for typical energies of the hydroge
molecules in a molecular beam~25 meV! the scattering
length has a value of the order of the lattice period on
surface of a transition metal, and that leads to signific
diffraction effects.9 Thus for a realistic description of th
scattering of hydrogen molecules one must use a quan
mechanical approach, which is practical only for a on
phonon process.9,13,14In Ref. 9 an analysis of the dependen
of the sticking coefficient on the energy of the incident p
ticle, S(E), was done both from a classical standpoint a
with quantum effects taken into account. It was shown tha
low energies of the incident particles (E→0) in the classical
description S(E)→1, while in the case when quantum
effects—in particular, quantum reflection—are included,
dependence has the formS(E);E1/2 for neutral atoms.

Clearly the adsorption of hydrogen on a metal surfa
can substantially alter the surface contribution to the pho
spectrum of the system, and therefore the estimates mad
only of a qualitative character. For example, in the adso
tion of a monolayer of hydrogen on the W~110! and Mo~110!
surfaces one observes anomalies in the scattering spec
of He atoms in comparison with scattering on the cle
surface.15 Softening of a phonon mode is due to electro
phonon coupling, which is enhanced on account
adsorption-induced surface states. This explanation is c
firmed by calculations of the atomic and electronic structu
the vibrational spectra, and the spectra of excitation
electron–hole pairs in these systems in the framework
density functional theory.16,17 Unfortunately, the necessity o
taking into account a large number of factors influencing
accommodation makes it impossible the estimate the in

FIG. 2. One-dimensional interaction potential of a hydrogen molecule w
the Mo~110! surface, calculated in the classical approximation.47
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sticking coefficient to the accuracy necessary for compari
with experiment.

2.2. Precursor states and steering

Hydrogen can be adsorbed on transition metals in a p
cess involving dissociation of the molecules and subsequ
chemisorption of the individual atoms or at low temperatu
in a weakly bound physisorbed molecular state.18–28The ac-
tivation energy for dissociative chemisorption of hydrog
on W~110! and Mo~110!, as follows from the growth of the
sticking coefficient with decreasing energy of the incide
molecules, is extremely insignificant, so that one can obse
atomic chemisorption even at a temperature of 5 K. After
atomic layer is filled the further adsorption of hydrogen tak
place in molecular form. The highest degree of coveragu
by hydrogen atT55 K in dynamic equilibrium with the in-
cident hydrogen beam isu51.5, which corresponds to th
formation of a complete molecular monolayer~ML ! of hy-
drogen on top of the atomic monolayer~the degree of cov-
erage is defined as the number of hydrogen molecules
adsorption site on the W~110! or Mo~110! surface, so that
u50.5 corresponds to a filled atomic monolayer!.

The chemisorption barrier for hydrogen adsorption
noble metals~Au, Cu! and transition metals~Pd, Rh, Pt, W,
Mo! are substantially different. For noble metals typica
there is a high activation barrier for dissociation. In contra
for hydrogen adsorption on Ni~111! and Pt~111! the activa-
tion barrier is 50–100 meV, and for hydrogen adsorption
Rh~111! activationless chemisorption of hydrogen is o
served. The value of the barrier for dissociation of hydrog
is determined by the crossing of the repulsive part of
physisorption potential and the attractive region of t
chemisorption potential for atomic hydrogen~see Fig. 2!.
The difference between the surface potentials of transi
and noble metals is apparently due to their different el
tronic structure~especially the difference between the su
face states!.20,29–31

Apparently the mechanism of dissociative chemisorpt
consists in the following. Electrons of the substrate escap
to vacuum can occupy antibonding states of the molec
and cause its dissociation32,33and the subsequent chemisor
tion of the individual atoms. Obviously an important role
this is played by the intrinsic and extrinsic precurs
states.10,22–25,34–37A molecule trapped in a precursor sta
can move along the surface and come upon a favorable
sorption site, and this leads to its dissociation and the che
sorption of the atoms at two adjacent adsorption centers
the same time, a molecule trapped in a precursor state
also desorb, in contradistinction to the model of direct dis
ciative chemisorption.8,38–42

The existence of intrinsic precursor states is still in d
pute. For highly activational chemisorption, as is charac
istic of the adsorption of hydrogen on simple and nob
metals,11,12,42,43the existence of extrinsic precursor states
confirmed by the presence of both atomic and molecular
drogen on the surface even at very low coverages. In
situation the molecular physisorbed state can serve as a
cursor state for the subsequent dissociative chemisorp
Whereas dissociative adsorption of hydrogen is observe

h
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low energies of the incident molecules, the presence of
trinsic precursor states can be confirmed o
indirectly.19–21,23,26–28,34–37,43

At the same time, the steering effect can account
some experimental data on the sticking coefficient of hyd
gen without any need for invoking the concept of precur
states, and for that reason the existence of intrinsic precu
states has been called into question.44 However, it follows
from the calculations of Refs. 8 and 38–41 that the hydro
molecules have a high mobility along the surface and t
spend a significant time near the surface before reflectin
dissociating.8,39–41 Furthermore, the barrierless~direct!
chemisorption of hydrogen on the W~100! surface, as fol-
lows from the calculations of Ref. 8, is observed only f
certain orientations of the molecules with respect to the s
face, and for other orientations this barrier is quite signific
~see Fig. 1!. Such a state in a two-dimensional model of t
surface potential can be considered to be an intrinsic pre
sor state.18,29,45,46Thus the concept of precursor states a
temporary molecular state prior to chemisorption does
really contradict the steering-effect model, since in bo
models it is assumed that the molecule spends a signifi
time near the surface prior to its dissociation or return to
gas phase.

2.3. Effective two-dimensional potential

For qualitative description of the motion of a molecule
is advisable to use a one-dimensional potential model a
aged over the surface. Two approaches are usually take
the commonly used software packages based on metho
quantum chemistry: 1! classical Newtonian mechanics; 2!
semiempirical potentials using universal parameters for
overlap integrals; 3! ab initio calculations~by the Hartree–
Fock method, with the configuration interaction also tak
into account if necessary!, and 4! calculations using density
functional theory. The interaction with the model surface c
be described in terms of classical molecular mechanics
quantum mechanics. Quantum-mechanical calculations u
the semiempirical approximation yield rather reliable es
mates for the interaction parameters. In Newtonian mech
ics the hydrogen molecule is treated as a classical partic
the fields of a van der Waals potential near the surface, w
the semiempirical potential, which takes the electronic str
ture of the molecule into account, also permits modeling
its dissociation.

The interaction potential of the hydrogen molecule w
the Mo~110! surface, calculated in the classical approxim
tion, is shown in Fig. 2.47 A particle approaching the surfac
is attracted by the van der Waals forces to a distance at w
it begins to feel the ‘‘tail’’ of metal electrons escaping
vacuum. The interaction with these electrons leads to
formation of a repulsive potential and can lead to reflect
of the particle. However, the molecule may lose kinetic e
ergy ~e.g., owing to excitation of phonons in th
substrate!9–13 and, as a result, be trapped in a potential n
the surface, corresponding to a state of physical adsorp
The depth of the physisorption well for hydrogen o
Mo~110! is only around 15 meV,47,20 and therefore a stabl
molecular layer of physisorbed hydrogen can be obtai
only at low substrate temperatures.
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2.4. Monte Carlo simulation of adsorption kinetics
of hydrogen

In both physical and chemical adsorption the atoms a
molecules generally occupy certain sites or adsorption c
ters. This position is determined by the interaction poten
of the particle with the surface, and it is therefore logical
assume that the geometry of the arrangement of adsorp
centers is determined by the potential relief of the surfa
Indeed, in an atomic adsorbed layer the limiting concen
tion of hydrogen atoms is equal to the surface concentra
of atoms of the substrate, which can present as a lattic
adsorption centers, each of which can be occupied by
atom. Clearly the presence of an atomic layer on a surf
can influence the binding of the molecules of the seco
layer with the surface. Nevertheless, the molecular ads
tion of hydrogen can also be described by a lattice-
model, inasmuch as it has been observed in experiment
the second~molecular! layer is saturated at the same conce
tration of hydrogen molecules as the surface concentratio
substrate atoms. This feature allows one to describe the
lecular and dissociative adsorption of hydrogen by the Mo
Carlo method, which gives a transparent description of
process and enables one to elucidate the role of the var
factors influencing the effective sticking coefficient.

It has been observed in molecular beam experiment
low temperatures~5 K! that the adsorption kinetics of hydro
gen demonstrates a strong dependence of the sticking c
ficient S and of the limiting dynamic-equilibrium coverag
on the molecular flux.28 For example, at high fluxes a sig
nificant maximum ofS is observed at coverages in the regi
corresponding to molecularly adsorbed hydrogen, while
low fluxes this maximum is very slight or absent altogeth
Furthermore, the limiting equilibrium coverage at high flux
equals 1, while at low fluxes it is 0.2.

The dependence of the sticking coefficient on the deg
of coverage is given by the relation

S~u!512k~u!2un0W~u!/F, ~1!

whereu is the degree of coverage, defined asu5n/n0 @n0 is
the density of adsorption sites, 1.431015 cm22 in the case of
the W~110! or Mo~110! surface#, k(u) is the coefficient of
reflection of a molecule from the surface,W(u)
5n exp(2Eeff /kbT) is the desorption probability,Eeff5Ed

1U (Ed is the activation energy for desorption,U is the
energy of the lateral interaction of neighboring atoms!, n is
the frequency factor, andF is the particle flux. The influence
of the flux onS(u) is explained by enhancement of the a
commodation for particles that in the process of their adso
tion collide with previously adsorbed molecules.48–51Indeed,
in the collision of a molecule with a heavy substrate ato
because of the mass mismatch of the colliding particles,
harder for a molecule to lose sufficient energy to beco
trapped in the physisorption well, and upon collision with
already adsorbed molecule, owing to the equality of
masses, the exchange of energy will be much more effici
and therefore the probability of adsorption will be highe
The situation can be modeled as follows. If a molecule c
lides with a substrate atom, then the probability of adsorpt
is determined by the initial sticking coefficientS0 ~the simu-
lation can be done using the value ofS0 obtained from ex-
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periment!, while if it collides with an adsorbed molecul
when an unoccupied adsorption site is among the nea
neighbors, then the adsorption probability is taken equa
unity.

The scheme of the Monte Carlo simulation of hydrog
adsorption in Ref. 47 was as follows~Fig. 3!:

1. An adsorption center is selected at random. If the c
ter is unoccupied or occupied by a chemisorbed atom, t
the molecule with a certain probabilityWA ~determined by
the initial sticking coefficientS0) is trapped in an intrinsic or
extrinsic precursor state, respectively.

2. A molecule trapped into this precursor state can eit
dissociate~with a probabilityWdiss) with the instantaneous
chemisorption of the hydrogen atoms~in the presence of an
unoccupied adsorption center! or can make several diffusio
hops or be desorbed. At low coverages and low temperat
desorption of a molecule is considerably less probable t
diffusion, and the desorption of atoms from a chemisorb
state is practically impossible at low temperatures.

3. If the chosen center is occupied by a molecule, tha
is assumed that the accommodation of molecules in this
is significantly enhanced on account of the equality of
particle masses. This circumstance is taken into account
the aid of a modeling of the possibility for such a molecu
to occupy the nearest center not occupied by another m
ecule, and in that case the desorption probability is eq
to 1.

The result of the Monte Carlo simulation of hydroge
adsorption on W~110! and Mo~110! with diffusion and the
lateral interaction between molecules and also the enha

FIG. 3. Scheme of the simulation of adsorption of hydrogen on a trans
metal.
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accommodation45 taken into account is in good agreeme
with the experimentalS(u) curves in the entire range o
coverages studied and at all values of the flux of hydrog
molecules~Fig. 4a!. The calculatedS(u) curve reproduces
well such experimentally observed features as enhancem
of sticking and growth of the limiting dynamic-equilibrium
coverage with increasing flux of hydrogen molecules o
the surface. The growth of the sticking coefficient with i
creasing flux here is due to the enhanced accommodation
the hydrogen molecules at high fluxes, and the increas
the limiting coverage is due to a change in the ratio of
desorption flux to the incident flux@see Eq.~1!#. It should be
noted that in using this model it is unnecessary to inclu
other parameters in order to get the growth of the stick
coefficient at high coverages and fluxes. Such agreem
with the experimental data can be obtained only if the role
the intrinsic and extrinsic precursor states is adequately ta
into account. For example, control calculations of the fun
tions S(u) without the precursor states have revealed
absence of experimentally observable dependence of
sticking coefficient on the flux at coverages of around 0
~Fig. 4b!.

For hydrogen adsorption on Mo~110! the dependence o
the sticking coefficient on the degree of coverage is qual
tively different from the case of H2 adsorption on W~110!
and of deuterium adsorption on Mo~110!. Only for the sys-
tem H/Mo~110! is a sharp decrease of the sticking coefficie
observed at coverageu50.5 ~Fig. 5!. In Refs. 27 and 52 this
difference in the behavior ofS(u) was explained by the
anomalously high mobility of hydrogen on Mo~110!. On the
basis of the results of a simulation47 an alternative explana
tion was proposed for the different behavior ofS(u) in the
cases of hydrogen and deuterium adsorption on Mo~110!. For
example, when only the difference of the activation energ
for desorption of hydrogen and deuterium on Mo~110! is
taken into account, one observes a tendency to form a m
mum ~Fig. 5!.

n

s

FIG. 4. Dependence of the sticking coefficient of hydrogen on W~110! on the degree of coverage for different values of the incident particle flux~the dashed
curves show the experimental results, and the symbols the result of a simulation47 including precursor states! ~a!; the results of a simulation for different fluxe
in the case of direct chemisorption~b!.
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2.5. Simulation of hydrogen desorption

An effective method for investigating the interaction
an adsorbate with a surface is temperature programmed
sorption ~TPD!. For interpretation of the TPD spectra on
usually uses the Polanyi–Wigner equation for the rate
desorption:

Rdes5unn exp~2Eeff /kBT!,

whereRdes is the rate of desorption,n is a pre-exponentia

FIG. 5. Dependence of the sticking coefficient on the degree of coverag
hydrogen and deuterium on Mo~110! ~the dashed curve is experimental, th
symbols the results of a simulation47!.
e-

f

factor, Eeff5Edes1Elat is the effective activation energy fo
desorption with the lateral interaction taken into account, a
n is the order of desorption.53,54

The presence of the lateral interaction between adsor
particles has a sensitive influence on the position of
peaks in the TPD spectrum. A Monte Carlo simulation of t
desorption process in real time permits one to determine
influence of the lateral interaction on the position and sh
of the TPD peaks and also to estimate the value of this
teraction. In Ref. 55 an algorithm was proposed for Mon
Carlo simulation of the TPD spectra in real time and to a
lyze the influence on the TPD spectra of the substrate ge
etry and the lateral interaction between particles. It w
shown that the presence of a repulsive interaction leads to
appearance of two peaks in the TPD spectra, correspon
to desorption from different ordered phases on the surfa
the larger splitting of the peaks corresponding to the stron
lateral repulsion. For a weak repulsion one observes so
broadening of the desorption peak. The presence of an at
tive interaction for the next-nearest neighbors when the n
est neighbors have a repulsive interaction leads to sharpe
of the TPD peak. In Ref. 45 a simulation of the TPD a
isothermal desorption spectra of the system H2 /W(110) was
done for the cases of different initial degrees of covera
~see Fig. 6!. The values obtained for the activation energy
desorption and the lateral interaction from the results o
simulation45 for the systems H2 /W(110), H2 /Mo(110), and
D2 /W(110) are in good agreement with experiment, and
the algorithm developed can be used for simulation of
adsorption and desorption processes for the different syst
and can also be used to explain the coverage dependen
the sticking coefficient of CO and oxygen on Pt~111!, the

or
e

FIG. 6. Temperature programmed desorption~TPD! spectrum for the system H2-W(110), obtained as a result of the simulation for different fluxes~the inset
shows the TPD spectrum obtained in an experiment26 at a molecular fluxF50.931013 cm22 s21) ~a!; the distribution of the hydrogen molecules at th
equilibrium coverages on W~110!, obtained forF50.931013 and 431013 cm22 s21 and the spectra of isothermal molecular desorption~in relative units!,
obtained as a result of a simulation45 for 5 K ~b!.
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structural ordering of adsorbed CO molecules,56 and the
catalytic reaction of CO oxidation on the platinum surfac

3. SIMULATION OF THE CO OXIDATION REACTION ON
Pt„111…

A huge number of studies devoted to the adsorption
CO on platinum is due not only to the importance of t
development of fundamental concepts but also to the se
for possible ways of perfecting platinum catalysts for remo
ing pollutants from the exhaust gases of automobiles.
catalytic reaction of CO oxidation takes place by t
Langmuir–Hinshelwood mechanism~a bibliography may be
found in Imbihl’s excellent review57 of oscillatory reactions
on the surfaces of single crystals!. Clearly the electronic and
catalytic properties depend substantially on the structure
the substrate surface and of the adsorbed layer. From a p
tical standpoint the surface of greatest interest is that of p
crystalline Pt, which on annealing acquires a~111! texture.
This fact accounts for the significant interest in studying
adsorption of CO and the joint adsorption of CO and oxyg
on specifically the Pt~111! surface.58–67

For simulation of the catalytic reaction of CO oxidatio
on the platinum surface the Monte Carlo method with
ZGB algorithm, proposed by Ziff, Gulary, and Barshad,68 is
widely used. This mechanism consists in the following: 1! in
accordance with the relative concentration of the gas in
mixture the choice of a candidate for adsorption—CO
O2—is made; 2! an unoccupied adsorption center is selec
at random and is filled in the case of CO adsorption or
filled together with an adjacent unoccupied adsorption ce
in the case of oxygen adsorption; 3! in the case when the CO
molecule and an O atom occur in adjacent adsorption cen
on the surface, a reaction takes place between them~with the
instantaneous evaporation of CO2), and both adsorption cen
ters become unoccupied. The results of a calculation in
model give a strictly bounded region of relative pressures
CO in which a reaction is possible:PCO/PO2

50.39– 0.53.
To the left of this region the model predicts poisoning of t
surface by oxygen, and to the right, by CO. Experimenta
however, poisoning of the platinum surface by oxygen is
observed, and the degree of suppression of the reaction
cause of CO adsorption is strongly temperature depende

Thus the given algorithm has a number of importa
shortcomings, and for that reason several refined vers
have been proposed to take into account the paramete
the diffusion, desorption of CO, and lateral interactions
the system.69–72

In Refs. 70 and 72 the Monte Carlo method was used
investigate the influence of desorption and diffusion of C
molecules on the characteristics of the hysteresis in the
oxidation reaction. In particular, it was shown that the diff
sion of CO leads, on the one hand, to separation of the
occupied pairs of adsorption sites needed for adsorptio
oxygen, and thereby decreases its adsorption probability
the other hand, diffusion increases the probability of the C2

formation reaction, which leads to a decrease of the amo
of oxygen on the surface. In addition, the presence of di
sion leads to significant broadening of the hysteresis loo
the dependence of the reaction rate on the CO partial p
sure. The presence of CO desorption is also one of
f
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mechanisms that empty the adsorption sites for subseq
adsorption of reactants, and the increase of the CO des
tion probability leads to narrowing of the hysteresis loop.

It should be noted that the factors listed still do not avo
the oxygen poisoning of the surface that is obtained in
ZGB model. For this reason the algorithm used to descr
the adsorption kinetics was substantially modified in Ref.
As a result, the dependence of the CO oxidation reaction
on Pt~111! on the relative pressure of CO was found to be
good agreement with experiment for the entire range of re
tive pressures of the reactants. The influence of lithium
sorption on the course of the CO oxidation reaction on
Pt~111! surface was investigated in that paper. It was sho
that because of their small size, Li adatoms occupy the ac
centers on the surface, leading to an effective decrease o
area. At the same time, the possible enhancement of oxy
adsorption at low Li coverages is small because of the sm
value of the dipole moment of the adatoms. At close
monolayer coverages, when the mutual depolarization of
dipoles causes metallization of the adsorbed Li layer, the
of oxygen adsorption decreases rapidly, as a result of wh
the oxidation reaction is suppressed. The validity of t
qualitative explanation of the role of Li in the reaction h
been confirmed by Monte Carlo simulation of the reacti
with the use of the ZGB model. Besides desorption and
fusion of the CO molecules, the probability of oxygen a
sorption was also taken into account in the model, by
introduction of an initial sticking coefficient taken from ex
periment. In contrast to the usual way of modeling the d
sorption probability,68,72,73 in this model an attempt at de
sorption was made whenever there was no attemp
adsorption because the site was occupied. Thus an imp
description of the growth of desorption with increasing d
gree of coverage is achieved. Incorporation of a sticking
efficient as well as desorption and diffusion made it possi
to obtain good agreement between the calculated and ex
mental dependence of the reaction rate on the relative p
sure of CO~Fig. 7!. Here it should be noted that the calc
lated position of the maximum rate agrees with t
experimentally observed rate atT5480 K, a feat that had
not been achieved previously in a simulation of the react
on the Pt~111! surface.72

The adsorption of alkali metals was incorporated in t
simulation with the assumption that they occupy the sa
adsorption sites as CO and O. The influence of an al
metal on the adsorption of oxygen is described by a co
sponding change of the initial sticking coefficient. The r
sults of the simulation for different Li coverages are pr
sented in Fig. 7. Despite the increase of the initial stick
coefficient for oxygen in the presence of Li, which leads to
shift of the reaction rate maximum to higher CO relati
pressures, the reaction rate falls off rapidly with increas
Li coverage. Thus it was shown67 that the influence of Li on
CO oxidation on the Pt~111! surface presupposes the exi
tence of two competing effects: the increase of the stick
coefficient for oxygen~aiding the reaction! and, on the other
hand, a decrease of the number of adsorption centers, w
leads to a decrease of the CO and oxygen adsorption p
abilities.

Nevertheless, in all the studies mentioned on the sub
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of simulation of the CO oxidation reaction on the platinu
surface it was impossible to obtain the correct values of
maximum coverages in the limiting cases of separate ads
tion of oxygen or CO. Consequently, the algorithm used
simulation of the reaction is in need of further refineme
which can be achieved with a more realistic description
both the lattice of adsorption centers on the surface and
lateral interaction between molecules.

4. STRUCTURE FORMATION AND ADSORPTION KINETICS
OF CO ON Pt„111…

The CO film structures formed at different coverages
Pt~111! have been investigated in a number of studies an
would seem, the basic rules governing adsorption and
sequence of structures formed with increasing cover
should be well established. For example, it was found by
et al.58 that at coverageu51/3 a ()3))R30° structure is
formed. This structure is observed only at reduced temp
tures ~170 K!59 and is practically absent at room
temperature.58,59 However, it is stated in Ref. 60 that th
diffuse reflections of the ()3))R30° structure, which is
observed at 100 K even at considerably lower coverages
split and actually correspond to a more complex film str
ture.

At u50.5 a diffraction pattern~Fig. 8! corresponding to
a well-ordered structure of the CO film on Pt~111! is ob-
served even at room temperature. The observed diffrac
pattern is usually interpreted,59–65 following Ref. 58, as the
formation of c(432) structure of the adsorbed film.
should be noted that similar diffraction patterns for CO
the similar surface Cu~111! were interpreted in Ref. 74 as th
formation of the (1.531.5)R18°, which corresponds to th

FIG. 7. Results of a simulation67 of the CO oxidation reaction on the P
surface in the presence of Li at a temperature of 480 K.PCO2

, PO2
, andPCO

are the partial pressures of the components in the gas phase,uLi is the degree
of coverage by Li on Pt~111!.
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stoichiometric concentrationu50.44. On the Ni~111!
surface75–81 at coverageu51/3 the ()3))R30° structure
forms, as on Pt~111!, and foru50.5 thec(432) structure,
but upon further increase in coverage the CO film takes
the structure (A7/23A7/2)R19.1°, which differs from the
structure observed on Pt~111! ~see Fig. 8!. The ()
3))R30° structure is also observed in the adsorption
CO on the hexagonal faces Rh~111! ~Refs. 29, 82, and 83!
and Ru~0001! ~Refs. 84 and 85!.

Since the Pt~111! surface has a hexagonal structure, t
structure of the adsorbed films is usually also designate
terms of the size and orientation of the experimental latt
with respect to the substrate.58,82 In a number of cases, how
ever, a rectangular cell can be chosen in the adsorbed la
and then it is more convenient to use a notation in which
size of the unit cell and the number of particles in it a
indicated explicitly.78 Thus another notation for the structu
c(432), which contains two CO molecules in the unit ce
(u50.5), isc(23))rect @under the condition that the CO
molecules at the center of the rectangular unit cells of s
2a3)a] or (23))rect-2CO. In these systems of nota
tion the structure of a CO film on Pt~111! at u50.6 ~the
maximum stable coverage for this system at a temperatur
160 K!59 is characterized asc(53))rect-3CO.

There is also disagreement48,59,74–80as to the type of
adsorption centers occupied by CO molecules at differ
coverages on Pt~111! and Ni~111!. For example, in some
papers it is stated that the CO molecules on Ni~111! occupy
positions at the centers of triangles formed by surfa
atoms,77 while in other papers78 it is emphatically argued tha
the CO molecules lie above substrate atoms and in bri
positions between two surface atoms. The situation with
adsorption of CO on Pt~111! is somewhat more definite in
this regard. For Pt~111! the most reliably justified model is
apparently one in which the filling of centers with increasi
CO coverage occurs in the following order. Below a cov
ageu50.33 adsorption centers corresponding to the on-
position are filled.59,61–66 With increasing coverage th
bridge centers are also filled, and a redistribution of m
ecules occurs such that atu50.5 the number of occupied
on-top centers is equal to the number of occupied brid
centers.59,61,85–87Such a sequence of filling of adsorptio
centers follows both from theoretical estimates62–66and from
the data of a vibrational spectroscopy study61 of CO on
Pt~111!.

FIG. 8. Diagrams of the arrangement of reflections on the diffraction p
terns for CO on Pt~111! atu50.5 ~a! and 0.6~b!.58,59The different diameters
of the circles correspond to different intensity of the reflections.
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It is reliably established~see, e.g., the review57 and ref-
erences cited therein! that on the Pt~111! surface the CO
molecules stand vertically, with the oxygen atom upwa
and thus their dipole moments are oriented parallel to e
other. The adsorption of CO on Pt~111! causes an initial de
crease of the work function,58,60 i.e., CO acts as an electro
positive adsorbate. An estimate by the Helmholtz form
gives a dipole momentm'0.2 D @the intrinsic dipole mo-
ment of the bond in the CO molecule is 0.74 D for a sing
bond (C– O) and 2.3 D for a double bond (C5O)]. Hence it
follows that the lateral interaction between CO molecu
will have the character of dipole–dipole repulsion. The pr
ence of repulsion between adsorbed CO molecules is
attested to by the decrease of the heat of adsorption
increasing coverage58 and also by the a number of theoretic
estimates.62–66,85–87At the same time, the formation of com
plex structures in the films and also an analysis88 of the
phase diagrams of the oxidation reaction of CO on Pt~111!
indicates the presence of attraction between the adsorbed
molecules at certain distances between them.84–87This long-
range attraction is apparently due to the so-called indi
interaction,89–91 i.e., the interaction of CO molecules vi
electrons of the substrate. The mutual depolarization
neighboring dipoles with increasing concentration on the s
face also leads to a change of the value and character o
interaction, and at small distances between adsorbed
ecules the direct exchange interaction between them also
comes important.63,89–91

Thus the interaction between adsorbed CO molecule
Pt~111! has a complex, nonmonotonic character and depe
substantially on the coverage. In this situation the reliabi
of the interpretation of experimental data can be improv
significantly by the use of mathematic
simulations.48,55,92–97After a particular character of the la
eral interaction is conjectured on the basis of an analysi
the sequence of structures observed in the adsorbed films
reproduction of these structures in the mathematical sim
tion can be achieved. For this one should obviously cho
the appropriate interaction parameters, which are determ
on the basis of the requirement that the properties obta
match those observed in experiment.

4.1. Interpretation of the diffraction patterns for CO on
Pt„111…

Whereas the diffraction pattern at a CO coverageu
50.33 on Pt~111! or Ni~111! clearly corresponds to the ()
3))R30° structure with the CO molecules at equivale
adsorption centers, the interpretation of the patterns fou
50.5 and 0.6~see Fig. 8! is ambiguous and remains i
dispute.58–65 The point of contention is that the position o
the reflections is determined by the symmetry of the tw
dimensional lattice of the structure, while the distribution
the intensity of the reflections is determined by the posit
of the molecules in the unit cell. The lattice corresponding
the LEED pattern forT50.5 can be designated asc(432)
or (Ae32)rect, but in that case for one atom in the unit ce
a coverageu50.25 is obtained. To see that such a struct
gives the correct distribution of reflections in the diffractio
pattern, one can estimate the relative influence of the l
energy electron reflection:
,
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and obtain the simulated diffraction pattern~Fig. 9a!. The
summation in this formula is over discrete coordinates of
molecules, expressed in fractions of the size of the simula
part of the surface, andh andk denote the coordinates in
two-dimensional reciprocal space. For a hexagonal lattice
strong reflections of electrons is obtained only when the s
of h andk is equal to an even number. By choosing arbitra
values ofh andk one can model the intensity distribution o
the screen of the LEED display.93,98,99Here one can trace th
transformations of the patterns during the ordering of
structures and, if the step is chosen small enough, the va
tion of the width of the reflection upon variation of the siz
of the islands or the size of the simulated part of the surf
~in Ref. 56 a part of the Pt~111! surface containing 36330
atoms and approximately 1003100 Å in size99 was chosen,
corresponding to the coherence length for the stand
LEED device!.

An imitation of the LEED patterns was done by the fo
lowing method. To indicate the brightness the reflections
represented by circles of radius proportional to the relat
intensities of the electron reflection estimated by formula~2!.
For clarity the reflections coinciding with reflections fro
the substrate are represented by circles of slightly larger
ameter.

FIG. 9. Position of the atoms in a two-dimensional lattice with compon
c(432) (u50.25) and the calculated diffraction pattern for the thr
equivalent orientations of such a lattice~a!. The structure proposed for ex
plaining the diffraction pattern observed58 in CO films on Pt~111! ~b!. The
structure of CO on Ni~111! proposed in Ref. 77 foru50.5 ~c!. The large,
light circles represent atoms of the metal, and the small, dark circles re
sent CO molecules.
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An important feature of the LEED pattern calculated f
the three equivalent orientations of thec(432), or (2
3))rect, structure (u50.25) ~Fig. 9a!, is the equality of
the intensities of all 6 additional reflections forming the ch
acteristic triangles. It is expected that the addition of m
ecules to the unit cell might lead to a decrease of the rela
intensity of certain reflections owing to the effect of th
structure factor. In particular, the reflection~1/2,0! on the
experimental patterns foru50.5 is considerably weaker tha
the other reflections~see Fig. 8!, and this property can serv
as an indicator of the correctness of the choice of unit ce

Figure 9b,c shows the structures proposed in Refs.
76, and 77 for explanation of the diffraction patterns o
served in CO films on Pt~111! and Ni~111! at u50.5 ~a dia-
gram of the disposition of the reflections for this pattern
shown in Fig. 8!. As is seen in the figure, the diffractio
patterns calculated for all three orientations of the lattices
substantially different from those observed in experime
Because of the location of the CO molecules at the cente
the rectangular unit cell,58 some of the experimentally ob
served reflections are suppressed by the structure factor
vanish from the pattern. We note that an analogo
calculation77 for this structure for CO and Ni~111! gave ex-
actly the same results, since the diffraction pattern is ob
ously not affected by a displacement of the adsorbed la
such that the molecules occupy the positions character
for Ni~111!, at centers with threefold symmetry. Nor is th
situation rescued by displacement of the molecules alon
symmetry axis of the rectangle—certain reflections van
as before. In Ref. 77 these missing reflections were ar
cially drawn in as if they were reflections appearing as
result of multiple reflection, which cannot be taken into a
count in the kinematic approximation. However, in the e
periments of Refs. 58–60 these reflections were only slig
weaker than the others and can scarcely be due to mul
reflection. In order to obtain a diffraction pattern correspon
ing to the experimental one atu50.5 it is necessary to dis
place the CO molecules from the symmetric position.
preserve equality of the number of molecules in the t
types of adsorption centers, on-top and bridge, it is advisa
to consider the movement of molecules from the bridge
sitions at the center of the cells to the neighboring brid
centers~Fig. 10a!. The choice of such centers is dictated
the following considerations. First, symmetry of the unit c
in even one direction inevitably leads to suppression of
corresponding reflection, and therefore the cell should
completely asymmetric. Second, the disposition of two m
ecules in the on-top position and the bridge center neare
it is improbable because the minimum distance observed
adsorbed CO molecules~3.2–3.4 Å!58,59 is considerably
greater than the distance between such centers~1.38 Å!. Sat-
isfaction of these requirements leads to the situation
when the corner molecules are placed in a rectangular
cell at on-top centers, the proposed structure of the CO
on Pt~111! for u50.5 ~Fig. 10a! is actually the only one
possible ~the disposition of molecules at the other thr
analogous centers, which corresponds to reflections in
symmetry planes of the rectangle, leads to equivalent
cells!. Each of the three possible orientations of the latt
corresponds to 2 pairwise symmetric unit cells, so tha
-
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equivalent domains~and not 3, as in the case of a center
cell! contribute to the diffraction pattern. For this reason t
calculated diffraction pattern~Fig. 10a! is in excellent agree-
ment with the experimentally observed pattern not only
respect to the distribution of superstructural reflections
also their relative intensities. In particular, reflections of t
type ~1/2, 0! in the bases of the characteristic triangles tu
out to be noticeably weaker than the rest, as is well seen
the experimental patterns for CO on Pt~111! at u50.5.58–60

Thus the proposed model of the structure of a CO fi
on Pt~111! at u50.5 can explain the observed diffractio
patterns without the need for invoking addition assumptio
involving multiple reflection. The correctness of the choi
of asymmetric unit cell is also indicated by recent STM o
servations for the similar system CO on Ni~111! at u50.5.
The STM patterns presented in Ref. 78 clearly reveal
asymmetry of the unit cell, although the authors interpre
as the symmetric cell structurec(432), explaining the
asymmetry as instrumental distortions.

At a degree of coverageu50.6 the diffraction pattern
observed in experiment is obtained by adding the contri
tions from the six domains of thec(A53))rect-3CO
structure, illustrated in Fig. 10b. The CO molecules at
center and corners of the rectangular unit cell are locate
on-top adsorption centers, while the rest are in bridge p
tions. Interestingly, this structure of the CO film on Pt~111! at
u50.6 is observed by the addition of a third molecule to t
characteristic pair of molecules at a distancea)/2.

4.2. Monte Carlo simulation of the ordering of a structure

At first glance it seems that the dipole–dipole interacti
between adsorbed molecules is in itself sufficient to br
about the formation of the ()3))R30° structure, since
this structure is most rarefied atu50.33. However, the smal
value ~0.2 D! of the dipole momentm estimated from the

FIG. 10. The (23))rect-2CO structure of a CO film on Pt~111! for u
50.5.56 The molecules at the corners of the rectangular unit cell are loca
at on-top centers, while those inside the rectangle are located at b
positions. There are 6 equivalent domains of this structure which contri
to the diffraction pattern~right-hand panel! ~a!. The c(53))rect-3CO
film of CO on Pt~111! for u50.6 ~b!.
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FIG. 11. Dependence of the model later
interaction potential on the distance betwee
CO molecules on the Pt~111! surface. The
effective potential is constructed by addin
together the dipole–dipole and an oscillato
indirect interaction. The symbols show th
values of the interaction parameters obtain
in the simulation~a!. The temperature de-
pendence of the intensity of a diffraction
peak for the ()3))R30° structure56 ~b!.
The energies of the lateral interaction for C
on Pt~111!, calculated in Ref. 63~c!.
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initial decrease of the work function58 turns out to be insuf-
ficient to account for the stability of the structure at 160
which is clearly seen in experiment. The disordering of
structure occurs at a temperature at which the energykT of
the fluctuations is of the order of the energy of the late
interaction per particle. According to the results of the sim
lation, to obtain an order–disorder phase transition in
()3))R30° structure at a temperature of 170 K it is ne
essary to postulate the presence of a dipole momen
around 2 D, which is much greater than the experimen
value. This means that even at low coverages the interac
between adsorbed molecules has a more complex chara
Since the ()3))R30° structure in CO films on Pt~111! is
also observed59 at u50.27, this is indicative of island growth
of the structure, apparently due to the attraction between
molecules at distancesc5a). It is important to note that
the distancec5a), corresponding to the lattice constan
for the ()3))R30° structure, is preserved at the transiti
from one structure to another. Indeed, this same valu
shared by the height of the triangle formed by molecules
the on-top centers in the (23))rect-2CO and c(5
3))rect-3CO structures, which correspond to coverag
u50.5 andu50.6. The presence of a quantity (c5a))
conserved in the structural transformations indicates that
favorable for the molecules to lie at such a separation, i.e
implies the existence of a local minimum of the lateral int
action potential.

The denser structures (23))rect-2CO and c(5
3))rect-3CO, which have lower symmetry than the su
face, also inevitably presuppose the presence of a com
interaction that depends nonmonotonically on the dista
between molecules.62–64,85–87At larger distances betwee
molecules the effective attraction can come about o
through indirect interaction.89–91The indirect interaction po-
tential oscillates with distancer between molecules, the pe
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riod of the oscillations being determined by the Fermi wa
vectorkF :

V5Cr2n cos~2kFr 1d!. ~3!

The asymptotics of the interaction is determined by
parametern, which depends on the shape of the Fermi s
face and the presence of bands of surface states crossingEF .
In the latter casen52 and the indirect interaction is quit
efficient.91,100 Starting from the value of the modulus of th
Fermi wave vector averaged over directions,kF'1 Å21,
one can estimate the period of the Friedel oscillations aT
5p/kF'3.1 Å. We assume further that the attraction b
tween CO molecules at a distance ofa) is due to the mini-
mum of the indirect interaction potential. This determines
choice of the initial phase, and ford520.1p the second
minimum of the potential will be at a distance ofa) from a
molecule located at the coordinate origin~Fig. 11!. It should
be emphasized that here the first minimum lies at a dista
close to a)/2, which agrees with the distance betwe
nearest-neighbor molecules in the structures
3))rect-2CO andc(53)3)rect-3CO proposed for ex-
plaining the diffraction pattern atu50.5 andu50.6, respec-
tively ~see Fig. 10!. We also note that the distance to th
center of the rectangular cell, 3.66 Å, corresponds to a m
mum of the indirect interaction potential, that can expla
why the structure with the centered unit cell is energetica
unfavorable and, consequently, does not form. Assuming
the lateral interaction between adsorbed CO molecules
be divided conventionally into a dipole–dipole~direct! and
an indirect part, one can represent the result of their addi
graphically as in Fig. 11a. The dipole–dipole repulsion b
tween molecules smoothes out the first minimum of the
tential somewhat at a distancea)/2. This is apparently de-
termined, in turn, by the absence of structures denser
()3))R30° at u50.33. Thus the lateral interaction atu
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50.33 in the model adopted here is described by dipo
dipole repulsion with energy 2m/r 3 ~Ref. 90! and by the
indirect interaction of the potential~3!. For estimating the
absolute values of the parameters of these interactions
the aid of a Monte Carlo simulation, one can use the data
the disordering of the ()3))R30° structure with increas
ing temperature. For example, atT5160 K this structure is
distinct and apparently well ordered,59 while for T5170 K
the brightness of the reflections is somewhat lower,58 indicat-
ing a partial disordering, and atT5300 K this structure is
essentially no longer visible for CO on Pt~111!.58 The values
of the interaction parameters chosen for the simulations
the structure formation are shown by the symbols in Fig. 1
and the calculated temperature dependence of the intens
the diffraction peak for the ()3))R30° structure for those
values is shown in Fig. 11b. As is seen in the figure,
values of the interaction parameters for different distan
between CO molecules on Pt~111! are well described by the
sum of the dipole–dipole and indirect interactions form
50.7 D andC50.3 eV•Å 2.

As we have said, the sequence of filling of the adso
tion centers with increasing CO coverage on Pt~111! attest to
the advantage of the on-top centers. It is natural to ass
that these centers are energetically more favorable than
bridge centers, because of the different energy of the ads
tion bond for the CO molecules in these two types of cent
According to estimates made in Ref. 86 on the basis
quantum-mechanical calculations by the electron den
functional method for different configurations of the cluste
the binding energy of a CO molecule with the Pt~111! sur-
face in the on-top position is 1.64 eV, which is close to t
experimental value 1.5 eV.60 In the bridge position the bind
ing energy is somewhat smaller, as is obvious from the
that at low coverages the molecules occupy only on-top c
ters, and the difference in energy can be estimate o
crudely as some hundredths of an electron-volt.58,63 The
presence of two types of adsorption centers on the sur
permits one to use a modified lattice gas model in which
difference of the energies of the particles in sites of differ
types is taken into account~the energy benefit obtained whe
a CO molecule moves from a bridge to an on-top posit
was taken equal to 0.01 eV56!.

Starting from the arguments adduced above, we ch
for the simulation of the ordering of the adsorbed laye
matrix contains 72 rows and 120 columns for description
the two types of adsorption centers, which corresponds
simulated piece of the Pt~111! surface approximately 100
3100 Å in size. This size of the simulated region appro
mates the coherence length of electrons for the stan
LEED device and is therefore convenient for comparison
the simulated LEED patterns with the experimental ones,
it gives satisfactory statistics upon averaging over the p
ticle distributions obtained after thermodynamic equilibriu
is reached. It is assumed that the chosen part of the sur
simulates an infinite Pt~111! surface, and so periodic bound
ary conditions were imposed.

The ordering procedure56,68–70,93,94is carried out as fol-
lows. First the particles were distributed randomly over a
sorption centers, creating a specified coverage, and t
with a probability exp(2DE/kBT), a randomly chosen particl
–
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is moved to a neighboring adsorption center. The energy
ference is calculated with allowance for the lateral inter
tion and the difference of the adsorption energies at the
types of centers. If the move is energetically favorable (DE
,0) or is the probability exp(2DE/kBT) is greater than a
random number from the range~0–1!, then the move is
made. Otherwise the particle remains at the initial cen
The number of moves made on average per particle is tall
After 15–20 such moves, thermodynamic equilibrium is e
tablished in the system~corresponding to a minimum of th
free energy; the total energy fluctuates about a minim
value that depends on temperature!. If the temperature is
below the temperature of the order–disorder transition, t
domain structures corresponding to the chosen concentra
are formed in the film, while at higher temperatures the fi
is disordered. Since the probability of a particle displacem
is determined by the ratioDE/kBT, the values of the inter-
action parameters can be chosen so as to make the tran
temperature match that observed in experiment~by the
LEED method!. Thus one can determine the numerical v
ues of the parameters used in the simulation.

Figure 12 shows a typical equilibrium distribution of th
particles over the model surface~a snapshot! at a coverage
u50.33 and temperature 160 K, i.e., below the ordering te
perature. The formation of a ()3))R30° domains struc-
ture with characteristic point defects~due to fluctuations! is
clearly seen. The overwhelming majority of the particles o
cupy on-top adsorption centers, in agreement with the
perimental data for CO on Pt~111!. The diffraction pattern
calculated in the kinematic approximation~according to for-
mula ~22!! is also in good agreement with the observ
LEED pattern for this CO coverage at a temperature of 1
K.58

It is important to emphasize that the simulation of t
()3)) structure formation was done with the parame
values obtained from summing the dipole–dipole and in
rect interaction potentials~see Fig. 11a!. The parameter val-
ues shown by the symbols were also used in a simulatio
the disordering of this structure~Fig. 11b! followed by the
formation of denser structures at coverages of 0.5 and
The energies of the lateral interaction found in this way
in excellent agreement with the data of quantum-chemis
calculations from first principles63 for the interaction ener-
gies between CO molecules at definite adsorption centers

FIG. 12. Typical equilibrium distribution of particles on the model surfa
~a ‘‘snapshot’’! obtained atu50.33 at a temperature below the disorderin
temperature56 ~a!. The diffraction pattern calculated in the kinematic a
proximation agrees with the experimentally observed LEED pattern58 at a
temperature of 170 K~b!.
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different distances between them~Fig. 11c!. Here it should
be noted that to explain the nonmonotonic62 lateral interac-
tion and the attraction between molecules at character
distances of 5–6 Å it is not necessary to invoke tern
interactions, as had previously been conside
unavoidable.63

Apparently the ternary interactions become importan
the formation of the (23))rect-2CO structure. As is see
in Fig. 11a, the first~local! minimum of the pair interaction
potential can lead to the formation of the characteristic p
of molecules for this structure, which lie at different adso
tion centers a distancea)/2 apart. Clearly this position o
the molecules, which probably coincides with the small
possible distance between them, should lead to a redistr
tion of the electron density in the system. This may invo
the partial depolarization of the dipoles and the correspo
ing changes in the parameters for the screening by subs
electrons. In this situation one would hardly expect that
indirect interaction potential created by a given pair on
surface would correspond to the sum of potentials formed
individual molecules.

In our study the ternary interaction was taken into a
count in the following way. In the direction along the pair
molecules the potential is assumed to be weakened~this was
simulated by turning on an attraction due to the indirect p
interaction potential at a distance ofa), and thus the inter-
action anisotropy arising in the formation of the (
3))rect-2CO structure can be described in a natural w
As a result of the ordering of the film after approximately
displacements per particle, domains of this structure fo
with a definite orientation of the lattice with respect to t
Pt~111! surface ~a small part of the simulated surface
shown in Fig. 13!. It is probably the ternary interaction tha
leads to the formation of the domains of the
3))rect-2CO structure with the same definite arrang
ment of the molecules in the rectangular unit cells as is s
in the STM images78 for such a structure of CO on Ni~111!.

Indeed, in considering an individual unit cell it seem
obvious that four similar structures with the same ene
~and, hence, the same probability of formation! can be
formed, namely, the given structure and the three struct
obtained by reflection in the planes passing through the c
ters of the sides of the rectangular unit cell. The structu
obtained by successive reflection in both planes~or by a
180° rotation about the center of the cell! are pairwise
equivalent in the sense that they produce the same diffrac
pattern ~see Fig. 13!, but the presence of other symmetr
pairs of structures leads to a decrease of the intensity
certain reflections.

Thus the formation of domains of one orientation of t
structure (23))rect-2CO requires the formation of initia
nuclei of that orientation, ‘‘turning on’’ the ternary interac
tions. In the simulation such nuclei can be formed in a r
dom manner~as was done in the case of the formation of t
domains of the (23))rect-2CO structure!, shown in Fig.
13! or can be specially introduced, imitating defects of a r
surface. The diffraction pattern contains averaged inform
tion about a rather large part of the surface, with a size of
order of the electron beam diameter, within which seve
parts of area 1003100 Å with different orientations of the
tic
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domains of the (23))rect-2CO structure move abou
freely. Domains of this size are entirely sufficient to form
rather sharp diffraction pattern, which is obtained as a re
of summing the contributions from structures with differe
orientations with respect to the three equivalent directions
the Pt~111! surface~Fig. 13!.

4.3. Kinetics of CO adsorption on Pt „111…

The most important disagreement between the result
the simulation of the CO oxidation reaction on the platinu
surface with experiment remains the value of the limiti
coverage (u51) obtained with the use of the ZGB
algorithm68–72 for CO adsorption in the absence of oxyge
Apparently the reason for this may be inadequate accoun
the lateral interaction between CO molecules and also
extremely simplified description of the surface as a lattice
adsorption centers of one type. Both of these shortcom
have been eliminated in a model proposed in Ref. 56, wh
holds forth the hope of a more correct description of t
kinetics of CO adsorption on Pt~111!.

A method of simulating the adsorption of gases in re
time is described in detail in Ref. 45 and discussed abo
and we shall therefore discuss only the details which
important for the kinetics of CO adsorption on Pt~111!. At a
fixed CO pressure the flux of particles to the surface is e
mated by the Hertz–Knudsen formula and is expressed
fractions of a monolayer~i.e., the degree of coverage und
the condition that the sticking coefficientS is equal to 1! per
second. This allows one to express the exposure used in
simulation in langmuirs and to compare directly the adso
tion isobars obtained with those observed in experiment.

The initial sticking coefficient of CO on Pt~111! was
taken equal to 0.9 in accordance with experiment.101,102This
is described in the simulation by an adsorption probability
0.9 at a randomly chosen center on the clean surface~when
the lateral interaction has not yet appeared, and all the c
ters are unoccupied!. The role of extrinsic precursor states
also taken into account: a molecule striking the surface a
occupied center can be adsorbed at an unoccupied neigh
ing center.

After the adsorption has gone on for a certain time
ordering of the film occurs in the manner described in
previous Section, and then the desorption of molecule
simulated. Here it is assumed that the probability of deso
tion is determined by the Polanyi–Wigner equation with

FIG. 13. Results of a simulation of the formation of the (
3))rect-2CO structure: the equilibrium distribution of particles at a tem
perature of 300 K~a! and the diffraction pattern corresponding to it56 ~b!.
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activation energy that depends on the lateral interaction
the molecules.45,102 In the description45 of the kinetics of
adsorption of molecular hydrogen on W~110! this algorithm
demonstrated its ability to reproduce correctly both the
pendence of the sticking coefficient on the coverage and
limiting coverages at different temperatures. The result
dependence of the sticking coefficientS and coverageu on
the exposure for CO on Pt~111! is shown in Fig. 14. As in
experiment,58,60,101,102at low coverages the sticking coeffi
cient is practically constant, attesting to the important role
extrinsic precursor states and the correctness of their des
tion in the model used. As the coverage grows,S rapidly
decreases, primarily because of the lateral interaction
tween adsorbed CO molecules and also the decrease o
number of unoccupied centers. As a result of the establ
ment of dynamic equilibrium, the CO coverage equals
proximately 0.5, and forT5300 K it remains practically un-
changed with time, while in the case of adsorption on
cooled surface (T5100 K) it continues to increase slowly
tending toward a value of around 0.6.

Using the standard Monte Carlo technique for simulat
the temperature dependence of the desorption rate,45,55,96for
the same kinetic parameters and interaction energies one
to good accuracy reproduce the spectrum observed60 by tem-
perature programmed desorption for CO on Pt~111! ~Fig. 14!.
To facilitate comparison with experiment60 the adsorption
was simulated atT5100 K and was stopped after a a speci-
fied coverage~0.17, 0.33, and 0.5! was reached, whereupo
the substrate temperature was increased linearly at a ra
15 K/s. At u50.17, when the lateral interaction as yet h
practically no effect on the heat of adsorption, the maxim

FIG. 14. Calculated dependence of the sticking coefficientS and degree of
coverageu on the exposure~a,b!, and the TPD spectra56 for CO on Pt~111!
obtained for different initial degrees of CO coverage~c,d,e!.
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on the TPD spectrum occurs atT5480 K. At larger cover-
ages the lateral interaction, which is on average repuls
becomes substantial and leads to a shift of the start of
sorption to lower temperatures~Fig. 14!, in good agreemen
with experiment.60

The temperature dependence of the limiting covera
obtained in the simulation is in good agreement with th
observed experimentally for CO on Pt~111!.58–60,101,102The
kinetic parameters used in the simulation~desorption activa-
tion energyEd51.2 eV at a frequency factorn51013 s21)
also agree with those estimated in Refs. 58, 60–65, and

5. STRUCTURE FORMATION AND ADSORPTION KINETICS
OF OXYGEN ON Pt„111…

In the temperature range 25–150 K oxygen is adsor
on the Pt~111! surface in molecular form, occupying adsor
tion sites with bridge type symmetry. The desorption peak
molecular oxygen is observed at 140–150 K, in agreem
with the desorption activation energy;0.36– 0.38 eV.104

Desorption of oxygen occurs from this molecular precur
state at a temperature above 150 K. First-principles calc
tions of the desorption energy with the use of the VASP co
give a value of the barrier in the range 0.3 eV,105 0.38 eV,106

0.43 eV,107 and, for different configurations of the position o
the oxygen molecule relative to the Pt~111! surface, 0.3–1.5
eV.108 Here atomic oxygen is adsorbed at adsorption s
with threefold symmetry and binds strongly with the surfac
The TPD spectrum for oxygen displays two peaks: one c
responding to desorption from the molecule phase at a t
perature of 140–150 K, and the other corresponding to
sociative desorption from the atomic state in the tempera
region 600–1000 K.60,104,109Apparently the dissociation o
the oxygen molecule near the metal surface is ultimately
to the occupation of the antibonding 2p* orbital.110,111 On
the hexagonal face of Pt~111! there are two types of adsorp
tion centers of threefold symmetry, fcc and hcp, and
binding energy of atomic oxygen with the substrate is s
stantially different for the two types of sites. It is shown
Ref. 112 that the fcc centers are the stabler for the adsorp
of oxygen, and the calculated activation energies of diffus
fcc←hcp and fcc→hcp are 0.13 and 0.58 eV, respectively

The initial sticking coefficient for oxygen on Pt~111! is
only 0.06.113–115 One can alter the sticking coefficient su
stantially by the adsorption of active atoms and molecu
that strongly affect the electron density distribution on t
substrate surface. In the adsorption of alkali metals
Pt~111! their partial ionization leads to a redistribution of th
electron density and creates local electric fields.111,116,117This
results in a significant lowering of the potential barrier f
chemisorption~the activation energy! and, in a number of
cases, the probability of dissociative adsorption of oxyg
can reach unity.118

It was shown in Refs. 119–124 that the presence of
electronegative adsorbate on the surface leads to a st
decrease in the rate of dissociative adsorption and in
limiting coverage and also to a significant change in the
sorption parameters. The linear decrease of the initial st
ing coefficient with increasing degree of coverage by
electronegative adsorbate attests to blocking of the mo
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precursor states for dissociative adsorption on the adsorb
modified surface.113

Atomic oxygen on Pt~111! at temperatures in the rang
200 K,T,350 K forms the ordered structurep(232), cor-
responding to a coverage of 0.25.59 The limiting coverage
achieved under different conditions of oxygen adsorpt
ranges from 0.22 to 0.28 ML.59,125

In order to obtain the correct value of the limiting co
erage for system in a simulation one usually introduces
rameters describing the desorption probability,69,72 which
makes it possible to avoid the complete poisoning of
model surface. It should be noted, however, that the oxy
desorption rate from the platinum surface at a temperatur
the order of 400 K is negligible, and therefore the introdu
tion of a desorption parameter can scarcely be justi
physically; for this reason Sander and Ghaisas71 have pro-
posed~somewhat artificially! that oxygen requires three un
occupied neighboring sites for dissociative adsorption.

The results of a dynamic Monte Carlo simulation of t
adsorption of molecular and atomic oxygen in the tempe
ture range 100–200 K with dissociation, diffusion, and d
sorption taken into account are reported in Ref. 126. A
taken into account were the presence of a repulsive inte
tion up to third-nearest neighbors and the preference for
sorption of an oxygen atom at adsorption centers of fcc s
metry. A necessary condition for a molecular-oxyg
desorption event is the presence of two unoccupied nea
adsorption centers of threefold symmetry. These conditi
lead to a limitation of the possibility of adsorption at larg
coverages, and the limiting coverage obtained in suc
model is 0.26, in good agreement with experiment. Howe
the experimentally observedp(232) structure could not be
obtained in the simulation, probably because of inadequ
account of the lateral interaction in the model used.

It should be noted that the observedp(232) structure is
extremely rarefied, and for it to form at 300 K it is necessa
to have a substantial interaction between adsorbed ato
What sort of interaction can give rise to the formation
such structures? This lateral interaction might be dipo
dipole repulsion, although simple estimates show that if
formation of thep(232) structure at room temperature we
due solely to the dipole–dipole interaction, it would require
dipole moment of the oxygen adatom of 5 D, which is co
sidrably larger than the value of the dipole moment of
oxygen atom on platinum estimated from the change of
work function.115

The indirect interaction between adatoms obviou
plays an important role in the formation of oxygen structu
on Pt~111!. In the simulation, however, significant difficultie
arise in the choice of initial parameters of the indirect int
action owing to the substantial variation of the electro
structure of the substrate with increasing oxygen concen
tion on the surface. This effect is due to the significant el
tronegativity of oxygen. For example, by means of se
consistent calculations of the electrostatic potential on
surface near an adsorbed electronegative atom in the jel
model, it was shown in Ref. 127 that the degree of poison
of the surface increases with increasing electronegativ
The region in which the electrostatic potential acts is of
order of 3–4 Å, which corresponds to the distance to
te-
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third- or fourth-nearest adsorption centers. Interestingly,
self-poisoning of the Pt~111! surface by oxygen does no
prevent the adsorption of carbon monoxide, forming ac(2
32) structure with the CO molecules located at the on-
center in the middle of the cell formed by oxygen adatom

The complexity of the interaction between adsorb
oxygen atoms on Pt~111! apparently is the reason why the
are still no consistent and physically justified models for t
formation of the observed structures. One expects that
solution of this pressing problem will open up new possib
ties not only for deepening our understanding of the dis
ciative adsorption process for oxygen on a transition me
but will also broaden substantially the existing ideas as to
role of different factors in the kinetics of the catalytic rea
tion of CO oxidation.

6. CONCLUSION

The criteria of applicability and efficiency of a math
ematical model include its ability to reproduce the ma
characteristics of the observed effects and also the degre
which it approximates the conditions of an experiment a
the transparency of the results obtained. In this regard
Monte Carlo method of mathematical attempts is particula
well favored, since in many cases it not only makes it p
sible to explain many of the relationships observed in exp
ments but also to predict the behavior of the system un
new conditions not yet investigated. It should be stressed
the simulation must always be based on firmly establis
facts, and its results must admit comparison with the data
real ~or future! experiments—otherwise the simulation is
little value, since there are no other criteria for assessing
reliability of the results obtained and the conclusions dra
from them.

Examples of the efficient use of the Monte Carlo meth
for elucidating the properties of adsorption systems inclu
the papers discussed in this review on the simulation of
low-temperature adsorption of hydrogen on W~110! and
Mo~110!, the adsorption and structure formation of CO film
and the catalytic reaction of CO oxidation on the platinu
surface. For example, the model of molecular adsorption
volving extrinsic precursor states has been validated and
fined by simulations, and the activation energy for desorpt
of hydrogen molecules on the tungsten surface has been
termined; this is important for the development of the theo
of gas adsorption.

An important feature of the simulation methods d
scribed is the trend toward a detailed~to the degree possible!
reproduction of the real conditions of an experiment and
incorporation of the most important factors governing t
behavior of the system. This has made it possible to estim
the value and to elucidate the role of the lateral interaction
the establishment of thermodynamic equilibrium between
incident and desorbing fluxes of hydrogen molecules a
also, with the aid of a real-time simulation algorithm deve
oped, to propose an alternative explanation of the reason
the radical difference in the dynamics of oxygen adsorpt
on W~110! and Mo~110!.

The use of a complex lattice of adsorption centers a
the incorporation of the lateral interaction in the simulati
of the formation of CO films on Pt~111! have made it pos-
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sible not only to propose a novel~correct, i.e., in agreemen
with the experimentally observed sequence of diffract
patterns! arrangement of the molecules in the unit cell of t
surface structures of CO on Pt~111!, but also to obtain nu-
merical values of the parameters of the indirect interact
that leads to the formation of those structures. By using
algorithm for the real-time simulation of the kinetic pro
cesses we have been able to obtain a correct value fo
limiting CO coverage on Pt~111! and to reproduce the expo
sure dependence of the sticking coefficient.

The information obtained with the aid of simulations
to the structures of adsorbed CO films on Pt~111! and the
parameters of the lateral interaction will obviously be use
for further studies of the catalytic reaction of CO oxidati
and will open up new possibilities for a more detailed a
realistic description of this reaction with the aid of refin
simulation algorithms.

Note added in proof:Monte Carlo simulations using a
advanced model for CO oxidation in Pt~111! have recently
been carried out by N. V. Petrova and I. N. Yakovkin, Su
Sci. 578, 162 ~2005!.
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Boundary line of the transition into the pseudogap state in thulium cuprates
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Precision measurements of the heat capacity of 1-2-3 thulium cuprates with oxygen content
ranging from 6.3 to 6.92 were performed in the temperature range 6–300 K. Analysis of the
experimentl data showed anomalies in the temperature dependence of the electronic heat
capacity. It is conjectured that the anomalies are due to a transition from the normal metallic into
the pseudogap state. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884425#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The many works published in the last few years s
leave open the question of why the electron density of st
in underdoped cuprates decreases near the Fermi level~see
the review Ref. 1 and the references cited there!, a phenom-
enon which has been termed a ‘‘pseudogap.’’ The questio
whether or not the pseudogap state~PGS! has anything to do
with high-temperature superconductivity remains open.
the literature several different models explaining the ori
of the PGS are being discussed and the question of
boundaries of existence of the pseudogap state is b
examined.1–3

Even though various properties of the PGS have b
studied in an entire series of investigations it is difficult
say definitively whether or not singularities occur in the th
modynamic properties at the transition through the norm
metal-PGS boundary and whether or not the transition
the PGS is a phase transition.1–3

Measurements of the heat capacity of yttrium cuprate
a wide range of oxygen content and temperatures have
shown any anomalies, due to a transition into the pseudo
state, in the thermodynamic properties.4,5 This has served a
grounds for believing that a line of phase transitions does
exist1 and that the pseudogap state is not a thermodyna
phase.

We have performed measurements of the tempera
dependence of the heat capacity of the single-phase thu
cuprates TmBa2Cu3OX at temperatures ranging from 6 t
300 K for different values of the oxygen content. Anomali
in the temperature dependence of the electronic heat cap
were found in oxygen-underdoped samples at temperat
of about 210–230 K. These anomalies are attributed to
formation of a PGS.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART

The standard method of solid-phase synthesis from
oxides Tm2O3 ~Tm-3 grade!, BaO, and CuO~ultrapure
2411063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/3/$26.00
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grade! was used to obtain TmBa2Cu3OX ceramic samples
with different oxygen content (X56.92, 6.7, 6.5, and 6.3!.
We have described the special features of the heat treatm
and oxygen saturation of the samples in Ref. 6.

The TmBa2Cu3OX system was chosen because its co
tent of impurity aluminum, which enters the ceramic duri
synthesis in corundum crucibles, is ten times lower than t
of YBa2Cu3OX . X-Ray phase analysis~XPA! showed that
all TmBa2Cu3OX samples obtained were nearly single-pha
The main impurity phases, whose content did not exc
2–3%, were Tm2BaCuO5 and BaCuO3. The XPA data
showed that the impurity content was independent of
oxygen content. It should be noted that analysis of the str
tural factors which are sensitive to the uniformity of oxyg
distribution ~the orthorhombicity parameters and the ha
widths of the basal reflections! showed all samples to b
highly uniform.

The temperature dependences of the heat capacit
thulium cuprates TmBa2Cu3OX with X56.92, 6.70, 6.50,
and 6.30 were invetigated using an automated lo
temperature vacuum adiabatic calorimeter. The accurac
the measurements was62% at 6–10 K, 0.5% in the rang
10–30 K, 0.2% from 30 to 60 K, and 0.5% from 60 to 310
The magnitude of the temperature rise in an individual ca
rimetric experiment in the temperature range 100–300 K w
5 K. The average variance of the experimental values of
heat capacity according to several series of measurem
was about 0.02% for the indicated interval. As temperat
decreased, the variance increased up to the order of 1% a
K. Three to four hundred calorimetric experiments were p
formed for each sample. The mass of the samples was a
16 g.

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the
capacityCp of four samples with different oxygen conten
The heat capacities are close in value. At high temperatu
the heat capacity is all the higher the greater the conten
oxygen in the sample, and at low temperatures lower val
of the heat capacity correspond to higher values ofX. The
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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differences are due to the lattice and electronic compone
It is quite difficult to identify the anomalous contribu

tion, due to the formation of the PGS, to the electronic h
capacity because the effect is so small. The electronic c
tribution to the heat capacity in the temperature range
interest to us is only 2–3% of the total heat capacity. T
anomalous part is another order of magnitude smaller, 0
0.3% of the total value. Such a small anomalous part can
extracted by comparing the heat capacities of the samp
Making such a comparison requires samples which do
do not undergo a transition into the pseudogap state. In
dition the electronic components must be compared. The
tice components of the heat capacity of all experimen
samples are close but not so close that the difference ca
neglected.

The lattice heat capacity was calculated using the p
non density of states. The density of states, in turn, w
determined from the calorimetric data. The procedure
doing this is described in detail in Refs. 6 and 7. Since
phonon spectrum determines the heat capacity of a cryst
an integral manner, small uncertainties in the determina
of the density of states should not produce large errors w
determining the lattice heat capacity. The uncertainty in
calculation of the phonon density of states has only a w
effect on the computed values of the lattice contribution8 and
has no effect on the character of the anomaly in the e
tronic heat capacity.

The values obtained for the phonon density of sta
were used to calculate the lattice heat capacity of
samples. The electronic componentCel of the heat capacity
was determined as the difference between the experime
and computed lattice values~the anharmonic contribution
was neglected!.

For clarity in presenting the data the values of the el
tronic heat capacity coefficientg5Cel /T were calculated.
Figure 2 displays the temperature dependences of the d
ence of the coefficientsDg5g(X56.92)2g(X) for a
sample with oxygen content near optimal doping and
samples in an underdoped state. It was assumed tha
pseudogap state does not exist at the point of optimal do
(X56.92), so that the sample withX56.92 is taken as the
basal sample. The figure shows weakly expressed anom
for samples withX56.7 andX56.5 with singularities atT
'220– 225 K~minima in Fig. 2!. The positions of the ex-

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the heat capacity of thulium cup
TmBa2Cu3OX with different oxygen contentX.
ts.
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trema are essentially independent of oxygen content.
anomalies are weak but exceed the experimental varia
No singularities were observed for the sample withX56.3 to
within the experimental variance. It should be noted th
anomalies cannot be due to the uncertainties in the calc
tion of the lattice heat capacity. The observed singularit
also cannot be due to the anharmonic contribution which w
neglected.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The phase diagram of all states in high-temperature
perconductors of the 1-2-3 system has not been adequ
studied. This concerns especially the boundaries of
pseudogap phase. In theoretical works the diagram is re
sented, mainly, only schematically. The phase diagram a
has not been adequately studied experimentally. The dif
ent behavior of the line separating the normal-metal s
from the pseudogap state is discussed. Specifically, a
sible form of the phase diagram is studied in Ref. 9. T
authors propose the existence of two boundary lines
‘‘strong pseudogap’’ lineT* (X) and a ‘‘weak pseudogap’
line T* (X2). The first line is due to the interaction of charg
carriers with antiferromagnetic or structural fluctuations
the short-range order.1 As the tetra-ortho phase transition
approached, the magnetic fluctuations become stronger
the temperature of the transition into the pseudogap ph
increases~‘‘strong pseudogap phase’’!.

tes

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the difference of the electronic
capacity coefficient of thulium cuprates with different oxygen contentX.
The basal sample is a sample with oxygen content near the point of opt
doping (X56.92).
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The boundary lineT* (X2) of the transition from a
‘‘strong pseudogap’’ to a ‘‘weak pseudogap’’ behav
differently—it is essentially independent of the degree
doping.

In Refs. 10 and 11 it is proposed that the lineT* (X) is
the line of phase transitions with a change in symmetry in
d electron subsystem. A study of the symmetry characte
tics of the cuprates investigated near the lineT* (X) could
confirm the existence of phase-transition phenomena in
region of the phase diagram.

Anomalies in the temperature dependence of the h
capacity are always associated with phase transitions.
calorimetric investigations indicate the presence of ph
transitions atX56.7 and X56.5 with T'220 K and T
'225 K, respectively. However, the calorimetric data can
answer the question of the nature of the phase transfor
tions in matter. It can be conjectured that the anomalies
the temperature dependence of the heat capacity are due
transition from a high-temperature normal phase into a lo
temperature pseudogap phase and lie on the interface
tween phases in the oxygen-content—temperature pl
Only two points are plotted in this phase diagram~no heat-
capacity anomalies are found in the sample withX56.3:
either because there is no phase transition or the phase
sition occurs at a different temperature!. Additional investi-
gations of underdoped cuprates with different oxygen c
tent are needed to obtain the complete phase diagram.
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We report experimental results of a vortex lattice structure investigation in artificial
superconducting Mo/Si and W/Si superlattices. ResistanceR and critical currentI c measurements
in parallel magnetic fields are performed as well as measurements in tilted magnetic fields.
At temperatures where the condition of strong layering is satisfied the dependencesI c(H i) and
R(H i) exhibit oscillatory behavior. It is shown that the appearance of oscillations and of
reentrant behavior~vanishing of the resistivity in definite ranges ofH i) are due to the strong
intrinsic pinning and to the effect of commensurability between the vortex lattice period
and multilayer wavelength. The locations ofI c(H i) andR(H i) extrema correspond to the stable
states of a commensurate vortex lattice. Our experimental data are in good quantitative
agreement with the Ivlev, Kopnin, and Pokrovsky~IKP! theory. It is shown that the values of the
commensurability fields depend exclusively on the superlattice periods and anisotropy
coefficientg and do not depend on the type of materials used for multilayer preparation. A memory
effect, i.e., dependence of the oscillation pattern on the magnetic history of the sample, is
observed. It is shown experimentally that the state of the vortex matter in the layered
superconductors is essentially different from that of type-II superconductors with a random
distribution of the pinning centers. Investigation of oscillation and reentrance behavior may be used
as a new tool for the study of the vortex lattice arrangement in layered superconductors.
The essential advantage of this method is connected with its simplicity and with the possibility
of using it in arbitrary large fields. Investigations of the commensurate states may be used
for rather precise determination of the anisotropy coefficientg. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1884426#
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INTRODUCTION

The vortex lattice~VL ! structure in layered supercon
ductors differs in many aspects from the simple triangu
one observed in homogeneous type-II superconductors,
less the magnetic fieldH is parallel to thec axis of the
system considered. Different types arrangements of VL
predicted theoretically for the cases when the applied m
netic field is parallel or inclined with respect to the lay
planes. The first theory concerning VL structure in the la
ered superconducting systems consisting of alloys with p
odic modulation of the component concentration appea
many years ago.1 It was shown that the spatial variation o
the impurity concentration might be considered as a reg
pinning potential. Ami and Maki1 have studied the stability
of different VL configurations in the Ginzburg-Landau~GL!
approximation for parallel magnetic fieldH i , taking into ac-
count that the ‘‘resonance conditions,’’ i.e., the commensu
bility between vortex lattice parameter and layered struct
period, plays an important role. In the vicinity of the upp
2441063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/10/$26.00
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critical field Hc2 in the commensurate state the triangu
VL, with different orientations of the vortex unit cell vecto
with respect to the layers, appeared to be stable. The va
of magnetic fieldsHD corresponding to the resonance con
tions have been obtained. In the framework of this the
they depend exclusively on the superlattice periods. At these
fields the maxima of the critical currentI c should be ob-
served. It appeared that the Ami and Maki model describ
fairly well the dependence ofI c on H i obtained on the modu
lated PbBi alloys.2

Interest in the commensurability effect and in the pro
erties of the VL structure has been renewed after discov
of the high-temperature superconductivity in the layered
ide compounds. Especially essential progress was achie
in the area of the vortex lattice structure theory. Differe
theoretical approaches, including anisotropic thre
dimensional~3D! London and GL models as well as th
Lawrence-Doniach~LD! model, were used. According to th
results of Ref. 3 obtained within the London approximatio
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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in the field domainHc1!H!Hc2 the unit cell of the flux
line lattice should be strongly distorted with respect to
equilateral triangle. Choosing the primitive cell of the VL
a hexagon, Campbell, Doria, and Kogan3 obtained the unit
cell parameters of VL, which depend intrinsically on the a
isotropy parameterg5(M /m)1/2 and the angle betweenH
and the anisotropy axis. HereM is the effective electron
mass along thec axis, andm is the in-plane mass. The com
mensurability effect remained outside the scope of this wo
The latter was considered in the papers of Ivlev, Kopnin, a
Pokrovsky.4–6 It was shown4 that in the case of parallel field
when the intrinsic pinning energyEp is much greater than
the elastic energy of a VL shear deformationEel , the vortices
cannot cross the layers. In this situation the periodZ0 along
the c axis is fixed, and it is determined by the initial cond
tions under which the VL was formed. This means that
VL should always be commensurable with the layered str
ture periods ~the distance between vortices in the directi
orthogonal to the layersZ05Ns, with N an integer!. It is
independent of the external field, while the unit cell ar
varies with field only due to the vortex displacements alo
the layers. In the opposite limiting case the VL paramet
are determined by the external magnetic field. It was sho
that the free energy of the rhombic lattice in the commen
rate state as a function ofH displays two minima corre-
sponding to the different orientations of the unit cell vecto
with respect to the layer planes.4 There are a lot of meta
stable states in the instability region of the rhombic latt
corresponding to the different displacements of the vor
rows relative to each other in the neighboring interlayers4,7

The number of such states grows at low magnetic fie
They can be dynamically accessible uponH variation.7 In
the framework of the LD approach for relatively high para
lel magnetic fields a sequence of first-order phase transit
between VLs with differentN is predicted.8 The domain of
stability of the VL structures with the different orders
commensurabilityN was investigated theoretically in Ref. 9

For the tilted magnetic fields many types of vortex a
rangement are suggested.10–19 The idea of an independen
response of the layered superconductor to the parallel
perpendicular components of magnetic field20 is exploited in
many works. The most exotic among possible VL configu
tions in the tilted magnetic fields is the so-called combin
lattice consisting of two vortex ‘‘species’’ oriented in diffe
ent directions~see, for example, Refs. 10–15, 18, 19, 2!.
Such a configuration of the VL may appear only in a case
a rather largeg.10,12 One of the coexisting sublattices is or
ented along thec axis; another may be parallel to the layers13

or oriented along the external field.11 In the vicinity of Hc1

for the tilted magnetic fields a vortex configuration consi
ing of flux-line chains is predicted.17 Such vortex chains in
the weak field range have been observed in decoration
periments on high-Tc superconductors.22–24

Obviously, due to the nonstandard VL structure and
trinsic pinning, many unusual effects can arise in laye
superconductors. First of all, in a tilted field the direction
the magnetization vectorM in many cases does not coincid
with the external field direction.3,16,25Depending on the mis
orientation angle, anisotropy parameter, and magnetic fi
domain, the vectorM may be oriented either closely to thec
e
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direction of the layered structure,3 along the layer planes,11,25

or along the applied field direction.11 Even magnetizationM
antiparallel to the external fieldH is possible.3,26 In parallel
magnetic fields due to the intrinsic pinning and commen
rability effect the critical current~when the transport curren
flows in the layer planes! should be an oscillating function o
magnetic field.1,4 This result was obtained experimentally,
was mentioned above, on alloys with a spatial modulation
the component concentration2 and on Nb/Ta multilayers.27

The theoretical results cited above have been obtai
mostly for high-Tc superconductors. These results should
relevant for the artificial multilayers as well. The essent
advantage of the artificial superlattices for the VL structu
study is their tunability, i.e., the possibility of easily chan
ing their periodicity and anisotropy parameter. Moreover,
present-day technology of their preparation is very sophi
cated, and exceptionally perfect superstructures may be
tained.

Here we report on a new effect observed on Mo/Si a
W/Si artificial superlattices, whose origin may be connec
with the intrinsic pinning, the commensurability phenom
enon, and the specifics of the VL structure in layered sup
conductors. In a parallel magnetic field and in tilted fields
relatively small tilt angles with respect to the layer plane
reentrance to the state with zero resistivity with increase
the magnetic field is observed. The reentrance phenome
is detected by the resistive method. The resistivity ver
magnetic fieldH curves below a certain temperatureT0 be-
come nonmonotonic. At some value of the external magn
field a resistance minimum appears which becomes m
pronounced with decreasing temperature and transforms
a large zero-resistance region~ZRR! at still lower tempera-
tures. After the ZRR the resistance reappears. These ef
are very sensitive to the magnetic field orientation. It
shown that all the features of the reentrance behavior ma
explained quantitatively if one takes into account differe
possible realizations of VL structure in layered superco
ductors. It is suggested that the reentrance phenomenon
covered could be used as a new powerful instrument for
VL structure investigations, which, in distinction from oth
known methods, is valid for arbitrary high fields. A brie
report about some of the results described below for Mo
SLs has been published in Ref. 28.

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

For the experiments we chose Mo/Si and W/Si multila
ered samples in which only the spacer thickness and, co
spondingly, the anisotropy parameter are varied~Table I!.
For such a choice it is mainly the parameterg that changes,
and it allows one to study the evolution of the reentrant a
oscillatory resistive behavior withg variation. The interlayer
coupling energy changes exponentially with the spa
thickness,29 and the anisotropy changes quickly as well.

The Mo/Si multilayers were prepared by dc magnetr
sputtering in argon onto glass substrates. The W/Si multil
ers were prepared bye-beam evaporation onto oxidize
Si~100! wafers. More details may be found in Refs. 29–3
The sample wavelength and individual layer thicknesses
determined from small-angle x-ray diffractometry with a
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accuracy of 0.1 Å. The Si layers in the multilayers are am
phous. The metal layers have fine crystalline structure.

Measurements were performed with a 5 T supercondu
ing magnet. At all orientations ofH with respect to the layer
planes the transport currentI directed along the layers wa
always perpendicular toH. The precision ofH alignment
with the layer planes was about 0.2°. The stabilization of
temperature during a field sweep was no worse than 1023 K.
The zero-field resistive transition width for the all sampl
was no more than 0.15 K.

The values of the anisotropy parameterg were obtained
from measurements of the critical magnetic fieldsHci(T)
andHc'(T).

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 1 the resistance as a function of magnetic field
different temperatures for angleu50° is shown for Mo/Si
sample B with the wavelength 56 Å (u50° for magnetic
field parallel to the layers!. Starting at some reduced tem
perature (t50.96 in this case! steps appear on theR versus
H curves, which at lower temperatures develop into minim
With further decrease ofT instead of resistance minima
zero-resistance regions~ZRR! appear~Fig. 1b!, which mani-
fest the reentrance of superconductivity with the increase
the applied field. After the ZRR at still larger fields the r
sistance reappears. As we keep going down in tempera
the ZRR becomes wider, and in the low-temperature lim
the R maximum dividing the two minima vanishes~plot 5,
Fig. 1b!. Thus, reentrance behavior exists in a limited te
perature range betweenT0 and some lower temperatureT8.
For understanding the reentrance phenomenon scale it sh
be mentioned that the low-temperature normal resistanc
sample B is 42.4 Ohm.

The resistance as a function of parallel magnetic field
Mo/Si sample A with a wavelength 50 Å is shown in Fig.
A similar plot for sample C (s566 Å) has been presented i
Ref. 28. For all samples the magnetic field values cor
sponding to the ZRRs and to the resistance minima are
ferent.

It is noteworthy that different patterns of theR versusH i

curves may be obtained on the same sample. The reentr
phenomenon is sensitive to the magnetic history. For

TABLE I. Parameters of multilayered samples.
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ample, when one starts measurements with the first switch
on of the magnetic field sweep at sufficiently low tempe
ture, another realization of theR versusH curves atu50° in
the same field range may be obtained. Such another rea
tion for sample B is shown in Fig. 3. As follows from thi
figure, the reentrance of superconductivity may arise tw
during one magnetic field sweep. The third realization
this sample is shown in Fig. 4. None of the patterns obser
on sample B coincides with those registered for oth
samples.

The features of the resistive curves in a parallel magn
field depend essentially on the transport current~Fig. 5!. At
relatively small currents~plot 1 in Fig. 5! the resistive state

FIG. 1. Resistance as a function of magnetic field for Mo/Si sample
~angle u50°) at different temperaturesT @K#: ~a! 3.557 ~1!; 3.535 ~2!;
3.520~3!; 3.508~4!; 3.495~5!; ~b! 3.456~1!; 3.420~2!; 3.377~3!; 3.314~4!;
3.214~5!.

FIG. 2. Resistance as a function of parallel magnetic field for Mo/Si sam
A at different temperaturesT @K#: 3.788~1!; 3.779~2!; 3.765~3!; 3.750~4!;
3.731~5!; 3.711~6!.
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first appears at a rather large magnetic field. Until this fi
the Lorentz force is too small for overcoming of the pinni
barrier. At a higher current~plot 2! the resistance is alread
observed in the weak field range, but at intermediate fie
the reentrance of superconductivity is observed. Further
rent increase leads to the appearing of a resistance minim
~plot 3! instead of the ZRR. Thus the correct choice of t
transport current value is crucial for the observation of
ZRR and nonmonotonicR versusH i behavior. As we will
see below, the most informative are the resistive curves
the plot3 kind.

From comparison of Figs. 4 and 5 it follows that dimi
ishing of temperature and diminishing of the transport c
rent give rise to similar evolution of the resistive transition
In the former case the pinning barrier increases, while in
latter case the Lorentz force decreases. Because the Lo

FIG. 3. Resistance as a function of magnetic field for Mo/Si sample
~another realization! at different temperaturesT @K#: 3.236 ~1!; 3.218 ~2!;
3.172~3!; 3.077~4!.

FIG. 4. a—Resistance as a function of magnetic field for Mo/Si sampl
~the third realization! at different temperaturesT @K#: 3.462~1!; 3.459~2!;
3.453~3!; 3.447~4!; 3.441~5!. b—Critical current as a function of magneti
field for this sample atT53.4 K.
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force should counterbalance intrinsic pinning for the vort
motion, it is obvious that both factors influence the resist
behavior identically. If one wants to investigate a larger p
of the H i-T phase diagram, it is necessary to enhance
transport current value at a reduced temperature. The t
peratureT8 is a function of transport current, and this tem
perature may be set as low as one wishes.

In the temperature range betweenT0 and T8 hysteretic
behavior was observed. Some examples of hysteretic cu
are shown in Fig. 6. Though the resistance in the increas
and decreasing magnetic fields differs markedly, the po
tions of the extrema, as a rule, coincide. Similar hystere
behavior is observed for all samples and for all detected
alizations.

The R versusH i dependences at different temperatur
for W/Si sample D (s550 Å) are shown in Fig. 7. The re
sistive curve patterns obtained on this and other W/Si S
are similar to those obtained on Mo/Si samples. In the re
tive transition realization presented in Fig. 7, the resista
minima and ZRRs appear at three different fields. On W

B

FIG. 5. Resistance as a function of magnetic field for Mo/Si sample B
T53.37 K for different transport currents@mA#: 0.5 ~1!; 1.0 ~2!; 1.5 ~3!; 2.0
~4!; 2.5 ~5!.

FIG. 6. Hysteretic behavior of resistance for Mo/Si sample B at tempera
T53.236 K.
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multilayers the hysteretic behavior and the transport-cur
dependence of the resistive curve are akin to those obse
on Mo/Si SLs.

The reentrance behavior is sensitive to the deviation
magnetic field orientation from parallel to the layer planes
is illustrated by Fig. 8 where the resistance as a function
magnetic field is shown for different anglesu. When the
misorientation angles betweenH and the layer planes ar
very small the resistance increases with angle growth, bu
the features of the resistance transition atu50° hold, the
positions of theR minima do not shift~Fig. 8a!, and the

FIG. 7. Resistance as a function of magnetic field at different temperat
for W/Si sample D in the temperature range 2.895–2.488 K.

FIG. 8. Resistance as a function of magnetic field for different anglesu at
T53.440~a! and 3.193 K~b! ~Mo/Si sample B!.
nt
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reentrance phenomenon also takes place. It has been sho32

that such behavior on Mo/Si multilayers is an indication
the lock-in transition at small anglesu,ucr . In this u range
the vortices are trapped in a position parallel to the lay
even though the applied magnetic field is tilted with resp
to the layers. Theucr is usually defined as the angle whe
the directions of the external magnetic field and of the ind
tion in the sample begin to coincide. The maximal value
ucr for sample B is about 2°. At the larger angles in a case
sufficiently low temperatures the minimum position as w
as all resistive curves shift to the smallerH side, and this
shift increases with growth ofu ~Fig. 8b!. At another critical
angleucr* the resistance minimum disappears. Both anglesucr

and ucr* depend on the temperature. Most probably, the
servation of patterns similar to those typical for commen
rate states in a parallel field28 over a wide range of angle
may be considered as evidence of the existence of the c
bined vortex lattice predicted in Refs. 10–17. This quest
will be discussed in detail elsewhere.

As was natural to expect, oscillations of the critical cu
rent I c are observed along with the resistivity oscillatio
~Fig. 4b!. The positions of the minima on theR versusH i

curves coincide with the locations of the maxima on theI c

versusH i curves and vice versa. The dependences of
critical current onH i display hysteretic behavior, too. Thu
the explanation of the unusual patterns characteristic for
R versusH i dependences is very simple. Provided there
oscillations on theI c versusH curves, one may expect tha
for the fields around theI c maximum the fixed transpor
currentI will be less thanI c , and correspondingly resistanc
is absent~ZRR state!. In the meantime, in magnetic field
around theI c minimum the conditionI .I c may be satisfied,
and a nonzero resistance should be observed in this
range. The data in Fig. 5 also serve as confirmation of
explanation presented above.

For a detailed interpretation of the data obtained let
begin with the determination of the physical meaning of t
temperatureT0 where the signs of developing ZRR stat
appear. It follows from the experimental data that at t
temperature the transverse coherence lengthj'(T) becomes
equal to or less thans/2 (s5dmet1dSi is the SL wavelength!,
i.e., beginning at this temperature a confinement of the v
tices between superconducting layers starts to develop.
sample B the valuej i(0)563 Å, g511.8, j'(0)55.5 Å.
At T053.52 K the value j'(T0)527 Å, 2j'(T0)<s
556 Å. When the vortex cores fit into the insulating inte
layers, intrinsic pinning should become well pronounced33

and a transition to the limitEp.Eel may be expected. Thus
T0 manifests by itself the transition to the regime of stro
layering.4 It should be mentioned that the temperatureT0 is
practically the same as the 3D–2D crossover tempera
determined from the temperature dependence of the cri
magnetic fieldHci . The same situation is observed for oth
samples. The appearance of nonmonotonicI c versusH i de-
pendence only below the crossover temperature is also
ported in Ref. 27.

Following up on a suggestion28 that the phenomena ob
served are a manifestation of the existence of commensu
vortex lattices, let us analyze the data obtained in detail
the beginning let us compare the results of different theo

es
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based on various approaches. The Ami-Maki theory1 consid-
ers only dirty superconductors, and its domain of validity
restricted to fields close toHc2 . It is assumed that the spatia
variation of the impurity content is relatively small~on a
scale of the electron mean free path!, and among all super
conductor parameters only the diffusion coefficient has s
nificant spatial dependence on the impurity concentrat
For the specific fieldsHD satisfying the ‘‘resonance cond
tion’’ ~i.e., the condition that the Abrikosov lattice parame
a is commensurate with the modulation periods) the follow-
ing simple expression is obtained:1

HD5
)pF0

2s2 ~N21L21NL!21. ~1!

Here N and L are integers. This solution suggests that n
only variation of the vortex density is possible, but rotati
of the vortex unit cell with respect to the equiconcentratio
planes as well. Formula~1! satisfactorily describes the ex
perimental data obtained by Raffiet al.2 on PbBi alloys with
periodically modulated concentration. The consistency of
experimental results of Broussardet al.34 ~Nb/Ta artificial
multilayers! with the Ami-Maki predictions is substantiall
worse. It is clear that the Ami-Maki approximation is val
only for the case of weak anisotropy. As our numerical e
mates show, there is nothing in common between the ca
lated HD values and the experimental valuesHN of the I c

maxima andR minima on the resistive curves for the Mo/S
and W/Si samples investigated.

The serious extension of the Ami-Maki model appea
much later, after the discovery of high-Tc superconducting
layered compounds. The conception of the intrinsic pinn
associated with the periodic layered structure was formula
for vortices parallel to the layer planes.33,35 High-Tc com-
pounds are usually considered as the periodic stacking o
strongly and weakly superconducting~or normal! layers.35

The origin of the intrinsic pinning is connected with the fa
that the most energetically favorable position of the vor
line, which is parallel to the layers, corresponds to its lo
tion in a weakly superconducting, either normal or insul
ing, interlayer. In this case, the gain in the vortex free ene
is about equal to the condensation energy in the volume
the vortex cores. Moreover, the vortices are pinned al
their entire length. When the distance between vortices in
direction orthogonal to the layers matches with the laye
structure period, all the vortices are locked between su
conducting layers. This configuration corresponds to str
pinning. If the magnetic field and transport current both lie
the layer plane and orthogonal to each other, the vort
should move under the influence of the Lorentz force acr
the layers, i.e., overcome the high potential barriers ass
ated with the variation of the condensation energy. Suc
movement is strongly hindered and occurs by finite step
rather high currents.6 The important role of the intrinsic pin
ning, determining the orientational dependence of the crit
currentI c , has been confirmed experimentally.36–38 Intrinsic
pinning also gives rise to such phenomenon as a loc
transition.25

Due to intrinsic pinning an essential modification of t
vortex lattice structure in comparison with the Abrikosov o
is also expected. Recently, the influence of the commens
-
n.
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bility effect on the vortex arrangement in a parallel magne
field has been considered in theoretical works.3–6,8,39 At a
given magnetic field, one can make the VL be commensu
with the underlying layered structure by the compressing
VL along the normal to the layers and introducing the ne
essary shear deformation.4 However, if the energyEel of
such a deformation exceeds the pinning energyEp , the VL
parameters are determined by the applied magnetic fi
Then it is the value of the external magnetic field that wou
prescribe whether or not the lattice is commensurate with
underlying periodic pinning potential. This is a situatio
which should be characteristic for weakly layered system
This situation does not differ basically from that consider
by Ami and Maki. However, in the case of comparative
large values of the anisotropy parameterg the final result for
the ‘‘resonant’’ fields4 turns out to be different from~1!:

HN5
)

2

F0

N2s2g
; g5S M

mD 1/2

. ~2!

Here N51,2,3... is the order of commensurability. Formu
~2! corresponds to the simplest case of a rhombic VL w
one of its unit-cell vectors parallel to the layers. It is easy
see that formula~2! differs from the Ami-Maki expression
for the caseL50 only by the factorg, which is absent in the
Ami-Maki expression forHD because of very insignifican
anisotropy incorporated in their model. The depinning c
rent should oscillate, reaching maximal values at the inte
Z0 /s values. If other pinning centers are absent, the criti
current should be zero at allH values where the ratioZ0 /s is
not close to an integer.

The intrinsic pinning energy increases with the loweri
of temperature as at any other pinning mechanism. Mo
over, as was mentioned above, it turns out more pronoun
when the vortex core size in the direction orthogonal to
layersj'(T) becomes comparable to or smaller than the
perstructure period. In this case the vortex cores fit ea
between two neighboring superconducting layers. Tak
into account the ratio betweenj'(T) and s, Ivlev, Kopnin,
and Pokrovsky4 ~IKP! have classified all layered systems
superconductors with weak layering (j'(T)@s) and strong
layering (j'(T)!s). According to IKP, the regime of strong
pinning is accessible for any type of layering, and in both
cases of weak and strong layering there are regions of
H-T diagram where the elastic deformation energy is sma
than the pinning energy.4 For weakly layered superconduc
ors (j'(T)@s) such regions are determined by the con
tions:

12
H

Hc2
!S jc

s D 3

expS 2
8jc

2

s2 D ;

~3!
H

Hc2
!S jc

s D 3

expS 2
8jc

2

s2 D ,

while for highly layered structures (j'(T)!s) they are de-
termined by the conditions:

12
H

Hc2
!1;

H

Hc2
!1. ~4!

The estimates by formula~3! show that for weakly layered
superconductors the regions of strong pinning are unreal
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cally narrow. Thus a more realistic statement is that for
layered systems withj'(T50).s the pinning is relatively
weak at allT andH. If j'(T50),s, then at elevated tem
peraturesj'(T) may become>s, and a transition betwee
the situation of strong and weak layering may occur. It
clear that in the framework of the above-mentioned class
cation the concentrationally modulated alloys and artific
superlattices of the S/S8 and S/N types~S is a supercon-
ductor, S8 is a superconductor withTc smaller than that of S
and N is a normal metal! should belong to the weakly lay
ered systems. Superlattices of the S/I type~I is a semicon-
ductor or an insulator! may belong either to the weakly or t
the strongly layered systems. This depends on the anisot
parameter and, accordingly, on the interlayer Josephson
pling energy. Both situations may be expected in highTc

superconductors. The authors of Refs. 4 and 5 noted
YBa2Cu3Ox , in particular, could be a favorable object fo
investigation of commensurability effects. Indeed, such
perimental observations on YBa2Cu3Ox and on RBa2Cu3Ox

(R5Y,Nd) have appeared later.40–43 In the work of Oussena
et al.40 oscillations in the magnetization of a YBa2Cu3Ox

single crystal were observed when the magnetic field w
parallel to itsa or b axis. The positions of the magnetizatio
maxima were temperature independent. It was clear evide
that the oscillations are connected with the matching
tween vortex lattice parameter and regular layered struct
The large number of maxima on the magnetization cur
~the magnetic field was varied up to 12 T! allowed the au-
thors to determine the anisotropy parameter in YBa2Cu3Ox

to good accuracy using formula~2! for the case of weak
layering. In particular, using the data of Fig. 3 of Ref.
~upper panel!, presented forH parallel to thea axis andT
560 K, one can easily determine the orders of commen
rability present on this plot. The maxima fit to the ordersN
from 5 to 11. The maxima corresponding to the smallerN
51 – 4 should be observed atH.12 T. Because of the rela
tively large wavelengths in our multilayers theHN values
belonging to the low orders of commensurability get in t
accessible range of magnetic fields in distinction to the hi
temperature compounds with smalls values. At 60 K the
additional peak on the magnetization oscillation curve is
served which does not obey the above-mentioned classi
tion and was not explained by the authors. We will pres
the interpretation of this extra peak below. It is somew
surprising that theM oscillation amplitude diminishes a
lower temperatures. This probably means that backgro
pinning on another type of defects grows with decreasinT
faster than the intrinsic pinning. In the work of Gorde
et al.41 the oscillations of resistance with parallel magne
field have been observed on YBCO samples with a transi
temperature of 60 K. The features of the resistive transiti
on this sample are similar to those observed on our SLs

As was mentioned above, in the situation of the stro
layering and strong pinning, the VL should be commensur
with the SL wavelength at all magnetic field values.4 Accord-
ing to IKP, the stable states of the commensurate lattice
respond to the rhombic lattice with the rational values of
apex anglep/3 and 2p/3 ~in the frame of the reduced coo
dinatesx,zAM /m; herex is the direction along the layers
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andz is along thec axis!. The conditions of stability look as
follows:4

p5p/), p5p). ~5!

Herep is the reduced magnetic field:

p52pN2s2gH/F0 . ~6!

Correspondingly, the dependence of the free energy of
given commensurate lattice on magnetic field has t
minima at theH values:

HN
~1!5

F0

2)N2s2g
, HN

~2!5
F0)

2N2s2g
. ~7!

Note that theHN
(2) values coincide withHN for weakly lay-

ered structures. We have already mentioned above tha
patterns of the resistance minima obtained in the differenR
versusH i realizations have nothing in common with calc
lated values of the Ami-Maki fieldsHD . As follows from the
above argumentation about the temperature range in w
the resistance minima and ZRR states are observed on M
samples investigated, for both Mo/Si and W/Si SLs we
dealing with the case of highly layered superconducto
That is why a comparison with IKP theory considering th
limiting case is the most reasonable. Figure 9 shows the
pendences of the Gibbs energy on magnetic field calcula
according to IKP for different orders of commensurabili
for Mo/Si sample B, with theg value of 11.8. A comparison
of the pattern of Fig. 9 with the data obtained on this sam
reveals quite satisfactory consistency with the IKP theor
cal predictions. In Fig. 3 the two regions of the ZRR sta
correspond to the two stable states forN51. TheHN values
are shown in this figure by the thick arrows. The minima
Fig. 4 correspond toN53, the second stable state, andN
51, the first stable state. The stable state withN52 is also
obtained in one of the realizations. All theR versusH i real-
izations observed correspond to the definite initial conditio
under which the vortex lattice was formed. As was me
tioned above, the realization shown in Fig. 3 is observed
case when the external magnetic field is switched on firs
sufficiently low temperature. The first ZRR state in this ca
corresponds toN51. It is obvious that in such a case th
appearance of the states with the largerN in the increasing

FIG. 9. Dependences of the Gibbs free energy on magnetic field for di
ent orders of commensurability for Mo/Si sample B calculated accordin
IKP theory.
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field is impossible. When the measurements of the resis
curves are started fromTc , the realizations of such types a
presented in Figs. 1 and 4 take place. The positions of
IKP fieldsHN in these figures are also indicated by the th
arrows.

For Mo/Si sample A, with smallers and g values, we
have the following values of the IKP matching field at tw
stable states: forN51, 4.2 T and 12,6 T; forN52, 1.05 T
and 3.15 T; forN53, 0.47 T and 1.4 T. Comparison of the
values with Fig. 2 shows that theR minima corresponding to
N53 and N52 ~for both minima it is the second stab
state! are distinctively seen. They are indicated by the th
arrows.

Between these two minima there is additional minimu
at a field of 2.02 T~it is shown in Fig. 2 by the thin arrow!,
which corresponds fairly well to the IKP stable state with
half-integer order of commensurabilityN52.5. From our
point of view, such commensurate arrangements are als
lowed in the strongly layered superconductors. One sho
simply contemplate the possibility that another kind of co
mensurate states exists, when half of the vortex chains
confined to the spacers while the other half are located on
superconducting layers. It is a regular vortex lattice cons
ing of Josephson and Abrikosov vortices. Additional e
dence for the existence of such VLs follows from data o
tained on Mo/Si SLs with thick spacers, where on
magnetic interlayer coupling is essential, and avalanche-
jumps of resistance correspond to phase transitions betw
different commensurate states.44 It is known that a single flux
line sitting on a superconducting layer is unstable.45 How-
ever, in a case when half of the vortices are trapped in
spacers and fixed by the strong periodic pinning poten
the entire vortex system is commensurate with this poten
and is stable. A similar observation in commensurabi
magnetization experiments on high-Tc samples was reporte
in Ref. 43. This situation is also reminiscent of one whi
occurs in the case of a superconducting film with an antid
lattice, where in the matching field all of the vortex ensem
is strongly pinned, though only part of the vortices a
trapped at pinning sites.46

Two observedR minima on sample C may be identifie
as IKP stable states forN51 and N53.28 Sometimes, as
particularly in the latter case and the case illustrated in Fi
for sample B, the stable state withN52 is not observed
experimentally. The possible explanation of this fact mig
be as follows. The rearrangement of the VL at the transit
from the lattice withN53 to the lattice withN52 is rather
complicated, while the transitionN53→N51 occurs sim-
ply by the dividing of one vortex chain into three. Neverth
less, this transition is observed on sample A.

A fairly good consistency with the IKP theory is ob
tained on W/Si samples as well. On the sample withs
550 Å the first twoR minima correspond toN54 andN
52, the first stable state~Fig. 7!. The third minimum fits as
in a case with Mo/Si sample A to a half-integer number 1
On the W/Si sample withs560 Å theR minima correspond-
ing to two stable states withN54 are found. The minimum
corresponding toN53, which should appear between the
two minima, does not reveal itself. The reason for this mi
be the above-mentioned difficulty with the rearranging of
e
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VL in the situation when twoN values are not multiples o
each other.

Additional confirmation that the resistive transition pa
terns reflect the properties of the commensurate lattices
be provided by data such as those presented in Fig. 10. H
the examples of the dependence of experimental value
HN on the parameter (gs2)21 characterizing the individual-
ity of the layered sample are shown. As follows from fo
mula ~7!, the data for different samples lie on straight lin
passing through the zero point. Thus by changing the sp
thickness at a constant metal layer thickness, one obt
additional evidence of the perfect applicability of the IK
theory for the interpretation of the oscillation phenome
and ZRR states.

Analysis of the data of Oussenaet al.40 has shown that
the extra peak in magnetization observed on YBCO at
relatively low temperature 60 K is the peak corresponding
IKP field for a strongly layered system withN59 ~the sec-
ond stable state!. Thus, the second stable states begin to
pear at lower temperatures.

Besides the stable VL configurations considered by IK
rather different VL states might exist, as was mention
above, which are dynamically accessible upon the varia
of the magnetic field.4,6,7 Under conditions of strong pinning
and relatively small magnetic fields, shear instability of t
commensurate lattice leads to the breaking of symme
neighboring vortex chains locked between superconduc
layers may be shifted with respect to one another.6,7 Many of
these ‘‘shifted’’ lattices correspond to metastable states,
to local minima of the free energy. The positions of all t
free energy local minima have a hierarchical structure, wh
is described by a set of Farey numbers.7 Due to this hierar-
chy the number of metastable states grows with magn
field decrease. The trajectory of the dynamically access
minimum, which starts from the symmetric VL~the lattice
without shear!, goes through a sequence of bifurcation a
quasibifurcation points, and this trajectory is not unique
defined. As the magnetic field varies, the trace of the ab
lute minimum jumps in a complicated way between differe
metastable states.7 One may believe that metastable states
the VL may be probed in dynamic experiments, i.e., by
sistive or critical-current measurements. We suggest th
number of additional features observed on theR versusH

FIG. 10. Experimental values of the commensurate magnetic fields
samples with different wavelengths and anisotropy parameters.
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and I c versusH curves~like steps, kinks, or abrupt change
of curvature; see, for example, the thin arrows in Fig.!
along with the main maxima and minima, may be eviden
of a manifestation of dynamically accessible metasta
states. Sometimes theH values where the features mention
appear are the same in different experiments, and somet
these values change, i.e., other trajectories of dynamic
accessible minima are realized.

An interesting aspect of the oscillation phenomena
served on Mo/Si and W/Si multilayers is a memory effect
manifests itself in the repetition of the sameR(H i) curve
patterns during all experiments made in the same run of
cooling down of the sample. If one wishes to obtain anot
realization of the resistive behavior, it is necessary to heat
sample above the transition temperature. The memory e
has been observed on all samples investigated. Subsequ
to the diminishing of the magnetic field down to zero, part
the vortices stay frozen in all interlayers where they w
during the previous field sweep. Evidence of that is the h
teretic behavior. This predetermines the appearance of
same resistive pattern at each following field sweep at lo
temperatures. It seems that during the decrease of the
and, correspondingly, of the vortex density, the VL mig
pass through another sequence of transformations. For
ample, if on increasing field,Hi , one observes a transitio
between commensurate VL phases withN53 andN51, and
it seems that nothing should preclude the transitionN51
→N52 in the decreasing fieldHd . However, this never
happens, and the resistive curves in fieldHd repeat the pat-
tern observed in fieldHi . Therefore one arrives at the con
clusion that the previous location of the vortex rows in de
nite interlayers modifies in some way the intrinsic pinni
behavior. To eliminate this subtle modification the sam
should be returned to the virgin state, i.e., be put in the n
mal state. It is noteworthy that the memory effect conce
the metastable states as well~see, for example, Figs. 3 an
6!. For a full understanding of the memory effect, addition
experiments are needed.

Attention must also be paid to the fact that the set of
different R(H i) realizations on each sample constitutes
unique ‘‘fingerprint,’’ which characterizes the possible stab
VL states for a given multilayer. This fingerprint depen
exclusively on the anisotropy parameter and SL period~more
exactly, on the valuegs2), and does not depend on the typ
of materials used for preparation of the multilayer. Ob
ously, it is possible to imagine the eventuality of the ex
tence of the ‘‘twin’’ samples with different values ofg ands,
but with equal values ofgs2 magnitude. However, as a ma
ter of fact, such coincidence is highly improbable due to
very strong dependence of the anisotropy parameter on
spacer thickness.29 Thus, the investigations of the comme
surate states in layered superconductors may be used fo
termination of the anisotropy parameterg. The same conclu-
sion follows from the magnetization experiments of Ouss
et al. However, it is better to deal with samples having
rather large number of layers because in the layered
films commensurability with the full sample thickness is po
sible as well.47 The interplay between the two commensu
bility effects leads to the appearance of special selec
e
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rules. This makes the interpretation of the oscillation d
more complicated.

The predictions about the VL structure in layered sup
conductors obtained in the paper of Bulaevskii and Cle8

~BC! in the framework of the LD model, which takes int
account the Josephson nature of the interlayer coupling,
rather different from those obtained on the basis of the
anisotropic London or GL approach. The series of first-or
phase transitions between different commensurate ph
should occur at definite magnetic field valuesHn,n21 , which
also depend on the anisotropy parameter and SL wavelen
For this effect the value of the characteristic fieldH0

5F0 /gs2 where the Josephson cores of the vortices begi
overlap is essential.

For sample B this characteristic fieldH0 is equal to 5.51
T. The transition between commensurate phases corresp
ing to Z05s and Z052s should occur in the fieldH2,1

5H0/351.84 T, and another transition~between the phase
with Z052s and Z053s) in the field H3,25H0/850.69 T.
The position of the large minimum in Fig. 1 is just consiste
with the field H2,1 estimated above on the basis of the L
model results of BC.8 However, at fields close toH3,2

50.69 T there is only a peculiarity on the derivativedR/dH
~data of Fig. 1a!. The second shallow minimum in Fig. 5
showing another run under the same conditions for sam
B, is closer to the IKP fieldH3

(2) .
It is necessary to note here that the values of the IKP

BC fields are rather close to each other numerically. T
ratio of the fieldsH0 /HN

(2)52N2/)'1 in the caseN51
and the ratioH2,1/HN

(1) are equal to the same value. It is qui
natural that the BC transition fields may be seen in the sa
magnetic field range as the IKP stable commensurate st
In the IKP work the properties and stability of a given com
mensurate state are considered, but transitions between
ferent commensurate states are outside the framework of
theory. Oppositely, in BC theory only the transitions betwe
different commensurate VL states are under considerat
The approaches used in both papers mentioned are ra
distinct, but the authors of these works are actually cons
ering different sides of the same phenomenon, i.e., evolu
of the mixed state in strongly layered superconductors. I
clear that at the appropriate choice of the current the b
IKP and BC scenarios may be observed on the same sam
It appears that the location of the minima in Fig. 1a can
be explained in the IKP GL model, while they are in exce
lent agreement with the results of the LD model of BC.
the meantime, the data of the other figures with the oscil
ing R versusH dependences are consistent only with the IK
theory predictions.

In conclusion, the new type of reentrance phenomen
discovered on Mo/Si multilayers, occurring if the magne
field is aligned along the layers or slightly inclined with r
spect to the layer planes, has been studied in detail on s
of Mo/Si and W/Si multilayered samples. The reentrance
havior is connected with the influence of intrinsic pinnin
and with the specifics of the VL structure in layered sup
conductors. Locations of theR versusH minima and ZRR
correspond either to the stable states of a commensurate
or to transitions between two commensurate lattices with
ferentZ0 . Examination of the results obtained allows one
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conclude that investigation of the reentrance behavior m
be used as a new tool for studying the VL arrangemen
layered superconductors. The investigations of the dep
dences of the critical current onH i and of the resistive tran
sitions give practically the same results. However, the la
method seems more attractive because it is substantially
pler, and it allows one to cover a larger area of theH i-T
diagram.

It has been shown experimentally that the state of
vortex matter in layered superconductors differs essenti
from that in type-II superconductors with a random distrib
tion of pinning centers.
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Microwave impedance of YBa 2Cu3O7Àd high-temperature superconductor films
in a magnetic field
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The temperature, field, and intensity~amplitude! dependences of the surface impedance of
magnetron-sputtered YBa2Cu3O72d quasi-single-crystal films on a sapphire substrate with a CeO2

buffer layer were measured. The measurements were performed with a coplanar resonator at
5.25 GHz in a weak constant magnetic field 0,B,12 mT in the temperature range 13 K,T
,80 K. They made it possible to obtain the surface resistance and penetration depth versus
the temperature and the magnetic field strength and to determine the contribution of Abrikosov
vortices to the impedance. The cases with a frozen magnetic field and zero-field cooling
with the field subsequently switched on at temperatures below the critical value were investigated
separately. A substantial difference in the behavior of the high-frequency response of the
vortices in these two cases was found. The Coffey-Clem and Brandt theories were used to study
the linear response and the critical state model the nonlinear response of the
vortices. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884427#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The discovery of high-temperature superconduct
~HTSCs! has greatly rekindled interest in studying the hig
frequency properties of superconducting materials.1 In addi-
tion to the possibility of investigating the fundamental phy
cal properties of these materials, the possible applicatio
HTSCs as components in various passive and active mi
wave devices is also very promising.2,3 The main advantage
of HTSC materials for applications is their very low surfa
resistance~compared with pure Au, Ag, or Cu! at tempera-
tures below the temperature of liquid nitrogen and the l
thermal-noise level, which will make it possible in the futu
to produce commercial microwave devices which operat
liquid-nitrogen temperatures, possess uniquely high sens
ity and selectivity, and have extremely low losses.

There is still great interest in studying the fundamen
properties of HTSC materials, such as, the symmetry of
superconducting order parameter, the characteristics of
superfluid electronic condensate, and the relationship
tween these properties and the stoichiometry and the de
and impurity structures of HTSCs.4 Since all known HTSC
materials are type-II superconductors with very low fi
critical fields (;1022 T for bulk superconductors!, the influ-
ence of the vortex ensemble on the microwave propertie
HTSCs must be taken into account when performing m
surements, even in comparatively weak magnetic fields.
great variety of crystalline structures of various HTSC co
pounds, the high working temperatures, and the diversity
various phase states of the vortex ensemble in HT
materials5,6 have led to a situation where the study of t
properties of the mixed state~vortex matter!,5–9 specifically,
2541063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/9/$26.00
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the high-frequency response of Abrikosov vortices,10–26 has
become a separate subfield of the physics of supercondu
ity.

Investigations of the microwave properties of HTSC m
terials can be conventionally divided into two regions: in t
absence and presence of a constant magnetic field. In the
case the internal electronic properties and the factors de
mining them~presence of defects of various types and siz
Josephson weak links, anisotropy, superconducting con
sate parameters, quasiparticle scattering time, and so on! are
predominating features for the microwave response~surface
impedance! of a superconductor.4 At the same time effects
due to the presence of vortices in the interior volume o
superconductor~flux creep, elastic properties of the vorte
ensemble, vortex pinning on various defects, thermally a
vated motion of vortices, phase transitions in the vortex
semble, and so on! are important in the second case.7 In turn,
the high-frequency response of superconductors can als
divided into linear and nonlinear. Different experiment
methods are used to study these responses. A descriptio
these methods can be found in Refs. 4 and 27–30.

There are many experimental10–19 and theoretical20–26,31

works investigating the high-frequency response of sup
conductors in the linear regime~where the response of
superconductor is independent of the amplitude of the hi
frequency field! in magnetic fieldsB.Bc1 . It is shown in
these works that the linear response of a superconductor
be quite completely described on the basis of a phenome
logical theory which takes account of the high-frequency d
namics of the vortices,20–26,31and the presence of a vorte
medium modifies the effective ac resistance of the superc
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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ductor, which becomes a function of the magnetic induct
in the superconductor~i.e. the concentration of vortices! and
the temperature and microwave frequency:rac

5rac(B,T,v). The form of the dependencerac(B,T,v) is
determined by the specific properties of the vortex ensem
its phase state, the type of pinning, the presence of creep
so on. The surface impedance is determined in terms of
modified resistance in the standard manner:20 Zs5Rs1 iXs

5Aivm0rac. It has been shown that for a uniform order
vortex lattice~which can be obtained by cooling a superco
ductor in a constant uniform magnetic field—the field co
ing regime, FC! the resistivity of a bulk superconductor ca
be represented in the form23,24

rac5 ivm0l21rTAFF

11 ivt

11 ivt0
, ~1!

wherel is the London penetration depth,rTAFF5rFFt0 /t
'rFF exp(2Up /kBT), rTAFF is the resistance in the the
mally activated flow regime,rFF is the resistance in the vis
cous flow regime,t05h/aL is the characteristic relaxatio
time for a pinned vortex lattice,t't0 exp(Up /kBT) is the
time constant for thermally activated creep of vortices,Up is
the activation energy of pinned vortices~the depth of the
pinning potential row!, aL'2Up /r p

2 (r p is the characteristic
size of the potential wellUp(r )) is the Labush paramete
characterizing the pinning strength, andh is the viscosity
coefficient for moving vortices. The quantitiesaL andh ~per
unit length of a single vortex! depend on the temperature,10,14

and in sufficiently strong fields (B>0.1 T), they also depend
on the magnitude of the applied magnetic field.14 In the pro-
posed phenomenological models the specific tempera
and field dependences ofUp , aL , and h are determined
either experimentally, as adjustable parameters, or are t
from the corresponding microscopic theories. Thus, spe
cally, the different form of the symmetry of the superco
ducting order parameters can also be taken into accoun11

It can be shown that the following dependences for
surface resistance at low temperatures in weak magn
fields follow from the expression~1!:

DRs5Rs~B!2Rs~0!>
BF0

2laL

v2

v0~11~v/v0!2!
, ~2!

where v05t0
21 and for HTSCs lies in the rang

1010– 1012 s21.10 When additional effects are taken into a
count~specifically, the surface pinning, surface barrier, gy
scopic and size effects, presence of normal quasipartic
finite sizes of the superconducting sample, and ot
factors25,32–35!, the expression~1! is modified, which, corre-
spondingly, changes the field, frequency, and temperature
pendences of the surface resistance as compared with
~2!.

Thus, in principle, the characteristics of the vortex e
semble and the internal parameters of a superconducting
terial can be determined by comparing the theoretical dep
dencesrac(B) with the experimental data. Specifically, th
temperature dependence, obtained in a number
experiments16,19 by measuring the imaginary part of the su
face impedance, of the London penetration depthl(T)
agrees with the two-fluid modell(T)5l0@12(T/Tc)

n#21/2
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with n54. In a number of other experiments the best agr
ment with the experimental data was obtained for values on
in the range 1.4<n<2.45.12,36

When other measurement regimes are used, specific
cooling in a zero magnetic field after which a field
switched on~zero field cooling, ZFC!, the surface distribu-
tion of the vortices becomes substantially nonuniform. T
alos results in a spatial nonuniformity of the high-frequen
resistivity rac5rac(B(r )). One consequence of the nonun
form distribution of vortices is hysteresis of the dependen
Zs(B) when the constant magnetic field is cycled.15 Using
the critical-state model to describe the nonuniform vor
ensemble produced by a magnetic field in ZF
experiments37,38 makes it possible to extract the transpo
characteristics of a superconductor, such as, the criti
currrent density and its temperature and field dependen
Jc(T,B), from the high-frequency measurements.

Investigations of the nonlinear high-frequency propert
of HTSC materials~the dependence of the response on
magnitude of the applied signal! is of fundamental and ap
plied value, since practical applications of HTSC materials
microwave technology are limited, first and foremost,
their nonlinear properties. Even though the nonlinear
sponse of superconductors has been studied in a large n
ber of experimental39–45and theoretical31,46–49works, today,
there is no clear understanding of the mechanisms of
reasons for the nonlinear response. Probable reasons fo
nonlinearities are considered to be the existence of w
links, depairing of supercurrent carriers, generation of vo
ces by an external high-frequency field, presence of fl
creep, local superheating with high external currents,
other mechanisms, which in turn can depend on the prese
of impurities, crystal-lattice defects, oxygen content, m
chanical treatment of the sample, and other factors.27 As a
rule, a quadratic~in the magnitude of the ac magnetic fie
Hac) dependence of the quantitiesRs(Hac) andXs(Hac) for
comparatively low amplitudes of the high-frequency field
observed experimentally. As the field amplitude increas
the exponent increases. The quantitiesRs(Hac) andXs(Hac)
in many cases exhibit correlated behavior~i.e. their depen-
dence onHac is of the same form!, but for a number of
samples uncorrelated dependences have been observed27 In
a number of experiments an ‘‘anomalous nonlinear
sponse’’ in which the quantityZs (Rs or Xs and sometimes
Rs andXs simultaneously! decreases with increasing amp
tude of the ac field was also observed.39 This behavior has
still not been given a generally accepted explanation. T
possible reasons for and mechanisms of the nonlinearitie
HTSC films are reviewed in greater detail in Ref. 27.

The present work is devoted to the study of the dyna
cal properties of the mixed state in highly perfect qua
single-crystal YBa2Cu3O72d ~YBCO! films in the micro-
wave range. The experiments were performed using
coplanar resonator,28,29 made from the YBCO films studied
at frequency 5.25 GHz in the temperature range 13 K,T
,80 K in the presence of a perpendicular external cons
magnetif field 0,B,12.63 mT. The linear and nonlinea
responses of a YBCO film in FC and ZFC regimes we
investigated. The results of an investigation of the tempe
ture, field, and intensity~amplitude! dependences of the su
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face impedance~real and imaginary parts! of YBCO films
are presented. The phenomenological model of Refs. 21
was used for the theoretical description in order to expl
the characteristic features of the response in the linear reg
in FC and ZFC experiments; in addition, the nonunifo
distribution of the vortices in the ZFC regime is taken in
account using the critical-state model.37,38 The critical-state
model extended to the variable-field case was used to
scribe the response in the nonlinear regime.48,49

In the present work, when analyzing the linear respo
to a microwave field~in addition to what was done in Refs
10–19! the influence of the uniformity of the static distribu
tion of vortices over the width of the film on the microwav
properties of the film in the mixed state is also investigat
It is shown that the response in the FC regime is substant
different from that in the ZFC regime. Indeed, in the F
regime, where the static distribution of vortices in the fi
can be assumed to be relatively uniform over the film wid
in the linear~in the amplitudeHac of the microwave field!
case a correctionB, linear in the magnitude of the consta
field, to the surface impedance is observed; this correctio
due to the contribution of the fluctuating vortices, in agre
ment with the theory of the linear response of vortices to
ac field ~compare with the expression~2!!.21–24 In the ZFC
regime the vortex correction to the impedance is found to
a non-single-valued function of the applied constant m
netic field—when the magnetic field is cycled from 0 toBmax

~12.63 mT! and back hysteresis ofRs(B) is observed. The
nonlinear response in a zero constant field and in the
regime was investigated for quite large amplitudes of the
field (Hac.5.2 kA/m, in zero external magnetic field!. It is
shown that a barrier prevents vortices from entering
sample; the field and temperature dependences of the ba
are found. Application of the critical-state model extended
the case of an ac field48,49 made it possible to calculate th
critical current densityJc . The functionsJc(T) found are in
good agreement with the data obtained from transport m
surements, and measurements of the dynamical mag
susceptibility and also the magnetization performed with
SQUID magnetometer.50–53

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The experiments in which the surface impedance w
measured were performed using YBCO thin films with cr
cal temperatureTc'90 K. The films were deposited by non
coaxial magnetron sputtering, using ac current, on a sin
crystal sapphire substrate (r cut! with a 25 nm thick CeO2
buffer layer. YBCO was deposited at substrate tempera
740 °C.52 The films were investigated by high-resolutio
electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and lo
frequency magnetic~induction! methods, in which the dy-
namical magnetic susceptibility in a low-frequency ac fie
was studied and the real and imaginary parts of the sus
tibility were determined as a function of temperature, t
amplitude of the ac magnetic field, and the intensity of
applied constant magnetic field. The results of these inve
gations showed that the films obtained had a high degre
perfection and structural uniformity.51–54 Independent
24
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experiments51,53 showed that the critical current density
the films in the absence of a field is (2 – 3)•106 A/cm2 at
T'77 K.

Coplanar resonators, whose topology is shown in Fig
were fabricated using ion-etching technology and YBC
films with a thickness of about 350 nm. After the resona
was built, a thin strip of silver was deposited on its edge,
shown in Fig. 1, by vacuum sputtering in order to obtain
good ohmic contact between the YBCO film and t
‘‘ground’’ ~ground plane! of the microwave coaxial feed
cable. Next, this resonator was placed inside a copper ho
with coupling antennas~Fig. 2.! The silver contact was
clamped to the ground plane via a layer of thin indium fo

A thick flat insulator layer was clamped by means of
spring to the bottom of substrateto improve heat remo
from the resonator and ensure an electrical contact betw
the resonator and the ‘‘ground.’’ The copper holder with t
sample was placed inside a closed-cycle cryostat. This m
it possible to vary the temperature of the cold duct fro
room temperature down to 12 K. The temperature was m
sured on the top and bottom parts of the holder; when
temperature difference dropped below 0.5 K the tempera
was assumed to be reliably set and the measurements
menced.

The resonance frequencyf 0 and the widthf B of the reso-
nance curve at half power of the line, were measured in
experiments. These values were used to determine the
factorQL5 f 0 / f B and the change in the resonance frequen
as a function of temperature:D f 5 f (T0)2 f (T), whereT0 is

FIG. 1. Topology of a coplanar resonator.

FIG. 2. Resonator holder with mobile coupling antennas.
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a fixed temperature, in our case equal to the lowest temp
ture reached in the experiment 12 K. The real and imagin
parts of the surface impedance,Rs andXs , and the penetra
tion depth l were extracted from the measure
dependences.28,29

The magnetic system was made in the form of an ou
removable solenoid, which produced an external cons
magnetic field perpendicular to the sample with induction
to 12.63 mT. The solenoid was removed from the cryos
when measurements were performed in a zero external m
netic field.

3. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

A. Linear response in the frozen magnetic field regime

The temperature dependences of the surface resist
of a YBCO film in the FC regime are displayed in Fig.
Before the magnetic field was switched to a new value
resonator was heated up to a temperature aboveTc and then
cooled to the required temperature.

The dependence presented in Fig. 3 shows that the
face resistance is essentially independent of the magnitud
the frozen field down to temperature;45 K. As the tem-
perature increases further, the difference in the values oRs

obtained with different values of the magnetic field becom
even greater. The change in the surface resistanceDRs(B)
5Rs(B)2Rs(0) is directly proportional to the magnitude o
the frozen magnetic flux~i.e. the magnitude of the externa
static magnetic field!: DRs(B)}B, in complete agreemen
with Eq. ~2!. The direct applicability of the expressions~1!
and ~2! follows from the assumption that the distribution
the static magnetic flux in the film in the FC regime is a
proximately uniform. The temperature dependence obtai
can be explained as follows. The temperature dependenc
the surface resistance is determined by the temperature
pendences of the quantitiesaL(T), h(T), andl(T), which
are described by the following relations:10

aL~ t !5aL~0!~12t !4/3~11t !2 exp~23.14t !.

where aL~0!533105 N/m2,

h~ t !5h~0!~12t2!/~11t2!,

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the impedance of a YBCO film in
FC regime for different values of the external magnetic fieldB, mT: 0
~ !, 1.58~ !, 3.16~••••!, 6.32~–•–!, 12.63~–••–!. Inset: magni-
fied section for 68 K,T,75 K.
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where h~0!51.231026 Ns/m2, t5T/Tc .

The functionl(T) is described by the relation~3!. The effect
of the finite thickness of the film was taken into account
the relationZs(d)5Zs coth(ivm0d/Zs), whereZs is the sur-
face impedance of a bulk superconductor.12,27

Figure 4 displays the theoretical and experimental~cal-
culated on the basis of the experimental data shown in
3! dependences of the surface resistance in a magnetic fi
which follow from the indicated temperature dependen
aL(T), h(T), andl(T). The quite good agreement betwee
theory and experiment shows that the temperature de
dence of the surface resistance of the films in a magn
field is determined by the temperature dependences of
quantitiesaL(T), h(T), andl(T) ~the fact that in Fig. 4 the
curves do not coincide completely is probably due to
empirical character of the dependencesaL(T) and h(T)
used, which can vary depending on the defect structure of
films!. The experimentally observed zero point ofDRs (T
<45 K, Fig. 3! is determined by the sensitivity of the me
surement setup.

The experimentally obtained temperature dependenc
the penetration depthl(T) is described well by the expres
sion

l~T!5
l0

A12tn
~3!

with exponentn.2, which agrees with the data obtained
other experimental works.12,16,36In Eq. ~3! l0 is the penetra-
tion depth of the magnetic field atT50, equal to 238 nm.

No H dependence ofl was observed in the experimen
in the FC regime.

B. Linear response in the zero field cooling regime

The dependences obtained for the surface resistanc
YBCO films in the ZFC regime at four different fixed tem
peratures 13, 20, 35, and 50 K are displayed in Fig. 5. T
ZFC regime was obtained by cooling the resonator in a z
external magnetic field. After the prescribed temperature w
reached the external magnetic field was increased from
Bmax512 mT in fixed steps. AfterBmax was reached the ex
ternal magnetic field was once again decreased to zer

e
FIG. 4. Theoretical~ ! and experimental~••••! dependencesDRs(B)
5Rs(B)2Rs(0) in the fieldBFC512.63 mT.
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steps. After each series of measurements at a prescribed
perature the resonator was heated up to a temperature a
Tc and then cooled in zero field to the prescribed tempe
ture.

Figure 5 shows that the dependences of the surface
sistance on the external magnetic field exhibit hysteresis.
tially, Rs grows rapidly with increasing strength of the exte
nal applied magnetic field. Then the dependenceRs(B)
smoothly becomes virtually linear withRs depending on the
field B all more weakly the lower the temperature. After t
maximum value of the external magnetic field is reached
given cycle, at the very start of the decrease ofB the quantity
Rs drops rapidly and subsequently manifests a weak fi
dependence down toB50. The value ofRs at the initial
point of each measurement cycle~start! is different from that
at the final point~end!: the initial value ofRs is 10–12mV
less than the final value.

In the ZFC experiments the distribution of vortices in t
film is strongly nonuniform and for low temperatures can
described by the critical-state model~it is assumed that the
microwave current in this case does not destroy the crit
state!.37,38

Figure 6 shows the form of the profiles of the magne
flux produced in the film as the external magnetic fieldB is
increased from zero to some maximum valueBmax and then
decreased back down to zero, following from the critic
state model.37,38 Under such cycling of the external field
trapped nonuniform magnetic flux remains in the film. A
already mentioned, this results in local changes of the h
frequency properties of the material, specifically, the mic
wave resistivity of the vortex flow becomes dependent on
coordinatey and therefore the local surface resistance
comes coordinate-dependentRloc(y)5Avm0rac(y)/2.

Taking account of the nonuniformity of the distributio
of the high-frequency current over the width of the film,
shown in Fig. 6~and, correspondingly, the high-frequen
field Hac(y)), the expression for the integral surface res
tance in this case can be written in the form55

Rs5
*2a

a Rloc~y!Hac
2 ~y!dy

*2a
a Hac

2 ~y!dy
, ~4!

FIG. 5. Dependence of the surface resistance of YBCO films in the Z
regime forT, K: 13 ~j!, 20 ~d!, 35 ~m!, and 50~.!.
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where Hac(y) is the tangential component of the high
frequency microwave field on the film surface and 2a is the
width of the film. Using the explicit form of the expression
for B(y) andHac(y),37,38 Eq. ~4! was used to calculate th
field dependence of the surface resistance in the ZFC exp
ments. This dependence exhibits hysteresis, similar to
displayed in Fig. 5. The dependence obtained is shown
Fig. 7.

C. Nonlinear response in the frozen magnetic field regime

For sufficiently large amplitudes of the ac field~in our
experiment forHac.5.2 kA•m21 in zero external magnetic
field! the response of superconducting films becomes non
ear: the surface resistance increases with the amplitude o
high-frequency fieldHac . As already mentioned, the mos
diverse factors can result in a nonlinearity of this type. Ho
ever, the coplanar-resonator method used makes it pos
to take account of one of them, specifically, the prefer
mechanism whereby the vortices generated by an exte
high-frequency field enter through the sample edge. Inde
as calculations show,11,12 the microwave current density nea
the film edges is much higher than the average current d
sity in the resonator~to a first approximation the curren
density at the edges is characterized by a square-root d
gence!. Thus even for relatively low levels of the input sign
the field at the sample edges is higher than the critical fi
for nucleation of vortices, which then move under the act
of the microwave current into the interior of the resonat
Since the density of the generated vortices depends on
amplitude of the microwave signal, this results in a natu
manner in the nonlinearity of the type being considered.

A series of curvesRs(T,Hac ,BFC) was measured for
samples cooled in a constant magnetic fieldBFC50, 1.58,
3.16, 6.32, and 12.63 mT for temperaturesT513, 20, 35,
and 50 K.

Figure 8 shows curves of the surface resistance of a
planar resonator versus the magnitude of the ac magn

C

FIG. 6. Magnetic flux penetration into a superconducting film of width 2a
with increase and subsequent decrease of the external magnetic field
critical-state model~ !;37,38distribution of the high-frequency curren
over the film width~ !.28,29
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FIG. 7. Hysteresis of the surface resistance with cycling of a magnetic field from 0 toBmax512 mT, obtained from the linear-response theory for the criti
state of a film with the following values used in the calculation:l05250 nm; Jc513107 ~ !, 53106 ~••••!, 2.53106 ~ ! A•cm22 ~a!; Jc52.5
3106 A•cm22, l05500 ~ !, 250 ~••••!, 125 nm~ ! ~b!.
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field which were obtained atT520 K for different values of
BFC . Figure 9 shows similar curves for a resonator cooled
the fieldBFC512.63 mT for various temperatures. The ch
acteristic feature of both dependences is the presence
linear section whereRs is independent of the ac field ampl
tude and a nonlinear section where the surface resistan
described well by the relationRs}Hac

2 .
The presence of a linear section in the dependen

Rs(T,Hac ,BFC) attests to the presence of an edge barrier,
account of which vortex starts in fields exceeding a cert
critical value:Hac>Hb . We shall characterize the barrier b
the currentI b . Correspondingly, vortex entry through th
film edge starts for values of the microwave current at
sample edges exceedingI b .

We shall use the critical-state model developed in Re
37 and 38 to give a theoretical description of the data
tained. When the current at the film boundary reaches a v
of the order of the critical value (Jc) Abrikosov vortices start
to enter the film through the boundary and a regionb,uxu
,a where current flows with densityJ5Jc arises at the film
boundary; as the current increases further this region exp

FIG. 8. Rs versus the amplitude of the microwave current at fixed tempe
ture T520 K for different values of the magnetic fieldBFC , mT: 0 ~h!,
1.58 ~s!, 3.16 ~,!, 6.32 ~n!, and 12.63~L!.
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toward the center of the film. Detailed expressions for
distribution of currents and fields in the film and their depe
dence on the fieldBFC can be found in Refs. 37 and 38.

For the subsequent calculations we shall use the am
tudeI 0 of the microwave current in the resonator, determin
by the relation28,29

I 05A4PinQLS21

qpZ0
. ~5!

whereS21510I L/20, I L are the measured coupling losses,QL

is the loadedQ factor measured according to the half-wid
of the resonance curve,Pin is the entering microwave powe
taking account of losses in the feed line,q is the number of
the resonance mode (q51), andZ0 is the characteristic im-
pedance of the resonator (Z0550 V).

The microwave response of the critical state taking
count of the barrier and the nonuniform~over the resonator
length! distribution of the microwave current is described
the integral relation41,49

-FIG. 9. Rs versus the amplitude of the microwave current with a fix
magnetic fieldBFC512.63 mT for different values ofT, K: 13 ~h!, 20 ~s!,
35 ~n!, and 50~,!.
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Rs5
8 f m0a

p

*z1

z2F~xg~z!!dz

x2*z1

z2g2~z!dz
, ~6!

where the functionF(x) describes the hysteresis losses to
entry-exit of vortices andg(z) is the distribution of the mi-
crowave current along the resonator. In our experiments
resonator was used at the fundamental mode of the osc
tions ~half-wave regime!, for which in the absence of hyste
esis

g~z!5sin~pz/ l !.

In Eq. ~6!

F~x!5~12x!ln~12x!1~11x!ln~11x!2x2,

x5~ I a2I b!/I max,I max52aJc ,

g~z!5~ I 0 sin~pz/ l !2I b!/~ I 02I b!,

z15 l arcsin~ I b /I 0!/p,

z25 l ~p2arcsin~ I b /I 0!!/p,

and l is the length of the resonator. The experimentally o
served relationRs(I 0)}(I 02I b)2 follows from Eq.~6!.

The quantitiesI b(T), I b(BFC), andJc(T) calculated ac-
cording to Eq.~6! from the measured dependences~Figs. 8
and 9! are displayed in Figs. 10–12. According to Fig. 10 t
critical current obtained in this manner is somewhat hig
than its values obtained by the direct method of transp
measurements and by measuring the magnetization wi
SQUID magnetometer.51–53 The main reason for this coul
be that the critical-state model37,38 is applicable in pure form
in the quasistatic case in a strip~and not coplanar! geometry.
In addition, in order to use it in the microwave regime t
real ~i.e. viscous! motion of the vortex lattice and the inertia
properties of the vortices must be taken into account. No
theless, the quite good agreement of the experimentally
termined magnitudes of the critical current shows that
nonlinear response of the superconducting resonator is
deed caused by vortices generated by the microwave fi

FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the critical currentJc obtained on the
basis of the critical-state model withB, mT: 0 ~h!, 1.58~s!, 3.16~n!, 6.32
~,!, and 12.63~L!. The bottom curve was obtained by measuring t
magnetization with a SQUID magnetometer on an equivalent film.51,53
e

e
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rt
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e-
e
n-
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The response to these vortices can be described by
critical-state model, at least for qualitative estimation of t
phenomenon described.

It is evident that in our case the barrier current is diffe
ent from the critical current~Figs. 10–12!. This justifies in-
troducing it as a parameter which is independent ofJc . The
dependences displayed in Fig. 11 could be due to a decr
in the effective curvature of the edge of the superconduc
film in the presence of a magnetic field because of vor
curvature near the edges of the resonator, which decre
the barrier.56 The weaker temperature dependence of the b
rier current in the presence of a magnetic field as compa
with experiments in the absence of a constant field~Fig. 12!
is explained in this case by the different nature of the bar
in both cases: in the absence of a field the barrier is de
mined by the temperature dependence of the critical cur
density, and in the presence of a magnetic field it is de
mined by the geometry of the sample and is essenti
temperature-independent.56

FIG. 11. BarrierI b versus the fieldBFC frozen in the sample atT, K: 13
~h!, 20 ~s!, 35 ~n!, and 50~,!.

FIG. 12. Temperature dependence of the barrier withBFC , mT: 0 ~h!, 1.58
~s!, 3.16 ~n!, 6.32 ~,!, and 12.63~L!.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The temperature and field dependences of the sur
impedance and penetration depth of the magnetic field
YBCO single crystal films at 5.25 GHz in the linear an
nonlinear regimes were found. The contribution of the Ab
kosov vortices, oscillating in a high-frequency field, to t
surface resistance in a mixed state of the film was de
mined. It was shown that the microwave response of u
formly distributed vortices is different from that of nonun
formly distributed vortices, as measured in FC and Z
experiments. It was suggested that the observed behavio
described on the basis of the theory of linear high-freque
response of vortices using the critical-state model to t
account of the distribution of frozen~trapped! vortices,
which is nonuniform over the film width, for the case of ZF
experiments. It was shown that the linear-response theory
the mixed state25–28 describes the observed dependen
well; the hysteresis part, obtained in the ZFC regime, can
explained within the critical-state model.37,38 The nonlinear
response of the resonator can also be described on the
of the critical-state model for the entry of vortices genera
by the high-frequency field, modified taking account of t
barrier preventing entry of vortices and the nonuniform d
tribution of the microwave field along the sample.41,49 The
nonlinear part of the surface resistance is characterized
the barrier preventing entry of vortices into the film. Th
field and temperature dependences of the magnitude o
barrier, which are different from the analogous dependen
of the critical field, were determined on the basis of t
model employed. It was shown that the values of the criti
current which were obtained on the basis of this approach
characterized by the same temperature dependence a
values determined for equivalent films by the SQUI
magnetometry method. It was concluded that in the geom
considered~coplanar resonator! the predominant mechanism
of the microwave nonlinearity is the generation and mot
of Abrikosov vortices under the action of a microwave fie

We thank A. V. Semenov for stimulating discussions
the course of the analysis of the experimental data. One o
~D. A. Luzhbin! is grateful for the support provided by a
INTAS Young Scientist Fellowship~Grant No. 03-55-2036!.
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Negative thermal expansion of HTSC-type structures: low temperature structure
measurements on Eu 1¿x„Ba1ÀyRy…2ÀxCu3O7Àd compounds and theoretical treatment
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The temperature dependences of the lattice parameters are investigated on the perovskite-like
structures Eu11x(Ba12yRy)22xCu3O72d with Ba substitution by light rare earth, using
x-ray diffraction techniques. A negative thermal expansion effect is observed and explained in
detail. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884428#
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BACKGROUND

Negative thermal expansion~NTE! has been known for
some time in several compounds such as perovs
ferroelectrics1 and layered superconductors.2 This phenom-
enon is the result of unusual lattice dynamics. In su
multilayer structures the lattice parameter in one of the cr
tallographic directions is much greater than the character
radius of interatomic interaction. This weakens the influen
of regularity in the crystal atom distribution on the phon
spectrum and vibrational properties of the crystal. Structu
of this type take an intermediate state between crystals
disordered systems. We consider this effect for the HT
perovskite-like system Eu11x(Ba12yRy)22xCu3O72d with
Ba substitution by the light rare earth La. It was shown
cently that the structural distortions i
Eu(Ba12xRx)Cu3O71d caused by a rare earth (R5La, Nd,
Pr! on a Ba site include a crystallographic transition fro
orthorhombic to tetragonal symmetry, changes of the ‘‘bu
ling angle’’ at the CuO2 plane layer, and changes in ion
bond lengths.3 This results in suppression of high
temperature superconductivity in these compounds an
number of specific effects in the vicinity of the superco
ducting transition, which merit a comprehensive study. T
present work is part of such a study.

EXPERIMENTAL PART

Experiment details

We studied HTSCs with rare earth substitutions for B
corresponding to different levels of doping~concentration of
carriers!,4 in order to check the attribution of volum
changes at low temperatures~below the superconductin
transition! to phase transitions. The crystal structure conta
layers of Eu, CuO2, BaO, and CuO12d . Characterization of
the samples has shown that the preparation procedure
vided perfect location of the substituting La atoms in
positions. A study of the neutron diffraction patterns~NDPs!
2631063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/5/$26.00
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above and belowTc , including measurements in magnet
field up to 4 T, was performed, together with low
temperature x-ray measurements. The x-ray spectraI (Q)
were registered on a DRON-2.0 diffractometer, using
Bragg—Brentano scheme of focusing~Q–2Q scheme!. The
complete spectra of the diffracted radiation were obtain
with a subsequent identification of the unit cell system a
parameters. The accuracy of the intensity measurements
0.5%. The lattice parameters were determined to accu
within 60.01%. The error bars are shown on the measu
curves. The DRON-2.0 diffractometer was also used in
cryogenic experiments: in this case a small-size cryostat
x-ray powder measurements in a temperature range 4.2–
K was installed. In the experiment an x-ray tube with a co
per anode was used (lCuKa51.54178 Å). The spectra wer
registered in the angle range 2Q520° – 60°.

Experimental results

The typical measured diffraction patterns are shown
Fig. 1. The calculated lattice parameters are summarize

FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns for Eu(Ba0.85La0.15)2Cu3O72d .
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. The calculated lattice parameters of the perovskite-like structures Eu11x(Ba12yRy)22xCu3O72d .
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Table I and illustrated by Fig. 2 fo
Eu(Ba0.85La0.15)2Cu3O72d as an example. The space grou
and discrepancy factors for these compounds
EuBa2Cu3O72d :

Pmmm, Rp54.2%, Rwp55.4%, RB56.2%;

Eu(Ba0.85La0.15)2Cu3O72d :

P4/mmm, Rp54.6%, Rwp55.6%, RB56.4%;

Eu(Ba12xNdx)2Cu3O72d :

Pmmm, Rp54.4%, Rwp55.6%, RB56.2%.

The data in Table I show a weak orthorhombicity in t
Pmmmstructures.

Here we address ourselves to the problem of anisotro
negative expansion, illustrated by Fig. 2 f
e:

ic

Eu(Ba0.85La0.15)2Cu3O72d as an example. The same te
dency is observed for the non-substituted compou
Eu1Ba2Cu3O72d , as our x-ray measurements revealed. T
corresponding numerical data are presented in Table I.

DISCUSSION

Strong anisotropy of the thermal expansion when,
positive volumetric expansion, the lattice is compress
along any crystal axes~or planes!, testifies, first of all, to
strong anisotropy of the interatomic interaction.

The possibility of negative values of the linear therm
expansion coefficient~LTEC! along a direction of strong
coupling of layered or chained structures~so-called ‘‘mem-
brane effect’’! was first predicted by Lifshits3 for strongly
anisotropic compounds, the phonon spectra of which rev
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the unit cell parameters for Eu(Ba0.85La0.15)2Cu3O72d .
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the so-called bending vibrations with a quadratic dispers
law v(k) at k→0. Later, negative values of the LTEC hav
been found~see, for example,5! for strongly anisotropic lay-
ered crystals containing modes with characteristic ‘‘qua
bending’’ curvature in a long-wavelength region of the vibr
tion spectrum~for example, graphite!, and for compounds
~such as GaSe, GaS, InSe! in which the phonon spectra ex
bit either a weaker corresponding curvature or the latte
not revealed at all. Recently, similar features were obser
on advantageous superconductors like MgB2. A more gen-
eral analysis, based on microscopic consideration, of the
sons causing negative LTEC along directions of strong c
pling in crystals with strong anisotropy of the interatom
interaction and elastic properties has been proposed in R
6 and 7.

In such strongly anisotropic crystals the amplitude of
atomic vibrations along directions of weak coupling~perpen-
dicular to layers or chains! is much higher than in direction
of strong coupling. Displacement of an atom along a dir
tion of weak coupling leads to an increase in the dista
between atoms within a layer~or chain! of magnitudeD l
proportional to the square of this displacement. Con
quently, within a layer a compressive force proportional
D l arises, which is the reason for the anisotropic nega
expansion alike the ‘‘membrane effect.’’ We suggest the f
lowing microscopic description for these compressive forc

If the potential energyF of a lattice is expanded in a
number of componentsui of a small displacement of th
atoms from equilibrium position up to the cubic term, th
the temperature dependence of the principal values of
LTEC tensora i i (T) in view of the translational invariance o
the lattice are described by the following expression:

Dia i i ~T!52
1

2 (
r ,r8
k,l

F ikl~r ,r 8!^uk~r !uk~r 8!&T , ~1!

where

Di5(
r

F ik~r !uxku,

F ik~r !5F ik~r2r 8!5
]2F

]ui~r !]uk~r 8!

are the elements of a force matrix,

F ikl~r ,r 8!5F ik~r2r 9,r 82r 9!5
]3F

]ui~r !]uk~r 8!]ul~r 9!

xi are the components of the radius vectorsr of the equilib-
rium positions of the atoms; the symbol^ui(r )uk(r 8)&T is the
correlator of the atomic displacements, calculated in the
monic approximation.

In considering effects nonlinear in the vibrations of
crystal lattice~see, for example, Ref. 8! it is necessary to take
into account anharmonicity only in the terms connected
the largest forces of interatomic interaction, while the pot
tial energy of the weak forces of interlayer~or interchain!
interactions, as well as noncentral forces, should be con
ered in the harmonic approach. Therefore in~1! it is possible
to neglect the summands containing correlators of the ato
displacements from different layers or chains, i.e., correla
n

i-
-
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of the ^ux(r )uy(0)&T type. Besides, as in the majority o
crystals the central interaction between atoms decreases
distance quickly enough, it is possible to neglect in~1! the
summands containing correlators between the second
more-distant neighbors of the same layer or a chain. Corr
tors of the^um(r )um(0)&T type for the nearest neighbors~the
direction m is chosen along the strong coupling! grow with
temperature not faster than the mean-square displace
^um

2 (r )&T , and both these temperature dependences are s
lar ~this follows, for example, from the expressions obtain
in Ref. 9!. Therefore the behavior of the temperature dep
dence of the LTEC along a direction of strong coupling o
layered or chained crystal can be described by the ra
simple expression:

a i~T!5amm~T!5A
]

]T
^um

2 &TH d2

]

]T
^u'

2 &T

]

]T
^um

2 &T

J . ~2!

Here^u'
2 &T is the mean-square displacement of atoms alo

a direction of weak coupling, that is,^u'
2 &T5^uc

2&T for lay-
ered crystals~if ab is the plane of the layers! and ^u'

2 &T

5^ua
2&T1^ub

2&T for chained~with the chains built along thec
axis!. The parametersA andd appearing in~2! are obviously
expressed in terms of the anharmonic constantsF ikl(r ,r 8),
but the explicit form of the corresponding expressions is
presented here for reasons of space.

Let us analyze the temperature dependence of the q
tity

D~T!5

]

]T
^u'

2 &T

]

]T
^um

2 &T

. ~3!

For strongly anisotropic crystals the quantities^u'
2 &T are not

only much greater than̂um
2 &T but also at lower temperature

are outside of the classical limit. Thus, near the tempera
T' ~the temperature at which the quantity^u'

2 &T approaches
the classical limit! the functionD(T) has a maximum, the
size of which is proportional to exp(g21/2), whereg is the
ratio of the weak interlayer or interchain interaction to t
strong interaction along the layers or chains, respectiv
Therefore, near this temperature the LTECa i is anomalously
small and may have negative values.

The values of the temperatures of the maxima obtai
in Refs. 6 and 7 for the quantitiesDT have shown good
agreement with the temperatures of the minima on the m
sured dependences of the LTECa i(T) of strongly aniso-
tropic layered crystals.5

We should note at once that for the crystal structu
considered in Refs. 5–7 the strong anisotropy of the in
atomic interaction remains in the long-range order and ma
fests itself, in particular, in anisotropy of the elastic co
stants. In crystals such as 1–2–3 HTSCs the anisotropy o
the elastic constants is insignificant and, moreover, has
other sign, as the sound velocity along the layers is hig
than in the direction normal to the layers.10 At the same time,
in such multilayered compounds the lattice period along
c axis is not only higher than along axesa andb, but it also
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substantially exceeds the characteristic radius of interato
interaction. This leads to a weakening effect of the crys
structure regularity on the character of quasiparticle exc
tions. The spectral characteristics of such crystals display
features common to disordered systems. In particular, for
phonon spectra of multilayered structures the presenc
quasi-local~weakly dispersed! modes11–13 is typical. Conse-
quently, the propagation of excitations along thec axis in
such systems will be complicated in comparison with th
propagation in the layers.

In multilayered lattices, even those for which the mac
scopic characteristics are not distinguished by appreci
anisotropy~as, for example, HTSCs of the1–2–3type!, the
interaction between separate atoms or atomic groups ca
strongly anisotropic. The ‘‘damped’’ propagation of the inte
action between layers inherent in substances of the spec
class may result in appreciable manifestation of such lo
anisotropy both in the phonon spectrum14 and in the behavior
of some vibrational characteristics, in particular the me
square displacement of atoms from separate layers a
various crystal directions.

Some multilayered HTSC, for example Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox ,
show the anisotropy of elastic constants inherent to laye
crystals, and negative thermal expansion in the direction
the layers,15 which can be described by the formula~2!. At
the same time, for multilayered structures such as1–2–3
HTSC, where the interlayer interaction between all layers
of the same order, and the intralayer interaction varies s
stantially from layer to layer. Local anisotropy of th
‘‘chain’’ type is characteristic for layers with weak intralaye
interaction~a layer of the rare earth and a layer of Cu–
chains!, that is, in these layers the mean-square displa
ments of the atoms in the layer plane are appreciably hig
than the mean-square displacements of the same atoms
direction normal to the layers and lie outside the class
limit at lower temperatures. Therefore there can exist te
perature intervals, in which the interlayer distanc
Cu2O–Eu–Cu2O and BaO–CuO–BaO compress with tem
perature increase, which is the possible reason for the n
tive values of LTEC along thec axis ~Fig. 3!.

The temperature dependence of each spacing chang

FIG. 3. Schematic presentation of the causes of negative thermal expa
along thec axis in the EuBa2Cu3O72d structure. The thick arrows indicat
the comparative amplitudes of atomic vibrations in different crystallograp
directions. The thin arrows demonstrate compression of the correspon
interlayer spacings.
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be described by some local thermal expansivityac
( l )(T) for

which a relation of the form~2! is true, namely:

ac
~ l !~T!5A

]

]T
^~uc

l !2&T$d~ l !2D~ l !~T!%, ~4!

where the indexl numbers the atomic layers~R or CuO,
respectively!, and the functionsD ( l )(T) are defined similarly
to ~3! by the addition of the indexl for the corresponding
mean-square displacements. Then^(ui

l)2&T ( i 5a,b,c)
means either the mean-square displacement^ui

2&T
R itself for

the layers of rare-earth elements, or the half-sum1
2$^ui

2&T
Cu

1^ui
2&T

O% for the CuO layers.
Calculation of the temperature dependencesD ( l )(T) was

made by the method ofJ matrices~see, for example, Refs
16–18!. Necessary data on force constants are obtained
the basis of the data of Refs. 19–22.

Results of the calculation are presented in a Fig. 4 alo
with the temperature dependence of the average values o
LTEC along thec axis on each of the temperature interva
between the experimental points~see Table I and Fig. 2!:

āc~TP@Ti ,Ti 11# !5
2

Ti 112Ti

c~Ti 11!2c~Ti !

c~Ti 11!1c~Ti !
.

The temperatures of the maxima on theD ( l )(T) curves
fall on intervals of the least values ofāc(T) where the rate of
decrease of the lattice parameterc is the greatest~see Table
I; partial replacement of Ba by La does not lead to app
ciable change of the phonon spectrum and oscillatory ch
acteristics considered here!. The good agreement of the re
sults of calculation and experiment certainly testifies in fav
of the mechanism offered here for the negative thermal
pansion along thec axis in the compound considered, bas
on the crystal lattice dynamics in the quasi-anharmonic
proach. At temperaturesT<50 K negative thermal expan
sion is caused by compression of the interlayer spaci
Cu2O↔Eu↔Cu2O, and at 80 K<T<150 K by those of
BaO↔CuO↔BaO ~see Fig. 3!. At temperatures above 20
K an even faster linear decrease of the parameterc with
temperature is observed, which is not explained by the p
posed model~in the temperature range 260–280 K the cry
tal size decreases!, as in this temperature range the qua
harmonic lattice dynamics becomes inapplicable. It sho
be noted that it follows from the experimental curves that
T<180 K the LTEC becomes practically zero. This attests

ion

c
ng

FIG. 4. Temperature dependences of theD ( l )(T) values for Eu and CuO
layers of the compound EuBa2Cu3O7 and the temperature dependence of t
LTEC āc(T) averaged over temperature intervals between experime
points.
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independent mechanisms responsible for the negative
mal expansion at high~above 200 K! and low temperatures
T<140 K, as considered by us, or at least for a weak ef
of the ‘‘high-temperature’’ mechanism on the thermal expa
sion atT<180 K. The results do not show any significa
contribution of the BaO layers to the negative expansion

This work was supported by MES of Ukraine~Grant
#M/257-2004!.
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Hexagonal ferrite: from macro- to nanocrystal
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The directions and most important results of studies of the fundamental magnetic properties of
hexagonal ferrites performed at Kharkov National University over the last 50 years are
reviewed. The influence of the basic factors~size, surface, and collective! specific to small particles
and ensembles of small particles on the evolution of the magnetic properties under a
transition from a macro- to a nanocrystal is analyzed in a section devoted to the topical subjects
‘‘Nanophysics and nanotechnology of barium ferrite.’’ ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1884429#
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1. ESTABLISHMENT OF FERRITE STUDIES AT KHARKOV
UNIVERSITY

Hexagonal barium ferrite is a ferrimagnetic oxide wi
M -type structure. Synthesized more than 50 years ago
specialists at the Dutch company Phillips, this high-ene
magnetic material was not only widely used for perman
ceramic magnets but it has long occupied an appreci
niche in research.

The Kharkov school of physicists which Professor E
geni� Stanislavovich Borovik, a Corresponding Member
the Soviet Academy of Sciences, founded has made a l
contribution to the establishment of ferrite science in t
country and throughout the world. The first single- and po
crystalline samples of the new compositions of hexago
ferrites were synthesized and the study of their magn
properties was started under the leadership of Profe
Borovik at Kharkov National University, now named for V
N. Karazin, in 1955–1957.1–5

The new compounds were found to be good objects
scientific research. This is because the oxygen pack
forming the framework of the crystal structure of ferrite
contains diverse interstitial positions occupied by iron io
Fe31 and ~or! uni- and divalent metals. The possibilit
of introducing dia- or paramagnetic ions made it possi
to influence in a definite manner the physical parame
of ferrites and, as a result, enriched the natural co
pound ~known since 19386! magnetoplumbite
PbFe7.5Mn3.5Al0.5Ti0.5O19 with an extremely wide spectrum
of magnetic properties. A subsequent generation of resea
ers developed in the 1970–1990s a systematized databa
the fundamental magnetic characteristics and technically
portant parameters of hexagonal ferrites withM , S, W, Y,
Z, and U structures. The diamagnetic substitution meth
developed was a key point in the study of the main mec
nisms responsible for the formation of the magnetic prop
ties of ferrites: exchange interaction, magnetocrystalline
isotropy, and magnetostriction.

Methods for performing an integrated study of the phy
cal parameters in static magnetic fields~magnetization, an-
2681063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/9/$26.00
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isotropy and magnetostriction constants! and in high-
frequency fields~anisotropy field, effectiveg factor, FMR
linewidth! were developed and used to obtain the most co
plete information about various properties of ferrites. Info
mation about local parameters of Fe31 ions localized in non-
equivalent crystallographic positions has been obtained
Mössbauer spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonanc

A spectrometer with an innovative construction maki
it possible to detect signals by a stationary method and by
spin-echo method in the temperature range 4.2–295 K an
magnetic fields up to 16 kOe was developed to investig
NMR on 57Fe nuclei in domains and domain walls.7

A magnetometer construction making it possible to d
tect magnetization changes;0.1% in a sample by perform
ing measurements in a wide temperature range 4.2–50
and in magnetic fields up to 24 kOe was proposed to st
the special features of orientational phase transitions.8

The lattice parameters and the elastic and thermal p
erties of, first and foremost, model objects were taken i
account.

We shall discuss in greater detail the most import
directions of experimental studies of highly anisotrop
M -type hexaferrites and alsoW-type hexaferrites which are
rich with spin-reorientation phase transitions.

The unit cell of anM -type hexaferrite consists of two
formula units, 12 ions in each of which is localized in fiv
crystallographically nonequivalent positions with two va
ants of the directions of the magnetic moments relative to
hexagonal axis of the crystal:

↑2a~D3d!1↑12k~Cs!12b~D3h!

and ↓4 f 1~C3v!1↓4 f 2~C3v!.

The possibility of systematic purposeful elimination
Fe31 ions from the five sublattices was used to determine
role of each of the five sublattices in the formation of t
magnetic structure and magnetocrystalline anisotropy of
rite. To this end the trivalent In31, Sc31, Al31, and Ga31

metal ions were used as the substituting ions.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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The values of the exchange integrals corresponding
the most important pair interactions inM -type hexaferrite
were calculated using the method of diamagnetic subs
tions in a three-sublattice model:J2b24 f 2

, J12k24 f 1
, J12k24 f 2

,

J4 f 224 f 2
, and J12k212k . This established that the main e

change interaction determining the character of the magn
structure of ferrite is the interaction Fe(2b) – Fe(4f 2).9–11

A series of works12–23 presents the results of static an
resonance studies of the magnetic anisotropy12–17 and
magnetostriction18–23 of M - andW-type hexagonal ferrites.

The anisotropy constants up to sixth order were de
mined for the systems BaFe122xInxO19, BaCo2Ti2Fe8O19,
Ni22yCoyBaFe16O27, and Zn22yCoyBaFe16O27 in the tem-
perature range from 77 K toTC . The intervals of existence
of the various types of anisotropy were established and
temperature dependences of each of the contributions to
anisotropy energy, which are due to dipole-dipole interact
and spin-orbit interaction of Fe31 and Co21 ions, were de-
termined for these systems.

The role of Fe31 ions, occupying low-symmetry posi
tions, in the formation of the anisotropic properties of hex
ferrites is investigated in Refs. 24–26. For La0.5Na0.5Fe12O19

and Ba0.5Ca0.5Fe12O19 crystals with an unsubstituted mag
netic matrix, in contrast to BaFe12O19, it was found that
second- and fourth-order anisotropy constants appear.

Mössbauer studies of these crystals made it possibl
determine the reason for the observed effect. It is due to
change in the energy state of the Fe31 ions in definite posi-
tions as a result of a lowering of the local symmetry of t
2b pentahedron fromD3h to Ci and a change in the loca
distortions of the 12k octahedra with structural ordering o
nonequivalent La31 and Na1 ions and Ba21 and Ca21 ions
in the basal plane of theR structural block.

This direction of the studies made it possible to form
late a new principle for matching technically important ch
acteristics: high level of magnetization and thermal stabi
of the anisotropy field and coercive force in the worki
temperature range. The crux of the principle is a purpos
change in the single-ion contributions of Fe31(2b) and
Fe31(12k) with the magnetic matrix of the ferrite as a who
being preserved. This idea was used as a basis to deve
number of fundamental materials27–29 for use in producing
systems with high local uniformity of the magnetizing fie
and also new types of carriers for vertical magnetic reco
ing.

A fruitful stage in the study of the nature of the magne
anisotropy ofM -type hexagonal ferrites was a direct study
the anisotropy of local magnetic fields on57Fe-enriched
single crystals.30–32 It was shown that the magnitude of th
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant is due to the int
onic magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. A combined analy
of the data on the anisotropic magnetic properties and
latest information on local NMR characteristics made it p
sibe to determine all sublattice contributions to the anis
ropy constants of hexaferrites. At low temperatures Fe(12k),
Fe(4f 2), and Fe(2b) make the largest contribution.

The investigation of various types of noncollinear ma
netic structures formed in substitutedM - andW-type ferrites
under the influence of external actions~magnetic field, pres-
sure, and temperature! and the determination of th
to
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temperature-field range of their existence made it possibl
determine the precise exchange interactions with whose
pearance they are associated and the role of the magneto
talline anisotropy energy in the dynamics of the change
the equilibrium states of the magnetization.

A theoretical analysis and experimental resu
of investigations of several hexaferrites fro
the systems BaFe122xInxO19,15 BaCo2Ti2Fe8O19,23

Ni22yCoyBaFe16O27,13,14 Zn2Ba2Fe12O23,33 and
Co2Ba3Fe24O41,34 among which the compositions underg
ing spin-reorientational phase transitions were determin
made it possible to construct the orientational phase
grams of the anisotropy for crystals ofM -, W-, Y-, and
Z-type ferrites.33–36.

The use of the physical principles of a model compu
experiment, based on an analysis of the anisotropic par
the thermodynamic Gibbs potential~taking account of terms
up to sixth order in the expansion and the Zeeman energy!, to
investigate the equilibrium states of the spontaneous ma
tization made it possible to model directly the phase d
grams, the characteristic anisotropy surfaces and their
tions, the magnetization isotherms, and the transformatio
the magnetic structure of a crystal of any structural type
der the influence of an external action.37 The effectiveness of
this approach, containing large potential possibilities for p
dicting the magnetic properties, subsequently proved itse
the study of ultrasmall objects and the determination of
mechanisms of the formation of their specific magnetic pr
erties.

2. NANOCRYSTALS AND SOME RESULTS OF
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE NATURE OF THEIR UNUSUAL
PROPERTIES

One direction of the works which are now being pe
formed on ferrites in the magnetism laboratory is the stu
of the evolution of the properties of the highly anisotrop
ferrimagnet BaFe12O19 with a transition from a macro- to a
nanocrystal.

It is well known that the properties of small particles a
dominated by the so-called finite-size effects—the influen
of an open surface as a structural defect and the closene
the volume of the particles to the critical valueVS at which a
transition occurs from a magnetostable~MS! into a super-
paramagnetic~SPM! state. The experimental study of an e
semble of particles also introduces collective effects due
interparticle magnetic interaction. Consequently, in order
determine the role of each of the factors listed above in
specific nature of the magnetic properties of the highly d
persed system studied it was first necessary to develo
technology for obtaining nanocrystals which best satisfy
requirements for the model object: the composition of
particles must consist of a single phase, the structure of
particles must be perfect, there must be no conglomerate
the powder, the particles must be granulometrically unifor
and the linear dimensions of the particles must correspon
the criterion of single-domainness. Since the particles i
real system always have a size distribution irrespective of
method used to obtain the particles, the system studied m
at least correspond to the Pfeiffer classification38 with respect
to the volumes of small particles, based on the definite ch
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FIG. 1. Electron-microscopic photograph of BaFe12O19 nanocrystals~a!. Size distribution of particles in a nanocrystalline powder:d—diameter,h—thickness,
V—volume of the particles,c—crystal lattice parameter. Sample withN 5520 particles~b!.
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acter of their magnetic behavior. Thus for small Ston
Wohlfarth ~SW! particles the volume limitation is given b
the conditionV<100VS and for large SW particles 100VS

,V<1000VS .
The methods developed to obtain nano- and microc

talline BaFe12O19 particles employed elements o
cryochemical39–42 and radiation-thermal43,44 technologies to
ensure high chemical uniformity of the initial ferrite-formin
mixtures. These methods made it possible to produce hig
dispersed model systems of particles in two size ranges:
100 nm and 0.1–1mm ~in diameter! with the aspect ratio
regulatable from 1 to 15.

Figure 1 displays photomicrographs of nanocrystall
particles illustrating their morphological features of the p
ticles ~plate shape in the form of a hexagon, whose hexa
nal axisc is the axis of easy magnetization! and the particle
size distribution (d—diameter,h—thickness,V—volume!.
If the thickness of the particles is normalized with respec
the lattice parameterc, then for the nanometer range it
only 1–10 lattice parameters. The closeness of the par
volumes to the critical value is confirmed by the fact that
the actually attainable range of temperatures and magn
fields ;50% of the particles of the experimental system
capable of transforming from a magnetically stable into
superparamagnetic state. A generalized diagram of the m
netic state of a nanodispersed system of BaFe12O19 particles
~Fig. 2! gives an idea of the degree to which and how
-
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properties of an ultrasmall highly anisotropic crystal a
transformed as compared with the macroscopic analog.

In the first variant of theH –T diagram obtained for the
magnetic state of this nanodispersed system45,46we neglected

FIG. 2. Diagram of the magnetic state of a system of nanocrystals~packing
factor p50.4).
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the interparticle magnetic interaction, making the assump
that this interaction is negligible for particles of highly a
isotropic hexaferrite.

Before characterizing the corresponding regions of
diagram we shall give a brief exposition of the method us
to determine and results of the determination of the criti
parametersTB

(1),(2) andHcr
(1),(2) .

According to Ref. 47, as the temperature increase
characteristic anomaly in the form of a peak~Fig. 3! is ob-
served in the temperature dependence of the magnetizatis
~for H!Ha) as a result of the particles in the system mak
a transition into the SPM state.

The temperature at whichs increases sharply is calle
the blocking temperatureTB . The temperature shift of the
peak is due to the dependence ofTB on the applied magnetic
field:

TBH5TBO~12H/Ha!2, ~1!

whereTBO andTBH correspond toH50 andHÞ0.48

For a system with a particle volume distribution th
SPM transition occurs in the temperature rangeTBH

(1) –TBH
(2) .

Following Pfeiffer47 we determined the transition onset tem
peratureTBM

(1) from the position of the minimum in the curv
s(T) and the temperatureTBH

(2) at the end of the transition
from the position of the maximum.

The lines of the critical fieldsHcr
(1),(2)(T), which bound

the region of reversible and irreversible magnetization p
cesses~low- and high-field regions!, were determined from
an analysis of the isotherms of the field dependence of
specific magnetization49 and the particular hysteresis loop
for various temperatures.

As a result a number of regions of the magnetic st
which are uncharacteristic for the macroanalog were de
nated in the diagram. In the first place there is the region
which is quite extended in temperature and magnetic field
existence of a superparamagnetic state of the system
nanocrystals, in contrast to the macroanalog which rem
in the magnetostable state right up to the Curie tempera
TC .50 The SPM state is nonuniform within the region I
Even though the smallest experimental particles are clos
size to the lower limit of single-domainness, because of
high magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy the transition i
the SPM state in the absence of a magnetic field solely

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the specific magnetization for diffe
values of the magnetic fieldH, kOe: 0.5~1!, 2.2 ~2!, 3.5 ~3!, 4.1 ~4!, 4.6 ~5!,
6.0 ~6!, 6.5 ~7!, 7.0 ~8!, 7.5 ~9!, 8.0 ~10!, and 10.0~11!.
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result of thermal fluctuations is possible only within 30 K
the Curie temperature (TCN5710 K). FieldsH<2 kOe in-
fluence the magnetic state of the system comparativ
weakly. Increasing the magnetic field appreciably decrea
the blocking temperature to 400 K. It should be undersco
that for 2 kOe,H<6 kOe the field as an additional facto
with respect to the thermal energy stimulates unblocking
the particles and then itself creates a blocking effect.

A state where the magnetic moments of all particles~su-
perparamagnetic and magnetically stable! are blocked by a
magnetic field is reached in fieldsHcr

(2)(T). The region of
higher fields can be regarded as a region of suppressio
local noncollinearity of the magnetic moments of Fe31 ions
localized on the surface and in near-surface layers.

The observation of a so-called ‘‘canted’’ magnetic stru
ture in BaFe12O19 crystals using depth-selective conversi
electron Mössbauer spectroscopy51 and the determination o
the parameters characterizing it~thickness of the layer and
average angle of deviation of the magnetic moment from
c axis! subsequently played a strategic role in the study
surface anisotropy.

A nonuniform magnetic state not only in the system b
also in individual BaFe12O19 nanocrystals has been observ
in a study of their properties nearTC .52

The concretization of the magnetic states in the hig
temperature region which are due to size and surface fac
simultaneously, was achieved by comparing the hig
temperature fragment of theH –T diagram of the magnetic
state of a nanodispersed system and data from Mo¨ssbauer
studies of the near-surface region of a macroscopic analo
should be noted that the thickness of the latter region
temperaturesT.600 K increases by two orders of magn
tude compared with the value for 300 K and is;200 nm,
i.e. the thickness of the largest nanocrystals in the exp
mental system.

According to Fig. 4 a the temperature range 650–740
is saturated with magnetic phase transitions. Three magn
phases occur within 100 K: magnetostable, superparam
netic, and paramagnetic~PM!. The temperatureTCN5710
62 K, determined from the temperature dependence of
magnetization in a weak field (H;25 Oe),53 was taken as
the Curie temperature of a nanocrystalline powder samp

The high-temperature data obtained by simultaneousg,
x-ray, and electron Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy~Fig. 4b!,52

show a gradual transition~680–732 K! of the near-surface
region of the crystal into the paramagnetic state. In this c
nection we interpret the temperatureT5680 K as the Curie
temperatureTCS

0 of an open surface. The paramagnetic pha
nucleates primarily on an open surface with iron vacancie54

and, correspondingly, broken exchange bonds. The densi
broken bonds within the surface layer decreases monot
cally with depth; this gives rise to a gradual expansion of
temperature range of the paramagnetic phase. The temp
ture at which the Zeeman-splitting lines, which were o
tained by detecting the conversion and Auger electrons fr
a ;200 nm thick region at the surface, vanish complet
was taken as the Curie temperature of the surface layerTCS.
According to Fig. 4bTCS is only 3 K lower than the Curie
temperatureTCV in the bulk of the crystal.

As a result the magnetic state of the system for the hi

nt
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temperature fragment of the diagram presented in Fig.
turned out to be even more complicated than for the su
paramagnetic region as a whole. The magnetic states
1SPM1PM coexist in region II and SPM1PM in region
III. In region IV all particles, irrespective of their past his
tory, have crossed into the PM state.

To be completely sure that taking account of the int
particle magnetic interaction in a system of highly anistro
particles should not change the form of theH –T diagram
presented for the magnetic state we studied this questio
detail using electron-microscopic and magnetic meas
ments. The electron-microscopic studies of ferrite powd
with different dispersity55 showed that particle aggregatio
differs even in uncompacted powders which are demag
tized beforehand. The illustrations of replicas of microcry

FIG. 4. High-temperature fragment of theH –T diagram of the magnetic
state of a system of nanocrystals~a!. The temperature dependence of t
intensity of the paramagnetic line in the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum from a nea
surface region of the macrocrystal~b!. MS—magnetostable state, SPM—
superparamagnetic state, PM—paramagnetic state.
a
r-
S

-
c

in
e-
rs

e-
-

talline particles presented in Fig. 5 are especially obvio
Accumulations in the form of ‘‘stacks’’~Fig. 5a! as elements
of closed ‘‘ing’’ structures~Fig. 5b! can be identified in dif-
ferent variants of particle arrangement. Such configurati
are a result of the morphological features of the partic
~plate shape!, the magnetocrystalline anisotropy~the easy-
magnetization axis is also the hexagonal axisc of the crys-
tal!, and ultimately the minimization of the demagnetizati
energy. The sign and magnitude of the resulting interact
between the magnetic moments of the particles in the sys
depend on the disbalance of the positive component~in a
stack! and the negative component~between stacks!.56

One parameter characterizing the interparticle inter
tion is57

Dm5md~H !2~122mr~H !!. ~2!

According to Ref. 58 two residual magnetization curv
are measured to determine this parameter:mr(H)
5s r(H)/s r(`) andmd(H)5sd(H)/sd(`).

The curves presented in Fig. 6 of the parameterDm
versus the magnitude of the external magnetic field for v

FIG. 6. Interparticle magnetic interaction parameter as a function of
magnitude of the external magnetic field~Kelly plot! for different tempera-
turesT, K: 300 ~1!, 360 ~2!, 550 ~3!, 592 ~4!, 612 ~5!, and 621~6!.
FIG. 5. Typical collections of particles in barium hexaferrite powder.
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ous temperatures made it possible to see the sign-altern
character of the dependenceDmmax5f(T) and to determine
theH –T space which is significant with respect to the ma
nitude of the parameterDm. The latter is designated in th
diagram of the magnetic state by the shaded region~see Fig.
2!. As expected, the space encompassed by the intera
remains within the region of irreversible magnetization p
cesses, i.e. beyond the line of the critical fieldsHcr

(1),(2)(T).
The points connected by the dashed line passing along
central line of theH –T space withDmÞ0 correspond to the
maximum values ofuDmu. In the range 300 K<T,630 K
the resulting interparticle interaction is negative (Dm,0);
near 630 KDm'0; and, for 630 K,T'650 K Dm.0.
Comparing theH –T space whereDmÞ0 with the H –T
region of existence of the SPM state in the system sho
that an interparticle interaction which is average in mag
tude does not influence the critical parameters of the cha
in the magnetic state in a system of highly anisotropic na
particles.

It should be noted that the parameterDm turned out to
be quite sensitive to the appearance of any processes ind
in the system of nanoparticles by the action of tempera
and magnetic fields. Thus a transformation of theH –T space
of the interparticle interaction was found for a series of cr
cal temperatures in the initial diagram: as the temperatur
which the transition of the system into the SPM state st
(TBH'400 K) is approached the boundaries of theH –T
space rapidly narrow to the SPM region; within 50 K of t
Curie temperature, when the open surface of the parti
transforms into a paramagnetic state,52 theH –T space of the
interparticle interaction ‘‘prematurely’’ leaves the zone
overlapping with the SPM region, collapsing atT5660 K
virtually to a point. The latter fact makes it possible to dra
the fundamentally important conclusion that the collect
effect observed in a system of highly anisotropic particles
due to the interaction of the magnetic moments of prima
surface atoms.

Investigations of the behavior of a system of BaFe12O19

nanoparticles in a magnetic field confirmed that not only
interparticle magnetic interaction but also the surface ani
ropy, as one of the main specific features of small partic
must also be taken into account.

Surface anisotropy arises as a result of structural dis
tions on an open surface~with disrupted stoichiometry! and
in layers lying close to it.54 The method of depth-selectiv
conversion electron Mo¨ssbauer spectroscopy was used to
tablish that for a BaFe12O19 macrocrystal the thickness of th
surface layer with the perturbed~‘‘canted’’! magnetic struc-
ture along thec axis is 2–5 nm at 300 K,51 i.e. it is compa-
rable with the thickness of the nanoparticles of the exp
mental system. In this connection, to characterize the sur
anisotropy we introduced the constantKS as the energy re
ferred to not unit surface area~the generally accepted defi
nition introduced by Ne´el59! but rather unit volume. The es
timates made ofKS at 300 K showed that the surfac
magnetic anisotropy constant has the opposite sign from
magnetocrystalline anisotropy constantK1 of ferrite and is
comparable to it in magnitude.60 Near 550 KKS changes
sign, reaching its maximum positive value;0.5
•106 erg/cm3 at T'650 K. Being crystallographic in nature
ing
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the surface anisotropy is due to the single-ion contributio
of Fe31, occupying positions with lowered symmetry rel
tive to identical positions in the bulk of the crystal. In th
case, by analogy to La0.5Na0.5Fe12O19 single crystals, where
as mentioned in Sec. 1, the lowering of local symmetry w
due to the appearance of a constantK2 whose temperature
dependence is sign-alternating and which is of the same
der of magnitude asKS ,29 we made the following assump
tion. The constantKS was introduced asK2 in the anisotropic
part of the free energy of a hexagonal single crystal. Th
taking account of all basic forms of the magnetic anisotro
energy of BaFe12O19 nanoparticles:

magnetocrystalline

W~u!5K1 sin2 u, ~3!

magnetostatic

Wdem5
I S

2

2
~Nb2Na!sin2 u5KN sin2 u ~4!

and surface

WS5KS sin4 u, ~5!

the anisotropic part of the free energy can be written in
form

FA~u!5~K12KN!sin2 u1KS sin4 u1... . ~6!

This equation was used as the basis for the analytical
scription of magnetization processes in nanocrystals and
taining an equation for the basic magnetization curve or
equation for the magnetic state of a hexagonal crystal.
solve these problems the Zeeman energy

F5FA~u!2I SH cos~uH2u! ~7!

was included in the expression for the free energy. Here
in Eqs.~3!–~6! I S is the saturation magnetization,u anduH

are the angles between thec axis of the crystal and the di
rections of magnetization and the external magnetic fie
respectively; and,Na andNb are demagnetizing factors.

Using the orientational phase diagram for the caseK1

.0 and K2,037 and concrete values ofuK2u/K1 we em-
ployed the ‘‘Kristall’’ computer program to perform a com
puter simulation of the dynamics of magnetization proces
accompanying a transition from a macro- to a nanocry
and to predict the possibility of the existence of angular m
netic structure and a spin-reorientational phase transition
BaFe12O19 nanocrystal.61 Examples of the models obtaine
for the basic magnetization curves for different orientatio
of the external magnetic field relative to the crystallograp
c axis of the crystal are presented in Fig. 7. According to F
7a the magnetization curve foruH590° has the characteris
tic form for a uniaxial macrocrystal. Any deviation of th
external magnetic field from the basal plane sharply
creases the technical saturation field~Figs. 7b, c!. At uH

565° it is about eight times greater than the anisotropy fie
The models of the basic magnetization curves of

barium ferrite nanocrystal, which correspond to the expe
mental valueuK2u/K150.6 ~300 K!, are presented in Figs
7d–f. All curves for cases where the external field orientat
lies in the range 65°,uH,90° contain a feature in the form
of a ‘‘jump’’ in the magnetization. ForuH,65° the magne-
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FIG. 7. Computer models of the magnetization curves of a macrocrystaluK2u/K150 ~a–c! and nanocrystaluK2u/K150.6 ~d–f! for different orientations of the
external magnetic field relative to the crystal axisc. Dashed curves—solution of the equation for the main magnetization curve.61 h52H/Ha , whereHa is
the anisotropy field.
rre

o
o
x-

of a

in
ar-
an-
tization curves of a nanocrystal become similar to the co
sponding curves of a macrocrystalline sample. ForuH590°
the value of the jump field is 0.34 times the average value
the anisotropy field in the experimental system
nanocrystals.60 The fact that this value agrees with the e
perimentally observed value shows that we have used
-

f
f

an

adequate approach to describe the magnetic anisotropy
barium hexafluoride nanocrystal.

The contribution of the surface anisotropy, manifested
the form of a spin-reorientation phase transition for nanop
ticles in the basic magnetization curve as an additional tr
sition in the Stoner-Wohlfarth model,62 was determined by
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taking account of the influence of the interparticle magne
interaction occurring in a close-packed system of particle55

In Ref. 61, to determine why a spin-reorientation pha
transition occurs in a nanocrystal of hexagonal barium
rite, characteristic anisotropy surfaces and their section
vector diagrams of the anisotropy—were obtained. Th
diagrams give a graphic representation of the special feat
of the spatial distribution of the anisotropy energy in
BaFe12O19 nanocrystal. The cases studied foruK2u/K1 rang-
ing from 0 to 0.7 are presented in Fig. 8.

The vector diagram of a macrocrystal (uK2u/K150) con-
tains an absolute minimum and an absolute maximum
anisotropy energy, corresponding to anglesu50 and 90°.
These angles correspond to the directions of easy and
magnetization. As the ratio of the constants increases~the
case of a nanocrystal!, the anisotropy energy in the bas
plane gradually decreases, and a local energy minimum
pears for uK2u/K1>0.2. The depth of this minimum in
creases as the ratio of the constants increases further.
absolute and local minima are separated by an abso
maximum, whose position shifts fromu590° to u'60°.
The direction of easiest magnetization is once again al

FIG. 8. Evolution of the characteristic surfaces and vector diagram
anistropy with a transition from a macro- to a nanocrystal.
c
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the c axis; the new direction of easy magnetization whi
arises lies in the basal plane; and, the direction of hard m
netization moves out of the plane. This signifies a chang
the magnetic structure accompanying a transition from
macro- to a nanocrystal.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Following the directions of the scientific investigation
performed in the original works cited in the literature w
have attempted to convey, as much as possible, the comp
ity and multifaced nature of the properties of the ba
classes of ferimagnetic oxides chosen as the object of in
tigation, to note the advantages of the methods developed
obtaining highly dispersed ferrite systems, to reveal the pr
lems of small particles for the example of hexagonal bari
ferrite, to show the integrated approach used to study th
problems, which made it possible to obtain fundamenta
new generalizing data—in the form of theH –T diagram of
the magnetic state of a system of nanocrystals, taking
count of all basic effects specific to small particles and th
ensembles~size, surface, and collective effects!, and in the
form of a spin-reorientation phase diagram with specificat
of the regions of existence of equilibrium states of magn
zation of a nanocrystal as compared with a macroscopic a
log.
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A SQUID magnetometer is used to study the behavior of the magnetization of TmFeO3 single
crystals along thea and c principal crystallographic axes in theG4–G24–G2 spin
reorientation range. The temperature dependences are obtained as the moduli of the magnetization
vectorM and its turn angleu in the reorientation range. The results are compared with the
same results for ErFeO3. It is shown that even though the experimental dependencesuM u(T) and
u(T) are qualitatively different in TmFeO3 and ErFeO3 they can all be convincingly
described on the basis of a modified mean-field theory previously proposed by the authors. Since
the theoretical analysis does not include any parameters which are not known from
experiment, the agreement between theory and experiment confirms that the model proposed for
describingG4–G24–G2 phase transitions in orthoferrites is a general model.Dedicated to
E. S. Borovik—Scientist and Humanitarian‘‘ Who can say what influence the silent presence of
one person has on another?’’ Walter De la Mar © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Rhombic rare-earth~RE! orthoferrites RFeO3 ~where R
is a rare-earth or yttrium ion! are classical model materia
for studying second-order orientational phase transitions
ferrites.

A characteristic feature of orthoferrites is the presence
two magnetic subsystems: thed electrons of iron and thef
electrons of rare-earth ions. The magnetic structure of or
ferrites is complicated, but in the temperature range of in
est to us it can be described using a simplified scheme:
magnetic moments of iron below the Ne´el temperatureTN

5620– 740 K form a weakly canted antiferromagnetic str
ture with Néel vectorG and weak ferromagnetism vectorF,
and the rare-earth subsystem remains paramagnetic
down to temperatures of the order of 10 K, below whi
some of the rare-earth ions also undergo ordering. The in
action of the magnetic subsystems and the change in
effective anisotropy constants under actions characterize
2771063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/6/$26.00
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different kinds of external parameters~temperature, field,
and pressure! results in the existence of a series of orien
tional phase transitions in such materials.

For all orthoferrites the basal magnetic structure of
iron subsystem just belowTN corresponds to an irreducibl
representationG4(Gx ,Fz) with the vectorF oriented along
the c axis (ciz) (T2,T1,TN) of the crystal and the vecto
G directed along thea axis (aiz). For crystals with magneti-
cally inert RE ions (R5La,Lu, or Y! the G4(Gx ,Fz) con-
figuration remains right down to the lowest temperatures.
other RE ions spin reorientation occurs on cooling, most
ten ~for example, in ErFeO3, TmFeO3, YbFeO3, SmFeO3,
and NdFeO3) according to the type

G4~Gx ,Fz!→G24~Gx,z ,Fx,z!→G2~Gz ,Fx!.

Such a reorientation consists in a gradual rotation of
spin system of iron as a whole relative to the crystallograp
axes. As temperature decreases, the vectorF rotates in the
~ac! plane from thec axis to thea axis in the intervalT2–T1
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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(T2,T1,TN). When the temperatureT2 is reached the sys
tem switches into another symmetric configurati
G2(Gz ,Fx) with Fi .a. Ordinarily, the interval of reorienta
tion temperatures is quite wide (;10 K), and its limits at
temperaturesT1 and T2 are points of second-order pha
transitions. It is supposed that the magnetic subsystem
iron is saturated in the reorientation temperature range. T
assumption is justified forT1 , T2 (;100 K)!TN , because
thed-d exchange energy is three orders of magnitude gre
than the energy of thed- f and f - f interaction energies.

Although the range of orientational phase transitions
been investigated by diverse methods in many orthoferri
the specific question of the behavior of the magnetization
the reorientation range has been little studied. The exp
mental results are often incomplete, sometimes contradic
are not accurate enough and cannot be described satisf
rily either by the standard form of the Landau theory1–3 or
the theoretical models proposed by the authors.

The first high-accuracy measurements of the tempera
dependence of the magnetic moment performed on a ErF3

single crystal with a SQUID magnetometer in the range
spontaneous reorientation along the principal crysta
graphic axesa andc were performed in Refs. 4 and 5. The
measurements made it possible to extract the tempera
dependences of the amplitude of the total magnetic mom
uM u(T) of an ErFeO3 crystal and the turn angleu(T) of the
vector M relative to thec axis in the temperature rang
T2–T1 in zero magnetic field.

A modified mean-field theory has been proposed to
scribe the results obtained. This theory, in contrast to
classic approach used in Refs. 1–3, takes account of
anisotropy of paramagnetism of rare-earth ions and gives
cellent agreement with experiment. It has been sugge
that the model constructed is suitable for describing the
orientation range in other magnets exhibiting similar ph
transitions.

The purpose of the present work is to study in detail
behavior of uM u(T) and u(T) for TmFeO3 single crystals
and compare the results with those for ErFeO3. Indeed, the
initial characteristics of TmFeO3 are closest to ErFeO3.
TmFeO3 is characterized by the same type of phase tra
tion G4→G24→G2 and virtually the same range of reorie
tation temperaturesT2–T1 . On this basis TmFeO3 is an
ideal object for checking the correctness and applicability
the modified mean-field theory for describing the region o
G4→G24→G2 phase transformation in magnets.

2. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed on TmFeO3 single
crystals. Sample 1 is a 3.0534.1632.5 mm parallelepiped
with mass 0.2482 g. Sample 2 is oval in shape with m
0.0047 g. Sample 3 is nearly spherical with mass 0.03 g.
results obtained on different samples confirm one anothe

Since the magnetic anisotropy conditions control the
orientation phenomenon, it is not surprising that the che
cal, thermal, and other processes influencing anisotropy
change the transition temperature. The reorientation inte
in a real crystal is sensitive to the purity, perfection, a
growth conditions of the crystal and can vary somewhat fr
one sample to another. In this connection, for a quantita
of
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analysis of the results it is desirable to determine the spe
values of the temperaturesT1 and T2 for the experimental
samples.

To this end, specifically, use resonance experiments
ing a direct-amplification microwave spectrometer can
used. Indeed, it is well known~see, for example, Ref. 6!, that
near phase transitions in TmFeO3 softening of the acoustic
branches of the oscillations of the magneticd subsystem of
the iron ion occurs. This results in resonance absorption
microwave power at a fixed frequency at two points whi
are almost symmetric relative to the temperature of e
transition. To determine the temperaturesT1 and T2 more
accurately the form of the temperature-frequency dep
dence of the position of the resonance absorption lines6 and
the absorption anomalies between them must be taken
account. Figure 1 displays an example of an experime
trace for sample 3 fabricated from the same TmFeO3 single
crystals as sample 1. The absorption of microwave powe
38.2 GHz, reflected from a waveguide-shortening piston w
the sample placed at the center of the waveguide, were
corded. The direction of the magnetic component of the
early polarized microwave field relative to the crystall
graphic axes was chosen from the condition that the
modes are excited simultaneously at the transitionG2–G24

and at the transitionG4–G24. The four deepest minima in th
curve in Fig. 1 determine the resonance absorption poi
The temperaturesT1 and T2 are determined to within
60.5 K. The valuesT1'92 K andT2'82 K were taken on
the basis of an analysis of all experimental measuremen

The magnetic momentM of the crystal was studied us
ing a Quantum Design MPMS-5S SQUID magnetometer
the temperature range 60–120 K and magnetic fields in
rangeH561000 Oe. The saturation magnetization was d
termined by two methods: 1! by analyzing the hysteresi
loops ofM (H) measured at definite temperatures and 2! by
directly measuring the magnetizationM (T) in the weakest
external magnetic field sufficient for reaching a sing
domain state of the sample. The latter measurements w
possible because it was found that for our experimen

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the amplitude of microwave po
absorption in the reorientation range for TmFeO3 ~sample 3, f
538.2 GHz).
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samples the magnetization in a negligible field of the or
of 50–100 Oe is, in practice, close to the true saturat
magnetization. Being sufficiently accurate, the seco
method greatly simplifies the measurement procedure
makes it possible to perform measurements with a small t
perature step.

For analyzing hysteresis loops we recall the followin
The H-T phase diagram of orthoferrites with the magne
field strictly oriented along the crystallographic axes,Hia or
Hic, has been widely studied. Analysis of this diagra
shows that when the external magnetic field varies in
range6H the intersection of the lineH50 in the reorienta-
tion temperature rangeT2–T1 with Hia and with Hic cor-
responds to a first-order phase transition. A first-order ph
transition also occurs on crossing the lineH50 in the tem-
perature range aboveT1 with Hic and in the temperature
range belowT2 with Hia. Evidently, the precise geometr
cannot be achieved in a real experiment. Analysis of
three-dimensional phase diagram4,7 shows that for an in-
clined field any intersection of the lineH50 in an arbitrary
direction corresponds to a first-order transition. A jump of
least one component of the magnetic moment should be
served and, correspondingly, the hysteresis loop for this c
ponent is square. Thus the initially expected form of t
hysteresis loop is square.

Figure 2 shows experimental traces of hysteresis lo
which were obtained for TmFeO3 sample 1 in the experi
mental geometryHia. It is evident that, just as in the case
ErFeO3,4 square hysteresis loops are indeed observed
side the orientation interval withT,T2 . Their shape is ex-
plained by the assumption that magnetic domains are

FIG. 2. Experimental traces of the magnetization curvesMa(H)T5const ob-
tained with a SQUID magnetometer for TmFeO3 ~a axis, sample 1!.
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formed in this temperature interval and the magnetization
the sample switches coherently withH changing sign. Deep
inside the reorientation intervalT2–T1 the square loops be
come S-shaped magnetization curves. Just as in ErFeO3,4

this is probably due to the formation of a polydomain ma
netic structure in the nonsymmetric phase and a sharp ch
in energy and mobility of domain walls in the reorientatio
region.8 Finally, a straight lineM (H) due to the paramagnet
ism of the thulium ions in an external magnetic field is o
served forT.T1 .

On the basis of the above-indicated transformation of
form of the magnetization curves measurements of the s
ration magnetizationM in the reorientation range were pe
formed for each value of the temperature by extrapolat
the linear sections of the curvesM (H)T5const observed in
high fields to zero magnetic field. The point of intersection
the extrapolated straight line and the vertical axisH50 gives
the value ofM . The experimental valuesMa(T) andMc(T)
obtained in this manner are displayed in Fig. 3~filled sym-
bols!. According to Fig. 2 the width of theS-shaped sections
of the magnetization curves does not exceed 100 Oe, and
magnetization in this field is indeed close to the value o
tained by extrapolating the high-field rectilinear section
the magnetization curve. The results obtained in this man
are displayed in Fig. 3~open symbols!.

The measured values ofMa(T) andMc(T) make it pos-
sible to reconstruct the temperature dependence of the a
lute magnitudeuM u and the rotation angleu of the magneti-
zation according to the formulas

uM u5AMa
21Mc

2, u5tan21S Ma

Mc
D .

The results of an analysis of the experiment are p
sented in Figs. 4a and 5a. For comparison the analog
results for ErFeO3 are presented in Figs. 4b and 5b.4,5

According to Figs. 3–5, as temperature decreases
total magnetization of the crystal behaves as follows:

FIG. 3. MagnetizationsMa,c(T), calculated on the basis of the magnetiz
tion curves~filled symbols! and measured by scanning the temperature in
external magnetic fieldH5100 Oe~open symbols!, for a TmFeO3 single
crystal ~sample 1!.
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FIG. 4. Experimentally measured absolute values of the magnetiza
uM u(T): for TmFeO3 ~a! and ErFeO3 ~from Ref. 5! ~b!. Solid curves—
calculation using Eq.~2!.

FIG. 5. Rotation angle of the crystal magnetization vector for TmFeO3 in
the reorientation range. The angle calculated from the components oM
measured for sample 1 in a 100 Oe field. Solid curve—theoretical re
obtained taking account of the magnetization of Tm and its anisotropy~9!;
dotted curve—result of a standard approximation~2! ~a!. The rotation angle
of the crystal magnetization vector for ErFeO3 in the reorientation range
The angle was calculated from the components ofM measured in a 50 Oe
field. Solid curve—theoretical result obtained taking account of the mag
tization and anisotropy~9! of Er; dotted curve—the result of the standa
approximation~2! ~b!.4,5
—as temperature decreases fromTN to T1 the total mag-
netization of the crystal increases smoothly in agreem
with Ref. 9; this confirms the fact that the magnetic mome
of the thulium subsystem is formed parallel to the magne
moment of the iron subsystem;

—conversely, as temperature decreases belowT2 the to-
tal magnetization of the crystal decreases in agreement
Ref. 9, indicating that in this configuration the magnetic m
ment of the thulium subsystem is formed antiparallel to
magnetic moment of the iron subsystem;

—a catastrophic decrease (;100%) of the total magne
tization of the crystal with decreasing temperature is o
served in the narrow reorientation temperature inter
T2–T1 ;

—the rotation angle of the magnetization vector chan
smoothly in the reorientation intervalT2–T1 ;

—the behavior ofuM u(T) andu(T) in the reorientation
range is qualitatively different for TmFeO3 and ErFeO3 crys-
tals; indeed, the magnetization of a TmFeO3 crystal in this
narrow interval decreases considerably with decreasing t
perature, while for ErFeO3 it increases substantially; the be
havior of u(T) is just as divergent~see Figs. 4 and 5!; how-
ever, it must be underscored that the measured values
both crystals exhibit a general behavior—in the entire int
val T2–T1 the rotation anglesu(T) vary smoothly and the
amplitudes uM u(T) vary very substantially but also
smoothly;

—the behavior ofu(T) in the intervalT2–T1 is different
from the substantially nonsymmetric behavior previou
presented for TmFeO3 in Ref. 10 and ErFeO3 in Ref. 11; this
could be due to the large error, indicated by the authors
Refs. 10 and 11, in the amplitude measurements perfor
using the NMR method to determineu(T) and by a lack of
information on the large change inM (T) in the reorientation
interval.

3. ANALYSIS

Spin reorientation is often described on the basis of
Landau theory~see, for example, Refs. 1–3!. In this theory it
is assumed that the absolute magnitude of the magnetiza
of the iron subsystem remains constant under aG4→G24

→G2 phase transition and the free energy of the system
pends only on the angle of rotation of the magnetizati
Under this assumption the angle of rotation of the magn
zation vector is determined by minimizing the expression
the free energy

F5F01
1

2
KU~T!cos~2u!1Kb~T!cos~4u!. ~1!

Under minimal assumptions concerning the temperature
pendence of the phenomenological constants in a nar
neighborhood of the reorientation interval, specifically,Kb

5const, Ku varies linearly as a function of temperatur
passing through the valueKu50, minimization gives

tanu5A11j

12j
, ~2!

wherej(T)5 (T11T2)/22T/(T12T2)/2.
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The dependences obtained from Eq.~2! for TmFeO3 and
ErFeO3 are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b~dotted lines!. It is
evident that in the experiment on both crystals neither
assumption thatuM u(T) is constant~Fig. 4! nor the behavior
of u(T) predicted by Eq.~2! ~Fig. 5! is confirmed.

On the whole this is not surprising because the abo
described approach ignores the RE subsystem, even thou
is well known that paramagnetic rare-earth ions are of
magnetized by the molecular field of iron, and the RE s
system acquires its own magnetic momentm. Therefore the
total moment of the crystal becomesM5F1m. According
to the modified mean-field model4,5 the magnetic momentF
of the iron subsystem itself indeed remains unchanged u
reorientation, remaining in a saturation state forT1 ,T2

!TN . The key feature of the model is the anisotropy of t
paramagnetic susceptibility of the rare-earth subsystem to
molecular field of iron

ma5xa
RFa , mc5xc

RFc , ~3!

wherexa
RÞxc

R .

Susceptibility anisotropy has been observed in resonance
periments and could be responsible for the spin-reorienta
transition,2,9,12,13but it was never taken into account in pr
vious calculations of the temperature dependence of the
tation angle of the magnetization vector of the crystal.

Taking this anisotropy into account the interaction e
ergy between the iron and rare-earth subsystems can be
ten in the form

F̃5F̃01
1

2
Ku cos~2uF!1Kb cos~4uF!2b~Faxa

Rma

1Fcxc
Rmc!1

b

2
m2. ~4!

Minimizing with respect toma , mc , andm gives an equa-
tion whose form is similar to that of Eq.~2!:

F̃5FW 081
1

2
Ku8 cos~2uF!1Kb cos~4uF!. ~5!

HereuF is the rotation angle of the magnetization vector
the iron subsystem and once again satisfies Eq.~2!, andKu8 is
a new effective anisotropy constant,

Ku85Ku2
bF2

2
~~xc

R!22~xa
R!2!. ~6!

The experimentally measured angle is now determined a

tanu5
Ma

Mc
5S 11xa

R

11xc
RD Fa

Fc
5S 11xa

R

11xc
RD tanuF . ~7!

Since

M ~T1!5Mc~T1!5~11xc
R!F and

M ~T2!5Ma~T2!5~11xa
R!F, ~8!

the functionu(T) can be determined from the expression

tanu5rA11j

12j
, where r 5

Ma~T2!

Mc~T1!
. ~9!
e
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The expression for determining the absolute magnitude
the magnetization is

M5AMa
21Mc

25A~11xa
R!2 sinuF

21~11xc
R!2 cosuF

2

5Mc~T1!Ar 2~11j!1~12j!

2
. ~10!

Here Ma(T2) and Mc(T1) are, respectively, the magnetiza
tion of the crystal along thea axis at temperatureT2 and the
c axis at temperatureT1 . The expressions~9! and~10! do not
contain any unknown adjustable parameters, since the q
tities T1 , T2 , Ma(T2), and Mc(T1) are determined from
experiment. The quantitiesMa(T2) andMc(T1) were chosen
according to more accurate measurements—according to
hysteresis curves of magnetization. The value ofr obtained
for TmFeO3 was 0.47. According to Figs. 4 and 5, co
structed using Eqs.~9! and~10!, the theoretical curves dem
onstrate convincing agreement with the experimental res
obtained for TmFeO3 and ErFeO3. We note that the devia
tion of the experimental values from the theoretical curv
near the edges of the reorientation interval is due to the w
known fact that the dependencesM (T) flatten out in the
reorientation range in the presence of an external magn
field.14

We underscore once again that analysis of the dep
dencesuM u(T) and u(T) using the model of Ref. 4, in the
first place, is valid only in the reorientation temperature
terval T2–T1 and, in the second place, is independent of
origins of the reorientation. The expressions~1! and~10! are
applicable in all cases where the effective second-order
isotropy constantKu8(T) can be approximated by a linea
function, irrespective of whether or not such a dependenc
determined by the iron subsystem, the R-Fe interaction,
behavior of the susceptibility of the RE ions, or other facto
Since a linear variation ofKu8(T) in orthoferrites has been
observed experimentally14,15 and it is shown in Ref. 16 tha
the microscopic theory of Ref. 17 predicts such behavior,
model of Ref. 4 could have wide applications.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The first direct measurements of the temperature dep
dences of the absolute valuesuM u(T) and rotation angle
u(T) of the magnetization were performed for TmFeO3 crys-
tals in the range of the orientational phase transitionG4

→G24→G2 . It was established that the induced magne
moment of the thulium subsystem is comparable to tha
the iron subsystem and the total magnetization of the sys
in the unsymmetric phase varies smoothly almost by a fa
of 2 with a smooth variation of its rotation angle as a fun
tion of temperature. It was shown that on the basis o
modified mean-field theory the experimental results
TmFeO3 crystals can be described just as well as for ErFe3

crystals even though the extrinsic difference in the behav
of u(T) and uM u(T) is substantial between TmFeO3 and
ErFeO3 crystals. The results obtained provide a strong ar
ment in favor of taking into account the anisotropy of t
susceptibility of RE ions to the molecular field of iron as t
basis of the model in Ref. 4 and the applicability of th
model for describing orientational transitions of the ty
G4(Gx ,Fz)→G24(Gx,z ,Fx,z)→G2(Gz ,Fx) in different
orthoferrites.
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Low-temperature deviations from Bloch’s law in BaFe 12O19 hexaferrite

A. A. Bezlepkin* and S. P. Kuntsevich

V. N. Karazin Kharkov National Universty, 4 pl. Svobody, Kharkov 61077, Ukraine
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The NMR method is used to study the temperature variations of local fields on57Fe nuclei in the
octahedral positions 12k, 4f 2 , and 2a of the iron ions in the ferrite BaFe12O19. The
possibility of applying Bloch’s spin-wave theory to describe the temperature variations of the
local fields on the iron nuclei is examined. Deviations from Bloch’s 3/2 power law are
found in the temperature range 4.2–77 K. These deviations cannot be described on the basis of
the behavioral characteristics due to the presence of an energy gap in the acoustic magnon
spectrum. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884431#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of the magnetic resonance of nucle
multiple-sublattice ferrimagnets makes it possible to obt
data on the temperature dependence of the sublattice ma
tizations. These dependences reflect the special feature
the spin dynamics and carry information about the chara
of the energy spectra with excitation of spin waves. T
hexaferrite BaFe12

31O19 contains as magnetoactive ions on
Fe31 ions in five crystallographically nonequivalent pos
tions, which have octahedral (12k, 2a, 4f 2), tetrahedral
(4 f 1), and bipyramidal (2b) oxygen environments.1 The bi-
pyramidal environment is trigonal and consists of tw
pseudotetrahedral sites. The local fields on57Fe nuclei in
bipyramidal and tetrahedral positions of the crystal lattice
the ferrite BaM in the temperature range 4.2–295 K w
studied in Ref. 2. In the present work NMR was used
investigate the temperature variations of the local fields
iron nuclei in the 12k, 2a, and 4f 2 positions in the ferrite
BaM. Deviations from Bloch’s law were found at low tem
peratures. These deviations cannot be explained on the
of the behavioral characteristics due to the presence o
energy gap in the acoustic magnon spectrum.

2. SAMPLES AND MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE

The BaFe12O19 hexaferrite samples were synthesized
the fluxed solution method with the flux BaO•B2O3. Crys-
tallization was performed on a rotating seed in the tempe
ture range 1420–1300 K. X-Ray diffraction was used
monitor the phase composition of the crystals. The cry
lattice constants at room temperature area50.589 nm and
c52.19 nm. The crystals were 95% enriched with the i
tope 57Fe. The stationary method described in Ref. 3 w
used to study NMR on iron nuclei in near-domain layers
Bloch walls. The measurements were performed at low
power. The exciting voltage on the circuit containing t
experimental sample did not exceed 1022 V. The frequen-
cies of the NMR lines obtained from near-domain layers
the stationary method at 77 K were the same to within 0.
as the line frequencies obtained from nuclei in domains
the spin-echo method. The error in determining the frequ
cies of the peaks at the NMR signals did not exceed 0.1
2831063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/2/$26.00
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3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The temperature dependences of the local fieldsHi ( i is
the sublattice index! on 57Fe nuclei for all crystallographi-
cally nonequivalent positions 12k, 2a, 4f 2 , 4f 1 , and 2b of
trivalent iron ions, corresponding to thea, b, c, d, and e
sublattices, are shown in Fig. 1.~For thec ande sublattices
the results from Ref. 2 are presented.! According to Fig. 1, an
anomalous decrease of the local field on the nuclei in the
(2b) sublattice occurs as the temperature decreases in
range 4.2–77 K. The reasons for this decrease are exam
in Ref. 2. For all other sublattices there is no such anom
and monotonic growth of the field as temperature decrea
from 295 to 4.2 K is observed. It is well known that th
uncompensated spins of the electron shell of the magn
cally active ion make the largest contribution to the loc
field Hi of a sublattice, so that to a first approximation t
local field of a definite sublattice is proportional to the ma
netization of this sublattice.4 If the interionic dipole-dipole
interaction is neglected, then at low temperatures a quad
dispersion law obtains for acoustic magnons.5 In M -type
hexaferrites the dipole magnetic fields due to the interio

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of local fields on57Fe nuclei in the hexa-
ferrite BaFe12O19 .
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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dipole-dipole interaction are much weaker than the effec
exchange fields.6 Consequently, Bloch’s 3/2 power law
should hold for the temperature dependences of the su
tice magnetizationsMi . SinceMi(T);Hi(T),

Hi~0!2Hi~T!5DHi~T!5BiT
3/2, ~1!

where Hi(0) is the local field for thei th sublattice asT
→0, Hi(T) is the local field at temperatureT, andBi is a
temperature-independent constant.

The quantitiesDHi(T
3/2), calculated from the experi

mental data onHi(T) for the interval 4.2–295 K, are pre
sented in Fig. 2. It is evident that a deviation from Bloch
law occurs in the temperature range 4.2–200 K for thee
sublattice and 4.2–77 K for thea, b, c, andd sublattices.
The reasons for this deviation from Bloch’s law for thee
sublattice are examined in Ref. 2. It is shown in this wo
that the observed features are due to the redistribution of
spin and electron densities as a result of the low-tempera
evolution of potential barriers near pseudotetrahedral site
the bipyramidal positions of the iron ions. The observed f
ture is not associated with the specific nature of the s
dynamics, but it manifests formally in the plotDHi

5 f (T3/2) as a deviation from Bloch’s law.
The mechanism examined above cannot explain the

viation from Bloch’s law for thea, b, c, andd sublattices in
the interval 4.2–77 K for the following reasons.

In the first place the distortions of the crystal lattice ne
bipyramidal sites are local. In the second place the temp
ture ranges where Bloch’s law is violated for the sublattic
e anda, b, c andd differ substantially. According to Fig. 2
the dependencesDHi(T

3/2) for thea, b, c, andd sublattices

FIG. 2. Temperature variations of local fields on57Fe nuclei in the hexafer-
rite BaFe12O19 .
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are of a ‘‘threshold’’ character. Extrapolating the depe
dences to the pointDHi50 gives the temperatureTs

555 K.
In magnetically uniaxial crystals the dispersion law f

acoustic magnons in a ferrimagnet can be represented in
form7

«k5«01Aa2k2, ~2!

where«k is the magnon energy,«0 is the gap energy,A is the
exchange parameter,a is the crystal lattice parameter, andk
is the wave number.

Bloch’s law should hold in the temperature range8

«0

x
,T!QC , ~3!

wherex is Boltzmann’s constant andQC is the Curie tem-
perature.

Deviations from Bloch’s law should be observed forT
,«0 /x. The energy gap can be represented in the form

«05Ham, ~4!

whereHa is the anisotropy field andm55mB is the magnetic
moment of the Fe31 ion (mB is the Bohr magneton!.

For the hexaferrite BaM at 77 KHa'16 kOe.9 Using
the values ofm andHa we obtain for the effective gap tem
peratureTeff5«0 /x'5 K, which is an order of magnitude
less than the temperatureTs . Consequently the deviation
observed for thea, b, c, andd sublattices from Bloch’s law
at low temperatures are not associated with the presence
gap in the spin-wave spectrum.

The behavior examined in this paper indicate the ex
tence of a ‘‘threshold’’ mechanism which changes the s
dynamics in the temperature interval 4.2–55 K.
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Level statistics for two classes of disordered systems at criticality are analyzed in terms of
different realizations of the Chalker-Coddington network model. These include: 1! Re-examination
of the standardU(1) model describing dynamics of electrons on the lowest Landau level in
the quantum Hall effect, where it is shown that after proper local unfolding the nearest-neighbor
spacing distribution~NNSD! at the critical energy follows the Wigner surmise for Gaussian
unitary ensembles~GUE!. 2! Quasi-particles in disordered superconductors with broken time
reversal and spin rotation invariance~in the language of random matrix theory this system
is a representative of symmetry class D in the classification scheme of Altland and Zirnbauer!.
Here again the NNSD obeys the Wigner surmise for GUE, reflecting therefore only
‘‘basic’’ discrete symmetries of the system~time reversal violation! and ignoring particle-hole
symmetries and other finer details~criticality!. In the localized regime level repulsion is
suppressed. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884432#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The statistics of energy levels in a disordered system
an important tool in determining its transport properties
well as its critical behavior. A central quantity in this study
the nearest-neighbor spacing distribution~NNSD! denoted
by p(s). Here the random variables is the~fluctuating! level
spacing under the proviso that the local average of the d
sity of states is energy independent~otherwise, a proper un
folding procedure is required!. The distribution p(s) in-
volves all N point correlation functions of the pertinen
Green function and hence, it is generally not available i
closed form.

In dealing with disordered systems, it is useful to dist
guish between systems undergoing an Anderson type m
insulator transition, and those characterized by a quan
Hall ~QH!-like transition where, in the thermodynamic limi
critical state energies are isolated points occurring betw
continuous intervals of localized state energies. As for le
statistics pertaining to disordered systems of the Ander
metal-insulater transition kind, there are a couple of imp
tant properties which are well established: 1! Under certain
conditions it is expected to be represented~on the metallic
side! by random matrix spectra.1 To be more precise, it is
well described by one of the corresponding Gaussian
sembles, Gaussian orthogonal~GOE!, Gaussian unitary
~GUE! and Gaussian simplectic~GSE!, depending on the
symmetry class to which the physical system belongs.
main condition is that the corresponding energy intervals
smaller than the Thouless energy. 2! It has been shown2 that
in the limit of an infinite system there are only three types
distributionsp(s). They are the Poisson law for the insula
2851063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/5/$26.00
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ing regime, the Wigner surmise for the metallic domain, a
a third one for the critical region. On the other hand, f
systems in the second group~such as the quantum Hall ef
fect! there is no similar analysis. The main difficulty is re
lated to the fact that in the absence of a metallic regime,
not possible to approach the critical point from the meta
regime using the powerful tool of expansion in the sm
parameter 1/g ~here g is the dimensionless conductance!.
Common sense suggests that the distribution follows
Poisson law in the insulating part of the spectra while aga
the distribution in the critical region is different, and relate
to the relevant universality class. For the quantum Hall tr
sition this is supported by numerous numerical calculation3

Recently, it has been noticed that the second group c
tains, besides the systems belonging to the quantum
effect universality class, other disordered systems wh
phase diagram is much richer. They are related to the phy
of disordered superconductors4 and comprise four novel uni
versality classes, determined according to the symm
properties of the corresponding Bogoliubov-de Genn
Hamiltonian under spin rotation and time reversal. Some
these new phase diagrams have already been expo
mainly in class C~where time reversal symmetry is broke
while spin rotation invarinace is preserved!. So far, the level
statistics in the critical regions of the four new universal
classes has not yet been studied. The goal of the pre
work is to fill this gap, starting by elucidating the level st
tistics of one of these new classes, namely class D, for wh
both symmetries~spin rotation and time reversal! are vio-
lated.

Some of the disordered systems in the second group
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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be mapped on a network model. The most studied one is
quantum Hall system which is mapped on the Chalk
Coddington network model~CCNM!.5 The CCNM is de-
signed to describe transition between plateaus in the QH
tem using transfer matrix algorithm in an infinite cylind
geometry~in the Landauer sense!. It was later suggested tha
if, instead of studying transport properties, the system
closed up as a torus, then the eigenvalue problem can
addressed and the level statistics can be studied6 ~although
no Hamiltonian is specified!. In our previous works, a some
what modified CCNM has been constructed which can
scribe noninteracting quasiparticles in disorder
superconductors.7,8 It appears that such a description c
serve as an appropriate physical realization of the new
dom matrix universality classes.4

It is then natural to attempt an investigation of lev
statistics of these new symmetry classes by using
CCNM. Our main results are summarized below. 1! As a
starting reference point we revisit the familiar QH system
repeating calculations for the originalU(1) model 6. The
results of Ref. 6 are indeed reproduced (p(s) deviates
slightly from the Wigner surmise for GUE!. Moreover, we
show that after proper local unfolding, the NNSD of th
U(1) model at the critical energy is exactly identical wi
the Wigner surmise. In order to stress the necessity of
folding we argue that the density of states~DOS! averaged
over all samples is indeed uniform, whereas it has so
structure for each sample. 2! We then present results for clas
D of disordered superconductors that have neither tim
reversal nor spin-rotation invariance. Once again NNSD
the critical energy ~after unfolding! coincides with the
Wigner surmise. We find the DOS to have a periodic str
ture ~periodp/2!, as one would expect from the form of th
unitary operator. Beside the critical region, we also pres
results for the localized regime and show that level repuls
disappears. Thus, although theU(1) and class D models
considered here describe different systems and have diffe
phase diagrams, yet the NNSD in the critical region is
same, depending only on the broken time-reversal symm
The fact that class D obeys particle-hole symmetry is
reflected in its NNSD. Our findings are in agreement w
recent works9 where it is argued thatk-body embedded
Gaussian ensembles of random matrices for sufficiently h
rank k of the random interaction behave generically~i.e., in
order to have exact RMT results it is not necessary for
Hamiltonian to be a full random matrix!.

2. THE U„1… NETWORK MODEL

In the original CCNM, electrons move along unidire
tional links forming closed loops in analogy with semicla
sical motion on equipotential contours. Scattering betw
links is allowed at nodes in order to map tunneling throu
saddle-point potentials. Propagation along links yields a r
dom phasew, and thus links are represented by diago
matrices with elements in the form exp(iw) ~hence the nota-
tion U(1) model!. The transfer matrix for one node relates
pair of incoming and outgoing amplitudes on the left to
corresponding pair on the right; it has the form
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T5S coshu sinhu

sinhu coshu D . ~1!

The node parameteru is related to the electron energy in th
following way:

«52
2

p
ln~sinhu!, ~2!

where« is the relative distance between the electron ene
and the barrier height.

If the network forms a torus, then on every link th
electron motion appears once as an outgoing one and on
an incoming one. The collection of relations between inco
ing and outgoing amplitudes defines the system’sS matrix or
rather, a discrete-time unitary evolution operator,U(«) ~Ref.
6!. The eigenphases ofU serve as input for level statistic
analysis. For a square network ofN3N nodes,U is a (2
3N2)3(23N2) unitary matrix. The action ofU on a vector
C of flux amplitudes defined on the start of each link ma
the system onto itself, providing therefore animplicit eigen-
value equationU(«)C5C. Since the dependence of th
matrix elements ofU on « is complicated, it is practically
impossible to find solutions of that equation~even numeri-
cally!. Instead, it has been suggested6 to find the eigenvalues
of the equation

UCn5exp@ ivn~«!#Cn ~3!

and to study statistics ofvn for a given «. The rationale
behind it is twofold. First, there are sufficiently many stat
even in a narrow window near a particular energy« to pro-
vide good statistics. Second, the behavior of the cur
vn(«) is rather smooth, and therefore the statistics ofvn for
a given« is expected to be the same as the statistics of«n for
v50 ~which are the true energy eigenvalues!. We argue that
the second hypothesis is justified only after a proper unfo
ing procedure is executed. Indeed, from the RMT point
view the eigenvalue problem of Eq.~3! belongs to the circu-
lar unitary ensemble~CUE!. In the standard CUE all the
eigenvalues lie on the unit circle and are equally spaced
there is no need for unfolding of the spectra. However, E
~3! represents a physical problem in which not all the e
ments ofU are independent random variables. Therefore,
question of whether theU(1) model is abona fideCUE
should be examined. Our calculations show that the avera
~over 50 samples! DOS is indeed uniform, whereas it ha
some pronounced structure for each particular sample. S
the level statistics should be manifested for each individ
sample~as in the study of nuclear spectra!, the spectrum of
each sample should then be properly unfolded. Here
make use of the fact that the dimensionless unfolded dista
between two levels is

Dsn52k
En112En

En1k2En2k
, ~4!

where k is a number of neighbors to be optimized by t
requirement of having a constant DOS. This procedure
codes the important local fluctuations of level spacing.
have checked that fork>6 the result is practically indepen
dent ofk, provided of course thatk!23N2. To substantiate
this point we plot in Fig. 1 the DOS of a single sample~at the
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critical point «50) without unfolding. It shows indeed tha
the averaged DOS is not constant in energy. On the o
hand, after averaging over 50 samples, Fig. 2 indicates
the average DOS is constant, as expected for random m
ces belonging to CUE. The corresponding NNSD are d
played in Fig. 3. Raw data without unfolding reproduce t
results obtained in Ref. 6, whereas after local unfolding
NNSD nearly coincides with the Wigner surmise for GU
~expected to be true also for CUE at largeN). Finally, we
assert in Fig. 4 that in the localized regime («51) the
NNSD follows the Poisson statisticsp(s)5e2s.

FIG. 1. Histogram for the DOS of a single sample at the critical po
«50 for theU(1) model without unfolding.

FIG. 2. Histogram for the DOS of 50 samples at the critical point«50 for
the U(1) model.
er
at
tri-
-

e

3. DISORDERED SUPERCONDUCTORS: CLASS D

The properties of quasiparticles in disordered superc
ductors have been the subject of much recent interest.
Hamiltonians of such systems are representatives of a s
symmetry classes different from the three classes which
familiar both in normal disordered conductors and in t
Wigner-Dyson random matrix ensembles. A list of addition
random matrix ensembles, determined by these new sym
try classes, has been established.4 Below we present numeri
cal results on statistics of energy levels for a certain tw
dimensional system with a particularly rich phase diagra
In the nomenclature of Ref. 4 the corresponding symmetr
denoted as class D. It can be realized in superconduc
with broken time-reversal invariance, and either broken sp
rotation invariance~as ind-wave superconductors with spin
orbit scattering! or spinless or spin-polarized fermions~as in
certain p-wave states!. A particular realization of class D
~which will be adopted here! is the Cho-Fisher~CF! model10

which has a rich phase diagram. Each realization has
parameters: a disorder strengthW (0<W<1), and a tunnel-
ing amplitude«, which controls the value of the thermal Ha
conductance at short distances. The phases on the link
the two sides of the same node~which are eitherp with
probabilityW or 0 with probability 12W) are correlated: the

t

FIG. 3. Nearest neighbor spacing distributionP(s) for the U(1) model at
«50 ~critical regime!. The curve is the Wigner surmise for the GUE; with
out unfolding Mettzer–Klesse~m!, 63 neighbor local unfolding~j!.

FIG. 4. Nearest-neighbor spacing distributionP(s) for the U(1) model at
«51 ~localized regime!. The curve is the Poissonian statistics; data af
unfolding ~j!.
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same random phase appears on both sides. It is equivale
attributing random sign to the off-diagonal elements of
transfer matrix. The phase diagram in the («,W) plane con-
tains a region of metallic states, and two distinct localiz
domains, which can be identified as regions with differe
quantized thermal Hall conductance. There is a critical s
at «50 for anyW. The detailed structure of the phase d
gram has been presented elsewhere.8

In our numerical simulations we have studied 50 diffe
ent network systems, of size (23322)(23322), on the criti-
cal line «50 and for disorder strength parameterW50.1.
The raw DOS appears to be a periodic function ofv with
period p/2 reflecting the cubic symmetry of the CF mod
~Fig. 5!. The NNSD is presented in Fig. 6 and are compa
with the Wigner surmise for GUE. The agreement is rat
evident, and it could not be achieved without unfolding. W
are thus convinced that the critical form of the NNSD at t
critical line of the CF model~in fact of class D in general!

FIG. 5. Histogram for the DOS of 50 samples for the CF model at
critical point «50 andW50.1.

FIG. 6. Nearest-neighbor spacing distributionP(s) for the CF model at
«50 andW50.1 ~metallic regime!. The curve is the Wigner surmise fo
the GUE.
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e
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coincides with the GUE. Next, we move away from the cri
cal line and put«51, keeping the same valueW50.1,
which, according to our phase diagram, is well within a
calized domain. The results are shown in Fig. 7. They
fitted by the Berry-Robnick approximation.11 Usually the
large-s behavior is more sensitive to localization than t
small-s behavior. In other words, even deep inside the loc
ized regime one still finds level repulsionp(0)50. Remark-
ably, for the CF model we findp(0.025)'0.53, which can-
not be attributed just to statistical error in view of the fa
that we study almost 106 energy levels. We have also calcu
lated the compressibilityh of the spectrum and have foun
an extremely small value'0.01, which is in agreement with
the classical result for the GUE, whereh→0 for large sys-
tem sizes.

In conclusion, although mapping of a physical proble
on a network model results in correlated and sparse matr
of unitary evolution operators, the results for NNSD seem
agree with the predictions of RMT which assume non-spa
matrices with uncorrelated matrix elements.9 In the cases
studied here this agreement is achieved after a proper l
unfolding of the spectra is executed.

The main physical result is the following: Despite th
occurrence of ten different random matrix symmetry clas
according to time-reversal, spin-rotation, and particle-h
symmetries, with many different physical properties, so
basic characteristics remain intact, depending only on t
reversibility and spin rotation invariance. There have be
numerous attempts to check whether the form ofp(s) in
QH-like systems deviates from that of GUE.12 Our results
indicate that as far the network model realization is co
cerned,p(s) is satisfactorily accounted for by the Wigne
surmise for the unitary ensemble. The violation of time
versal invariance either by a magnetic field~in QH systems!
or spontaneously in unconventional superconductors is
dominant factor, which masks finer details such as quan
criticality.

This study was supported in part~V.K.! by the Sacta-
Rashi foundation. V.K. appreciates stimulating discussio
with Hans Weidenmu¨ller, Thomas Seligman, Yoram Althas
sid, Richard Berkovits, and Alexander Mirlin.

e

FIG. 7. Nearest-neighbor spacing distributionP(s) for CF model at«51
and W50.1 ~localized regime!. The curve is the Berry-Robnick fit for the
transition from GUE to Poissonian statistics.
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An algorithm is constructed for calculating the effective conductivity tensor of polycrystals in a
magnetic field from the values of the galvanomagnetic characteristics of crystallites. The
algorithm is based on a series expansion in powers of the deviations of the tensors from their
average values. The effective conductivity tensor is calculated in two limiting cases: in
a weak magnetic field for metals with any electronic energy spectrum and in a strong magnetic
field for metals with a closed Fermi surface~in this case the initial equations come from
the theory of galvanomagnetic phenomena which employs the solution of the classical Boltzmann
equation for the distribution function of electrons with an arbitrary dispersion law!. The
formulas obtained for polycrystals of cubic metals in a weak magnetic field and metals with closed
Fermi surfaces in strong fields have the same accuracy as the initial expressions. ©2005
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884433#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The theory of galvanomagnetic phenomena~GMP!,
which I. M. Lifshitz and his students constructed in t
1950s,1–3 posed the problem of determining the extent
which the electronic energy spectrum of a metal determi
the asymptotic behavior of the transverse~relative to the
magnetic field! components of the resistance tensor in stro
magnetic fields. These works established that the asymp
behavior of the magnetic field dependence of the resista
is entirely determined by the topology of the Fermi surfa
~FS! of metals. The work of E. S. Borovik provided, to
large extent, the initial impetus for the construction of
theory of GMP.4,5 We shall be pleased if the present paper
published in the issue of this journal that is dedicated to
90th birthday anniversary of Evgeni� Stanislavovich.

The most important result of the work performed in t
1950s on the theory of GMP is understanding the role
open FS. This made it possible to determine the contour
the topological structure of the FS of many metals on
basis of measurements of the GMP characteristics. Yu
Ga�dukov’s review,6 in the form of Appendix III in Ref. 7, is
the culmination of this approach.

A direction of the electronic theory of metals~not only
the theory of GMP! which was termedfermiologywas for-
mulated in the 1950s and somewhat later. Fermiology is
marily concerned with thespectroscopic possibilities of vari
ous phenomenain metals. Theoreticians and experimentali
preferred phenomena which make it possible to construct
FS completely or partially and determine the velocity of t
Fermi electrons on the basis of the experimentally obtai
data.

In this respect the de Haas-van Alphen a
Shubnikov-de Haas quantum effects were found to be m
fruitful. Details concerning the investigations of oscillatio
2901063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/18/$26.00
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effects and information obtained on the energy spectrum
metals using these effects can be found in D. Shoenbe
monograph.8

Fermiology has always given priority to the most perfe
single crystals. Defects, including intercrystalline interlaye
were viewed as nuisances. On the other hand an enorm
amount of experimental information on GNP had alrea
been accumulated by the 1950s, and most of these re
were obtained for polycrystals.

Specifically, the well-knownKapitza law—the linear
growth of resistivity versus magnetic field in sufficient
strong fields—was discovered by P. L. Kapitza while he w
studying the influence of a magnetic field on the resistanc
polycrystals.9 This is why Kapitza did not observe quantu
oscillations of the resistance even though he performed m
surements on bismuth where Shubnikov and de Haas dis
ered oscillations.10

According to Borovik5 the linear magnetic field depen
dence of the resistance of metals is an approximation t
smooth function describing the transitional section betwee
quadratic dependence in weak fields and either saturatio
another quadratic dependence in strong fields. Of cou
Borovik’s results ~specifically, the classification of metal
into different groups according to their behavior in stro
magnetic fields! did not take account of the fact that meta
in different groups could have FS with different topology:
the time nothing was known about the role of the topology
FS in GMP.

Kapitsa’s law for polycrystals of metals with open F
~copper and gold-type metals! was explained in the firs
works on the theory of AMP by I. M. Lifshitz and V. G
Peschanski�.2 They showed that the linear dependence of
resistance on a strong magnetic field is directly related w
the polycrystallinity and arises because of averaging of t
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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resistance tensor, which has a gigantic anisotropy as is c
acteristic for single crystals of metals with open FS in stro
magnetic fields. It should be noted that in Ref. 2 the aver
resistance was calculated for a thin sample~wire! whose
cross section accommodates one crystallite.

In a later work Yu. A. Dre�zin and A. M. Dykhne calcu-
lated the effective resistance of bulk polycrystals of met
with open FS in extremely strong magnetic fields.11 Using a
diffusion analogy they showed that the effective resistanc
a polycrystal depends on the type of openness of the FS
on whether or not the metals have an unequal number
electronsne and holesnh or are compensated (ne5nh).
Fermi surfaces in the form of a ‘‘spatial network’’ an
‘‘fluted cylinder’’ were studied. For example, in the case o
FS of the fluted-cylinder type, when the neck of the cylind
is not too small with respect to the size of the reciproc
lattice cell, the effective transverse resistancer'

eff}H2/3 for
neÞnh and r'

eff}H4/3 for ne5nh . We recall that in strong
magnetic fields the resistance of compensated metals
closed FS is proportional toH2.

The first works on the theory of GMP and the prese
status of the theory are reviewed in detail in Ref. 12. T
interest in GMP in polycrystals has a long history. There
few special theoretical works which relate the galvanom
netic characteristics of polycrystals with the characteris
of crystallites. Aside from the works noted above,2,11 as far
as we know there is only our work Ref. 13 where formu
suitable in a strong magnetic fields for polycrystalline met
with closed FS are derived and the case of an uncompens
metal is examined. Formulas for metals with equal numb
of electrons and holes are derived in the present work.
have not encountered in the literature a derivation of form
las for GMP in polycrystals in weak magnetic fields, emplo
ing expressions which are valid for single-crysta
crystallites. Section 3 is devoted to this question.

The magnetoresistance and the Hall effect are two of
most important properties of metals. The need for formu
describing GMP in polycrystals is obvious. It seems to
that our work will be helpful in filling the current lacuna i
the theory.

Work on the theory of polycrystals is often limited t
giving a descriptionwithout providing any details. In such
cases a textureless polycrystal is assumed to be an isot
body. Obviously, such an approach simplifies thedescrip-
tion: the number of moduli is smaller, rank-2 tensors beco
scalars, and so on. When the electronic properties of p
crytalline metals are described in this manner the true F
often replaced by a sphere. As a result, one actually ret
to the Drude-Lorenz-Sommerfeld model. Sometimes this
justified, since it is possible to introduce in a reasona
manner the parameters~densityne , effective massme , and
mean-free path lengthl e) characterizing conduction elec
trons and todescribewith their help the thermal, galvanic
and thermoelectric properties of polycrystalline metals.

Polycrystals can be treated as a widely occurring cas
nonuniform disordered solids. The nonuniformity and dis
der are due to the random orientation of individual sing
crystal grains. In cases where the intercrystallite interlay
play a small role1! polycrystals can be regarded as a co
glomerate of single-crystal grains whose axes are orien
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differently, and the structure of the polycrystal can be int
preted as the character of the orientation of the axes of
crystallites—the statistics of directions, as it is customar
said.

The spatial fluctuations of most characteristics serve a
measure of the disordering of a polycrystal. Not all char
teristics of a polycrystal exhibit spatial fluctuations. O
course, the scalar characteristics of a polycrystal are unif
~the heat capacity, as an example!. A more interesting ex-
ample of the absence of spatial fluctuations are metals w
the crystallites possess cubic symmetry. The conducti
tensor of each cubic crystallite in the absence of a magn
field degenerates into a scalar and is independent of the
rection of the axes of the crystallites. The electric conduc
ity of a polycrystal is uniform. This is a scalar, equal to t
value of the conductivity of an individual crystallite. Natu
rally, this last assertion pertains not only to the conductiv
but also to any property of a cubic polycrystal which can
described by a symmetric rank-2 tensor. For example,
thermal conductivity, permittivity, and magnetic permeabil
tensors also degenerate into scalars.

The properties of polycrystals are described by introd
ing effectivequantities. The main problem of the theory
polycrystals is to introduce and calculate these quantit
The initial quantities are those that characterize a given pr
erty of a crystallite, and it is assumed that for a given me
the characteristics of the crystallites are identical to those
macroscopic single crystals.

The last assumption must be justified in each spec
case. Is a direction-averaged characteristic of crystallites
effective characteristic of the polycrystal? In general, the
swer is no.

An effective characteristic of a polycrystalline, in con
trast to an average characteristic, takes account of stray fi
due to nonuniformities. Consequently, the effective char
teristics for a medium with spatial fluctuations must be c
culated by first averaging the exact equation that contains
fluctuating coefficient and describes the phenomenon be
studied. The first works where a method was formulated
calculating the effective characteristics of polycrystals on
basis of the values of local quantities describing crystalli
is probably the work of I. M. Lifshitz and his students. It
shown in Ref. 14, which is devoted to the theory of the sta
elastic properties of polycrystals, that the averaged ela
moduli of crystallites in general are only the zeroth appro
mation in the anisotropy to the effective moduli.

This method was subsequently extended to the dyna
theory of elasticity15 and the dielectric properties o
crystallites.16 In Refs. 15 and 16 the characteristics of acou
tic and electromagnetic waves propagating in polycrys
were calculated.

In all above-cited works on the theory of polycrysta
specific results were obtained for unbounded samples in
first nonvanishing approximation of the perturbation theo
by averaging the static and dynamic equations of the the
of elasticity14,15 and Maxwell’s equations in a dielectric.16

The application of the first approximation of perturb
tion theory means that the average values of the squ
spatial fluctuations are taken into account. The anisotrop
the tensor properties serves as a measure of fluctuations
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fixed laboratory coordinate system tied to the sample
coefficients of the averaged equation are functions of
coordinates, fluctuating from one crystallite to another.

Starting in 1992 the properties of polycrystals have be
investigated in detail in Refs. 17–19. In these works
theory was extended to the case of a half-space. The pr
gation of a Rayleigh wave in a polycrystal was studied,17 the
problem of the normal and anomalous skin effects w
solved,18 and the dispersion law for surface polaritons w
calculated.19 The authors of these works assumed the ani
ropy to be small and calculated the first nonvanishing corr
tion in the anisotropy to the quantity studied.

A. M. Dykhne and I. M. Kaganova showed that it
possible to go beyond the theory where the anisotropy
assumed to be small.21 They derived a formula for the effec
tive impedance of a polycrystal, which, when Leontovich
local boundary conditions are applicable,21 is identical to the
formula derived for the impedance of a single crystal. T
formula, which was somewhat conditionally obtained, w
said to beexact, and we shall adhere to this term. Anexact
formula was obtained in Ref. 20 for the effective impedan
of a polycrystal under the conditions of the normal skin
fect and in Ref. 22 for the anomalous skin effect. In bo
cases the anisotropy of the impedance27 from one crystallite
to another can be arbitrary: the accuracy of the result is
associated with the magnitude of the anisotropy. The ac
racy is determined by something else—by the fact that
the entire surface~for each crystallite on the surface! the
Leontovich local boundary conditions are assumed to h
and by the fact that for good metals the components of
impedance tensor are much less than one. As a result
correlation terms are much smaller than the main terms
can be dropped, and the structure of theexactformula for the
impedance is simple: the effective impedance of a polycr
tal is simply the average value of the impedance of the c
tallites.

The impedance is small because the ratiod/l, whered is
the depth of the skin layer andl is the wavelength in
vacuum, is small. It is precisely the smallness of the surf
impedance that makes it possible in most problems to use
so-called impedance boundary conditions~see, for example
Ref. 23!. In order for the impedance boundary conditions
be local~the Leontovich local boundary conditions hold! one
other inequality must be satisfied: the size of a surface n
uniformity must be much greater thand. For a polycrystal
with a flat surface this means that the following conditi
must be satisfied: the average sizea of the crystallites is
much greater than the depthd of the skin layer. The two- and
multiple-point correlation functions of the fluctuation term
which are neglected when calculating the effective imp
ance are small because the ratiosd/l andd/a are small.

Small parameters are also present in the theory of G
for weak or extremely strong magnetic fields. When co
structing a theory of GMP for polycrystals it is often possib
to use these small parameters to obtainexactsolutions, i.e.
solutions which are identical to the expansions of the co
sponding characteristics in small parameters.

2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

For calculating the effective characteristics of the GM
of polycrystals we shall remain within the basic assumptio
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of the so-calledclassical theory of GMP, and we shall ne
glect quantum oscillations, remaining strictly within the
framework of the theory of GMP.1–3

The Drude-Lorenz-Sommerfeld model is unsuitable
describing GMP in polycrystals. If the FS is assumed to
spherical, then it is impossible to describe the main featu
of GMP—the magnetic field dependence of the resista
and the difference of the Hall ‘‘constants’’ in weak an
strong magnetic fields~for some metals the sign of the Ha
‘‘constant’’ changes!. True, if a more complicated model i
used, making the assumption that not only electrons but
holes with a set of parametersnh, mh , l h , and charge2e are
present, then such an approach for metals with closed
could be successful: good agreement between theory an
experimental data can be achieved.

The deficiency of such a theory is obvious: the para
eters introduced must be related to the characteristics of
conduction electrons of the crystallites. The characteristic
a metal in a magnetic field are sensitive to the structure of
electronic spectrum. It is well known that the FS of virtual
all metals, except for certain group-I metals, are very diff
ent from a sphere.

In order to neglect crystallite sizes when calculating t
effective characteristics of GMP and assume the crystall
to be infinite single crystals the inequalityl !a must be sat-
isfied. Thenl !r H in weak fields andr H! l in strong fields (l
is the average mean-free path length of a conduction elec
andr H is the radius of an electron orbit in a magnetic field!.

The theory of GMP of polycrystals proposes to calcula
the following effective tensors: the conductivity tensors ik

eff

~ECT! and the resistance tensorr ik
eff ~ERT!. Both tensors are

functions of the magnetic fieldH and are reciprocals of on
another, i.e.,s ik

eff5sik
eff(H), r ik

eff5rik
eff(H), and s ik

effrik
eff5dik ,

whered ik is the Kronecker symbol.
The tensors ik

eff , by definition, relates quantities whic
are uniform over the entire polycrystal—the current dens
^j & and the electric field strengtĥE&:

^ j i&5s ik
eff~H!^Ek&. ~1!

The components of the effective tensors ik
eff(H) must be

expressed in terms of the components of the local conduc
ity tensor ~LCT! s ik(r ,H) of the crystallites in a constan
and uniform magnetic fieldH. The components of the LCT
depend on the radius vectorr becauses ik(r ,H) changes
from one crystallite to another, in the first place, because
axes of the tensor rotate relative to the laboratory coordin
system and, in the second place, because the orientatio
the magnetic fieldH with respect to the axes of a specifi
crystallite is different. Ordinarily, the laboratory coordina
system is chosen so that one of its axes~as a rule, thez axis!
is oriented in the same direction as the magnetic field.

If the values of the componentss ik(r ,H) are assumed to
be known, then the difference in calculatings ik

eff for HÞ0
andH50 is due to two factors: 1! the tensor characteristic
obtained by averaging are anisotropic, they are expressed
only in terms of the tensord ik and the unit antisymmetric
rank-3 tensoreikl but also in terms of the components of th
vector H; 2! for H50 the conductivitys is a symmetric
rank-2 tensor and in a magnetic field the symmetry princi
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for the kinetic coefficients24 requires a much more compl
cated symmetry:

s ik~H!5ski~2H!. ~2!

It is well known that the antisymmetric part of the condu
tivity tensor describes the Hall effect.

Neither circumstance prevents separating the ave
value from the tensors ik(r ,H):

s ik~r ,H!5^s ik~H!&1D ik~r ,H!, ^D ik~r ,H!&50. ~3!

The tensorD ik(r ,H) describes the part of the LCT whic
varies asr passes from one crystallite to another. The bra
ets denote averaging over an ensemble of all possible
izations of the nonuniform medium~polycrystal!. The calcu-
lation of s ik

eff(H) essentially reduces to taking account of t
contribution of multiple-point correlation functions of th
type ^D ik(r ,H)D lm(r1 ,H) . . . &, arising when averaging th
equations

]s ik~r ,H!Ek

]xi
50, E50, ~4!

to the ECT.
When solving electrostatic equations one often switc

from the electric field to the potentialw: Ei(r )
52]w(r )/]xi , combining the equations in Eq.~4!. In con-
trast to the average potential, the average field^E& is inde-
pendent of the coordinates by definition. If the average va
determininĝ E&, and a random correction which vanishes
averaging, is separated from the potential, then care mus
taken to see whether or not the random fieldE2^E& also
vanishes on averaging. In this connection it will be mo
convenient for us to use the equations for the electric fi
directly.

The result of a perturbation-theory calculation of t
ECT performed in Ref. 13 is presented in Appendix I. T
expansion is made in powers of the deviationsD ik(r ,H). The
calculation employs the Fourier method~the functions
D ik(H) are expanded in plane waves!. The equation~I.1! is a
solution if the series appearing in it converge. Then the va
of s ik

eff(H) can be obtained in the form of an expansion
powers of the correlation functions of the tensorsD ik(r ,H)
to any degree of accuracy. Checking the convergence of
series is a separate problem~see, for example, Ref. 25, wher
this question is discussed for the caseH50).

The calculation of multiple-point correlation function
for polycrystals is described in Appendix II. As already me
tioned above, the initial assumptions are that the crysta
graphic axes of individual crystallites are oriented random
~there is no texture! and the directions of the axes of th
crystallites are statistically independent of one another.
components of the tensors describing the properties of
crystallites, if they are given in the same laboratory coor
nate system, are random functions of the coordinates.
scalar characteristics, which do not depend on the magn
field orientation, are the same in all crystallites.

The expressions written out in Appendix I and forma
solving the above-posed problem of calculatings ik

eff(H) need
to be concretized.

The theory of GMP on which we are relying has certa
characteristic features which need to be indicated.
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The application of the classical Boltzmann equation,
cluding the Lorentz force, only in principle makes it possib
to indicate an algorithm for calculating the conductivity te
sor of a single-crystal of a metal to an arbritrary degree
accuracy. The actual exact calculation is very difficult a
requires solving integral equations of a nonstandard type
far as we know this problem has never been solved for m
als with Fermi surfaces with a complicated shape in a m
netic field of arbitrary magnitude.

The theory of GMP geared toward determining the ro
of the topology of the Fermi surface of a metal conside
only strong magnetic fields (r H! l ) where the role of the
topology is determining. In application to our problem th
result of this theory is the determination of the depende
of the componentss ik(H) on H. The coefficients of the pow-
ers of the magnetic field in the expressions obtained are
sors whose structure is known but the values of the com
nents are known, strictly speaking, only in order
magnitude. It is thesetensor coefficientsthat serve as the
random functions which must be averaged over the dir
tions of the crystallites when calculating the ECT.

The magnetic field dependence of the LCT in weak m
netic fields (l !r H) can be established by expanding in po
ers of the components of the vectorH. The expansion takes
account of the symmetry of the conductivity tensor~2! and
the crystal lattice~the symmetry class to which it belongs!.

Limiting cases make it possible to separate the magn
field dependence of the expressions for the component
the tensorD ik(r ,H). It is important that here there arises
criterion for estimating the terms in these expressions, c
taining H raised to different powers. The criterion is val
irrespective of the magnitude of the anisotropy. The fact t
the accuracy of the effective expressions for polycryst
must match the accuracy of the initial formulas of the theo
of GMP for single crystals is the basis for the substan
simplifications made in many cases.

The results obtained are discussed on the basis of for
las which are valid in the limiting cases of weak and stro
magnetic fields.

3. EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR IN A WEAK
MAGNETIC FIELD

For weak fields we shall use an expansion of the LCT
powers of the components of the magnetic field, retaining
linear and quadratic terms. Of course, this acutally means
expansion in the dimensionless small parameterl /r H . In
agreement with the symmetry principle for the kinetic co
ficients, the expansion has the form

s ik~H,r !5s ik
~0!~r !1Heiklalm~r !km1H2Sik,lm~r !k lkm ,

~5!

wherek i5Hi /H is a unit vector in the direction of the mag
netic fieldH and the tensorsaik andSik; lm are independent o
the magnetic field.

The expression~5! is written in an invariant form. All
indices refer to the common laboratory coordinate syste
We recall that it is precisely because of the random orien
tion of the grains that in Eq.~5! the components of the ten
sors are random functions of the coordinates. In the crys
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lographic system of axes the number of independ
components of these tensors is determined by the symm
class to which a given metal belongs.

The electric conductivity tensors ik
(0) for H50 is sym-

metric. The symmetry principle for the kinetic coefficien
does not impose any restrictions on the tensoraik appearing
in the Hall term. However, in most cases the symmetry o
nonmagnetic metal is such that a rank-2 tensor which is
dependent of the magnetic field cannot have an antisymm
ric part. Metals with virtual axial symmetry~for example,b
plutonium possesses this property26! are an exception. Fo
simplicity, we shall assume thataik5aki .

The symmetry principle for the kinetic coefficients r
quires thatSik; lm5Ski; lm . Since the tensorSik; lm appears in
the expression~5! in the form of a contraction with the sym
metric tensork lkm , it can be symmetrized with respect
the indicesl and m. Then Sik; lm5Sik;ml . However,Sik; lm

ÞSlm; ik .3!

Naturally, the formula for the ECT should have a stru
ture that is characteristic for an isotropic body in weak m
netic fields:

s ik
eff~H!5seff~0!d ik1AHeiklk lH

1@a ik ikk1a'~d ik2k ikk!#H
2, ~6!

whereseff(0) is the effective conductivity of a polycrystal fo
H50, the coefficientAH describes the Hall effect,a i takes
account of the dependence of the longitudinal~relative to the
field! conductivity on the magnetic field, anda' is the trans-
verse conductivity. Our problem is to calculate these qua
ties.

In accordance with the general formula~I.1! the calcula-
tion of s ik

eff(H) starts with the decomposition of the LCT int
average and fluctuating parts. Averaging the expression~5!
gives

^s ik~H!&5s0d ik1Haeiklk l1H2~S1d ik12S2k ikk!.
~7a!

Heres05sH
(0)/3 anda5aH/3 are obtained by averaging th

tensorss ik
(0) andaik , respectively, and the invariantsS1 and

S2 determine the average value of the tensorSik; lm :

^Sik,lm&5S1d ikd lm1S2~d imdkl1d i l dkm!, ~7b!

S15
1

15
~2Spp;qq2Spq,pq!; S25

1

30
~3Spq,pq2Spq;qq!.

~7c!

The random part of the LCT isD ik(H,r )5s ik(H,r )
2^s ik(H)&:

D ik~H,r !5D ik
~0!~r !1Heikldalm~r !km

1H2dSik; lm~r !k lkm , ~8!

where

D ik
~0!~r !5s ik

~0!~r !2s0d ik ; daik~r !5aik~r !2ad ik ;

dSik; lm~r !5Sik; lm~r !2^Sik; lm&.

Evidently, ^D ik
(0)&5^dalm&5^dSik; lm&50 and therefore

^D ik(H,r )&50. Having determined̂s ik(H,r )& andD ik(H,r )
an expression can be obtained for the ECT to arbitrary ac
racy in the anisotropy. In accordance with Eq.~I.1!, the fluc-
t
try

a
-
t-

-
-

i-

u-

tuation corrections tôs ik(H,r )& in the ECT are determined
by series which contain the correlation functions of the te
sorsD ik(H,r ).

In the expression~5! we limited the expansion of the
components of the LCT to terms which are quadratic in
field. Therefore the terms containing higher powers of
magnetic field must be dropped in the calculations. Retain
such terms exceeds the accuracy of the approximation u

To calculate the fluctuation correction ofnth order in the
anisotropy to the ECT the tensorwik

(n)(H,r ) ~see Eq.~I.3!!
must be calculated up to termsO(H2). To the accuracy in-
dicated the components of this tensor are determined by
average integrals

K D i l 1
~r !D j 1l 2

~r1!...D j n21k~rn21!)
s51

n21

ql sj s

~s! L
5^Tik

~0,n!&1H^Tik,p
~1,n!&kp1H2^Tik,pq

~2,n! &kpkq , ~9!

where to the same degree of accuracy the tensorqik
(s) ~see Eq.

~I.4!! is

qik
~s!5

ni
~s!nk

~s!

s0
S 12H2

S112S2

s0
~kn~s!!2D .

We recall that aside from the coordinate dependence eac
the tensorsD j sl s11 in Eq. ~9! also depends on the consta
vectorH.

Let Qik
(0,n) , Qik,p

(1,n) , and Qik;pq
(2,n) be the contributions of

each of the tensorswik
(n)(H), respectively, to ^Tik

(0,n)&,
^Tik,p

(1,n)&, and^Tik;pq
(2,n) &. Since these are isotropic tensors wi

known symmetry properties under a transposition of indic
their structure is also known:

Qik
~0,n!5Q~0,n!d ik , Q~0,n!5

1

3
^Qkk

~0,n!&;

Qik,p
~1,n!5Q~1n!eikp , Q~1,n!5

1

6
Qik,p

~1,n!eikp ;

Qik,pq
~2,n! 5Q1

~2,n!d ikdpq1Q2
~2,n!~d ipdkq1d iqdkp!; ~10!

Q1
~2,n!5

1

15
~2Qkk,qq

~2,n! 2Qkq,kq
~2,n! !,

Q2
~2,n!5

1

30
~3Qkq,kq

~2,n! 2Qkk,qq
~2,n! !.

The calculation of the contractions appearing in E
~10! is much simpler than the calculation of the tenso
Q̂(r ,n) (r 50,1,2) themselves. However, even after these s
plifications are made very cumbersome expressions are
tained for arbitrary value ofn, so that we shall not presen
them. In the formula for the ECT we shall retain terms whi
are quadratic and cubic in the correlation functions of
tensorsD(H,r ) (n52,3).

Another reason why we confine ourselves to ter
O(D3) in calculating the ECT in weak fields is that, just as
the caseH50 ~see, for example, Ref. 25!, for n>3 the
fluctuation corrections depend on the form of the multip
point correlation functions describing the statistics of the o
entations of the crystallographic axes of individual grain
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This means that forn>3 we cannot perform the calculatio
without using model assumptions about the form of th
correlation functions.

We shall present only the expressions forQ(0,2) and
Q(0,3), to demonstrate the dependence of the fluctuation
rections to the ECT forn.2 on the form of the correlation
functions, and the coefficients entering in the expression
s ik

eff(H) ~see Eq.~6!! up to terms which are cubic in th
anisotropy. The derivation of the expressions obtained is
sented in the Appendix III.

For n52 it follows from Eqs.~III.1! and ~I.3! that

Q~0,2!5
1

3~2p!3s0
E d3k1nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1!

3E d3r 1 exp@2 ik1~r12r !#^Dkl1
~0!~r !D j 1k

~0!~r1!&.

~11a!

In accordance with Eq. ~II.4! the average
^Dkl1

(0)(r )D j 1k
(0)(r1)&5D2d j 1l 1

W2(ur12r u)/3, where the invari-

ant D25Dkl
(0)D lk

(0) . Hence

Q~0,2!5
D2

9s0
E d3k1W2~k1!5

D2

9s0
. ~11b!

The integral appearing in Eq.~11b! equals the value o
the correlation functionW2(ur u) at r50. Therefore it is equa
to 1.

We shall use Eqs.~II.5!–~II.7! to calculateQ(0,3). Then

Q~0,3!52
1

3~2p!6s0
2 E d3k1E d3k2nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1!nj 2

~2!nl 2
~2!

3E d3r 1E d3r 2 exp@2 ik1~r12r !#

3exp@2 ik2~r22r1!#

3^Dkl1
~0!D j 1l 2

~0! D j 2k
~0!&W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !, ~12!

whereW3(@r ,r1 ,r2#) is the probability that the vectorsr , r1 ,
and r2 lie in the same crystallite; the average

^Dkl1
~0!D j 1l 2

~0! D j 2k
~0!&5

D3

30s0
2 @22d j 1l 2

d j 2l 1

13~d j 1 j 2
d l 1l 2

1d j 1l 1
d j 2l 2

!#;

and,D35Dpq
(0)Dqr

(0)D rp
(0) is an invariant. Therefore

Q~0,3!52
D3

30s0
2 ~11F3

~st!!,

andF3
(st) depends on the form of the correlation function

F3
~st!5

1

9
~726J3

~st!!, ~13!

where

J3
~st!512

1

2 E E dk1
3dk2

3~n1n2!2W2~ uk12k2u!~W2~k1!

1W2~k2!!.
e

r-

r

e-

In Ref. 25 the value ofJ3
(st) is calculated for different

model assumptions about the form of the two-point corre
tion functionW2(r ):

J3
~st!50.028, whenW25exp~2r 2/a2!;

J3
~st!50.136, whenW25exp~2r /a!;

J3
~st!50.052, whenW251/~11r 2/a2!.

The value ofJ3
(st) is very small in all cases examined. It

evident from the expressions and Eqs.~III.21! and ~III.22!
presented below that the functionF3

(st) appears in the expres
sion for third-order fluctuation corrections for all coefficien
in the expression~6! for the ECT. Therefore although in
third-order perturbation theory the statistical properties
polycrystals influence the magnitude of the components
the ECT, this influence is very weak. The dependence of
fluctuation corrections in the statistics was not investiga
for n.3.

Taking account of terms of orderO(D3) we obtain the
coefficients appearing in the expression~6! for s ik

eff in the
form

seff~0!5s02
1

9s0
H D22

3D3

5s0
~11F3

~st!!J ,

~14!

AH5a1
1

9s0
H A21

A3

5s0
~123F3

~st)!J .

Here A25D lk
(0)daik and A35Dkl

(0)D lm
(0)damk are second- and

third-order invariants, respectively. Finally,

a i5S11b i
~1!1b i

~2!F3
~st! ,

a'5~2S21S1!1b'
~1!1b'

~2!F3
~st! . ~15!

The values ofb i
(1) , b i

(2) , b'
(1) , and b'

(2) are expressed in
terms of all possible second- and third-order invariants t
can be constructed from the tensorsD ik

(0) , daik , anddSik; lm .
Explicit expressions for these quantities are presented in
Appendix III.

A. Polycrystals of metals with cubic symmetry

Very many metals possess cubic symmetry~according to
Ref. 27 there are more than 30!. The formulas derived above
simplify substantially for crystallites with cubic symmetry
rank-2 tensors degenerate into scalars. Thus in Eq.~5! for the
LCT of polycrystals of cubic metals

s ik
~0!5s0d ik , alm5ad ik , ~16!

and therefore

D ik
~0!~r !5daik~r !50.

A consequence of Eqs.~16! is that although in the for-
mula ~5! the rank-4 tensorSik; lm(r ) can possess arbitrar
anisotropy~its components change from one crystallite
another!, in weak magnetic fields the correlation part
s ik

eff(H) for polycrystals of cubic metals vanishes to all orde
in the anisotropy parameter. Thus the expression for the
fective conductivity becomes~see Eq.~7a!!

s ik
eff~H!5^s ik~H!&

5s0d ik1Haeiklk l1H2~S1d ik12S2k ikk!, ~17!
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where the coefficientsS1 andS2 are given by Eqs.~7c!. We
underscore that Eq.~17! is just as accurate as Eq.~5!: its
accuracy is due not to the smallness of the anisotropy
rather the weakness of the magnetic field, i.e. the inequa
l /r H!1. The equation~17! is exactin the same sense as th
equation obtained for the surface impedance in Ref. 20 f
polycrystal is said to beexact. In Sec. 5 we shall presen
explicit expressions for the tensors describing the GMP pr
erties of single crystals in weak fields and, with their he
the effective characteristics of polycrystals of cubic meta
The expressions employ an approximate solution of the c
sical Boltzmann equation containing the Lorentz force.28 The
accuracies of the dispersion law for conduction electrons
of the collision integral are not improved.

4. EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR IN A STRONG
MAGNETIC FIELD „CLOSED FS…

For strong magnetic fields the theory of GMP1–3 is lim-
ited to calculating the leading terms in the expansion in po
ers of the reciprocal of the magnetic field or, more ac
rately, powers of the dimensionless parameterr H / l !1. For a
metal with a closed FS the conductivity tensor has the fo

s ik~H!ur H! l5S~k!k ikk1
1

H
eiklalm

~1!~k!km1
1

H2 sik~k!.

~18!

Once againk i5Hi /H. In the laboratory coordinate sys
temk5(0,0,1). The tensorssik andaik

(1) are symmetric. The
first tensor is symmetric in agreement with the symme
principle for Onsager’s kinetic coefficients, and the seco
tensor is symmetric because we have limited our analysi
the most common crystals~see preceding section!.

The scalarS(k) in the expression fors ik(H)ur h! l is
equal to the main term in the longitudinal conductivity and
independent of the magnitude of the magnetic field. The H
conductivity, determined by the tensoraik

(1) , is proportional
to 1/H. The tensorsik gives the main contribution of orde
1/H2 to the transverse conductivity.

The purpose of our calculation is to determine the m
terms in the components of the ECT: the effective longitu
nal conductivity is calculated up to terms which are indep
dent of H, the effective Hall conductivity with accurac
O(1/H), and the effective transverse conductivity with acc
racy O(1/H2).

The equation~18! gives the components of the LCT fo
polycrystals. The tensors appearing in Eq.~18! and the scalar
S(k) are random functions which vary from one crystall
to another:S(k) becausek depends on the direction of th
magnetic field with respect to the crystallographic axes
the components of the tensors because of the dependen
k and because in each crystallite the orientation of the c
tallographic axes with respect to the laboratory coordin
system is random~the argumentr is dropped to simplify the
expressions!.

Ordinarily, the termgigantic anisotropyis used when
describing GMP in metals with open FS, having in mind t
difference of the asymptotic behavior with respect to
magnetic field of the two transverse components of the c
ductivity ~resistance! tensor in cases where the open traje
tories do or do not contribute to the conductivity. Accordi
ut
ty

a

-
,
.
s-

d

-
-

y
d
to

ll

n
-
-

-

d
on

s-
e

e
n-
-

to Eq. ~18! different components of the tensors ik(H)ur H! l

exhibit substantially different asymptotic behavior. This
also definite evidence of the gigantic anisotropy of the c
ductivity tensor for metals with closed FS.

The values of the GNP characteristics in strong magn
fields (r H / l !1) depend not only on the topology of the F
If the FS are closed, it is important whether the metal
compensated (ne5nh) or uncompensated (neÞnh). In the
first case the transverseresistanceincreases quadratically
with the magnetic field, and in the second case it saturate
addition for a metal with an unequal number of electrons a
holes the Hall constantR becomes a true constant:

R`5
1

ec~ne2nh!
. ~19!

The index` shows thatR` is the asymptotic value of the
Hall constant.

In terms of the conductivity tensor the difference b
tween compensated and uncompensated metals does no
pear to be so dramatic. IfneÞnh , then in the laboratory
coordinate system the Hall conductivitys12

(H)51/HR` is the
same for all directions of the crystallographic axes relative
the magnetic field. In accordance with Eq.~18! it follows
from this that the contraction

aik
~1!k ikk5

1

R`
~20!

is the same for all crystallites. However, ifne5nh , then
alm

(1)k lkm50. This means that in the laboratory coordina
system a term of order 1/H of the components of the Hal
conductivitysxy(H)5syx(H)50.

We shall consider polycrystals of uncompensated me
first. It is shown in Ref. 13 that the specific form~18! of the
LCT of polycrystals of metals with closed FS makes it po
sible, in the leading approximation inr H / l !1, to calculate
exactly the components of the ECT by perturbation theo
methods~see Appendix I!. In this case it is possible not onl
to calculate for arbitraryn the leading order terms of th
components of the tensorswik

(n)(H) ~see Eq.~I.3!! but also to
sum the series~I.2! for the components of the tensorWik .

We shall write the tensor for the average conductiv
using Eq.~18!. We shall use Eq.~II.8! to average the tensor
aik

(1)(r ,k) andsik(r ,k).
Since the average value of the tensoralm

(1) can be written
in the form^alm

(1)&5A1d lm1A2k lkm , from Eq.~20! we have
the contraction̂ alm

(1)&km5(A11A2)k l5k l /R` . Then

^s ik~H!&ur H! l5^S~r ,k!&k ikk1
1

HR`
eikmkm

1
1

H2 ~S1d ik1S2k ikk!, ~21!

S15
1

2
~^skk&2^sik&k ikk!,

~22!

S25
1

2
~3^sik&k ikk2^skk&!

are the coefficients appearing in the expression for^sik&.
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Let S5^S&1dS, aik
(1)5^aik

(1)&1daik
(1) and sik5^sik&

1dsik (^dS&5^dsik&50). The equation~20! makes it obvi-
ous that the components of the tensordaik

(1) satisfy, aside
from the equalitŷ daik

(1)&50, the condition

daik
~1!k ikk50. ~23!

The equality~23! is important for all subsequent calcula
tions.

The fluctuating part of the LCT is given by the expre
sion

D ik~H,r !ur c! l5dS~k,r !k ikk1
1

H
eikldalm~k,r !km

1
1

H2 dsik~k,r !. ~24!

Let us consider the expression for thenth fluctuation
correctionwik

(n)(H) ~Eq. ~I.3!!. Aside from then-point corre-
lation function of the tensorsD̂, this expression contains th
tensorsql sj s

(s) determined by Eq.~I.4!. We shall write out these

tensors explicitly for strong magnetic fields.
In accordance with Eq.~21!

Q~s!5^s ik~H!&ni
~s!nk

~s!5^S&@~11a2
2!~kns!

21a1
2#;

a i
25

Si

^S&H2 !1, ~25!

where i 51, 2, andSi are given by Eqs.~22!. Droppinga2
2

compared with 1 we obtain

ql sj s

~s! 5
nl s

~s!nj s

~s!

^S&
3

1

~~kns!
21a1

2!
. ~26!

Therefore in the leading order approximation the contract

ql sj s

~s! k l s
k j s

51/̂ S& ~27!

is a constant. If only the contraction~27! appears in the ex
pression for the tensorswik

(n)(H), thena1
2 in the denominator

of the expression~26! for the components of the tensorql sj s

(s)

can be dropped.
It should be noted that for an isotropic, randomly no

uniform conductor, whose conductivity in strong magne
fields is given by the formula

s ik~r !5~s01D~r !!Fk ikk1
1

h
eiklk l1

1

h2 d ikG , ~28!

D~r ! is a random function and^D(r )&50, h5vct
5eHt/mc ~t is the relaxation time!, it is precisely the pres-
ence of poles in the components of the tensorsql sj s

(s) that

causes the perturbation-theory series for the transverse
ponents of the ECT to converge, only if the value of t
magnetic field is limited by the conditionh^D2&/s0

2!1. For
strong magnetic fields the perturbation-theory series dive
because of the anomalously large contribution of the fluct
tions of the Hall components, which can be seen even w
calculating the first nonvanishing fluctuation correcti
w'

(2)(H) ~see Ref. 11!. A qualitative calculation performed b
Dre�zin and Dykhne has shown that for such conductors
transverse effective conductivity is anomalously large:s'

eff

;1/H4/3 ~instead ofs'
eff;1/H2). Comparing Eqs.~18! and
n

-

m-

es
-
n

e

~28! shows that in Eq.~28! the fluctuations of the Hall con
ductivity are described by the tensordaik

(1;is);D(r )d ik . Evi-
dently, the equality~23! does not hold for the tensordaik

(1;is) .
In the polycrystals of metals with closed FS, because

the inequality~23! the fluctuations of the Hall componen
do not make an anomalously large contribution to the eff
tive transverse conductivity. The expressions forw'

(2)(H) for
an isotropic nonuniform conductor and a polycrystal a
compared in the Appendix IV. In addition, we have shown
direct calculation that for polycrystals the contribution
only the Hall terms tow'

(3)(H) is zero, and inw'
(4)(H) this

contribution is of the order of 1/H3.
When other terms in the fluctuation part of the LCT a

taken into account the effective transverse conductivity
comes of the order of 1/H2.13 The estimates made sugge
that the contribution of the Hall components to the fluctu
tion corrections of higher order (n.4) in the reciprocal of
the magnetic field is small compared to terms of order 1/H2.
If this conjecture is correct, then the expression obtain
below for s'

eff is exactwithin the approximation considered
On this basis we shall calculate the tensorwik

(n)(H) ~see
Eq. ~I.3!! for arbitrary n to order O(1/H2). We write
wik

(n)(H) in the form

wik
~n!5wik

~n;L !1wik
~n;A!/H1wik

~n;T!/H2. ~29!

To calculatewik
(n;L) , wik

(n;A) , andwik
(n;T) we write the product

D i l 1
~H,r !D j 1l 2

~H,r1!...D j n21k~H,rn21!

up to terms of order 1/H2:

D i l 1
~H,r !D j 1l 2

~H,r1!...D j n21k~H,rn21!

5S L̂ ~n!1
1

H
Â~n!1

1

H2 T̂~n!D P̂~n!, ~30!

where the cap indicates a collection of indices, andP̂(n)

5)q51
n21k l q

k j q
. By virtue of Eq. ~27!, to leading order the

contraction

ql 1 j 1

~1! ql 2 j 2

~2! ...ql n21 j n21

~n21! P̂~n!51/̂ S&n21. ~31!

Each term on the right-hand side of the expression~29!
is determined by one of the operators on the right-hand s
of Eq. ~30!. The tensorL̂ (n)P̂(n) in Eq. ~31! corresponds to a
product of n tensors of the formdS(rq)k j q

k l q11
: L̂ (n)

5k ikkdS(r ))p51
n21dS(r p). Substituting this expression int

Eq. ~I.3! and using the equality~31! we obtain

wik
~n;L !5

~21!nk ikk

^S&n21~2p!3~n21! E ...E d3r 1 ...d3r n21

3K dS^r !)
p51

n21

dS~r r!L
3E ...E d3k1 ...d3kn21 exp@2 ik1~r12r !#

3exp@2 ik2~r22r1!#...

3exp@2 ikn21~rn212rn22!#. ~32!
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Integrating overk j ( j 51,2, ...,n21) leads to the appearanc
of the functionsd(r j2r j 21) in the integrand, which reduc
the multiple-point averagêdS(r ))p51

n21dS(r p)& to the con-
stant^(dS)n&. As a result

wik
~n;L !5wi

~n!k ikk , wi
~n!5~21!n ^~dS!n&

^S&n21 . ~33!

The structure of the tensorswik
(n;L) shows that they contribute

to the longitudinal part of the tensorWik .
The tensorÂ(n)P̂(n) corresponds to all possible product

including one of the tensorsdamn
(1)(r s) and the (n21) tensor

dS(rq)k j q
k l q11

. We shall not write out the expression fo

Â(n), since, as shown in Ref. 13, for alln>2 this tensor does
not contribute towik

(n)(H) because of Eq.~23!.
Terms proportional to 1/H2 appear in Eq.~30! because

of
1! all possible products of one tensordsj ql q21

(rn21) and
the (n21) tensordS(rq)k j q

k l q11
;

2! all possible products of two tensorsdamn
(1)(r s) and

(n22) tensorsdS(rq)k j q
k l q11

.

The complete expression for the tensorT̂(n) is very com-
plicated. We shall write out only the portion of this tens
that makes a nonzero contribution to the leading order t
in the effective transverse conductivity:

T̂~n!5eil 1m1
ej n21km2

1

k l 1
k j n21

dam1n1

~1! ~r !dam2n2

~1!

3~rn21!kn1
kn2)p51

n22

dS~r p!1... . ~34!

The dots signify terms which have been dropped.
Calculating the tensorwik

(n;T) we keep in mind that this is
a rank-2 isotropic tensor whose components depend on
fixed vector k. According to Eq. ~II.8! wik

(n;T)5w'
(n)d ik

1wi
(n;T)k ikk . The term wi

(n;T)k ikk gives a correction
O(1/H2) to the longitudinal part of the tensorwik

(n) . In our
approximation this term must be dropped. The expression
w'

(n) has the form

w'
~n!5

1

2
~wkk

~n;T!2wik
~n;T!k ikk!. ~35!

Using Eqs.~34! and ~35! we obtain from Eq.~I.3!

w'
~n!5

~21!n

2^S&n23

1

~2p!6 ~erl 1m1
ej n21

rm2

2erl 1m1
ej n21sm2

k rks!

3E E d3k1d3kn21k j 1
k l n21

ql 1 j 1

~1! ql n21 j n21

~n21!

3E E d3r 1d3r n21 exp@2 ik1~r12r !#

3exp@2 ikn21~rn212r1!#^dam1n1

~1!

3~r !kn1
~dS~r1!!n22dam2n2

~1! ~rn21!kn2
&. ~36!

We shall calculate the average in Eq.~36! using the
equations from Appendix II and Eq.~23!:
m

he

or

^dam1n1

~1! ~r !kn1
~dS~r1!!n22dam2n2

~1! ~rn21!kn2
&

5Nm1n2
$Y1W3~@r ,rn21#,r1!1Y2W3~@r ,r1 ,rn21# !%,

~37!

where

Nm1m2
5~dm1m2

2km1
km2

!, Y15
1

2
^A&^~dS!n22&,

Y25
1

2
^A~dS!n22&, A5damp

~1!damq
~1!kpkq . ~38!

Substituting the expression~38! into Eq. ~36! gives

w'
~n!52

~21!n

^S&n21 $Y1W3~@r ,r #,r !1Y2W3~@r ,r ,r # !%.

Since, by definition~see Appendix II!, the probabilities
W3(@r ,r #,r )50 andW3(@r ,r ,r #)51, we obtain finally

w'
~n!52

~21!n

2^S&n21 ^A~dS!n22&. ~39!

Thus, in the laboratory coordinate system thewik
(n) for

the terms in the seriesWik ~see Eq.~I.1!! are given by

wik
~n!5wi

~n!d i3dk31
w'

~n!

H2 ~d ik2d i3dk3!, ~40!

where to leading orderwi
(n) is given by Eq.~33! andw'

(n) by
Eq. ~39!.

The expressions forwi
(n) andw'

(n) are independent of the
correlation functions associated with the spatial fluctuatio
at different points of the medium. This is a rarely encou
tered situation, which makes it possible to obtain theexact
solution for the ECT. There are several reasons why ther
no dependence on the correlation functions. In the first pl
the form of the leading order term in the expansion of t
fluctuation part of the LCT in power of 1/H is comparatively
simple: in accordance with Eq.~24! this term is independen
of 1/H and equalsdS(k,r )k ikk . In the second place Eq
~27! for the contractionsql sj s

(s) k l s
k j s

makes it possible to per

form in the limit H→` the integration in Eq.~36! over al-
most all vectors km . Finally, and most importantly,
daik

(1)k ikk50, which holds for polycrystals of metals. A
noted above, when this equality is satisfied, the perturbat
theory series converges and the expansion~30! can be used
to calculate the product

D i l 1
~H,r !D j 1l 2

~H,r1!...D j n21k~H,rn21!.

Using Eq. ~40! we shall write the expression for th
tensorWik in the laboratory coordinate system

Wik5Wid i3dk31
W'

H2 ~d ik2d i3dk3!, ~41a!

where

Wi5 (
n52

`

wi
~n!5^S&H ^S&K 1

SL 21J ;

W'5 (
n52

`

w'
~n!52

1

2 K A

SL . ~41b!
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In deriving the expressions~41! we employed the fact tha
^dS&50, and the formula for the sum of a geometric pr
gression

(
n50

`

~21!n~dS~r !/^S&!n5^S&/S~r !,

which converges ifudS(r )/^S&u,1 for all orientations of the
crystallites. Our solution is valid at least as long as the
isotropy of the longitudinal component of the LCT satisfi
this inequality. If this condition holds, then Eqs.~41! give the
exactexpression for the tensorWik within the approximation
used.

In order to use Eq.~I.1! for the ECT it remains to calcu
late the tensorsI ik andVik . According to the definition~I.6!
I ik is an isotropic rank-2 tensor whose components dep
on k. Therefore I ik5I 0d ik1I 1k ikk . In strong magnetic
fields the leading order terms in the expansionI 052I 1

;H, and the leading term in the expansion of the sumI 0

1I 151/̂ S&.
According to the definition~I.5! and Eq.~41!,

Vik5Vik ikk1V'~d ik2k ikk!,

Vi5Wi~ I 01I 1!1
W'

H2 I 1 , V'511
W'

H2 I 0 .

Using these formulas we shall calculateVik
21 and then the

ECT. To the accuracy of interest to us, in the laborat
coordinate system

s ik
eff~H!ur c! l5s i

effd i3dk31
1

HR`
eik3

1s'
eff~d ik2d i3dk3!, ~42a!

s i
eff5

1

^1/S&
; s'

eff5
s'

eff

H2 , s'
eff5S11

1

2 K A

SL , ~42b!

whereS1 is given by Eq.~22! andA5damp
(1)damq

(1)kpkq .
The result fors i

eff is obvious. If only the components o
ECT which do not vanish asH→` are calculated, then in
the laboratory coordinate system only one component of
LCT needs to be retained—szz. In the invariant representa
tion s ik(H,r )5S(k,r )k ikk . For a nonuniform conducto
where all current lines are parallel~in this case, directed
along the magnetic field!, the average conductivity is know
~see, for example, Ref. 29!: it is the reciprocal of the averag
resistance.

It follows from Eq. ~42b! that the value of the effective
Hall conductivity is the same as in a single-crystal metal:
strong magnetic fields the spatial fluctuations do not affec
magnitude. The result for the effective transverse conduc
ity can be obtained only by indirect calculation.

A. Compensated metal

Let us now consider polycrystals of compensated me
(ne5nh). The derivation of the formulas for ECT differ little
from the derivation presented above. However, forne5nh ,
as already mentioned, the termssxy and syx , which are
proportional to 1/H, are zero in the laboratory coordina
system. The expansion of these Hall components starts
the termO(1/H3). Consequently, the expression for the LC
-

-

d

y

e

ts
v-

ls

ith

must be supplemented by a term proportional to 1/H3. Thus,
for ne5nh the following expression for the LCT serves a
the starting point instead of Eq.~18!:

s ik~H!ur c! l5S~k!k ikk1
1

H
eiklalm

~1!~k!km1
1

H2 sik~k!

1
1

H3 eiklalm
~2!~k!km . ~43!

In the invariant representation the conditionne5nh im-
poses a constraint on the components of the tensoralm

(1) :

alm
~1!k lkm50. ~44!

To calculatê s ik(H)& using Eq.~43! we take account of
the fact that̂ alm

(1)(k)km&5^apq
(1)kpkq&k l50 ~compare with

Eq. ~20!!. Then

^s ik~H!&ur c! l5^S&k ikk1
1

H2 ~S1d ik1S2k ikk!

1
A2

H3 eiklk l , ~45!

where, just as in Eq.~21!, the values ofS1 andS2 are deter-
mined by Eqs.~22!, and

^alm
~2!~k!km&5^apq

~2!kpkq&k l5A2k l . ~46!

The fluctuation part of the LCT is given by the expressio

D ik~H,r !ur c! l5dS~k,r !k ikk1
1

H
eiklalm

~1!~k,r !km

1
1

H2 dsik~k,r !1
1

H3 eikldalm
~2!~k,r !km .

~47!

Here, just as in Eq.~24!, ^dS&5^dsik&50 and, of course,
^dalm

(2)&50.
Instead of Eq.~29! we shall write out the expansion fo

wik
(n)(H) taking account the term of orderO(1/H3):

wik
~n!5wik

~n;L !1wik
~n;A1!/H1wik

~n;T!/H21wik
~n;A2!/H3. ~48!

To calculate the tensors appearing in Eq.~48!, instead of
the expression~30!, the product of tensors

D i l 1
~H,r !D j 1l 2

~H,r1!...D j n21k~H,rn21!

must be written up to terms of order 1/H3. The expression
for the longitudinalwik

(n;L) and transversewik
(n;T) components

of the tensorswik
(n) is identical to the calculation presente

above. We note that even though the equality~44! holds, the
contractionA5damp

(1)damq
(1)kpkq appearing in the expressio

for s'
eff is different from zero. In addition, in the expressio

for wik
(n) the termO(1/H) vanishes.

The only difference is that the tensorwik
(n;A2) must be

calculated. We have shown that

wik
~n;A2!

5
~21!n

^S&n21 eikl^BdSn22&k l ,

~49!
B5apq

~1!kpdsqrk r .

We shall now sum the expressions forwik
(n) over all n

using Eqs.~33!, ~39!, and~49!. The result is
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Wik5Wik ikk1
1

H2 W'~d ik2k ikk!

1
1

H3 WHeiklk l , WH52 K B

SL , ~50!

andWi andW' are given by the expressions~41b!.
Now, calculating the tensorsI ik and Vik we shall find,

using Eq.~I.1!, the ECT for a compensated metal. In t
laboratory coordinate system

s ik
eff~H!ur c! l5s i

effd i3dk31s'
eff@d ik2d i3dk3#1sH

effeik3 ,
~51!

wheres i
eff ands'

eff are given by Eqs.~42b!, and

sH
eff5

aeff

H3 ; aeff5^apq
~2!kpkq&1 K B

SL . ~52!

We note that forne5nh , in contrast to the case of a
uncompensated metal, the fluctuation corrections influe
the leading order term of the effective Hall conductivity.

5. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE COMPONENTS OF
THE EFFECTIVE CONDUCTIVITY TENSOR „WEAK FIELDS …

We have underscored that the problem of the pres
paper is to derive formulas for the effective characteristics
the GMP in polycrystals in terms of the characteristics
crystallites—single crystals. This was done in preceding s
tions. It seems to us that to develop the theory further
formulas obtained above need to be specified for polycrys
of various metals. The implementation of this program w
require using simplifying models and computer calculatio
This falls outside the scope of our problem.

On the other hand the experience of fermiology teac
that writing the characteristics in the form of integrals ov
the FS in cases where the integrand contains quantities w
have a clear physical meaning is~or, better said, may be!
very helpful. Consequently, we shall present the express
for the characteristics of the GMP for weak magnetic fiel
We shall focus our attention on polycrystals of metals w
cubic symmetry, for which the ECT is described by anexact
formula: the expression~17! for polycrystals is no less accu
rate than the formula~5! for single crystals. The theory o
GMP1–3 uses an expansion in the reciprocal of the magn
field for solving the Boltzmann equation—calculating t
conduction electron distribution function, and with its he
the conductivity tensor. Reference 28 is an extension of th
works. In Ref. 28 an expansion of the distribution function
also obtained in powers of the magnetic field, which make
possible to calculate the tensorsai j and Sik,lm appearing in
Eq. ~5!.

One problem of the present section is to make the
mulas transparent. Consequently, we shall say a few w
about the notation. The nonequilibrium part of the distrib
tion function f 1 , just as the entire distribution function itsel
is a scalar. It is convenient to representf 1 in the form

f 152eS ] f F

]« D l~p!E

~the standard notation is used!. The vectorl(p) is the solu-
tion of the Boltzmann equation. The notation chosen m
ce

nt
f
f
c-
e
ls
l
.

s
r
ch

ns
.

ic

se

it

r-
ds
-

st

underscore thatl(p) must/can be regarded as a vector me
free path length for conduction electrons. Indeed,

l~p!5Ŵp
21v, ~53!

whereŴp is the collision operator, and the conductivity te
sor

s ik5^v i l k&F ; ^...&F52
2e2

~2ph!3 E ] f F

]«
dp3, ~54!

the bracketŝ . . . &F denote integration over the quasim
mentum space. Replacing2] f F /]« with a d function, the
integration extends over the FS.

If the FS is a sphere, thenv is a characteristic function o
the collision operator andl(p)5t(«)v always, wheret~«! is
the relaxation time or the free flight time of an electron w
energy«. In the general case with an arbitrary dispersion l
«5«(p) the replacement ofŴp

21 by t~«! is called thet
approximation, though essentially this is not an approxim
tion but rather it fixes the dimension and order of magnitu
of l(p), if t is, in order of magnitude, the free flight time o
a conduction electron.

For a spherical FS, replacing (2] f F /]«) in the expres-
sion ~54! by a d function gives immediatelys ik5sd ik ,
where s5ne2t/meff (n is the conduction electron density
meff5pF /vF is the effective mass, and the indexF indicates
that the energy« equals the Fermi energy«F).

When the form of the FS is complicated the avera
mean-free path length can be introduced:

l p5E dSFu l~p!u/SF ,

where the integration extends over the FS andSF is the area
of the FS. Using this notation and Eq.~54! the specific con-
ductivity of a crystal with cubic symmetry in fieldH50 can
be written in the form

s ik5sd ik , s5
2e2SFl p

3~2p\!3 . ~55!

The advantage of this representation is its transparency.
We shall now use the results of Ref. 28. We write out t

expressions for the symmetrics ik
s 5s ik

(0)1Sik; lmHlHm and
antisymmetric s ik

a 5eiklmalmHm parts of the conductivity
tensors ik(H)

s ik
a 5

e

c K @vH#q

] l i

]pq
l kL ; ~56!

s ik
s 2s ik

~0!5
e2

c2 K @vH#q

] l i

]pq
Ŵ21@vH#m

] l k

]pm
L . ~57!

These formulas show the quantities which are used w
writing down the expressions for the characteristics of GM
in weak fields. The rank-2 tensoruik5] l i /]pk can be called
a generalized mobility tensor. In our case the tensoruik is
asymmetric. In thet approximation~when t is a constant!
this tensor is symmetric:4!

uik5t
]v i

]pk
5t

]2«

]pi]pk
5tS 1

mD
ik

, ~58!
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1/mik is the tensor of the reciprocals of the effective mass
The expression~58! is a typical generalization of the isotro
pic mobility u5t/m (m is the electron mass!.

The tensoruik appears in Eqs.~56! and ~57! together
with the velocity vectorv. Consequently, it is convenient t
consider the rank-3 tensorg ikl5v i(] l k /]pl) as the main el-
ement and express the tensorsaik andSik; lm in terms of this
tensor. We obtain from Eqs.~55!

aik5
e

2c
epqiersk^gsprl q&F ;

Sik,lm52
e2

2c2 epqlersm^gqipŴ21gskr1gqkpŴ
21gsir&F .

~59!

These formulas are not too transparent, but in thet ap-
proximation they can be substantially simplified.

We shall now say a few words about polycrystalline c
bic metals. As already noted above, for thems ik

(0)5s0d ik

andaik5ad ik , which makes it possible to calculate the EC
exactly.

Let us compare the expression~17! with the conductivity
tensors ik

( is) for an isotropic body with a spherical FS. I
weak fields

s ik
~ is!5s0

~ is!@d ik1heiklk l2h2~d ik2k ikk!#, ~60!

whereh5vHt5eHt/mc.
Now, according to Eqs.~59!, in Eq. ~17!

a5
all

3
5

e

6c
~^gsppl s&2^gppsl s&!, ~61!

and according to Eqs.~7c! the coefficientsS1 andS2 are

S152
e2

15c2 H 2@^~gskr2g rks!Ŵ
21gskr&F#

2
1

2
epqlersk~^gqlpŴ21gskr1gqkpŴ

21gslr&F!J ,

~62!

S252
e2

30c2 F3

2
epqlersk~^gqlpŴ21gskr

1gqkpŴ
21gslr&F!2^~gskr2g rks!Ŵ

21gskr&FG .
~63!

Let us compare Eqs.~17! and ~60!. It is evident that in
Eq. ~17! the coefficients of the terms which are linear a
quadratic in the magnetic field have a much more com
cated structure than in Eq.~60!. It is well known that in an
isotropic body the symmetric part of the resistance tenso
completely independent of the magnetic field~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 16!: r ik

( is)5(d ik2heiklk l)/s0
( is) . For calculating

the ECT using Eq.~17! it is easy to show that for a polycrys
tal the Hall part does not compensate the quadratic te
This shows once again that even for polycrystals of cu
metals the effective GMP characteristics do not corresp
to a metal with a spherical FS.

In the t approximation all quantities appearing in E
~17! can be put into a form which is similar to their form i
s.

-

i-

is

.
c
d

Eq. ~60!. But this will require introducing four different ef-
fective masses. Only when the FS is a sphere are they e
to one another and the same asmeff5pF /vF .

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main result of this paper is the derivation of t
formulas making it possible to calculate the characteristics
the GMP of polycrystals to any degree of accuracy in
anisotropy of the characteristics of the crystallites. All fo
mulas needed to calculate the ECT are presented in the
~see Appendix I and Secs. 3 and 4!. As a rule, experimental-
ists use the resistance tensor instead of the conductivity
sor to describe GMP. We shall present formulas for the E
and ERT for polycrystals, which are isotropic on the avera
in an arbitrary magnetic field. In this case the ECT is det
mined by the expression

s ik
eff~H!5s1~d ik2k ikk!1ãeiklk l1s3k ikk , ~64!

where the coefficientss1 , s3 , and ã depend on the magni
tude of the magnetic fieldH. For the ERT we obtain from
this expression

r ik
eff~H!5

s1

s1
21ã2 ~d ik2k ikk!2

ã

s1
21ã2 eiklk l1

1

s3
k ikk .

~65!

Analysis of the solutions of the Boltzmann equation~see
Refs. 28, 30, and 31! has revealed the relations in form o
inequalities between different characteristics of GMP. It
still not clear which of them hold in polycrystals.

Of course, when the ECT is described byexactformulas
the formulas for the ERT are just asexact. Our exact solu-
tions give

1! the ERT of polycrystals of cubic metals in weak ma
netic fields:

r ik
eff~H!5

1

s0
H d ik2

aH

s0
eiklk l2

1

s0
@~S11a2/s0!d ik

1~2S22a2/s0!k ikk#J , ~66!

where Eqs.~61!–~63! give the values ofa, S1 , andS2 .
2! the ERT of polycrystals of metals with closed FS

strong magnetic fields:
uncompensated metals (neÞnh)

r ik
eff~H!5s'

effR`
2 ~d ik2k ikk!2R`Heiklk l1

1

s i
eff k ikk ;

~67!

compensated metals (ne5nh)

r ik
eff~H!5

H2

s'
eff ~d ik2k ikk!2

aeff

s'
eff Heiklk l1

1

s i
eff k ikk .

~68!

In Eqs.~67! and~68! s'
eff ands i

eff are given by Eq.~42b! and
aeff is given by Eq.~52!.

Of course, as expected, averaging did not produce a
thing unexpected. All four GMP of single crystals of meta
with closed FS remain: saturation of the transverse resista
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with increasing magnetic field for metals with unequal nu
bers of electrons and holes and quadratic growth in me
with ne5nh .

We underscore that the present investigation can serv
one of the few examples where the problem of calculat
the characteristics of real disordered media—in this c
polycrystals—can be solved exactly.

We are grateful to Academician A. M. Dykhne and Pr
fessor A. V. Chaplik for valuable remarks and helpful discu
sions during the course of this work. I. M. K. was support
by grant No. 02-02-17226 from the Russian Foundation
Fundamental Research.

7. APPENDIX I. ECT: PERTURBATION THEORY SERIES

The formal perturbation-theory solution of the proble
has the form~see Ref. 13!:

s ik
eff5^s ik~H!&2Vi j

21~H!Wjk~H!, ~I.1!

where

Wik5 (
n52

`

wik
~n! ; ~I.2!

wik
~n!~H!5

~21!n

~2p!3~n21! E ...E d3k1 ...d3kn21

3ql 1 j 1

~1! ql 2 j 2

~2! ...ql n21 j n21

~n21!

3E ...E d3r 1 ...d3r n21 exp@2 ik1~r12r !#

3exp@2 ik2~r22r1!#...

3exp@2 ikn21~rn212rn22!#...

3^D i l 1
~H,r !D j 1l 2

~H,r1!...D j n21k~H,r n21!&.

~I.3!

The tensorsq(s) appearing in Eq.~I.3! are

qik
~s!5

ni
~s!nk

~s!

Q~s! , n~s!5
k~s!

k
,

Q~s!5^s ik~H!&ni
~s!nk

~s! . ~I.4!

The tensorVi j in Eq. ~I.1! is given by the expression

Vik5d ik1WimI mk , ~I.5!

I ik~H!5E d3kqik~H!d~k!. ~I.6!

The method for calculating the multiple-point correlatio
functions appearing in Eq.~I.3! is described in Appendix II.

The equation~I.1! makes it possible to calculate th
ECT, to any degree of accuracy in the anisotropy, charac
ized by the tensorD̂(r ,H), if the series~I.2! for Wik con-
verges.

The compact representation of the solution, Eq.~I.1!,
should not hide the complexity of the result obtained:
expression for the ECT contains two series. As the numbn
increases, the integrands in Eq.~I.3! for the terms in the
series~I.2! wik

(n)(H) become more complicated. In additio
ordinarily, for n.2 the components of these tensors depe
-
ls

as
g
e

-

r

r-

e

d

on the statistics of the directions of the crystallographic a
~see Sec. 3!. It is also difficult to write out a series forV̂21

for arbitrary values of the field. In general, apparently, it
virtually impossible to sum the series. An exception is t
solution presented above for polycrystals of metals w
closed FS in strong magnetic fields, where the smallnes
the parameterr H / l makes it possible to sum the terms of th
series~I.2!, leaving only termsO((r H / l )2).

8. APPENDIX II. CALCULATION OF MULTIPLE-POINT
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS

The formulas presented in Appendix I contain multipl
point correlation functions of random functions whose av
age values are zero. For simplicity we shall calculate first
correlation functions of scalar functionsa(r ), b(r ),c(r ),
and so on (̂a(r )&5^b(r )&5^c(r )& . . . 50). We recall that
we take into account the nonuniformity of a polycrystal th
is due solely to the disorientation of grains. Other sources
nonuniformity are neglected.

The only property of polycrystals that influences
ensemble-averaged quantity is the rotation of the crysta
graphic axes of the crystallites: averaging over an ensem
is equivalent to averaging over all possible rotations of
crystallites.

Let all rotations in an ensemble be statistically indepe
dent. Then, when calculating a two-point correlation functi
^a(r )b(r1)& two cases must be considered:

1! the vectorsr and r1 lie in the same grain,
2! the vectorsr and r1 lie in different grains.
Let W(@r ,r1#) be the probability of the case 1. Th

brackets indicate that the vectorsr and r1 lie in the same
crystallite. If the medium is statistically homogeneous a
isotropic, thenW2(@r ,r1#)5W2(ur2r1u). The probability of
case 2 is W2(@r #,@r1#)512W2(@r ,r1#). Obviously,
W2(@r ,r1#51 when r5r1 . Since in case 2 the two-poin
average

^a~r !b~r1!&5^a~r !&^b~r1!&50,

we obtain

^a~r !b~r1!&5^ab&W2~@r ,r1# !1^a&^b&W2~@r #,@r1# !

5^ab&W2~@r ,r1# !. ~II.1!

The averages where arguments are not indicated de
single-point averages. For example,^ab&5^a(r )b(r )&.

To calculate the average of three quantiti
^a(r )b(r1)c(r2)& we let W3(@ra ,rb#,r c) be the joint condi-
tional probability that the vectorsra and rb lie in the same
crystallite and the vectorr c lies in a different crystallite. The
probability W3(@ra ,rb#,r c) eliminates the possibility that al
three vectors lie in the same crystallite. According to o
representationW3(@ra ,rb ,r c#) is the probability that all
three vectors lie in the same crystallite. Then

^a~r !b~r1!c~r2!&5^a&^bc&W3~@r1 ,r2#,r !1^b&

3^ac&W3~@r ,r2#,r1!1^c&

3^ab&W3~@r ,r1#,r2!

1^abc&W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !.

If each averagêa&5^b&5^c&50, then, evidently,
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^a~r !b~r1!c~r2!&5^abc&W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !. ~II.2!

The average of four scalar functions which depend
four different vectors can be written in the form

^a~r !b~r1!c~r2!d~r3!&5^ab&^cd&W4~@r ,r1#,@r2 ,r3# !

1^ac&

3^bd&W4~@r ,r2#,@r1 ,r3# !

1^ad&

3^bc&W4~@r ,r3#,@r2 ,r1# !

1^abcd&W4~@r ,r1 ,r2 ,r3# !.

~II.3!

W4(@ra ,rb#,@r c ,rd#) is the probability that the vectorsra

andrb lie in the same crystallite and simultaneously the v
tors r c and rd lie in a different crystallite
(W4(@ra ,rb#,@r c ,rd#)50, if, for example, the vectorsra and
r c lie in the same crystallite!; W4(r ,r1 ,r2 ,r3) is the probabil-
ity that all four vectors lie in the same crystallite.

If we are calculating multiple-point correlation function
of tensor quantities, then the coefficients in Eqs.~II.1!–~II.3!
are isotropic tensors of the corresponding rank. These ten
have the same symmetry under transposition of indices as
random tensors being averaged. The coefficients in the
pressions for multiple-point correlation functions can depe
only on the invariants of the tensors beng averaaged.

For example, letB̂ be a symmetric rank-2 tensor whos
components are random functions of the coordinates. Su
tensor possesses three independent invariants: a first-
invariant B15Bkk/3 and a second-order invariantB2

5BpqBpq . Two quadratic invariants which can be co
structed from the components of such a tensor areB1

2 and
B2 . If B15^Bik&, then

^Bkl~r !Bmn~r1!&5
B2

30
Fkl;mnW2~ ur12r u!;

~II.4!
Fkl;mn522dkldmn13~dkmd ln1dknd lm!.

If B150, then the only nonzero invariant of order
which can be constructed from the components of the ten
B̂ is B35BrsBstBtr . Then the three-point correlation func
tion

^Bik~r !Blm~r1!Bpq~r2!&5
B3

210
Fik; lm;pqW3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !,

~II.5!

where the tensorFik; lm;pq is given by the expression

Fiklm;pq516d ikd lmdpq212@d ik~dpldmq1dqldpm!

1d lm~d ipdkq1d iqdkp!1dpq~d i l dkm

1d imdkl!#19@d lq~d imdkp1d ipdkm!

1dmq~d i l dkp1d ipdkl!1dmq~d i l dkp1d ipdkl!

1d lp~d imdkq1d iqdkm!#. ~II.6!

In Ref. 25 the three-point correlation functio
W3(@r ,r1 ,r2#) was expressed in terms ofW2 :
n

-

ors
he
x-
d

a
der

or

W35
1

3
~W2~ ur2r1u!W2~ ur2r2u!1W2~ ur12r u!

3W2~ ur12r2u!W2~ ur22r u!W2~ ur22r1u!!. ~II.7!

The equation~II.7! is used to calculate all three-poin
correlation functions.

For example, the three-point correlation function of tw
random tensorsB̂ and Ĉ (^Bik(r )&5^Cik(r )&50), for ex-
ample,^Bik(r )Blm(r1)Cpq(r2)&, is given by the expression
~II.5!, whereB3 is replaced by the invariantBrsBstCtr .

Thus far we have been studying the averages of qua
ties whose components depend only on the coordinates.
the averaged quantities also depend on the components
prescribed vectork i . Since in different crystallites the com
ponents of this vector are oriented differently relative to t
crystallographic axes, the scalar quantities also change f
one crystallite to another.

If the components of the averaged tensorR̂ depend on
the vectork i , i.e.,Rik(r ,k), then the formulas become mor
complicated. For example,

^Rik&5R1d ik1R2k ikk , ~II.8!

where

R15
1

2
@^Rkk&2^Rik&k ikk#,

R25
1

2
@3^Rik&k ikk2^Rkk&#.

To calculate the averages of rank-4 tensors of the fo

^R̂(r ,k)R̂(r ,k)& the terms containing tensors construct
from the components ofk are added into the expressio
~II.4! for the tensorsFkl;mn :

A~dklkmkn1dmnkkk l !1B~dkmk lkn1dknk lkm!

andCkkk lkmkn . To determine the coefficientsA, B, andC,
aside from the average invariants of the tensors themse
the following averages are also used:

^Rkk~r ,k!Rmn~r1 ,k!kmkn&,

^Rkl~r ,k!Rkn~r1 ,k!k lkn&,

^Rkl~r ,k!Rmn~r1 ,k!kkk lkmkn&.

Similar formulas make it possible to calculate also t
averages of tensors of higher rank. The coresponding for
las are too complicated to present here.

9. APPENDIX III. CALCULATION OF THE EFFECTIVE
GALVANOMAGNETIC CHARACTERISTICS IN WEAK
MAGNETIC FIELDS

To calculate the coefficients appearing in the express
~6! for the ECT up to terms of orderO(D3), we write the
tensorsTik

(0,n) , Tik,p
(1,n) , and Tik;pq

(2,n) for n52,3 up to terms
which are quadratic in the magnetic field. Using the defi
tion ~9! and Eq.~8! it is easily shown that

Tik
~0,2!5

1

s0
D i l 1

~0!~r !D j 1k

~0!~r1!nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1! ; ~III.1!
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Tik
~0,3!5

1

s0
2 D i l 1

~0!~r !D j 1l 2
~0! ~r1!D j 2k

~0!~r2!nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1!nj 2

~2!nl 2
~2! .

~III.2!

We recall thatni
(s)5ki

(s)/k(s). Next

Tik,p
~1,2!5

1

s0
@eil 1pdapq~r !D j 1k

~0!~r1!1ej 2kpdapq~r1!D i l 1

~0!

3~r !#nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1! ; ~III.3!

Tik,p
~1,3!5

1

s0
2 @eil 1pdapq~r !D j 1l 2

~0! ~r1!D j 2k
~0!~r2!

1ej 1l 2pdapq~r1!D i l 1

~0!~r !D j 2k
~0!~r2!

1ej 2kpdapq~r2!D i l 1

~0!~r !D j 1l 2
~0!

3~r1!#nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1!nj 2

~2!nl 2
~2! . ~III.4!

It is convenient to representTik;pq
(2,n) as a sum of three

terms:

Tik;pq
~2,n! 5Xik;pq

~0,n! 1Xik;pq
~1,n! 1Xik;pq

~2,n! , ~III.5!

where the tensorXik;pq
(0,n) is related with the dependence of th

components of the tensorqik
(s) on H2:

Xik;pq
~0,n! 52

S112S2

s0
Tik

~0,n! (
r 51

n21

~np
~r !nq

~r !!; n52,3, ~III.6!

the tensorXik;pq
(1,n) includes terms containing two tensorsdâ:

Xik;pq
~1,2! 5

1

s0
eil 1rej 1ksdarp~r !dasq~r1!nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1! ,

~III.7!

Xik;pq
~1,3! 5

1

s0
2 @eil 1rej 1l 2sdarp~r !dasq~r1!D j 2k

~0!~r2!

1ej 2krej 1l 2sdarp~r2!dasq~r1!D i l 1

~0!~r !

1eil 1rej 2ksdarp~r !dasq~r2!D j 1l 2
~0!

3~r1!#nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1!nj 2

~2!nl 2
~2! .

The tensor Xik;pq
(2,n) in Eq. ~III.5! includes the tenso

dSik;pq(r ):

Xik;pq
~2,2! 5

1

s0
@dSil 1 ;pq~r !!D j 1

~0!~r1!1dSj 1kpq~r1!)D i l 1

~0!

3~r !]nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1! ,

Xik;pq
~2,3! 5

1

s0
2 @dSil 1 ;pq~r !D j 1l 2

~0! ~r1!D j 2k
~0!~r2!

1dSj 1l 2 ;pq~r1!D i l 1

~0!~r !D j 2k
~0!~r2!

1dSj 2k;pq~r2!D i l 1

~0!~r !D j 1l 2
~0!

3~r1!#nj 1

~1!nl 1
~1!nj 2

~2!nl 2
~2! . ~III.8!

Having determined the tensorsTik
(0,n) , Tik,p

(1,n) , andTik;pq
(2,n)

for n52,3 we shall now calculate the averages of the c
tractions of these tensors appearing in the tensorQ̂(0,n).
Since the values ofQ(0,n) were calculated in Sec. 3 it remain
-

to examine the casesr 51, 2. In accordance with Eq.~10!,
for r 51 the averageŝTik,p

(1,n)eikp/6& must be calculated. The
equations given in Appendix II yield

1

6
^Tik,p

~1,2!eikp&52
A2

9s0
W0~ ur2r1u!; A25Dkl

~0!dalk ;

~III.9!

1

6
^Tik,p

~1,3!eikp&5
A3

45s0
2 @123~n1 ,n2!2#W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !.

~III.10!

HereA35Dkl
(0)D lm

(0)damk . Substituting the expressions~III.9!
and ~III.10! into the integral~I.3! we obtain the expression
for AH presented in Eq.~14!.

To calculate the coefficientsb i
(1) , b i

(2) , b'
(1) , andb'

(2) ,
which determine theH dependence of the symmetric part
the ECT~see Eqs.~6! and~15!!, we shall calculate the aver
ages of the contractions of the tensorsXik;pq

(0,n) , Xik,pq
(1,n) , and

Xik;pq
(2,n) required for calculating the coefficientsQ1

(2,n) and
Q2

(2,n) in Eq. ~10!.
For n52 we obtain from Eqs.~III.6!, ~II.4!, and~II.5!

^Xkk;pp
~0,2! &52

~S112S2!D2

3s0
2 W2~ ur2r1u!,

~III.11!

^Xkp;kp
~0,2! &52

2~S112S2!D2

15s0
2 W2~ ur2r1u!.

We recall thatD25Dkl
(0)D lk

(0) . For n53 we obtain

^Xkk;pp
~0,3! &52

~S112S2!D3

15s0
3 @113~n1n2!2#W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !,

^Xpk;pk
~0,3! &52

~S112S2!D3

105s0
3 @19~n1n2!223#

3W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !.

HereD25Dpq
(0)Dqr

(0)D rp
(0) .

Next, we find from Eqs.~III.7!

^Xkk;pp
~1,2! &52

2B2

3s0
W2~ ur2r1u!; B25darpdarp . ~III.12!

If darp is a symmetric tensor, then̂Xkp;kp
(1,2) &50.

^Xkk;pp
~1,3! &5

B3

30s0
2 @1329~n1n2!2#W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !,

^Xkp;kp
~1,3! &52

B3

6s0
2 @12~n1n2!2#W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !,

where the invariantB35darsdastD tr
(0) .

Finally, we obtain from Eqs.~III.8! for n52

^Xkk,pp
~2,2! &5

2Z1
~2!

3s0
W2~ ur2r1u!; Z1

~2!5dSkl;ppDkl
~0! ,

^Xkp;kp
~2,2! &5

2Z2
~2!

3s0
W2~ ur2r1u!; Z2

~2!5dSkl;kpD lp
~0! .

~III.13!
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Introducing

Z1
~3!5dSst;rr D tu

~0!Dsu
~0! , Z2

~3!5dSrs;rtD tu
~0!Dsu

~0! ,

Z3
~3!5dSrr ,stD tu

~0!Dsu
~0! , Z4

~3!5dStu;rsD rt
~0!Dus

~0! , ~III.14!

we obtain

^Xkk,pp
~2,3! &5

Z1
~3!

10s0
2 @31~n1n2!2#W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !,

^Xkp;kp
~2,3! &5

1

30s0
2 @ Z̃1Z̃u~n1n2!2#W3~@r ,r1 ,r2# !,

where

Z̃56Z2
~3!2Z3

~3!13Z4
~3! ; Z̃n52Z2

~3!13Z3
~3!1Z4

~3! .

Substituting the expressions~III.9!–~III.14! into the integral
determiningwik

(2)(H) and wik
(3)(H) ~see Eq.~I.3!! we obtain

the series~I.2! with accuracy up to terms of orderO(D3) in
the anisotropy andO(H3) in the magnetic field:

Wik'wik
~2!~H!1wik

~3!~H!, ~III.15!

where

wik
~n!~H!5w0

~n!d ik1Hw1
~n!eikqkq1H2~w2

~n;1!d ik

1w2
~n;2!k ikk!.

Here

w0
~2!5

D2

9s0
; w0

~3!52
D3

30s0
2 ~11F3

~st!!. ~III.16!

w1
~2!52

A2

9s0
; w1

~3!52
2A3

15s0
2 ~123F3

~st!!, ~III.17!

w2
~2;1!5

2

45H 2
4~S112S2!

5s0
2 D2

1
1

s0
~2Z1

~2!2Z2
~2!22B2!J ;

w2
~2;2!5

1

45H 2
S112S2

5s0
2 D21

2

s0
~2Z1

~2!13Z2
~2!1B2!J .

~III.18!

Finally,

w2
~3;1!52

~S112S2!D3

35s0
3 S 12

1

9
F3

~st!D
1

B3

450s0
2 ~31223F3

~st!!1
1

450s0
2

3@~18Z1
~3!2Z̃!1~6Z1

~3!2Z̃n!F3
~st!#,

~III.19!

w2
~3;2!5

2~S112S2!D3

105s0
3 S 12

5

3
F3

~st!D
2

2B3

225s0
2 ~726F3

~st!!1
1

150s0
2

3@~23Z1
~3!1Z̃!1~2Z1

~3!1Z̃n!F3
~st!#.
So, the equations~III.15!–~III.19! determine the tenso
Wik(H) to O(D̂3). Now, to use Eq.~I.1! for the ETC the
tensorVik

21(H) must be calculated in the same approxim
tion. However, it follows from the expression~I.5! that
Vik

21(H)5d ik1dVik
21(H), wheredVik

21(H) takes account of
the anisotropy dependence of the components of this ten
Just like the components of the tensorWik(H), the compo-
nents of the tensordVik

21(H) contain terms of second an
third order in the anisotropy. Therefore the components
the tensordVi j

21(H)Wjk(H) are at least of fourth order in th
anisotropy. Taking account of such terms exceeds the a
racy of the approximation used. Thus, if only terms of th
order in the anisotropy are used, then

s ik
eff5^s ik~H!&2Wik~H!. ~III.20!

In conclusion, we shall write out explicitly the formula
for b i

(1) , b i
(2) , b'

(1) , andb'
(2) appearing in the coefficient

a i anda' describing the dependence of the symmetric p
of the ECT on the magnetic field. For the longitudinal co
ductivity

b i
~1!52

S112S2

25s0
2 S D21

5D3

21s0
D

1
2

45s0
~Z1

~2!12Z2
~2!22B2

~2!!1
B3

150s0
2

1
1

150s0
2 S 3Z1

~3!14Z2
~3!2

2

3
Z3

~3!12Z4
~3!D ,

~III.21!

b i
~2!52

~S112S2!D3

35s0
3 1

B3

450s0
2

1
1

150s0
2 S Z1

~3!1
4

3
Z2

~3!12Z3
~3!1

2

3
Z4

~3!D ,

and for the transverse conductivity

b'
~1!52

S112S2

5s0
2 S 8

45
D21

D3

7s0
D

1
2

45s0
~2Z1

~2!2Z2
~2!22B2

~2!!1
17B3

450s0
2

1
1

300s0
2 S 11Z1

~3!12Z2
~3!2

1

3
Z3

~3!1Z4
~3!D ,

~III.22!

b'
~2!5

~S112S2!D3

315s0
3 2

11B3

450s0
2

1
1

300s0
2 S 3Z1

~3!1
2

3
Z2

~3!1Z3
~3!1

1

3
Z4

~3!D .

In Eqs.~III.21! and ~III.22! the invariantsD2 , D3 , B2 , and
B3 are given by Eqs.~III.11! and ~III.12!; Z1

(2) andZ2
(2) are

determined by Eqs.~III.13! and Zr
(3) (r 51,2,3,4) by Eq.

~III.14!.
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10. APPENDIX IV. COMPARISON OF FLUCTUATION
CORRECTIONS DUE TO THE HALL CONDUCTIVITY FOR AN
ISOTROPIC NONUNIFORM METAL AND A POLYCRYSTAL
„STRONG FIELDS…

It is shown in Ref. 11 that perturbation theory cannot
used to calculate the transverse effective conductivity of
isotropic nonuniform metal in strong magnetic fields. In su
a conductord'

eff}1/H4/3. The source of the unusually larg
value of s'

eff are fluctuations of the Hall component of th
local conductivity tensor. To simplify the calculations w
shall assume that only the Hall components of the cond
tivity tensor undergo fluctuations. We shall compare the v
ues of v'

(2)5(wkk
(2)2wik

(2)k ikk)/2, due to such fluctuations
for an isotropic nonuniform metal and a polycrystal.

According to Eq.~28!, in this case the LCT of an isotro
pic nonuniform metal is

s ik
~ is!~H,r !5s0Fk ikk1

1

h
eiklk l1

1

h2 d ikG1D ik
~ is!

3~H,r !; D ik
~ is!~H,r !5

D~r !

h
eiklk l . ~IV.1!

For a polycrystal we shall assume that the LCT is

s ik
~p!~H,r !5^s ik

~p!~H!&1D ik
~p!~r ,H!;

~IV.2!

D ik
~p!~r ,H!5

1

H
eikldalm

~1!~r ,k!km ,

where the tensor̂s ik
(p)(H)& is given by Eq.~21! and the

fluctuating tensordalm
(1)(r ,k) satisfies Eq.~23!.

We shall now calculate the first fluctuation correcti
v'

( is;2) for an isotropic nonuniform metal~see Eq.~I.3!!. The
tensorqik

( is) appearing in the expression forv'
( is;2) is

qik
~ is,1!5

ni
~1!nk

~1!

s0@~kn~1!!211/h2#
. ~IV.3!

Using the expression~IV.1! it is easy to verify that the con
traction

D i l 1

~ is!~r ,H!D j 1k
~ is!~r ,H!k ikk50.

This means thatw'
( is;2)5wkk

( is;2)/2. Assuming the conducto
to be statistically homogeneous on the average and isotr
we have

^Dkl1
~ is!~r !D j 1k

~ is!~r1!&52^D2&~d j 1l 1
2k j 1

k l 1
!W2~ ur2r1u!,

whereW2(ur2r1u) is a correlation function, and we obtain

w'
~ is;2!52

^D2&
4s0h2 E

21

1

dx1

12x1
2

x1
211/h2 '2

^D2&p

4s0h
;

x15kn~1!. ~IV.4!

The derivation of Eq.~IV.4! took account of the equality

W2~0!5E d3kW2~k!51.

Thereforew'
( is;2)}1/h, while ^s'

is&}1/h2. It is evident
that for n.2 the expressions forw'

( is;n) depend on the sta
tistics of the distribution of the random functionD(r ). We
e
n

h

c-
l-

ic

have shown that if this random function is a Gaussian fu
tion ~only the values ofw'

( is;n) with even numbersn are
different from zero!, w'

( is;4)}^D2&2/s0
3 .

So, the average transverse conductivity is of the orde
s0 /h2, and because of fluctuations of the Hall component
the LCT the termsw'

( is;n) in the series for the tensorWik are
of the order of (̂sn&)hn/222. For h@1 this series converge
only if h^D2&/s0

2!1. This inequality corresponds to the lim
its of applicability indicated by Dre�zin and Dykhne for the
perturbation theory for calculating the effective transve
conductivity of an isotropic nonuniform conductor.

It could appear that even in polycrystals when the flu
tuations of the Hall components of the LCT are taken in
acount fully, resulting in the appearance of terms of the or
of 1/Hn (n.2) in the product

D i l 1
~H,r !D j 1l 2

~H,r1!...D j n21k~H,rn21!

terms which are large compared with terms of order 1/H2

will appear in the expressions forw'
(n) . However, this is not

so becausedaik
(1)k ikk50.

To check this assertion it is sufficient to calculate t
expressions forw'

(p;2) for the case where the fluctuations
the LCT are due to the tensorD ik

(p)(r ,H) ~IV.2!.
First we calculatew'

(p;2) . In this caseD i l 1

(p)(r )D j 1k
(p)(r )

5eil 1mej 1km1
damn

(1)kndam1n1

(1) kn1
. Since Eq.~23! is satisfied,

the average

^damn
~1!kndam1n1

~1! kn1
&5

^A&
2

~dmn1
2kmkm1

!. ~IV.5!

Now, using the expression~26! for the tensorql 1 j 1

(1) we obtain

w'
~p;2!52

^A&
2H2^S& E d3k1

~kn1!2W2~k1!

@~kn1!21a2#
'2

^A&
2H2^S&

,

~compare with Eq.~IV.4!!. HereA is given by the expression
~38!. The termw'

(p;2) was taken into account in the summ
tion of the series~41! for W' .

As we saw in Sec. 4, when the expansion~30! is used the
values of w'

(2n21) are different from zero~see Eq.~39!!.
However if the fluctuations of the LCT are given by th
tensorD ik

(p)(r ,H), all odd corrections vanishw'
(p;2n21)50.

This is because all averages of an odd number of vec
damn

(1)kn vanish because of Eq.~23!. Specifically,w'
(p;3)50.

The the method presented in Appendix II
calculate averages can be used to calculate the expres
for w'

(p;2n) for arbitrary n. However this is a very
difficult task. We have verified thatw'

(p;4);1/H3. It is
hoped that because of the specific form of the avera
^damndam1n1

. . . dam2n21n2n21
knkn1

. . . kn2n21
& the correc-

tionsw'
(p;2n) for all n.2 will be small in the parameter 1/H

compared with terms of the order of 1/H2, taken into account
in the expression~42b! for W' . If so, then our expression
~42b! for s'

eff is exactwithin the approximation studied.

*E-mail: kaganova@hppi.troitsk.ru
**E-mail: MKaganov@compuserve.com
1!Usually, this occurs in the case of large-grain polycrystals. For example

most cases, when describing the electronic properties of polycrysta
metals the electron mean-free path lengthl must be much shorter than th
average crystallite sizea.

2!The impedance is a rank-2 two-dimensional tensor.
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3!It is this last inequality that distinguishes the symmetry under a transp
tion of the indices of the tensorSik; lm from the symmetry of, for example
the tensor of elastic moduli of a single crystal.

4!The dependence oft on « does not destroy the symmetry ofuik .
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A general approach to describing a number of phenomena in strongly correlated electronic
systems is examined. These phenomena are united by the fluctuation nature of the effects and the
presence~or appearance! of nonuniform charge and/or spin densities. The following
problems are discussed: the nature of ferromagnetism ind metals; the reasons for the appearance
of metallic conductivity in oxides of heavyp metals; and, the nature of the pseudogap state
in high-temperature superconductors. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this work is to formulate a general a
proach to the description of phenomena, which at first gla
appear to be of different nature, in strongly correlated el
tronic systems. These phenomena are united by the fluc
tion nature of the effects on the one hand and the prese
~or appearance! of nonuniform charge and/or spin density o
the other.

We shall first indicate the range of phenomena wh
will be used to illustrate the discussions below.

A paradox due to the contradictory data from magne
measurements on ferromagnetic metals above the Curie p
and x-ray spectral experiments has been discussed for se
decades in the literature. In the first case the magnetic
ceptibility was described by the Curie-Weiss law, which
tested to localized moments of unfilled shells, and in
second case the x-ray spectra indicated the presence
conduction band containing these same electrons. This
cerned, primarily, 3d metals but a similar though less evide
divergence was also observed for rare-earth elements.

It is known that many oxides of transition elements po
sess metallic conductivity. At the same time the oxides
heavyp metals are insulators, which is consistent with t
understanding of their band structure. However, the cond
tivity of lead dioxide is found to be quite high, essential
‘‘metallic.’’ 1 This is probably not the only case~some data
indicate possible ‘‘metallicity’’ in Tl2O3 and Bi2O5).

Here are several other examples of the influence of n
uniform electronic states on the properties of a material
his well-known work2 R. O. Za�tsev calculated the phas
diagram of the titanium-boron system and showed that
superconducting state in this system can arise only in no
toichiometric compositions and definitely not in diborid
The nonuniform distribution of the 5f electron density re-
sults in curious effects in uranium compounds~systems with
heavy fermions!.3,4
3081063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/5/$26.00
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Here is one other, and by no means the last, example
high-temperature superconductors, according to the ph
diagram, as the oxygen index changes the insulating ant
romagnetic phase is replaced by a metallic phase and the
a superconducting phase which does not possess an ord
magnetic structure. Above the superconducting transit
point a pseudogap phase was observed to appear~a substan-
tial decrease of the electronic density of states! for oxygen
content below the optimal value. Many investigators int
prete this phenomenon as a ‘‘precursor’’
superconductivity—the appearance of uncorrelated Coo
pairs. However, different points of view also exist conce
ing the nature of this phenomenon.

It should be noted that these phenomena so far have
been given a sufficiently simple and, most importantly, ge
eral explanation. We believe that a general approach ca
developed on the basis of the well-known Friedel model
virtual electronic levels,5 which Friedel developed, generall
speaking, while constructing a model of ferromagnetism
free electrons and also the magnetic properties of s
glasses. In light of the problems which we have examine
is only necessary to take into account in Friedel’s model
possibility of a dynamical picture of the appearance and d
sipation of virtual levels. These considerations in one form
another have been discussed repeatedly in the scientific
erature but as far as we know a general approach to
phenomena described below has not been developed.

2. FERROMAGNETIC METALS

As already mentioned above, according to x-ray spec
measurements, in iron-group transition metals electrons
the partially filled 3d shell are delocalized and form a narro
band. However, magnetic measurements show that the
ceptibility of elements in the iron triad satisfy the Curi
Weiss law above the Curie point, which attests to localizat
of the corresponding groups of electrons. The effective m
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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netic moment per metal atom is found to be different fro
the nominal value. Ordinarily, this fact is attributed to t
s-d exchange interaction~the well-known Vonsovski�-Turov
model!. We believe that we are dealing with dynamic, tim
averaged localization of electrons. Here delocalizedd ands
electrons can be trapped ind levels. The proposed hypoth
esis fits completely into Friedel’s concept of virtual ele
tronic levels.

The various models which are given in all monograp
on ferromagnetism for the exchange interaction of cond
tion electrons and which admit the appearance of Cu
Weiss behavior of the paramagnetic susceptibility are w
known. These models are based on a stationary ‘‘distri
tion’’ of d electrons~band-level!. However, our consider
ations also appear to be valid.

It is not superfluous to note that the sensitivities of t
magnetic and spectroscopic methods with respect to diffe
states of electrons are different. Indeed, the ‘‘Curie-Wei
susceptibility of localized 3d electrons is much greater tha
the Pauli contribution. At the same time spectroscopic me
ods ‘‘feel’’ delocalized electrons well.

The concept of partial delocalization also appears in
cently published results concerning the states of 5f electrons
in uranium compounds of the type UPt3 .6 Fulde concluded
that two 5f electrons remain localized and one moves in
the conduction band.3 Zvyagin has published more rigorou
analysis.4 He studied the influence of the anisotropy of h
bridization of 5f electrons with itinerant electrons.

3. HEAVY-METAL OXIDES

We shall give the following example as an illustration
the influence of nonuniformities on the behavior of
strongly correlated system. Figure 1 shows the computed
ergy spectrum of stoichiometric lead dioxide.1 It is evident
that the Fermi level lies near the top boundary of the fil
band. We believe that the deviations from stoichiometry
sult in electron tunneling into the valence band, i.e. the f
mation of virtual levels and, as a consequence, the app
ance of metallic conductivity. This hypothesis agrees w

FIG. 1. Computed electron density of states in lead dioxide with stoic
metric composition: heavy line—Pb; fine line—O.1
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with the fact that when lead dioxide is synthesized an en
set of oxides~up to 15! with different stoichiometric compo-
sition is always obtained.

The problem associated with the stoichioimetry of t
synthesized compound arises quite often. A standard
ample is niobium stannide Nb3Sn. For any synthesis tech
nology it is always stoichiometric, while Nb3Ge is obtained
in a form corresponding to the formula presented only wh
doped with aluminum. However, this problem, in spite of
importance~and the fact that it has not been solved!, falls
outside the scope of the present paper. Of course, it ca
conjectured that fluctuations of the electronic structure p
an important role in this question. In this connection w
should mention Ref. 7, which is devoted to an analysis of
experimental paradox: calculations show that the two co
pounds Ni3Al and Ni3Ga, which have very similar structure
and electronic characteristics, should possess ferromag
properties. However, the first compound is a weak ferrom
net and the second is a paramagnet. The authors of the w
cited attribute this paradox precisely to strong fluctuations
Ni3Ga.

Here are two other standard examples of the special
tures appearing in the physical properties of materials a
result of spatial nonuniformities. It is well known that meta
lic samarium crystallizes in a modified hexagonal struct
~the so-called ‘‘samarium lattice’’!, which results in the pres
ence of two types of sites which are coordinated differen
with one another. The superexchange interaction in these
subsystems is so different that the metal exhibits two N´el
points differing by a factor of approximately 10.

Here is a second example: at the metal-insulator ph
transition in completely uniform and stoichiometric van
dium dioxide the tetravalent vanadium ions split into tw
groups—tri- and pentavalent.8

4. PSEUDOGAP STATES

We now turn to the problem of high-temperature sup
conductivity. We recall that the typical representatives
HTSCs—perovskite-like cuprates—are compounds wh
are by no means stoichiometric. Even the most perfect sin
crystals~no twins! cannot be regarded as uniform with r
spect to the concentrations of the components. This can
help but affect the behavior of their charge subsystem.

In the last few years researchers have turned their at
tion to one specific region on the phase diagram of cup
HTSCs ~typical formula YBa2Cu3O61x). For suboptimal
oxygen content~from the standpoint of superconductin
properties!, above the superconducting transition tempe
ture right up to a certain valueT* (x), wherex is the oxygen
index, a low electron density of states is observed exp
mentally. Spectroscopic and resonance methods of inves
tion were used. It is commonly assumed that at high~ap-
proximately fromTc up to 2Tc) temperatures a pseudoga
state, a kind of ‘‘precursor’’ to superconductivity, occurs. In
number of publications it was assumeda priori that incoher-
ent Cooper pairs exist in this region. Looking ahead som
what we note that many diagrams contain two pha
boundaries—an ‘‘upper’’ pseudogap ~temperature
Tcr(x)—where deviations of the resistance from the line

-
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law start! and a ‘‘lower’’ pseudogap~temperatureT* (x)).
We shall examine this question below.

Publications on this problem first appeared only t
years ago. That is when the idea of a decrease of the de
of states in the normal phase of a superconductor ar
Since then tens if not hundreds of works have been p
lished, but the question of the nature of the pseudogap s
remains open. One of the first reviews of experimental wo
was published in 1999.9 This review is devoted primarily to
the question of the magnitude of the pseudogap. Am
other things, the temperature-independence of the width
the pseudogap was examined; this did not correlate with
known fact that such a dependence occurs for the super
ducting gap. It was asserted at the same time that both c
acteristics have a similard nature. The authors base the
conclusions on published experiments using angle-reso
photoemission~ARPES!, tunneling spectroscopy, nuclea
magnetic resonance, and the transport properties and
capacity. The experiments were performed primarily on
trium and bismuth cuprates. According to different data
values of the pseudogap, specifically, for the Bi-2221
prates, ranged from 20 to 40 meV depending on the deg
of doping. We note that a very recently published wor10

gives approximately the same values for the pseudoga
the sodium-cobalt oxide system—Na0.35CoO2.13H2O and
Na0.35CoO2.07H2O.

Discussions of two questions are continuing in conn
tion with the problem of the pseudogap state. One ques
asks whether the curveT* (x) is a phase transition line, an
the second and more general question asks what the natu
this state is. We recall that the characteristic values of
superconducting transition temperature for yttrium cupra
do not exceed 98 K, and a pseudogap ‘‘opens’’ near 220

The following can be said about the first question. A
investigation of underdoped thulium cuprates11 led to the dis-
covery of a feature in the electronic contribution to the h
capacity that is characteristic for a phase transition. Meas
ments were performed on four samples with different oxyg
indices. The signal point here is the fact that the anom
sought was observed only for two samples with low oxyg
content. At the same time, based on general considerat
the corresponding feature should be observed in all samp
We add that the authors of Ref. 12 did not observe a
anomaly of the electronic contribution to heat capacity.
should be noted that by no means the entire charge sy
undergoes a transition into a new state; only a small par
the charge system does so. This makes it is difficult to exp
anomalies with magnitudes that are commonly observed w
phase transitions. However, irrespective of the specific
ference between the high- and low-temperature phases i
only be concluded, as many investigators have, that the t
sition is of a fluctuation character. Incidently, the Hubba
model was recently ued to study the fluctuation nature of
pseudogap phenomenon.13

Quite a long time ago, in a description of a transition
liquid helium into the superfluid state, the idea was advan
that two forms of ordering exist in nature: spatial orderi
~for example, crystallization! and velocity ordering~Bose
condensation!. Obviously, this general approach can also
used to analyze the genesis of a pseudogap state, if the
ity
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pearance of this state is regarded as a phase transition
deed, two points of view concerning the mechanism result
in a decrease of the electronic density of states predomi
in the literature. According to one point of view, as not
above, some charge carriers in a special region of the ph
diagram being studied form uncorrelated pairs~in other
words, partial velocity ordering!, which do not result in the
appearance of a macroscopic superconducting phase.
other version is based on the idea that partial charge-ca
localization accompanied by the formation of comparativ
long-lived antiferromagnetic clusters~magnetic ordering-
spatial ordering! occurs in the pseudogap region. Which ty
of ordering occurs? For systems with many degrees of fr
dom the answer cannot be unique, because different me
nisms can have close energy characteristics.

Sadovski�’s review14 contains many citations to exper
mental and theoretical works concerning the problem o
pseudogap in HTSCs. The most detailed information
been obtained from angle-resolved photoemission exp
ments. It should be noted that the experiments only confi
the presence of the indicated state above the supercondu
transition point, but the ‘‘genetic’’ question remains u
solved, i.e., the results concern only the substantial decr
of the electron density of states when the temperature d
below T* . However, the question of the nature of th
pseudogap state remains open.

Sadovski� believes that no phase transition occurs at
indicated temperature, and the quantityT* merely deter-
mines the scale of the energy below which pseudogap
tures appear in the properties of matter. We believe that
result can be debated, because as noted above the fluctu
character of the phenomenon could be related with so
‘‘partial’’ phase transition of the electronic subsystem. In a
dition, an anomaly of the electronic contribution to the he
capacity has been observed experimentally.11

Returning to the question of the magnetic origin of t
pseudogap, it should be noted that inelastic neutron sca
ing experiments have proved the existence of antiferrom
netic clusters.15 These results were also confirme
subsequently.16 One of the present authors, just as the aut
of Ref. 11, participated in an investigation of the magneto
sistance of underdoped YBCO single crystals.17 It was
shown that in the intermediate oxygen concentration rang
between the boundary of the antiferromagnetic insulat
state and the optimally doped cuprate—the magnetore
tance contains, in addition to a quadratic contribution, a c
tribution which is linear in the magnetic field intensity. Th
corresponds to the behavior of the indicated characteristi
antiferromagnetic metals.18 Characteristically, the coefficien
of the linear term in the magnetoresistance depends on
oxygen concentration—it decreases with decreasing oxy
concentration, becoming negligibly small at optimal dopin
It can be concluded that the experiments performed con
the results of Ref. 15 concerning the existence of antifer
magnetic dynamical clusters.

It can be inferred on the basis of the experimental fa
cited above15–17that when the boundary of the region studi
is crossed from the high-temperature side partial Bose c
densation does not occur but rather partial carrier localiza
occurs, resulting in a decrease in the density of states on
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one hand and the appearance of fluctuating antiferromagn
fragments on the other. In a number of works~see, for ex-
ample, Refs. 19–21! pseudogap phenomena are discus
precisely from the ‘‘magnetic’’ point of view.

In summary, it is entirely possible that there exists
magnetic mechanism for the appearance of a pseudo
~fluctuation spatial ordering!. Is this concept consistent wit
a phase transition atT* ? In our view, no. The important fac
is that ordering~even though partial! and not a specific form
of ordering is present. Does this preclude the mechanism
uncorrelated-pair formation~fluctuation velocity ordering!?
In our view, also no. As indicated above, the energetics
both processes are probably very similar, and it is har
possible today to draw an unequivocal conclusion. To co
plete the picture we note that the ‘‘superconducting’’ mod
for the appearance of a pseudogap is given its due in Refs
and 23. It should be noted that the explanation of the ano
lies observed in various properties of HTSCs in the norm
phase within the framework of the model of uncorrelat
Cooper pairs is based, as a rule, not on unequivocal exp
mental facts but rather on particular theoretical models
this connection we note the recently published Ref. 24 wh
the anomalous behavior of the magnetic moment
lanthanum-strontium cuprate substantially above the su
conducting transition temperature is described. It was no
that the moment changes by several percent, and the m
netic past history had a large influence on the effect. T
results are strongly reminiscent of the behavior of a s
glass, which can probably be easily explained by the m
netic origin of the anomaly~localization!. However, the au-
thors of Ref. 24 believe that everything has to do with t
appearance of uncorrelated Cooper pairs. However, no d
proof of this assertion is given. At the same time, in o
opinion, the published result attests to the fact that par
carrier localization should not necessarily give rise to a
ferromagnetic ordering. In nonuniform systems frustratio
resulting in spin-glass freezing of magnetic moments are
tirely likely. However, if the corresponding exchange inte
action is weak, then we shall obtain an additional param
netic component of the moment.

When considering theoretical models of the genesis o
pseudogap one cannot help but turn to the works of Pin
These works are, essentially, an elaboration of an idea
mulated by Friedel. In 1998 Pineset al.25 proposed a spin-
fermion model for the development of processes in the n
mal phase of HTSCs. Data on the temperature
concentration~oxygen! dependences of the single-partic
spectral density were used. The resulting strong anisotr
of this density resulted in qualitatively different behavior
‘‘hot’’ ~neark5(p,0)) and ‘‘cold’’ ~neark5(p/2,p/2)) qua-
siparticles in momentum space. The authors attribute
wide high-energy peak in the spectrum to strong antifer
magnetic correlations. These correlations greatly decre
the electron-phonon interaction constant in cuprate HTS
which could result in the lower, compared with the optima
doped cuprate, superconducting transition temperatures
the same time it is the ‘‘hot’’ electrons that give rise to t
pseudogap states—both ‘‘weak’’ and ‘‘strong.’’ Figure
shows a model phase diagram of cuprate HTSCs.25 We be-
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lieve that the bottom pseudogap cannot appear without
top pseudogap.

The ratio of the concentrations of the ‘‘hot’’ and ‘‘cold
electrons depends on the oxygen concentration. For opt
doping the number of ‘‘hot’’ electrons becomes negligib
small, which causes the pseudogap to vanish. The two-fl
model constructed by Pines was a logical extension of th
ideas.

In his review26 Pines formulated on the basis of a
analysis of many experimental data the idea that
pseudogap state should be a new form of matter which
exists with a coherent electronic state in the normal ph
and with the superconducting state below the transition te
perature. He developed a phenomenological two-fluid mo
which makes it possible to explain the simple scaling beh
ior of the magnetic susceptibility in underdoped cuprates
is asserted that a pseudogap state competes with the s
conducting state, which, generally speaking, can result in
appearance of a quantum critical point. As indicated abo
even earlier NMR and ARPES experiments led the author
Ref. 25 to the conclusion that a pseudogap is engendere
‘‘hot’’ ~or, in other words, antinode! quasiparticles neark
5(p,0) in momentum space. At the same time analysis
spin-lattice relaxation and spin-echo damping data led to
conclusion27 that T* is the temperature at which the antife
romagnetic correlation length associated with the hot qu
particles is one to two orders of magnitude greater than
lattice parametera. In other words, here, there is a bridge
the idea of partial localization of free charge carriers. T
opinion that nonuniformity of the composition and structu
should play a substantial role in all of the processes
scribed was also advanced. Unfortunately, the thermo

FIG. 2. Qualitative representation of the phase diagram of cuprate HTSC25

1—antiferromagnetic region ~insulator!; 2—insulator region;
3—superconductor region; 4—weak pseudogap region; 5—str
pseudogap region;Tcr andT* are phase boundaries.
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namic characteristics of cuprates above the supercondu
transition point, specifically, whether or not a phase tran
tion occurs along the curvesTcr andT* , are not discussed in
the works cited. With respect to the first of these curves i
stated in Ref. 25 that here crossover, characterized by
appearance of appreciable antiferromagnetic correlati
arises here and that below the second curve the s
fluctuation energy decreases because the spectral weig
the quasiparticles decreases.

In support of the model of the magnetic nature of t
pseudogap we shall present examples of substances in w
superconductivity does not occur but a pseudogap phas
observed. For example, analysis of the infrared absorp
spectra and the Raman scattering in the quantum ma
(S51/2) TiOCl has led to the conclusion that at tempe
tures below 135 K size crossover occurs in this mater
resulting in dimerization of the ground state and the appe
ance of a pseudogap.28

The most interesting example is vanadium-dop
chromium.29 It is well known that below room temperatur
chromium is characterized by antiferromagnetic orderi
The magnetic structure is described by a wave of spin d
sity ‘‘organized’’ by the moments of delocalized 3d elec-
trons. Doping with vanadium results in partial localization
the free electrons~a process which is the inverse of the e
citation of virtual Friedel levels! and, therefore, the appea
ance of a pseudogap.

We call attention to the work, performed by Pine
group,30,31 using the two-fluid model to explain the anom
lies in the Knight shift which occur in the NMR spectra
cerium, ytterbium, and uranium compounds and are ass
ated with the formation of pseudogap states.

Finally, two other publications devoted to the pseudog
problem have appeared very recently.32,33 In the first one the
generalized Hartree-Fock method is used to study corr
tions in regions of weak and strong pseudogaps. The sec
work, performed by Canadian theoreticians, is also devo
to the problems of weak and strong pseudogaps. Howe
here the calculation is performed for a somewhat differ
system—the cuprate Nd22xCexCuO4—an electronic-type
HTSC. Here the ‘‘hot’’ electrons occupy other ‘‘angles’’ i
momentum space, but the conclusions of the authors co
late with the fluctuation model, presented above, of par
carrier localization resulting in the appearance of
pseudogap.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented only several effects where nonun
mity of the spatial and electronic structure and fluctuatio
and generation and dissipation of dynamical virtual lev
associated with fluctuations play a large role. It has turn
out that the ideas developed by Friedel make it possible
suggest an explanation for the well-known paradox ass
ated with the contradictory data on the nature of the fer
magnetism of transition metals, describe the mechanism
the appearance of metallic conductivity in heavy-metal
ides, and advance a number of arguments in favor of
localization mechanism of the formation of a pseudog
state in high-temperature superconductors. Naturally,
range of phenomena, long known and described in deta
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the literature, associated with the physical properties of
lute alloys~the Kondo effect and spin glasses! is reflected in
the extensive scientific literature and does not need a
analysis.

One of us~L. A. B.! wishes to pay his respects to th
blessed memory of his teacher—Evgeni� Stanislavovich
Borovik—with deep esteem and gratitude.
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The Fermi surfaces and cyclotron masses of LuGa3 and TmGa3 compounds are studied by
means of the de Haas-van Alphen effect technique under pressure. Highly anisotropic pressure
dependences of the de Haas-van Alphen frequencies and cyclotron masses are observed in
both compounds. Concurrently,ab initio calculations of the volume-dependent band structures are
been carried out for these compounds, including the ferromagnetic-configuration phase of
TmGa3, by employing a relativistic version of the full-potential linear muffin-tin orbital method
within the local spin-density approximation. The experimental data are analyzed on the
basis of the calculated volume-dependent band structures and compared with the corresponding
pressure effects in the isostructural compound ErGa3 . © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1884445#
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years the de Haas-van Alphen~dHvA! effect
has been extensively studied in a number of RM3 compounds
~R is a rare earth, and M is ap element from the group-III
series!, including RGa3 ~Refs. 1–4!, light RIn3 (R
5La–Gd),5 heavy RIn3 (R5Tb–Lu),6 TmAl3 ~Ref. 7!, and
CeIn3 ~Ref. 8!. The main objective of these studies was
determine the Fermi surface~FS! geometry and effective cy
clotron masses in the representative series of RM3 com-
pounds. The role of magnetic ordering in reconstruction
the FS has been also addressed in Refs. 5 and 6 (RIn3), Ref.
9 (TmGa3), and Ref. 10 (ErGa3).

In the present work we study the effect of pressure
the FS and cyclotron masses of the LuGa3 and TmGa3 com-
pounds by means of the dHvA effect. The pressure der
tives of the dHvA frequencies and cyclotron masses are
particular interest due to their sensitivity to details of t
exchange interaction and many-body effects in R syste
Therefore, the present investigation can provide a critical
for recently developed methods ofab initio calculations of
electronic and magnetic structures, and to stimulate the
mulation of improved theories of the electronic structure
rare earths.

This work represents an extension of our rec
studies1–3 of the FS and electronic structure in RGa3 com-
3131063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/8/$26.00
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pounds at ambient pressure. Also, the pressure effect on
FS of ErGa3 has been addressed in Ref. 4. Information
physical properties of TmGa3 and LuGa3 is scarce. These
compounds crystallize in the AuCu3-type cubic structure.
TN54.26 K TmGa3 orders antiferromagnetically11 to the
multiaxial 3k-type magnetic structure.12,13 It has been
shown14 that in the paramagnetic state the interaction
tween quadrupole moments of the 4f shells is strong, and it
leads to their ordering just aboveTN , and the leading mecha
nism appears to be the pair quadrupolar interaction via c
duction electrons.

It can be expected that at low temperatures TmGa3 re-
veals large and field-dependent magnetization, in the s
manner as is the case for ErGa3 ~Refs. 3–4!. As in the case
of ErGa3 ~Ref. 4!, it causes a number of difficulties in th
Fourier analysis of dHvA oscillations. As a result, one has
study the dHvA effect in strong enough magnetic fiel
where magnetization tends to saturate. Obviously, th
fields are required to be higher than the critical field destr
ing the antiferromagnetic order. Therefore, the dHvA effe
can be studied in the paramagnetic phase of TmGa3, in
which sufficient magnetic fields lead to a quas
ferromagnetic configuration of magnetic moments.

In this work, the experimental investigation of the dHv
effect under pressure is supplemented byab initio calcula-
tions of the volume-dependent electronic structures
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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TmGa3 and the reference compound LuGa3. This provides
the possibility of estimating many-body enhancement of
‘‘bare’’ cyclotron masses, and the mass enhancement fac
l can be evaluated with the observed (mc* ) and calculated
(mc

b) cyclotron masses.
Also, a comparison of the dHvA data under pressure

the calculated volume-dependent band structures is expe
to be very useful for development of advanced theoret
models for electronic spectra of rare-earth compounds.
evaluated parameters of the electronic structure of Tm3
and LuGa3 and their pressure derivatives are compared w
the corresponding results obtained for the isostructural Er3

compound at high pressures.4 This comparison provides th
possibility of estimating the anisotropy and volume dep
dences of the FS and the many-body enhancement of
cyclotron masses in heavy RGa3 rare-earth compounds.

A discussion is given on the role of different interactio
~exchange splitting, magnetic quadrupolar excitations, s
waves, crystal field! in the revealed pressure effects on t
FS and cyclotron masses.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Single crystals of TmGa3 and LuGa3 were grown by the
flux method from a melt of the nominal composition 90 at
Ga and 10 at.% Tm or Lu. The purity of the starting met
was 6N for Ga and 4N for Tm and Lu. The feed placed in
alumina crucible and sealed in a quartz tube in an ar
atmosphere under a pressure of 150 Torr at room temp
ture, was heated in a resistance furnace up to 920 °C, he
this temperature for 48 h and then slowly cooled down at
rate 0.8 K/h. The synthesis was stopped at about 350 °C
then the sample was rapidly cooled down to room tempe
ture to avoid the formation of RGa6 in a peritectic reaction.15

The resulting crystals of TmGa3 and LuGa3 were immersed
in an excess of Ga which is easy to remove. The crys
obtained had the form of cubes with maximum dimensio
53535 mm. According to an x-ray examination the quali
of the single crystals was very good.

The magnetic phase diagram of TmGa3 in magnetic field
parallel to thê 100& axis is shown in Fig. 1~cited from Ref.

FIG. 1. Low-field magnetic phase diagram of TmGa3 in magnetic field
applied along thê001& axis~taken from Ref. 13!. The inset shows the whole
diagram.
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13!. The antiferroquadrupolar phase exists only in low fie
up to 0.5 T and in the very narrow range of temperatur
(TQ2TN),0.1 K. The critical linesHc1(T) andHc2(T) are
the lines of metamagnetic transitions: at the fieldHc1(T)
from the 3k phase to an intermediate one and atHc2(T) from
the intermediate phase to a paramagnetic one. In a field
plied along the other two principal crystallographic axe
^110& and^111&, the phase diagrams are similar to that cite
but the critical fieldHc2(T) reaches much lower values an
does not exceed 2.2 T.13 At temperatures lower thanTN and
in magnetic field higher than 7 T the magnetic mome
reach an induced paramagnetic configuration, except fo
small region of angles at thê100& axis. Above the second
metamagnetic transition the magnetization is large and an
tropic. This fact has important consequences for analysi
the dHvA effect in TmGa3.

First, in the Fourier analysis of the dHvA signalVosc one
must take into account the magnetic inductionB in the
Lifshits–Kosevich formula instead of the applied magne
field Happl,

Vosc'A sinF S 2pF

B D1w G , ~1!

where the dHvA frequencyF is proportional to the extrema
cross-sectional area of the FS, and the magnetic induc
B5Happl14M (12N) depends on the magnetization p
unit volumeM and on the demagnetizing factorN.

Secondly, the cyclotron effective massmc* is determined
from the temperature dependence of the dHvA amplitudeA,
namely, from the slope of the plot of ln$A@12exp
3(22amc*T/B)#/T% versusT, wherea52p2ckB /e\. There-
fore, one has to take into account the magnetic inductioB
instead of the applied magnetic fieldHappl.

Thirdly, in a strong magnetic field the magnetic m
ments of Tm31 ions reach a spin-polarized paramagne
configuration. Then thek- f exchange interaction leads to
splitting of the conduction band into sub-bands, and
value of this band splitting is proportional to the magne
moment, density of states, and thek- f exchange integral.

The dHvA effect measurements for the magnetic TmG3

were performed on a spherical sample~diameter 2.5 mm! by
using a standard field modulation technique at temperat
down to 1.5 K and in magnetic fields up to 13 T applie
along the principal crystallographic axes. For a spheri
sample, as we have used, one hasB5Happl1(8p/3)M . The
magnetization at the magnetic fields used for the dHv
effect study depends rather weakly on the magnetic fi
strength. Complementary magnetization measurements w
performed by a home-made vibrating-sample magnetome

A standard Cu–Be clamp was used for the pressure
fect study with an extracted benzine solvent as the med
transmitting pressure to the sample. The maximum pres
employed was 6.4 kbar at 4.2 K. A small Manganin coil wi
a resistance of about 60V was placed near the sample
measure the applied pressure. Preliminarily this coil h
been trained to the cooling pressure and then calibrated
measuring the superconducting transition temperature
Sn.16 The deviation of the Manganin coil resistance due
the residual magnetic field of the superconducting mag
has also been taken into account. The sample, the pic
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coil, and the Manganin coil were all placed in a Teflon ce
filled with the extracted benzine solvent, and then the c
was put into the pressure clamp. The deviation from hyd
static pressure and its effect on the measurements are
mated to be negligible by observing that the superconduc
transition width of Sn does not change noticeably, and
amplitudes of the dHvA oscillations do not decrease subs
tially under the pressures used in this work. Since the p
sure clamp is heated by the modulation field, there is a
ference in temperatures between the helium bath and
sample in the pressure clamp. The modulation amplitude
frequency used in the measurements were 40 G and 38.5
respectively. These amplitude and frequency were chose
produce a large enough dHvA signal, and, at the same t
to reduce the heating power, which leads to a tempera
difference not exceeding 0.02 K.

The applied pressure modifies the magnitude and fi
dependence of the magnetization due to a pressure effe
the crystal field~CF! splitting, as well as on the exchang
interaction.2,3 It is known that the CF of metallic rare-eart
compounds contains contributions from charges of surrou
ing ligands as well as from the direct Coulomb and excha
interactions of the R ion with conduction electrons. In ord
to estimate the influence of pressure on the CF we h
restricted ourselves to the contribution from surround
ligands within the point charge model. The applied press
P brings about the volume dilatationdV/V52P/cB , where
cB is the bulk modulus. Under a pressure of 10 kbardV/V is
estimated to be20.013, provided the bulk modulus o
TmGa3 is taken from Ref. 14 (cB5765 kbar). The change o
CF due to this dilatation causes a variation of the magn
induction not larger than 20 G at 1.7 K in an applied field
13 T. One can also estimate the change of the magnetiza
in TmGa3 due to the variation of the exchange interacti
parameter under pressure by using the data obtained fo
isostructural RIn3 compounds.17,18 The corresponding varia
tion of the magnetic induction at an applied pressure of
kbar is about210 G at 1.7 K in a field of 15 T. Therefore
the total change of the magnetic induction reaches only 10
giving a relative variation of the dHvA frequencydF/F'2
31024 kbar21, which can be neglected in the Fourier ana
sis of the dHvA oscillations.

The dHvA-effect measurements were carried out in m
netic fields higher than 7 T, where the magnetization does
change appreciably and the Fourier analysis of the dH
oscillations can be performed. Otherwise a dHvA frequen
would change its value following the strength of the exter
magnetic field. Therefore, the dHvA effect studies were c
ried out in the paramagnetic phase well above theHc2(T)
line of the antiferromagnetic-paramagnetic transition~Fig.
1!, except for the^100& axis, for which the critical field
reaches significant values. The magnetization in magn
fields higher than 7 T tends to saturate, and the magn
moments settle into a quasi-ferromagnetic configurati
Moreover, the magnetization along all directions in a ma
netic field higher than 7 T appeared to be almost tempera
independent in the range 1.7–4.2 K~Fig. 2, cited from Ref.
13!.

The effects of the antiferromagnetic and antiferroquad
polar order on the FS of TmGa3 have not been examined i
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this study. For these phases the large magnetization v
and its strong dependence on magnetic field have not
lowed analysis of the dHvA oscillations. Also, a very narro
temperature range (,0.1 K) for the antiferroquadrupola
phase has prevented the corresponding study of the d
effect.

3. DETAILS OF CALCULATIONS

A treatment of localized strongly correlated 4f electrons
still presents a challenge to the band structure theory.
results of ab initio calculations~see, e.g., Refs. 2, 3 an
18–21! together with a wealth of experimental data~includ-
ing bulk and FS properties! provide solid evidence tha
within the local spin-density approximation~LSDA!22 a
strict band treatment of the 4f states is inadequate for heav
rare earths. Thef shell is not filled, and the 4f bands, which
act as a sink for electrons, would always cut the Fermi le
EF , leading to absurd values of the specific he
coefficients19 and wrong 4f occupancies, close to the diva
lent ~i.e., atomic! configuration.23

According to the photoemission data,23–25 the 4f spec-
tral density for Er, Tm, and their compounds were observ
about 5 eV belowEF . Therefore, in order to describe th
band structure of the ground state of TmGa3 nearEF , it is
feasible to consider the 4f states as semi-localized cor
states, in line with Refs. 18, 20, 26. The bulk and magne
properties calculated within this approach, as well as
Fermi surfaces of Gd, Tb,20 and ErAs21 appeared to be in
agreement with experimental data. Actually, the stand
rare-earth model19 is employed in this work in the limit of
large Hubbard repulsionU within the ab initio LSDA
scheme22 for the exchange-correlation effects. The localiz
f states of Tm were treated as spin-polarized outer-core w
functions, contributing to the total spin density, and the s
occupation numbers were fixed by applying the Russ
Saunders coupling scheme to the 4f shell, which was not
allowed to hybridize with conduction electrons.

Theab initio band structure calculations were carried o
for the paramagnetic configuration phase of TmGa3 and non-

FIG. 2. Magnetization of TmGa3 in a magnetic field applied alonĝ001& at
different temperatures~taken from Ref. 13!.
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spin-polarized LuGa3 by using the full potential linear
muffin-tin orbital method~FP-LMTO!.27,28 In the case of
TmGa3, the spin density of the 4f states polarizes the ‘‘spin
up’’ and ‘‘spin-down’’ conduction electron states through t
local exchange interaction. The exchange split conduc
electron states interact with the localizedf states at other
sites, appearing as the medium for the indirectf – f
interaction.18,26 In order to calculate FS orbits for bot
TmGa3 and LuGa3, the charge densities were obtained
including spin-orbit coupling at each variational step, as s
gested in Refs. 19 and 20. The band structures and cr
potentials were calculated self-consistently on a unifo
mesh of 455k points in the irreducible wedge of the cub
Brillouin zone for a number of lattice parameters close to
experimental ones (a54.196 Å and 4.180 Å for TmGa3 and
LuGa3, respectively!. The bulk modulicB were evaluated
from the calculated total energiesE(V) as functions of vol-
umeV ~i.e., from the theoretical equations of states, acco
ing to Ref. 27!, and were estimated to be about 800 kbar
TmGa3 and LuGa3, which is close to the experimental valu
cB5765 kbar (TmGa3).14 This is a rather normal overest
mation ofcB , presumably due to the overbonding tenden
of the LSDA.

The calculated total and partial densities of states~DOS!
N(E) for LuGa3 are presented in Fig. 3. There are two fair
broad peaks~bonding and antibonding states! arising due to
hybridization of 5d states of Lu and thep states of Ga. As
can be seen in Fig. 3, thesep states give a substantial con
tribution to the conspicuous peak in the total DOS at
Fermi energyEF . The calculated total and partial DOS fo
TmGa3 are in qualitative agreement with theN(E) of
LuGa3 , as well as with the previously calculated DOS
TmGa3 ~see Fig. 7 in Ref. 2!. The intersections of the calcu
lated FS of LuGa3 with faces of the cubic Brillouin zone
~Fig. 4! show an almost spherical electron FS centered at
R point and a complicated multiply connected hole FS c
tered at theG and X points, analogously to TmGa3 and also
ErGa3 ~Ref. 3!. As a whole, the electron FS of RGa3 is

FIG. 3. Total~solid line! and partial densities of states~DOS! N(E) relative
to the Fermi energyEF50 for LuGa3 . The dashed line stands for thep
states of Ga, and the dash-and-dot line representsd states of Lu.
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nearly spherical, whereas the hole FS is a complicated m
tiply connected surface.

In agreement with the results of Ref. 20 for Gd and T
the incorporation of the spin-orbit coupling has a small eff
on the calculated dHvA frequencies and cyclotron masse
should be noted that for the field-induced qua
ferromagnetic configuration of TmGa3 the exchange splitting
is larger than the spin-orbit splitting, and the dHvA spectru
of TmGa3 can be compared with the results of band struct
calculations for the spin-polarized state.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Fourier spectra of dHvA oscillations in TmGa3, ob-
served along thê100& axis at different pressures, are pr
sented in Fig. 5, and the pressure effect on the correspon
dHvA frequencies is exhibited in Fig. 6. The brancha origi-

FIG. 4. Intersection of the Fermi surface for LuGa3 with the Brillouin zone
faces.

FIG. 5. Fourier spectra of the dHvA oscillations observed in TmGa3 at 1.9
K for magnetic fields directed alonĝ001& axis at different pressure.
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nates from the belly orbit in the band 7 electron FS cente
at the R point, whereas thed orbit comes from the nearly
spherical part of the hole FS at theG point ~see Fig. 4!. The
orbit b is associated with the FS centered at the X point, a
the low-frequency orbitsh are related to ‘‘arms’’ in the band
6 hole FS. At ambient pressure the experimental angular
pendent dHvA frequencies turned out to be very close
those previously reported for TmGa3 and LuGa3 ~Figs. 2 and
3 in Ref. 2, respectively!, and also to the results of th
present FP-LMTO calculations.

In the range of high dHvA frequencies~branchesa and
d) the spectra of LuGa3 and TmGa3 are very similar. In the
low dHvA frequency range, instead of singleb and h
branches for LuGa3 , two b-and severalh-type branches
were observed for TmGa3. For all principal crystallographic
axes, ^100&, ^110&, and ^111&, the dHvA frequenciesF at

FIG. 6. Fractional changes of the dHvA frequencies,DF/F(0)5@F(P)
2F(0)#/F(0), in TmGa3 as a function of pressure for the^001& magnetic
field direction at 1.9 K. The frequencies are labeled according to Ref. 2
Fig. 5. The solid lines are guides for the eye.
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ambient pressure, their pressure derivatives,d ln F/dP, and
the corresponding cyclotron massesmc* together with their
pressure derivatives,d ln mc* /dP, are given in Tables I and II
for LuGa3 and TmGa3, respectively. The pressure coeffi
cientsd ln F/dP are determined by fitting a straight line t
each set of data in lnF versusP plots ~see, e.g., Fig. 6!. For
comparison and further discussion, the analogous result
F, d ln F/dP, andmc* in the isovalent ErGa3 compound are
taken from our paper4 and shown in Table III. It is worth
noting that the ‘‘exchange-split’’ dHvA oscillations, whic
should originate from the slightly spin-polarized sub-ban
of TmGa3, were not resolved in this work within the limit
of the large experimental errors. In contrast to investigatio
of Refs. 2 and 3, in the present dHvA experiments additio
errors emerged due to the weak signal from the pick-up c
which had to be placed in the pressure clamp, and also du
possible nonhydrostatic pressure conditions at the sam
Therefore, only solid and reliable high pressure results
presented in the tables, while questionable data have b
omitted.

As is seen from the tables, the larger dHvA frequenc
a and d increase with pressure. On the other hand, for
hole FSsb andh the derivativesd ln F/dP turned out to be
negative. Also, the observed pressure dependences o
dHvA frequencies are quite different among ErGa3 , TmGa3,
and the non-f reference compound LuGa3. The experimental
pressure derivativesd ln F/dP, presented in Tables I and II
are rather large in comparison with the free-electron sca
prediction, which gives two-thirds of the volume compres
ibility, or 0.8731023 kbar21, provided the available value14

of bulk modulus of TmGa3 is accepted. This scaling estima
actually means that with increasing pressure, the volume
the Brillouin zone and the FS increase, and one can a
expect that both the hole and electron FS increase. Howe
this effect cannot explain the negative pressure derivat
for the hole FS.

In the framework of the band theory, the overlap of t
wave functions between the 4p bands of Ga and the 5d
bands of R increases with pressure, and thep-d hybridiza-

d

TABLE I. The dHvA frequenciesF ~in MG! and the corresponding cyclotron effective massesmc* ~in units of the free electron mass! in
LuGa3 at ambient pressure, their logarithmic pressure derivatives~in 103 kbar21), and the mass enhancement factorl.
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TABLE II. The dHvA frequenciesF ~in MG! and the corresponding cyclotron effective massesmc* ~in units of the free electron mass! in
TmGa3 at ambient pressure, their logarithmic pressure derivatives~in 103 kbar21), and the mass enhancement factorl.
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tion becomes stronger. Consequently, while the volume
the big spherical FS sheets increases, the volumes of s
‘‘arms’’ of the hole FS may decrease due to strong hybr
ization and substantial deviation from free-electron scali
and this can provide the anisotropic dHvA frequen
changes. Basically, there is qualitative agreement betw
the experimental and calculated derivativesd ln F/dP for the
a andd orbits in LuGa3 ~again, the bulk modulus of TmGa3

was used to convert the calculated volume derivatives to
pressure derivatives listed in the tables!. However, this band
approach cannot explain the discrepancy between the ex
mental and calculated pressure derivatives of the dHvA
quencies in TmGa3.

It was originally suggested in Ref. 29 that in ferroma
netic systems there are two contributions to the pressure
rivative of a dHvA frequency. The first~‘‘potential’’ ! contri-
f
all
-
,

en

e

ri-
-

-
e-

bution comes from an atomic volume effect on the crys
potential, and also from a scaling effect due to the chang
the Brillouin zone size. It can be approximated by the cor
sponding derivative for a nonmagnetic reference compo
with a close value of the compressibility~in our case it can
be LuGa3). The second~‘‘magnetic’’! contribution originates
from the pressure-induced redistribution of conduction el
trons between exchange-split sub-bands and the corresp
ing changes of the volume enclosed by the FS sheets.
cording to the present calculations, the Fermi surfaces
TmGa3 do not change uniformly because of a stro
k-dependentp–d mixing effect on the exchange-split con
duction band. As a result, the difference between press
derivatives of the spin-split FS cross-sectional areas is inc
sistent with simple estimates based on the Stoner-Wohlf
model.
TABLE III. The dHvA frequenciesF ~in MG! at ambient pressure, their logarithmic pressure derivatives~in 103 kbar21), the corresponding
cyclotron effective massesmc* ~in units of the free electron mass!, and the mass enhancement factorl in the compound ErGa3 .
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Glancing at the experimental lattice parameters, wh
are very close in TmGa3 and LuGa3, one may assume tha
the crystal potential in the two compounds does not dif
substantially, and that the differences in the dHvA frequ
cies derivatives of TmGa3 and LuGa3 compounds can be
attributed to the unfilled 4f shell in TmGa3. In the 4f spin-
polarized state the differences can arise, first, from the
change splitting of the conduction band of TmGa3, and, sec-
ondly, from the magnetostriction effects due to theG5

(1) CF
ground state of the3H6 multiplet of the Tm31 ion. Unfortu-
nately, at the present stage the differences ind ln F/dPcannot
be ascribed confidently either to the conduction band sp
ting or to the magnetostriction.

The cyclotron massesmc* have been determined at am
bient and high pressures for most of the dHvA frequenc
for the field applied along thê100&, ^110&, and ^111& axes
and are presented in Tables I and II. The band cyclot
massesmc

b were calculated for thea andd branches and are
also given in the tables. Also, the cyclotron masses meas
and calculated for ErGa3 in Refs. 3 and 4 are listed in Tabl
III for comparison.

The mass enhancement factorl, which is defined by the
relation mc* 5mc

b(11l), presents a measure of the intera
tion strength of the conduction electrons with low-ener
excitations, and it can be determined by comparison of
experimental cyclotron effective masses with the correspo
ing calculated ones. Thel factors for electrons on thea and
d orbits in LuGa3 , TmGa3, and ErGa3 are listed in the
tables. In the nonmagnetic LuGa3 the l factor represents a
measure of the electron-phonon interaction, whereas
ErGa3 and TmGa3 this factor also contains contribution~s!
coming from magnetic excitations. As seen in Table I,
LuGa3 thel factor ranges from 0.3 (d branch! to about 1 (a
branch!. Assuming that the values ofle2ph in RGa3 are close
to the corresponding ones in LuGa3 , we estimated the mag
netic contributionslmag in ErGa3 to be 0.4–0.6 and 0.4–0.
for the a and d orbits, respectively. In TmGa3 the corre-
sponding values oflmag are larger and more anisotropi
namely, 0.5–1 and 0.8–1.5.

Hybridization of conduction electrons with 4f states
could contribute to the larger cyclotron masses observe
TmGa3 and ErGa3 as compared to LuGa3 . However, a
strong hybridization with 4f bands in the framework of the
LSDA would lead to a substantial reduction of the condu
tion band width in RGa3 and thus to bulk properties remark
ably different from those in LuGa3 . In fact, the lattice pa-
rameters decrease slightly in a linear fashion in the se
ErGa3 , TmGa3, and LuGa3 due to the lanthanide contrac
tion, and it can be expected that the conduction band wid
are close in RGa3, and therefore the band cyclotron mass
should also be close. At the present stage more elabor
analysis is necessary to estimate the scale of the hybrid
tion effects by employing modern theoretical schemes~like
the LSDA1U approach! and additional experimental dat
~e.g., for related RIn3 compounds!.

One can also assume that the distinctions between e
tive masses in RGa3 are probably due to the different groun
state multiplets3H6 and4I15/2 of Tm31 and Er31 ions in the
crystal field of TmGa3 and ErGa3 , respectively. The triplet
G5

(1) with intrinsic magnetic and quadrupolar moments is
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ground state in TmGa3 ~Ref. 14!, and most likelyG7 is the
ground state in the crystal field of ErGa3 ~Ref. 30!. Since the
G5

(1) state exhibits a quadrupole moment and theG7 state
does not, one can expect large magnetostriction effect
TmGa3 and none in ErGa3 .

In this connection one can expect that the presence
strong quadrupolar interactions increases the cyclotron ef
tive masses. It is well known31 that the quadrupolar excita
tions do not occur in compounds with the cubic symmet
They may appear, however, in TmGa3 as coupled magnetic
quadrupolar excitations in an applied magnetic field.14 It was
shown in Ref. 31 that the corresponding excitations cont
ute to the effective mass of the conduction electrons, and
effect appears to be large and magnetic field dependent. A
in the quasi-ferromagnetic configuration of magnetic m
ments, the exchange splitting of the conduction bands
vary in ErGa3 and TmGa3 due to the difference in corre
sponding 4f -shell spin occupation numbers. At the mome
however, one can not estimate the relative contributions
the conduction band splitting and the magnetostriction to
observed differences in cyclotron masses and the pres
dependences of the dHvA frequencies in TmGa3 and ErGa3 .

Also, one more mechanism can affect the cyclotr
masses in RGa3. It was shown in Refs. 31–33 that virtua
magnetic excitations can contribute substantially to the eff
tive mass of the conduction electrons in rare-earth syste
These excitations are magnetic excitons in a paramagn
system~e.g., praseodymium! and spin waves in magneticall
ordered rare earths. The corresponding mass enhancem
expected to be large, magnetic-field dependent, and pro
tional to the static susceptibility of the magnetic system. A
cording to estimates of the electronic specific-heat coe
cients in Ref. 33, the corresponding effective masses incre
in the series of heavy rare-earth metals. This trend is con
tent with the relation between observed cyclotron masse
ErGa3 and TmGa3, and also in ErIn3 and TmIn3
compounds.6 However, considerable work is needed
implement the findings of Refs. 32 and 33 for a quantitat
description of the cyclotron masses in magnetic RM3 com-
pounds.

In conclusion it should be noted that the calculat
LSDA band cyclotron massesmc

b did not reproduce the
highly anisotropic pressure derivatives ofmc* in TmGa3 ~see
Table II!, which are presumably determined by various ma
netic and many-body excitations. On the other hand, the
culatedd ln mc

b/dP in LuGa3 turned out to be in qualitative
agreement with the corresponding experimental data
Table I.

SUMMARY

As a whole, the present results on the dHvA effect a
FS in TmGa3 and ErGa3 at ambient pressure are in goo
agreement with recent studies~Refs. 9 and 10, respectively!
of the two-dimensional angular correlation of the positr
annihilation radiation~2D-ACAR!. The calculated pressur
derivatives of the dHvA frequencies in LuGa3 and TmGa3
are in qualitative agreement with the experimental da
though the origin of some discrepancies found ford ln F/dP
in TmGa3 is not clear. The estimated magnetic contributio
to the mass enhancement factorl in ErGa3 and TmGa3
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turned out to be large and magnetic field dependent. We
mit that more work is needed to elucidate the nature of
large cyclotron masses observed in RGa3 and, in particular,
to evaluate the magnetic excitations effects onmc* . Also, the
surprisingly large and highly anisotropic pressure effect
the cyclotron masses has been observed in LuGa3 and espe-
cially in TmGa3, which cannot be explained within the sta
dard rare-earth model employed. It should be emphas
that different interactions~exchange splitting, CF and
magnetic-quadrupolar excitations, spin waves! have to be
taken into account in a further theoretical analysis of
revealed pressure effects on the FS and cyclotron mass
RGa3. Also, at the present stage a more elaborated stud
necessary to estimate the scale of the hybridization eff
with 4 f states in ErGa3 and TmGa3 within modern theoret-
ical approaches~e.g. LSDA1U). These tasks apparently g
beyond the aim of the present work, in which we tried
reach a true LSDA limit within the standard rare-earth mo
in order to explain the experimental dHvA data. It can
also beneficial to supplement such theoretical efforts w
experimental study of the pressure effect on the dHvA f
quencies and cyclotron masses in the related RIn3 com-
pounds.

The authors dedicate this work to the 90th anniversary
the birth of E. S. Borovik, who was one of pioneers of t
Fermi surfaces studies.34
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A new type of electronic topological transition due to an abrupt change in the differential-
geometric characteristics of the Fermi surface, whose topology remains unchanged, at some critical
energy«d is predicted. This type of electronic topological transition differs from known
electronic topological transitions due to a change in the topology of the Fermi surface in that the
isoenergy surface«(p)5«d does not contain any singular points where the velocity of the
electrons vanishes. It is shown that a feature common to both types of electronic topological
transitions associated with an abrupt change in the topology of the Fermi surface and its
differential-geometric characteristics with no change in topology is that a qualitative change occurs
in the spherical image of the Fermi surface as a result of the abrupt change in the number
of pre-images of a point under a spherical mapping. ©2005 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884435#
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Electronic topological transitions associated with
change in the topology of the Fermi surface under the in
ence of an external action were predicted by Lifshitz1 and
first observed experimentally in Refs. 2–4. These invest
tions stimulated a long series of theoretical and experime
works on the influence of external actions on the electro
properties of metals and semimetals. A reliable indicator
the manifestation of electronic topological transitions is co
sidered to be the observation of an abrupt change in
frequency spectrum of the oscillatory dependences of
macroscopic characteristics of conducting crystals as a fu
tion of the magnetic field or the observation of anomalies
the thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics as a resu
singularities in the electron density of states with a chang
the topology of the Fermi surface.

In the present paper a new type of electronic topolog
transition is studied. This transition is associated with
abrupt change in the differential-geometric characteristics
the Fermi surface at some critical energy«d with no change
in the topology of the surface. This type of electronic top
logical transition is different from the well-known electron
topological transitions associated with a change in the to
ogy of the Fermi surface in that the isoenergy surface«(p)
5«d does not have any singular points where the elect
velocity vanishes. It is shown that a feature common to b
types of electronic topological transitions associated w
abrupt changes in the Fermi surface topology and
differential-geometric characteristics of the Fermi surfa
with no change in topology is a qualitative change in t
3211063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/5/$26.00
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spherical image of the Fermi surface due to an abrupt cha
in the number of images of a point under a spherical m
ping.

1. MODEL OF THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM OF A METAL

We shall consider a simple model of an electronic sp
trum of a metal whose isoenergy surfaces«(p)5« are de-
scribed by an equation of fourth degree:

«~p0!5«c1S p0x
2 1p0y

2 1p0z
2

2m D 2 1

«c
22S p0z

2 2p0x
2 2p0y

2

2m D ,

~1!

wherep0i are the components of the electron momentumm
is the free-electron mass, and«c is the critical energy. The
form of the isoenergy surfaces, specifically, the topologi
properties, depends on the relation between the energi«
and «c . Aside from the differences in the topological cha
acter, the family of isoenergy surfaces«(p)5« of this model
electronic spectrum of a metal also includes surfaces w
substantially different differential-geometric characteristic

We introduce the dimensionless coordinatesp0i
2 /2m«c

5pi
2 and write Eq.~1! in a cylindrical coordinate system:

«~p!5«c~11~r'
2 1pz

2!222~pz
22r'

2 !!, ~2!

where r'
2 5px

21py
2 . The surfaces«(p)5«, which we are

studying, are surfaces of revolution and can be represe
by rotating meridian curves.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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Figure 1 ~left-hand column! shows the surfaces«(p)
5«F , characteristic for this model electronic spectrum, w
fixed «c51 eV and different values of the energies«F , eV:
5.0 ~a!, 1.5 ~b!, 1 ~c!, and 0.7~d!.

The two-dimensional surface~2! is a Cassini ovaloid.
This surface of revolution is symmetric with respect to t
coordinate origin and with respect to a plane passing thro
the coordinate origin orthogonally with respect to the ro
tion axis.

For «F.4«c the Cassini ovaloid is a closed, strictly co
vex surface with positive Gaussian curvature~Fig. 1a!.

For «54«c the Cassini ovaloid is a closed convex su
face whose Gaussian curvature is positive everywhere
the exception of the equatorial circle where the Gauss
curvature is zero.

For «c,«F,4«c the Cassini ovaloid is a closed surfac
reminiscent of a dumbbell, with sign-alternating Gauss
curvature. The surface contains two cap regions where
Gaussian curvature is positive~elliptical points!, a belt re-
gion with points of negative Gaussian curvature~hyperbolic
points!, and two circles formed by parabolic points with ze
Gaussian curvature~Fig. 1b!. The points of inflection of the
rotated curveQ1 , Q2 , Q3 , andQ4 are marked in the figure
The elliptic caps are obtained by rotating the arcsQ1Q4 and

FIG. 1. Characteristic Fermi surfaces for the model spectrum~1!, which are
represented in cylindrical coordinates by rotatable meridian curves, and
spherical images: ‘‘ovaloid,’’ regular closed convex surface with posit
Gaussian curvature~a!; ‘‘dumbbell,’’ regular closed nonconvex surface wit
sign-alternating Gaussian curvature~b!; closed nonconvex surface with
positive Gaussian curvature, containing a singular point~c!; two mutually
symmetric regular closed convex surfaces with positive Gaussian curv
~d!; a1 , b1 , c1 , and d1—spherical images of the Fermi surfaces a, b, c, a
d, respectively.
h
-

th
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Q2Q3 , the hyperbolic belt is obtained by rotating the ar
Q1Q2 andQ3Q4 , and the parabolic circles are obtained
rotating pointsQ1 , Q2 , Q3 , andQ4 .

In all of these cases the Cassini ovaloid has no sing
points and is topologically equivalent to a sphere, though
differential-geometric characteristics change substanti
from casea to caseb.

For «F5«c the Cassini ovaloid will contain a singula
point of the conical type at the origin (r'50 andrz50),
and at all other points of the ovaloid the Gaussian curvat
will be positive ~Fig. 1c!.

For «F,«c the Cassini ovaloid possesses two comp
nents each of which is a closed convex surface with posi
Gaussian curvature~Fig. 1d!.

The topological type of the Cassini ovaloid changes
one passes from caseb through casec to cased.

Finally, as«F→0 the Cassini ovaloid contracts into tw
singular points with the coordinatesr'50 and pz5pc5
6A2m«c on the axis of rotation.

In summary, as the parameters«F and«c vary the topo-
logical and differential-geometric characteristics change
the family of Cassini ovaloids.

2. NEW TYPE OF TOPOLOGICAL ELECTRONIC TRANSITION
AND THE SPHERICAL IMAGE OF THE FERMI SURFACE

We shall now analyze how the changes in t
differential-geometric characteristics of the model Fermi s
faces«(p)5«F will be reflected in the electronic propertie
of a metal, for example, in the de Haas-van Alphen osci
tions ~see Fig. 1!.

It is well known that the spectrum of de Haas-van A
phen oscillations is determined by the number of extrem
sections of the Fermi surface by a plane perpendicular to
direction of the magnetic field.5 Let the fieldH be oriented
along thepz axis. Then the spectrum in the de Haas-v
Alphen oscillations will be as follows.

For Fermi surfaces of the ‘‘ovaloid’’ type, where«F

>4«c , de Haas-van Alphen oscillations with one period c
responding to one extremal sectionS(«F ,p0z50) of the
Fermi surface will be observed.

For a dumbbell-type Fermi surface, where«c,«F

,4«c , the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations will contain o
cillations with two periods, corresponding to three extrem
sectionsS(«F ,p0z50) and S(«F ,p0z56Am(4«c2«F)/2)
of the Fermi surface. As«F→«c the sectionS(«F ,p0z50)
of the Fermi surface contracts into a point.

For Fermi surfaces of the type ‘‘two ovaloids,’’ wher
0,«F,«c , the de Haas-van Alphen oscillations with on
period corresponding to two identical extremal sectio
S(«F ,p0z56Am(4«c2«F)/2) of the Fermi surface will be
observed. As«F→0 these extremal sections of the Ferm
surface contract into a point with the coordinatespz5pc5
6A2m«c.

In summary, the spectrum of de Haas-van Alphen os
lations changes abruptly as the topology of the Fermi surf
changes and with a transition from a Fermi surface with
sign-constant Gaussian curvature to a Fermi surface wi
sign-alternating Gaussian curvature~‘‘ovaloid-dumbbell’’
transitions!. Up to now it has been assumed that an abr
change in the spectrum of de Haas-van Alphen oscillation
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a reliable indicator of a change in the topology of the Fer
surface.1,5 We shall prove that a feature common to both
these two types of electronic topological transitions is
qualitative change in the spherical image of the Fermi s
face. The right-hand column in Fig. 1 (a1 , b1 , c1 , andd1)
shows schematically the spherical images of Cassini oval
with the corresponding characteristic values of the Fermi
ergy «F .

We recall how a spherical image of an arbitrary, o
ented, regular surfaceF2 is constructed in a three
dimensional Euclidean space.5,6 At each pointP of the sur-
face F2 there is a single normal corresponding to t
orientation chosen. Let us parallel transport this normal
that the origin of the normal coincides with the coordina
origin in E3. Then the tip of the normal will mark a certai
point Q on the unit sphereS2. The mappingF2→S2 associ-
ating the pointP to the pointQ according to the schem
indicated is called a spherical mapping~Gaussian mapping!.
The set of points on the sphereS2 which form the image of
the surfaceF2 under a spherical mapping is called a sphe
cal image~Gaussian image! of the surface. The spherica
image can have a quite complicated structure. Specifical
spherical mapping degenerates at the parabolic points o
surfaceF2, i.e. at points where the Gaussian curvature
zero. Specifically, if a curve of parabolic points separa
regions onF2 with negative and positive curvature, then th
curve will correspond to a fold in the spherical image.

Returning to Fig. 1, we shall now examine the spheri
images of Cassini ovaloids. Since a Cassini ovaloid is a
face of revolution, its spherical image is also a surface
revolution.

The spherical image of a Cassini ovaloid for«F.4«c

will be a singly covered sphere—it is obtained by rotati
the circle shown in Fig. 1a1 .

For «F54«c the spherical image will once again be
singly covered sphere described by rotating a circle, but n
a distinguished equatorial circle, which is the image o
circle of parabolic points on a Cassini ovaloid, which can
regarded as a removable singularity of the spherical m
ping, will appear on the sphere.

For «c,«F,4«c an idea of the qualitative form of th
spherical image can be obtained by rotating the curve sh
in Fig. 1b ~irregularly covered circle!. Therefore two circles
of singular points forming folds will appear in the spheric
image. These circles are images of the parabolic circles
Cassini ovaloid; the pointsQi8 , which correspond to the
pointsQi and form circles-folds when rotated, are marked
the figure. The belt on the sphere bounded by these circ
folds is covered three times; each of the remaining caps
the sphere is covered once.

For «F5«c there is one singular conical point on th
Cassini ovaloid. This is the coordinate originO where the
normal is not defined. The remaining regular part of the o
loid separates into two connected open components. For
of these components the spherical image will be a part
sphere with no cap, whose size is determined by the siz
the opening of the tangent cone of the Cassini ovaloid at
singular pointO. As a result the spherical image of the reg
lar part of the Cassini ovaloid in this case will consist of
doubly covered belt on a sphere and two singly cove
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spherical caps—an idea of such a spherical image can
obtained by rotating the curve shown in Fig. 1c1 ~two open
partially overlapping arcs of a circle!.

Finally, for «F,«c the spherical image of each of tw
connected convex components forming a Cassini ova
will be a singly and regularly covered sphere so that
spherical image of the entire Cassini ovaloid will be a dou
and regularly covered sphere—it is obtained by rotating
doubly covered sphere shown in Fig. 1d1 .

We note that as«F→0 the spherical image of a Cassi
ovaloid will once again be a doubly and regularly cover
sphere, irrespective of any decrease in the size of the ova
itself.

Therefore the changes of the topological and different
geometric properties of a Cassini ovaloid are reflected
qualitative changes in the properties of its spherical ima
which are associated with a change in the number of p
images of a point under a spherical mapping. This is ma
fested in a breakdown of continuity~appearance of breaks!
and the appearance of singular points which form folds.

In summary, it can be concluded that a feature comm
to topological electronic transitions in metals with a chan
in the Fermi energy is a qualitative change in the spher
image of the Fermi surface due a change in the numbe
pre-images of a point under a spherical mapping. These
types of electronic topological transitions differ by the fo
lowing:

—electronic topological transitions of the first type wi
a change in topology of the spherical image of the Fe
surface are due to a change in the topology of the Fe
surface at some critical energy«c ; the isoenergy surface
«(p)5«c contains singular points;7,8

—electronic topological transitions of the second ty
with a change in the topology of the spherical image o
Fermi surface are associated with an abrupt change in
local differential-geometric characteristics of the Fermi s
face at some critical energy«d with no change in the topol-
ogy of the surface; the isoenergy surface«(p)5«d has no
singular points.

The electronic topological transitions of the first typ
were predicted by Lifshitz1 and first observed experimentall
in Refs. 2–4. The electronic topological transitions of t
second type, which are due to a change in the differen
topology of the spherical image of the Fermi surface, is st
ied for the first time. It can be asserted on the basis of
model considered for the electronic spectrum that an ab
change in the thermodynamic and kinetic characteristics
metals which is due to a topological transition of the seco
type will be observed in all phenomena and effects where
extremal geometric dimensions of the Fermi surface and
effective masses of the conduction electrons are determi
If only these phenomena are studied, then the type of to
logical transition observed experimentally cannot be dis
guished. Consequently, for example, an abrupt change in
spectrum of de Haas-van Alphen oscillations cannot be
garded as a reliable indicator of a change in the topology
the Fermi surface.

However, if the thermodynamic and kinetic character
tics of metals which are sensitive to the appearance or v
ishing of singularities in the electronic density of states
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also studied, then the type of electronic topological transit
being observed can be easily determined experimentally.
shown in Refs. 7 and 8 that singularities arise in the elect
density of states only if the topology of the isoenergy s
faces of quasiparticles changes. For electronic topolog
transitions of the second type no singularities arise in
electron density of states.

It is well known that the electron density of states
given by the expression

n~«!5
V

~2p\!3 E dpd~«~p!2«!. ~3!

It is easy to calculate the dependence of the electron den
of states on the energy for the electronic spectrum given
Eq. ~1!:

n~«!5
V~2m!3/2

~2p\!3 A«cg0~j!, ~4!

j5«/«c ,

where the functiong0(j) is given by the formula

g0~j!5H ln~~11A11Aj!/~11A12Aj!!, 0<j<1,

ln~~11A11Aj!/A4 j!, j>1.
~5!

It follows from Eq. ~5! that there are two types of singular
ties in the electron density of states in the energy rang
,«<«c which are due to topological transitions~Fig. 2!. In
a small neighborhood near the critical energies—the reg
A andB in Fig. 2—the functiong0(j) can be approximated
by the function ga(j). We shall determine the functio
ga(j). As the Fermi energy increases by a small amo
from «F50, two ovaloids are ‘‘created.’’ These ovaloids in
crease in size as«F increases, and the density of states~5!
has a square-root singularity at«5«F50 ~i.e., asj→0).
The approximating functionga(j) has the form

ga~j!5
1

2
Aj5

1

2
A«F

«c
. ~6!

FIG. 2. g0(j) for the model spectrum~1! in a wide energy range. The
distinguished regions are a region where new sections of the isoenergy
faces arise (A) and a region where ‘‘bridges’’ between sections of isoene
surfaces arise (B).
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As the Fermi energy increases further,«5«F→«c , a
connected closed surface with one conical singular poin
formed from two ovaloids. At the energies«5«F5«c ~i.e. as
j→1) the square-root singularity in the density of sta
vanishes and the functionga(j) can be written in the form

ga~j!5 ln~11& !2
&

2
A12j

5 ln~11& !2
&

2
A«c2«F

«c
. ~7!

On the other hand it follows from the expression~5! that
for 4«c2«F56d« there are no singularities in the densi
of states, and the functionga(j) approximatingg0(j) as
«F→4«c has the form

ga~j!5 lnS)11

&
D 1
)

48
~42j!

5 lnS)11

&
D 1
)

48 S 4«c2«F

«c
D . ~8!

This model makes it possible to determine numerica
the energy range where the singularities of the density
states can be approximated, to a good degree of accurac
a square-root dependence on the quantity«F /«c or d«/«c

5u«F2«cu/«c , respectively~see Fig. 3!. Calculations show
that near an electronic topological transition the anoma
occurring in the macroscopic characteristics of conduct
crystals as a result of a special part of the density of sta
can be approximated by two terms: a linear term proportio
to the external action and a nonlinear term due to the squ
root singularity in the density of states. The relative accura
of such an approximation dg(j)/g0(j)5ug0(j)
2ga(j)u/g0(j) is 1–2% up to the values«/«c50.1 or
d«/«c50.1 ~Figs. 3c, d, respectively!. This result makes it
possible to justify a methodology for analyzing experimen

ur-

FIG. 3. g0(j) near topological transitions: regions where new sections
the isoenergy surfaces arise~a!; region where ‘‘bridges’’ arise between sec
tions of isoenergy surfaces~b!, solid curves—the functionsg0(j) ~5!, bro-
ken curves—approximating functions Eqs.~6! and~7!. The relative error of
the approximate expressions~6! and~7! with respect to the exact expressio
~5! ~c, d!.
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data where macroscopic anomalies are observed in the
modynamic characteristics of superconductors and
thermo-emf under the influence of pressure and impu
concentration.9–11 If a topological transition is observed un
der a change in external pressure, then the scale of qua
d«/«c is

d«/«c'dV/V5gP,

wheredV/V is the relative change in the volume of the bo
under pressureP and g is the compressibility of the meta
Since for metals the compressibilityg'1026 cm2/kg, up to
pressuresP'105 kg/cm2 the experimental data can be d
scribed using Eqs.~6! and ~7!.

In summary, the proposed model electronic spectrum~1!,
which has a large set of different differential-geometric a
topological characteristics of the Fermi surface, made it p
sible to predict a new type of electronic topological transiti
in metals with a change in Fermi energy and to introduc
new concept which generalizes different types of electro
topological transitions occurring in metals with a change
Fermi energy—a change in the topology of the spherical
age of the Fermi surface.

A number of metals possess ‘‘dubbell-type’’ sections
the Fermi surface. For example, for thallium such section
the Fermi surface lie in the fifth Brillouin zone.12 It can be
inferred that if the Fermi energy is changed in an appropr
er-
e
y

tity

d
s-

a
ic

-

f
f

te

manner, then a dumbbell-ovaloid transition associated wi
change in the topology of the spherical image of the Fe
surface is possible for these metals.
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Spin-orbit interaction in thin bismuth films
Yu. F. Komnik, I. B. Berkutov, and V. V. Andrievski *
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The magnetic-field dependences of the resistance of thin~100–700 Å thick! bismuth films at low
temperatures are analyzed using quantum corrections to the conductivity with weak electron
localization. It is shown that the spin-orbit scattering timetso is much shorter than the phase
relaxation timetw of the electrons~the case of a strong spin-orbit interaction!. It is found
that tso tends to increase with the film thickness. This shows that the surface scattering of the
electrons plays a dominant role in spin-orbit processes. Apparently, strong spin relaxation
in the presence of surface scattering is due to the gradient of the internal crystal-field potential
near the surface of the metal, resulting in lifting of the spin degeneracy and in the
appearance of a spin gap~Rashba mechanism!. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884436#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of the conductivity of a metal in a ma
netic field yields information about the structure and para
eters of the electronic energy spectrum.1 For example, the
asymptotic behavior of the conductivity in strong magne
fields reflects the topological properties of the electro
spectrum, and the magnetoquantum effects~Shubnikov-de
Haas oscillations! yield information about the characterist
parameters of the spectrum.2 An understanding of quantum
effects of an interference nature, weak electr
localization,3–5 and the electron-electron interaction5–8 has
opened up the possibility of obtaining information about t
relaxation times and interaction parameters of electrons f
the behavior of the magnetoresistance.

Thin bismuth films were the first object where the effe
of weak localization and the interaction of electrons we
observed.9–12 Subsequently, these effects were observed
many weakly disordered conductors of differe
dimensions.13,14 According to theory,5 the contribution of
weak localization to the conductivity of a two-dimension
system as a function of a magnetic fieldB oriented perpen-
dicular to the film plane has the form

DsB5s~B!2s0~B!5
e2

2p2\

3F3

2
f 2S 4eBD

\
tw* D2

1

2
f 2S 4eBD

\
twD G , ~1!

where f 2(x)5 ln x1C(1/x11/2); C is the logarithmic de-
rivative of theG function; D is the electron diffusion coeffi-
cient;tw is the phase relaxation time;tw* is the modified time
taking account of the spin-orbit interaction: (tw* )21

5tw
2114/3tso

21 ; and,tso is the spin relaxation time due t
the spin-orbit interaction.

For a weak spin-orbit interaction (tso@tw) Eq. ~1! de-
scribes a positive magnetoconductivity~negative magnetore
sistance!, which is typical for the manifestation of weak lo
calization. For a strong spin-orbit interaction (tso,tw) the
3261063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/5/$26.00
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second term in Eq.~1! determinesDsB ; this corresponds to
the manifestation of an anomalous positive magnetore
tance. Then Eq.~1! becomes

DsB52
1

2

e2

2p2\
f 2S 4eBD

\
twD . ~2!

The case of a positive anomalous magnetoresistance in
weak localization effect has been termed ‘‘antilocalization

It is a positive magnetoresistance that has been foun
be characteristic for thin bismuth films manifesting weak
calization, whence it was concluded that a strong spin-o
interaction is characteristic for this object. The reason for t
remained unclear. After all, in a bulk bismuth crystal who
crystal lattice is described by a weakly distorted cube wit
center of inversion there is no reason for a strong spin-o
interaction to appear in the absence of a magnetic field.

In works concerning the effects due to weak localizati
in bismuth films the expression~2! was used to describe th
behavior of the magnetoconductivity, so that information w
obtained only about the phase relaxation timetw . In Ref. 12
it is noted that the spin-orbit interaction timetso in bismuth
films is much shorter thantw and apparently varies with th
film thickness. Modern computers make it possible to a
lyze the change in magnetoconductivity using Eq.~1! and to
determine the behavior oftso as a function of the thicknes
and other parameters. This could be helpful for determin
why the spin-orbit interaction in bismuth films is strong.

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURES

The experimental magnetic-field dependences of the
sistance measured at liquid-helium and higher temperat
for four series of thin-film bismuth samples, in each of whi
three or four thicknesses were represented, were analy
The samples were obtained by condensing a molecular
muth beam in a high vacuum (531026 mm Hg) on a sub-
strate~glass, mica! at room temperature. The films possess
texture: theC3 axis was oriented in a direction normal to th
film plane. The film thickness range was 100–700 Å; t
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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effects due to weak electron localization are not manifes
clearly for larger thicknesses. The sample series diffe
somewhat by the conditions under which the films were c
densed~substrate temperature and condensation rate! and,
correspondingly, by their transport characteristics. The tra
of the magnetoresistance curves were obtained in magn
fields up to 1.6 T at temperatures 1.5–4.5 K and also
14–20 and 77 K~examples of magnetoresistance traces
displayed in Fig. 1!.

For comparing with theory the magnetoresistance tra
were converted into the magnetic-field variation of the co
ductivity of a two-dimensional system using the relati
Ds52(DR/R)•(1/Rh), where Rh is the resistance of a
square section of film, which is an analog of the resistivity
the two-dimensional case. This transformation is valid
cause the ratioDR/R is small and because measureme
have shown that for a perpendicular orientation of the m
netic field the Hall component of the magnetoresista
Rhxy;1022Rhxx .

To determine the quantum correction introduced into

FIG. 1. Magnetic field variation of the resistance of samples in series 3
thicknesses 380 Å~a! and 570 Å~b! at temperaturesT, K: 2 ~1!, 4.2 ~2!, 14
~3!, and 20~4!. Magnetic field variation of the resistance of samples in se
2 with thicknesses~in Å!: 180 ~1!, 280~2!, 400~3!, and 450~4! at tempera-
ture 4.2 K~c!.
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conductivity by weak electron localization it is important
take account of the contribution of the classical~Drude!
magnetic-field variation of the resistance of the formm2B2

~m is the mobility! to the magnetoresistance, which was n
done in previous works on weak localization in bismu
films. We used a technique proposed in Ref. 15, specifica
in the range of logarithmic saturation of the function~1! the
mobility values for which the functionsB5s0

D/11m2B2 is
identical to the experimental dependences(B) were
determined.1! In Fig. 2 the dotted line demonstrates the pr
cedure for finding the Drude magnetoresistance of one se
of samples.

Next, the value of the ‘‘two-dimensional’’ concentratio
n2 follows from the expressions05(Rh

0 )215nem. The re-
lation n3 5n2L21, whereL is the film thickness, should be
used for comparing with the data on the ‘‘three-dimension
concentration obtained in Refs. 16–18. It should be no
that bismuth films exhibit a quantum-size effect,19–21 result-
ing in resistance oscillations as a function of the film thic
ness. These oscillations are clearly seen for thicknesseL
.1000 Å. Resistance oscillations can be neglected in
thickness range studied in the present work.

After the Drude contribution was removed from th
magnetic-field dependences obtained for the conducti
~see dashed curves in Fig. 2!, the dependence calculated u

th

s

FIG. 2. Description of the experimental dependences~s! of the conductiv-
ity of bismuth films on the magnetic field by Eq.~1! for weak localization
taking account of the Drude contribution to the magnetoconductivity~—!;
separation of the Drude contribution~•••! from the magnetic field variation
of the conductivity; magnetic field variation of the quantum correction d
to weak localization~with respect to the conductivity atB50) ~– –!. Ex-
amples are demonstrated for samples in series 2 at temperatureT54.2 K
with different thicknesses~in Å!: 180 ~a!, 280 ~b!, 400 ~c!, and 450~d!.
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ing Eq. ~1! and the desired values of the parameterstw and
tso were matched with the experimentally determined dep
dence reflecting the contribution of quantum corrections. T
diffusion coefficientD was determined using Einstein’s fo
mulaD5G/2en, whereG is the specific volume conductiv
ity andn is the electron density of states at the Fermi surf
~for bismuth filmsn'1020 eV21 cm23 taking account of the
change in the charge carrier concentration and the Ferm
ergy with decreasing film thickness17!. The cyclotron mass o
the electrons and holes in bismuth with the magnetic fi
oriented along theC3 axis is m* 50.063m0 , wherem0 is
the free-electron mass. It is this value of the effective mas
electrons and holes that was used to determine the el
time t from the conductivity. The timet was found to be of
the order 10215 s.

The matching procedure was quite successful in
cases. This is demonstrated in Fig. 2~solid curves!. Aside
from weak electron localization, the contribution of oth
corrections due to the electron-electron interaction is ne
gible. Our estimates show that for reasonable values of
interaction constantlB

D and known values of the Lande´ fac-
tor g ~for Bi . C3 g51.06 for electrons andg54.26 for
holes! for bismuth the quantum corrections to the magne
field dependence of the conductivity in the diffusion chan
are much smaller than for weak localization~in contrast to
their temperature dependence where the interaction co
tions are greater than the correction due to we
localization!.22 Similarly, including in the matching proce
dure the quantum correction due to interaction in the Coo
channel simply degrades appreciably the agreement betw
the experimental curves and Eq.~1! describing weak electron
localization.

3. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Our calculations of the contribution of weak localizatio
to the magnetic-field variation of the conductivity of bismu
films differ from previous calculations9,10 by the following
important features: in the first place the expression~1! was
used in the calculations, making it possible to determinetso ,
and in the second place the contribution of the Drude va
tion of the magnetoconductivity was singled out and tak
into account.

The computational results agree with the basic beha
of characteristics such as the concentration and mobility,
termined in Refs. 16–18, where the galvanomagnetic pr
erties of bismuth films were studied.

All calculations were performed in the SI system. T
values found for the mobility lie in the rang
0.01– 0.07 m2V21s21, which agrees with calculations of th
average mobility using the system of equations for galva
magnetic properties of bismuth films.18 The values ofm in-
crease smoothly with film thickness in each series, but t
are different for different series because of differences in
structural characteristics of the films. This is also obser
for the thickness dependences of the diffusion coefficienD
and the average mean-free path lengthl . In the more perfect
series 1 and 2 the path lengthsl are somewhat greater tha
the thicknessL; in the series 3 and 4l is slightless less than
the film thickness.
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In contrast to the transport characteristics the values
the ‘‘three-dimensional’’ charge carrier concentration fall
a single curve versus the film thickness~see Fig. 3!. This
dependence is essentially the same as that obtained in c
lations using the system of equations for galvanomagn
properties of films.16–18The increase in carrier concentratio
with decreasing bismuth film thickness, first established
Ref. 16, was explained in Refs. 17 and 23 as being due to
nonuniform distribution of the potential, which has a be
near the surfaces, in the film. The nonuniform static poten
in a semimetal results in an effective increase of band ov
lapping and increases the average carrier density.

The film-thickness and temperature dependences of
timestw andtso are qualitatively different. The phase rela
ation timetw does not exhibit a clear dependence onL ~Fig.
4a!, and the spin-orbit relaxation timetso tends to increase
somewhat with increasing thickness~Fig. 4b!. As tempera-
ture increases,tso remains unchanged andtw decreases~Fig.
5!. This time is determined by inelastic scatterin

FIG. 3. Charge carrier concentration versus bismuth film thickness for
ferent series: 1~d!, 2 ~s!, 3 ~j!, and 4~h!. Dependence of the formn3

57.631028
•L21.5~—!.

FIG. 4. Variation of the phase timetw ~a! and spin-orbit relaxation timetso

~b! with increasing bismuth film thickness. The labeling of the series
samples is the same as in Fig. 3. The broken lines are drawn for clarit
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processes—electron-electron and electron-phonon. At t
peratures below 4 K electron-electron scattering predom
nates; for these processes the theory of the electron-ele
interaction in disordered two-dimensional conductors p
dictstee

21}T.7,8 This dependence is satisfactorily realized f
the groups of points in Fig. 5 below 4 K. As temperatu
increases, the electron-phonon scattering processes pla
increasingly larger role. The dependencetw

21}T2 is ob-
served in bismuth films at temperatures above 4 K.24 The
reasons for the appearance of such a temperature depen
of tw for bismuth films atT.4 K and for beryllium,25 nio-
bium, and aluminum26 films atT.10 K are discussed in Ref
24.

4. DISCUSSION

In this work the values of the timetso in bismuth films
indicating a strong spin-orbit interaction were obtained.
was also found thattso tends to increase with film thicknes

The high spin-orbit scattering rate in thin bismuth film
is due, in our opinion, to carrier interaction with the surfac
We shall try to substantiate this below.

The idea that spin-orbit interaction plays a substan
role for electrons in small samples was first advanced
Refs. 27 and 28 in connection with the observation o
nonzero nuclear magnetic resonance frequency shift in
perconducting films asT→0 ~Knight shift!. It was inferred
that the direction of the spin of an electron scattered by
boundary can change, as a result of which the total spin
the system is no longer zero. In connection with this id
Abrikosov and Gor’kov constructed a theory of spin-or
interaction in the scattering of electrons by impurities.29 The
experimental data for the spin-orbit relaxation time det
mined from the Knight shift, the critical magnetic field o
ultrathin films, experiments on tunneling of spin-polariz
electrons into a superconductor, and spin resonance of
duction electrons in normal metals were analyzed in Ref.
In this work a check was made of whether or not the dep
dence oftso

21 on the atomic numberZ of a metal satisfies the
relation from Ref. 29:

tso
21

t21
'~aZ!4, ~3!

FIG. 5. Temperature variation of the phase relaxation timetw of samples in
series 3 with thickness,~in Å!: 380 ~s! and 570 ~d!; tw53.9310213

•T21 ~—!, tw54310212
•T22 ~ !.
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wheret is the elastic scattering time anda5e2/\c51/137 is
the fine structure constant. The ratiotso

21/t215« character-
izes the probability of a spin-orbit process in elastic scat
ing. In Ref. 30 it was assumed that since all data fortso refer
to thin films, the main momentum scattering mechanism
surface scattering, so that the transit timets f5L/vF of an
electron between two surfaces, wherevF is the Fermi veloc-
ity, was used as the timet. It was found that theZ depen-
dences oftso

21/(ts f)21 functionally agree with Eq.~3!, but
the experimental values are severalfold greater than the
ues calculated from this expression, ranging from small v
ues (;1025– 1027) for light metals~such as Li! up to very
large values for heavy metals~for Sn;0.1, Pb;0.5). Thus,
for heavy metals a collision of an electron with the surface
very likely to be accompanied by a change in spin orien
tion. The strong spin-orbit interaction observed in bismu
films ~the timetso turned out to be close in order of magn
tude to the elastic scattering timet! corresponds to the re
sults of an analysis of the experimental data fortso in Ref.
30.

The ratio of the probabilities of spin-orbit scattering pr
cesses at the surface«s f and in the bulk«b of a film was
estimated in Refs. 31 and 32. In Ref. 31 it was found for M
films that«s f is one to two orders of magnitude greater th
«b, depending on the type of substrate. In Ref. 32 it was a
established for Au films that«s f@«b ~the values obtained
were«s f'231022 and«b'431024).

It is completely obvious that the tendency fortso to
increase with film thickness~Fig. 4b! shows that the com-
puted values oftso reflect primarily spin-orbit processes at
surface, since a decrease of the influence of the surface
increasing thickness where«s f@«b should result in a weake
spin-orbit interaction in the film, i.e. an increase oftso . We
shall illustrate this using the following qualitative relation
Let the conduction electrons in the film undergo elastic sc
tering in the bulk and at the surface of the film. Let the tim
tso found be represented by two components for spin-o
processes in the bulk and at the surface:

1

tso
5

1

tso
b 1

1

tso
s f 5

«b

tb 1
«s f

ts f , ~4!

wheretb and ts f are the corresponding times of the elas
processes. Lettb' l /vF andts f equal to approximatelyL/vF

in the ‘‘pure’’ limit ( l .L), and in the ‘‘dirty’’ limit ( l ,L)
let ts f be determined by the electron diffusion time from o
surface to the otherts f'L2/D, where the diffusion coeffi-
cient D'vFl . Then it follows from the expression~4! that

for the ‘‘pure’’ limit

1

tso
5

«bvF

l
1

«s fvF

L
, ~5!

for the ‘‘dirty’’ limit

1

tso
5

«bvF

l
1

«s fvFl

L2 . ~6!

It is obvious that for«b!«s f the integral timetso found in
both cases should increase with film thickness. An interm
diate case (l'L) is realized in the objects studied. Th
makes it impossible to use the formulas presented above
the analysis.
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We believe that the reason for the strong spin-orbit p
cess accompanying surface reflection of electrons could
mechanism associated with the bending of the potential n
the surface of a conductor, which follows from the requi
ment that the wave function of charge carriers vanish at
boundary. The spin state of an electron changes in a re
where a gradient¹V(r ) of the potential exists. The spin
orbit interaction Hamiltonian has the form33

Hso5
\

~2m0c!2 @¹V~r !3p#ŝ, ~7!

where p is the quasimomentum of an electron andŝ is a
Pauli matrix. The electron spin is oriented perpendicular
its momentum and to the gradient of the potential. Fok
Þ0 (k is the wave number! the spin degeneracy is lifted an
the states are split~the Rashba mechanism!. The correspond-
ing theory34,35 developed for a two-dimensional electron g
in heterojunctions in semiconductors predicts the appeara
of two branches in the electron energy spectrum:

E6~k!5
\2k2

2m
6ak, ~8!

~a is the spin-splitting parameter! and the existence of a spi
gap

Ds5E11E252akF . ~9!

These ideas have been extended to inversion layers in s
conductors, i.e. regions of bending of the potential nea
surface.

The existence of two branches in the spectrum of me
surface electrons with different spin polarization creates
additional channel for the spin-orbit process accompany
surface reflection of electrons. As a result the probability o
spin-orbit process accompanying scattering by the surfac
a crystal is much higher than for elastic scattering of el
trons by impurity atoms.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, according to the ideas presented above
answer to the question of why the manifestation of we
localization in thin bismuth films has the character of ‘‘a
tilocalization’’ is that the strong spin-orbit relaxation in th
bismuth films is associated primarily with surface scatter
of electrons. It is supposed that electron scattering from
surface occurs under conditions where a gradient of the c
tal potential exists near the surface, lifting the spin deg
eracy in the electron spectrum near the surface and gi
rise to intense spin relaxation accompanying surface sca
ing. As the film thickness increases and the contribution
surface scattering to the conductivity decreases, the s
orbit interaction should become much weaker, as is qua
tively confirmed by the fact that the values found for t
spin-orbit relaxation timetso tend to increase.

This work was supported in part by a stipend awarded
young scientists by the Ukrainian National Academy of S
ences.
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1!We have in mind the average mobility of two types of carriers, sin

calculations have shown16–18 that the electron and hole mobilities foun
for bismuth films from the system of equations for the conductivity, t
magnetoresistance, and the Hall coefficient are close. The electron
hole concentrations remain equal to one another.
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Noninteracting electrons in one-dimensional systems
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The theoretical fundamentals for describing the behavior of noninteracting electrons in one-
dimensional systems are presented: the transport characteristics of an ideal wire connecting two
thermostats; a description of elastic scattering by a chaotic sequence of barriers using
Landauer’s formula; gigantic chaotic oscillations of the resistance; localization; and, the influence
of correlations in a random potential on the localization. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1884437#
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The purpose of the present brief review is to present
theoretical fundamentals for describing one-dimensional s
tems of noninteracting electrons and illustrating their beh
ior on the basis of known experiments. The number of o
dimensional objects which are available to experimental
has increased substantially in the last few years. Exam
are organic metals,1 semiconductor nanowires,2 carbon
nanotubes,3 and even real, short chains of metal atoms.4 This
has drawn more people into working with such objects a
has made it necessary to provide them with a quite rigor
introduction to this problem.

The criterion for one-dimensionality is associated w
the structure of the electron spectrum of free electrons w
wave functions exp(ik•r ) and the appropriate geometry o
the region of their existence

«5\2ki
2/2m1«'~ i !, i 51,2,... . ~1!

Here ki is the wave number in the direction in which th
electron motion is unbounded;«' is the size-quantized par
of the energy associated with motion in bounded directioni
enumerates the size-quantized subbands. A system is
dimensional (1D) if all electrons fit into the bottom subband
For a degenerate electronic system the criterion is

«F,Ds , Ds[«'~ i 52!2«'~ i 51!. ~2!

If several size-quantized subbands lie below the Fermi le
then the system is quasi-one-dimensional.

Generally speaking, interelectronic interactions hav
large effect on the behavior of electrons in 1D systems. Con-
cepts such as the Luttinger liquid and a wave of charge
spin density arose precisely from studying 1D systems. Tak-
ing account of interactions greatly complicates the analy
of the experimental data and often makes the analysis
biguous. Consequently, it is helpful to have as a starting b
a clear picture of the behavior of noninteracting electrons
1D systems. This picture is presented in the present rev
First, it is postulated that the wave function of an electron
a plane wave exp(ik•r ) and interference processes in t
3311063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/7/$26.00
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wave field formed as a result of the propagation and sca
ing of this wave in a one-dimensional potential are exa
ined.

According to the Peierls theorem a 1D system with an
ideal periodic potential is unstable with respect to the appe
ance of a new period and a wave of charge density,5 and
arbitrarily weak disorder in a one-dimensional medium
sults in localization.6 Nonetheless, conduction in a 1D sys-
tem of noninteracting electrons is possible because of t
perature, the finite length of the 1D system, and correlation
in a random potential.

1. IDEAL WIRE

We consider first an ideal wire with no scattering, ev
elastic scattering. Let an ideal wire of lengthL connect two
reservoirs to which a potential differenceV is applied. Then
any electron entering the wire on one side leaves the wire
the other side with probability one. In addition, let the diam
eter of the wire be so small that the spectrum~1! of the wire
below the Fermi level«F contains a finite numbern52Ns of
size-quantized subbands~they are also called channels; in th
absence of a magnetic field, for everyi<Ns there exist two
channels with different spin directions!:

«'~ i !,«F for i 51,2,...,Ns . ~3!

If Ns51, then the 1D system is said to be a single-chann
system~taking the spin of the system into account it cou
also be called a two-channel system!, and for Ns.1 it is
called a multichannel system. Since the wire is ideal,
channels inside the wire are independent of one another
do not exchange electrons. The electron densityni in channel
i , the longitudinal velocity of the electronsv i , and the den-
sity of statesgi at the Fermi level are related by the relatio

v i5\21~]«/]k!«5« i
, gi5~]ni /]«!«5« i

51/2p\v i ,

« i5«F2«'~ i !, 2(
i 51

Ns

ni5n. ~4!

The presence of a potential differenceV between the reser
voirs means that because of the difference in the elec
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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densitydni5gieV there is a difference between the electr
fluxes entering the channeli from the right- and left-hand
sides. In the expression for the current the concrete par
eters of the channel appearing in the relations~4! cancel, so
that the currentJi in the channel is independent of the ind
i and equals

Ji5ev idni5~e2/2p\!V. ~5!

The conductanceyid5J/V and the resistancer id51/yid of
such a wire are determined by the total currentJ5(1

nJi and
equal

yid5~e2/2p\!n, r id5~2p\/e2!~1/n!. ~6!

The index here underscores the fact that Eq.~6! refers to an
ideal wire.

The result~6! is remarkable in several respects. In t
first place it has been found that in a 1D system, even a
multichannel system, dissipation occurs even in the abse
of scattering. In the second place, however surprisingly,
resistivity r id of the wire is independent of its length and
determined only by the quantization of the electronic sp
trum. Both of these circumstances are a manifestation of
principle of nonlocality. The electrons acquire energy in
cations where a field is present, i.e. in or at the edges of
wire, and give up energy when they are thermalized in
reservoir, i.e. far from the wire.

It is no accident that we do not specify more accurat
where the electric field is concentrated. The arguments wh
have led to Eq.~6! do not predetermine the distribution o
the electric field along the wire. Additional consideratio
are required to determine this distribution. Ordinarily, it
found that the field is distributed nonuniformly along a cha
nel and concentrated predominantly near its ends. In
respect an interesting example are edge channels which
formed along the edge of a sample between the contac
the presence of a quantum Hall effect. In a strong magn
field perpendicular to the plane of a two-dimensional el
tron gas all electrons colliding with and reflected from t
surface necessarily collide with the surface again in the n
turn of their cyclotron motion. The direction of their dis
placement along the surface in the time between two co
sions with the surface is determined by the sign of the ve
product of the field and the normal to the region of the tw
dimensional gas and is independent of the angle of incide
and the angle of reflection of the electron. The current alo
the surface is described using the concept of a o
dimensional channel, which is ideal because of the abse
of backscattering. The tangential electric field along the e
of a sample, i.e., along a 1D channel, is everywhere zero i
the presence of a quantum effect of the field, and the en
voltage drop is concentrated at the boundary with one of
contacts.7

It would appear that the assertion that the resistance
wire is independent of its length contradicts a simple ar
ment. Imagine an ideal wire to be divided into two pa
which are connected in series. If the resistance isr id in each
part, then the total resistance should be 2r id . But it is not
enough to simply divide the wire into two parts. In order f
both parts to be independent resistances an additi
reservoir-thermostat must be inserted between them, and
m-
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reservoir-thermostat would make the electronic waves p
ing through it incoherent. If the temperature of the wire
different from absolute zero,TÞ0, so that there exists a fi
nite length Lw,` over which an inelastic collision and
phase interference of the electronic wave occur, then s
thermostats appear automatically at distancesLw from one
another.

Thus there is an upper bound on the length of an id
wire, L,Lw . The lower bound is actually the diameter
the wire. This is evident from an analysis of a Sharv
contact,8 where an insulating flat diaphragm with an openi
with areaS divides two three-dimensional metal half-space
one of which is an ‘‘ideal’’ crystal in the sense that the mea
free path length there isl @AS. The resistence of such
contact is

R'
\kF

ne2S
'

\

e2 S \2/mS

«F
D , ~7!

wheren, m, kF5(3p2n)1/3 and«F5\2kF
2/2m are the con-

centration, mass, Fermi momentum, and Fermi energy,
spectively, of the electron gas in an ideal half-space, and
'sign appearing instead of an5 sign signifies that numeri-
cal coefficients are dropped in the expression. It is easy
verify that the expression~7! is identical in structure to the
expression~6! for r id , and the numerator in the fraction i
parentheses in Eq.~7! is the characteristic splitting«' be-
tween the size-quantized subbands. It is easy to verify fo
square opening that this distance is indeed proportiona
S21.

Since an experimental channel can be very short, Eq.~6!
can be checked experimentally. Figure 1 shows the result
measurements of the conductivity of a narrow channel un
a split gap connecting two regions of a 2D electron gas in a
GaAs–AlxGa12xAs heterostructure.9 As the blocking voltage
Vg on the gate increases, the depleted region expands s
what because it extends slightly beyond the edge of the g
As one can see in the inset in Fig. 1, the conducting chan
narrows, which means that the number of channelsNs de-
creases. The short length of the channel makes it possib
obtain a ballistic regime, i.e. a no-scattering regime, in it.

FIG. 1. Conductancey of a ballistic contact between 2D regions of a
GaAs-AlxGa12xAs heterostructure as a function of the gate voltage regu
ing the width of the contact.9 Inset: layout of the measuring cell.
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the structure shown in Fig. 1 the electron density is 3
31011 cm22, the mean-free path length at 0.6 K is about 8
mm, and the characteristic dimensions of the channel ar
the order of 0.25mm.

It is evident in the inset in Fig. 1 that the measuremen
performed by a two-contact scheme, so that the meas
resistanceRmeascontains the resistanceRcont of the contacts
and the resistance of the adjoining wide sections of theD
layer. The conductance, which is of interest to us, isy
[r215(Rmeas2Rcont)

21. The resistanceRcont was assumed
to be 4.35 kV, so that it corresponds approximately to t
results of independent measurements. After this quantit
subtracted the functiony(Vg) becomes a sequence of ste
of the same height

Dyid5~e2/2p\!Dn5e2/p\, ~8!

in complete agreement with Eq.~6!.

2. ELASTIC SCATTERERS

We now assume the wire to be nonideal and, for simp
ity, a one-channel system. Let elastic scatterers be prese
the hatched section of the wire~Fig. 2!. There is no need to
specify their relative arrangement more accurately—we s
consider the entire hatched region to be a single scatte
object. In quantum mechanics, it is characterized in the o
dimensional case by complex reflectionr and transmissiont
coefficients, which couple the amplitudes of the reflected
transmitted waves with the amplitude of the incident wa
Electronic fluxesj in /e and j in8 /e are incident from the left
and right on the hatched region. Each electron is reflec
with probability R5ur u2 and is transmitted with probability
T5utu2.

R5 j r / j in5 j r8/ j in8 , T5 j t / j in5 j t8/ j in8 , ~9!

R1T51.

If the voltage drop on the hatched region is zero, then
total electron flux in the wire is also zero. In the presence
a potential differencedV, a density differencedn5gedV
appears at the boundaries of the region. In one-dimensi
systems all electrons move along the wire and therefore
long to one of the fluxes appearing in Eqs.~9!. This makes it
possible to relatedn with the electron densities in the fluxe
and expressdV in terms of the current:

dV5
dn

ge
5

j in1 j r1 j t8

e2gv
2

j in8 1 j r81 j t

e2gv
5

2R~ j in2 j in8 !

e2gv
.

~10!

Hereg andv are the density of states and the modulus of
velocity of the electrons at the Fermi level. Since the to
currentJ is

J5 j in2 j r2 j t85 j in8 2 j r82 j t5T ~ j in2 j in8 !, ~11!

the ratioJ/dV makes it possible to represent the conducta
yimp5J/dV and the resistancer imp5yimp

21 of the hatched re-
gion in the form

yimp5
e2

2p\

T
R 5

e2

2p\

T
12T ,
6

of
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e

r imp5
2p\

e2

R
T 5

2p\

e2

R
12R . ~12!

The idea of representing elastic scattering centers as
tential barriers in the path of propagating waves and expr
ing the transport characteristics of the system in terms of
reflection and transmission coefficients of the wave for th
barriers was first advanced by Landauer.10 Consequently, the
corresponding formulas, specifically, the expression for
conductance~12!, are named after Landauer. In princip
Landauer’s technique is applicable to systems of any dim
sion, but it is especially convenient and often used for 1D
systems.

Landauer’s formula in the form~12! was derived under
the assumption that the potential difference is applied
rectly to the scattering region between the points A and B
Fig. 2. This is why the conductance~12! with weak scatter-
ing, T;1, R!1, can be greater than the conductance~6! of
a system with no scatterers. If the potential difference in
system in Fig. 2 is applied to the reservoirs, then the re
tances of the ideal wire and the scattering region are c
nected in series and the conductance of the entire syste

y215yid
211yimp

21[r id1r imp5
2p\

e2 S 11
R
T D ,

y5
e2

2p\
T. ~13!

Now, the conductancey→yid as T→1, as should be. The
expression~13! for y can also be obtained directly by apply
ing a potential difference to the reservoirs, writing the ele
tron flux from one reservoir into another, and taking acco
of single scattering~compare with the derivation of Eq.~6!!.
This means that adding the resistances in accordance
Ohm’s law in the arguments for Eq.~13! was justified. How-

FIG. 2. One-dimensional conductor connecting two reservoirs and con
ing of two ideal sections along the edges and the scattering section AB a
center.

FIG. 3. Scattering section in a 1D conductor consisting of two barriers. Th
complex amplitudesA, . . . ,D of the waves arriving at and leaving
both barriers are normalized to the initial arriving wave, indicated by
number 1.
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ever, this is by no means always the case for o
dimensional systems because the incident and refle
waves interfere with one another.

We shall now consider two successive barriers in
single-channel one-dimensional conductor~Fig. 3! and we
shall express in terms of the parametersT1 , R1 , T2 , andR2

of the initial barriers the parametersT andR512T of the
compound scattering object formed. If a wave with amp
tude 1 is incident on the barrier from the left, then the s
tionary wave field formed will contain four additional wave
the reflected waveA, the transmitted waveD, and two op-
positely propagating wavesB and C between the barriers
(A, . . . ,D are the complex amplitudes of the waves!. Ex-
pressing the amplitudes of the waves moving to the right
left of each of the barriers in terms of the amplitudes of
incident waves, we obtain four equations:

A5r 11Ct1 , B5t11Cr1 , Ce2 iw5Beiwr 2 ,

D5Beiwt2 . ~14!

Here the fact that the reflection coefficient of the barrier
independent of the side from which the wave is inciden
taken into account,r 15r 18 ; the factors exp(6iw) take ac-
count of the phase shift of the wave over the distance fr
one barrier to the other. From Eqs.~14! follows

D5
eiwt1t2

12e2iwr 1r 2

,

T5uDu25
T1T2

11R1R222AR1R2 cosu
, ~15!

whereu52w1arg(r1r2). The conductanceY2 of the a com-
pound ‘‘two-barrier’’ scatterer, marked in Fig. 3 by the dott
line, is

Y25
e2

2p\

T
12T 5

e2

2p\

T1T2

R11R222AR1R2 cosu
. ~16!

If a compound ‘‘double-barrier’’ scatterer consists of tw
identical barriers,r 15r 25r 8, t15t25t8, R15R25R 8,
and so on, then

Y25
e2

2p\

~T 8!2

4R8sin2 u/2
,

u/25w1arg~r 8!5kl1arg~r 8!, ~17!

wherek is the wave number andl is the distance between th
barriers.

The conductance~16! depends not only on the param
eters of the two initial barriers. Through the angleu it also
depends on the distance between the barriers. Ultimately
are interested in a 1D conductor with a large number o
randomly positioned barriers. Therefore we can average o
all possible distances between them, making the assump
that the angleu assumes any value from 0 to 2p with equal
probability. Such averaging is not entirely correct, but
makes it possible to follow the trends arising as the length
the chain of one-dimensional barriers increases~see Ref. 11
-
ed
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and also the original work12 for a more detailed discussion!.
The average conductanceY2 of a system of two barriers
follows from the average valuecosu50:

Y25
e2

2p\

T1T2

R11R2
5

e2

2p\

~12R1!~12R2!

R11R2
. ~18!

For comparison we shall give the classical expression
a sum of two successive resistancesr15y1

21 andr25y2
21:

Y2
~cl!5~y1

211y2
21!21[~r11r2!21

5
e2

2p\ S R1

12R1
1

R2

12R2
D 21

5
e2

2p\

~12R1!~12R2!

R11R222R1R2
~19!

In Eq. ~19! there is an extra, compared with Eq.~18!, term in
the denominator, proportional to the product of the transm
sion coefficientsR1R2 for two barriers.

3. GIGANTIC OSCILLATIONS OF THE RESISTANCE

We shall discuss one other feature of transport in 1D
systems. Figure 4 shows the transport characteristics
quasi-one-dimensional system fabricated on the basis o
accumulating layer in a field-effect transistor on an-Si
surface.13 At low temperatures a noise-like component wi
very large amplitude appears in the dependence of the
ductancey on the gate voltageVg . This is not real noise.
The signal does not depend on the time, and if the samp
not heated to room temperature, then in a repeated exp
ment the curvey(Vg) will be reproduced right down to the
smallest details. It is evident that at low temperatures a
gate voltagesVg allowing for a narrow channel and low ca
rier concentration, the conductance undergoes as a func
of Vg chaotic narrow oscillations whose total range increa
with decreasing temperature. For a different sample,
even for the same sample, with repeated cooling from ro
temperature the detailed structure of the oscillations is dif

FIG. 4. Conductancey of a long quasi-one-dimensional channel in a fiel
effect transistor, fabricated on the surface ofn-Si, in the accumulating layer
regime as a function of the gate voltageVg .13 The width of the channel can
vary from 0 up to the maximum value;1 mm, set by the construction~see
the scheme shown in the inset!, using voltages on the control electrodesp1

and on the gate.
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ent with the same overall pattern of evolution of oscillatio
with a change in the temperature and voltageVg .

The fundamental reason for the chaotic oscillations
one-dimensionality. All defects in a wire are connected
series, and the current lines cannot circumvent any of th
Consequently, switching off one strongly scattering def
can strongly influence the total resistance. The questio
how a change inVg that changes the concentration and Fer
energy«F of the carriers can switch on, switch off, or chan
the effectiveness of individual defects.

Let us return to the expression~17! for the conductance
Y2 of a symmetric ‘‘double-barrier’’ scatterer. In the discu
sion above we averaged the expression~16! over cosu on the
basis that there is a spread in the values of the distancl i

between the barriers. But the anglew5kl i appearing inu
depends not only onl i but also on the wave numberk, i.e.,
on the energy«F of the scattering electron. For one speci
scattering pair of barriers with a fixed value ofl i it follows
from Eq. ~17! that R2 assumes values from 0 to 4r,

0<R2<4r, ~20!

depending on the energy of the incident electron. Her
should be recalled that the transport properties of a 1D sys-
tem are determined precisely by the electrons from a ne
borhood of «F because the opposite electron fluxes w
lower energies compensate one another. We mentioned a
that there are problems with averaging the expression for
resistance~16!. They are due precisely to the wide range~20!
of variation ofR2 .

The space between two barriers is a potential well.
this well, generally speaking, there is a collection of levels« i

whose widths are due to the transmittancest1 and t2 of the
barriers. As the electron energy«F shifts relative to the sys
tem of levels in this well the tunneling probability oscillate
reaching a maximum at resonance«F5« i . Consequently,
the gigantic chaotic oscillations of the resistance can be
scribed theoretically precisely in terms of resonan
tunneling.14

The model of localized states in 1D systems employs
the idea of electronic levels inside composite scatterers
sufficiently low temperatures reflections from distant barri

1!N!Lw / l ~21!

remain coherent. Consequently, according to the relation~25!
presented below, these reflections for sufficiently largeLw

compensate the barrier transmittances oft1 and t2 and
make the state between them localized. Hopping conduc
ity should be expected under these conditions. Indeed, F
displays measurements of the temperature dependence o
conductance which were performed at several minima of
curve presented in Fig. 4. It is evident that for measureme
on the left-hand side of the plot in Fig. 4, for lower values
Vg when the conductance is small, the oscillations are la
and there is every reason to regard the channel to be
dimensional, the points follow well the functional depe
dence

y5y0 exp@2~TM /T!1/2# ~22!
s
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in complete agreement with Mott’s formula for the tempe
ture dependence of hopping conductivity with variable ho
ping distance:

r5r0 expS TM

T D 1/~d11!

, TM'~gmjd!21, ~23!

where d is the dimension of the space andj is the decay
length of localized states.

For large values ofVg the channel expands and grad
ally converts into a two-dimensional channel. The cond
tance increases, and the amplitude of the chaotic oscillat
decreases. The experimental points of the funct
logy(T 21/2) obtained with gate voltageVg56.3 V deviate in
Fig. 5 from a straight line, but they rectify in th
(logy,T 21/3) plane, once again in complete agreement w
Eq. ~23!.

4. LOCALIZATION

Let us consider a long chain of identical, weakly scatt
ing barriers,R 8!1 andT 8;1, located at random distance
l i from one another and each having a small resistancer8
5(2p\/e2)(R 8/T 8)!2p\/e2 ~the average distance be
tween the barriersl 5 l i is the elastic mean-free path length!.
We shall calculate the resistanceRN5YN

215(2p\/e2)
3(RN /TN) of a compound scattering object consisting ofN
barriers using a recurrence relation following from Eq.~18!:

RN

TN

5
RN211R8

TN21T 8
. ~24!

As long as the number of barriersN is small, so thatNr8
!2p\/e2, the resistanceRN increases linearly:RN'Nr
}N. The reflection probabilityRN also increases almost lin
early. ButRN cannot exceed 1. Consequently, at some va
of N we can setRN'RN21'1 in Eq. ~24!, whence it im-
mediately follows that

TN'TN21T 8, TN→s~T 8!N5seaN as N→`,

~s5const, a5 ln T 8,0!. ~25!

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences at the minima of the conductance
channel of a field-effect transistor for three different values of the g
voltageVg .13
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The exponential decrease of the transmitted-wave inten
TN with increasingN is a demonstration of 1D localization
for a specific example.

5. ROLE OF CORRELATIONS IN A RANDOM POTENTIAL

The general assertion of Ref. 16 that 1D localization
occurs in a random potential and the illustration~25! of this
assertion for a specific model assumed that there are no
relations. However, localization may not occur if the chao
one-dimensional potential is not completely random but c
tains correlators. To show this we return to Eq.~17! for the
conductanceY2 of the symmetric ‘‘double-barrier’’ scattere
shown in Fig. 3. It follows form this formula that there exis
a wave numberk052arg(r8)/l for which the barrier is com-
pletely transparent to the incident wave and there is no
flected waveR 2850. If in our model~24!–~25! the isolated
barriers are replaced with double barriers~17!, then an elec-
tron with energy«05\2k0

2/2m will be delocalized.
This idea was elaborated in the so-called dimer mode15

This model uses not one-dimensional barriers but rathe
one-dimensional chain of periodically arranged poten
wells. The chain consists of two types of wells with ener
levels Ea and Eb . The wells are distributed along the od
lattice sites completely randomly, without any correlatio
and each even site contains a well of the same type as
odd site to the left of it. This means that identical wells occ
in pairs, whence the name of the model~Fig. 6a!. If the
distance between the wells isa, then the lattice obtained ca
be represented as a sum of two random but identicalsublat-
tices, shifted by a with respect to one another, both wit
period 2a and an entirely random distribution of wells ov
the sites.

We shall assume that pairs with energyEa belong to the
main lattice and pairs with energyEb are defects. As we hav
already seen, in this model localized states can exist for
tain specified values of the energy. Now, it is necessary
formulate the condition under which electrons with this e
ergy can propagate in the main lattice.

Consider one dimer defect consisting of two wells w
energyEb in an ideal lattice consisting ofEa wells ~Fig. 6b!.
Let the overlap integral between neighboring wells beJ.
Then bands with a quasicontinuous distribution of levels«
5Ea22J coska are formed to the right and left of a defec
If

uEa2Ebu,2J, ~26!

FIG. 6. Dimer model of a one-dimensional random potential. The chan
occurring in the positions of the levels as a result of the overlapping of
wells are not shown~a!. The electron levels in a one-dimensional latti
with one dimer defect~b!.
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then the unperturbed energy levelEb of a defect falls within
the band and a distinguished valuek5k0 , cosk0522J/(Ea

2Eb), for which the reflection probability of a defectR50,
appears in the band.

In the dimer model correlations exist only between ne
est neighbors. For such correlations delocalized states a
only for discrete values of the energy. To obtain a band
delocalized states distant correlations must be used, retai
in so doing an element of randomness. An algorithm
constructing such a potential was proposed in Refs. 16
17. Here we present only a specific example of such an
gorithm, constructed to perform an experimental check
means of microwave simulation.

Microwave simulation of localization processes is po
sible because the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation

i\
]C

]t
52

\2

2m
DC1UC ~27!

and the classical wave equation

1

c2

]2C

]t2
5DC2UC ~28!

(c is the speed of light! have much in common.8 The substi-
tution C5e2 iutc reduces both equations to

~D2U1k2!C50 ~29!

the only difference being that for the Schro¨dinger equation

v5~\/2m!k2, ~30!

and for the wave equation

v5ck. ~31!

As an example of microwave simulation we present
experiment of Ref. 19 where the transmission cofficient o
long waveguide was measured as a function of frequency
an electromagnetic wave in the microwave range. The wa
guide scheme is shown in Fig. 7. The working frequen
range was chosen to lie inside the frequency range where
waveguide is in a single-mode regime: 7.5 GHz5c/2a
,v/2p,c/a515 GHz, wherea is the large dimension o
the transverse cross section of the waveguide.

To simulate the random potentialN5100 scatterering
pins are inserted at equal distances along the wavegu
Using micrometric screws the pins can be inserted to diff
ent depthsun , where 1<n<N. The depth is set using th
formula

s
eFIG. 7. Schematic diagram of a single-mode waveguide with 100 scatte
in which the transmission coefficientt for an electromagnetic wave wa
measured as a function of the frequency.19 All dimensions are given in mm.
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un5Aun
2 (

m52`

`

bmZn1m ,

bm5
2

p E
0

p/2
Aw~m! cos~2mm!dm. ~32!

Here Zn1m are random numbers from21 to 11. They in-
troduce an element of randomness into the potential.
correlations between allun are provided by the factorsbm ,
determined in terms of the functionw~m!. The latter function
is chosen using a special mathematical algorithm depen
on the type of transmission spectrum required for the o
dimensional system. An example of the implementation
such a program is shown in Fig. 8. This was used to cho
a function w~m! for which two transmission bands shou
arise inside the working range. The solid line in the figu
shows the transmission coefficient, determined in a num
cal experiment, of a waveguide with a one-dimensional
quence ofN5104 scatterers chosen in accordance with E
~32! using the prescribed functionw~m!. The dashed line
shows the result of a real microwave experiment with a
quence ofN5100 scatterers averaged over five different
alizations.

FIG. 8. Transmission coefficientt of a wave in a one-dimensional chann
in the presence of periodically arranged random scatterers which are c
lated by means of a specially chosen correlation function.19 Solid line—
numerical experiment withN5104 scatterers; dashed line—microwave e
periment withN5100 scatterers, averaged over five different realizatio
The correlation function is the same.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

These are the basic fundamentals of the behavior of n
interacting electrons in one-dimensional systems with a r
dom potential. They should be kept in mind when discuss
any experiments in such systems, even if the interelectro
interactions play the main role in the observed phenome
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Transmission of electrons through a linear molecule: role of delocalized and localized
electronic states in current formation
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Exact formulas are obtained for the electronic current in the presence of quasielastic and elastic
transmission of an electron through a molecule. The elastic transmission mechanism is
analyzed in detail. It is shown that ‘‘metallization’’ of a molecule occurs in the presence of electron
delocalization, so that all energy levels of the molecule undergo the same shift when a
potential difference is established between the electrodes. This explains the appearance of
resonance peaks in the conductivity of the molecule. When an electron in the molecule is strongly
localized the appearance of conductivity peaks is due to resonance hopping of the electron
between the Fermi levels of the electrodes and localized levels of the molecule, with which the
appearance of negative conductivity of the molecule is also associated. ©2005 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884438#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The possibility of measuring a current through an in
vidual molecule in contact with microelectrodes1–6 has made
it possible for molecular electronics to reach a fundament
new level of development where different types of physi
models of electron-transport processes can now be che
by directly measuring the conductivity of molecules and m
lecular chains. Thus the idea, advanced in
1970–1980s,7–9 of creating molecular computers with a
enormous memory is no longer as fantastic as first thou
The modern problems of molecular electronics are tied
clarifying the physical foundations of the operation of t
basic elements of molecular devices, such as, the molec
wires, rectifiers, filters, transistors, and so on. Here prog
has been made mainly in understanding the mechanism
elastic tunneling of electrons through individual molecu
and molecular layers~see, for example, the reviews in Ref
3, 10–12!. The important role of contacts between a m
ecule and electrodes in the formation of a single multinucl
complex and in treating electrodes as a macroscopic sys
with a continuous~quasicontinuous! energy spectrum ha
been clarified.13–20The latter circumstance results in the a
pearance of an imaginary correction to the energy spect
of the molecule,10,21,22giving rise thereby to broadening o
the elastic resonance tunneling peak of electrons tunne
through a molecule. The Coulomb interaction between e
trons transported through a molecule start to play an imp
tant role at high currents.1,23–27This interaction is also im-
portant for the inelastic mechanism of the formation of
current through a molecular wire.28–31

Even though substantial progress has been made in
scribing electron transport through individual molecules a
molecular wires a number of important factors remain u
clear. This concerns, first and foremost, the role of deloc
ized and localized electronic states of a molecule in the tra
mission of an electron through a molecule and thereby in
formation of an interelectrode current. Modern power
3381063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/14/$26.00
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quantum-mechanical computational methods make it p
sible to find the energy spectrum of and the electron den
distribution in a molecule.5,32–35But, as a rule, the spectrum
is quite complicated and it is by no means clear whethe
given value of the energy of a molecule should be assig
to a localized or delocalized molecular orbital~MO!. In ad-
dition, the position and form of the spectrum and electr
density depend on the magnitude and direction of the po
tial differenceV applied to the electrodes.

The objective of the present work is to obtain a stric
valid expression for the quasielastic current formed by
molecule inserted between electrodes and then use this
pression to determine the exact formula for the elastic c
rent. The current–voltage (I –V) characteristics are pre
sented for molecules where either purely delocalized
localized MO contribute to the formation of theelasticcur-
rent. Examples are organic molecules containing satura
~covalent! s bonds and triple/double bonds formed bys and
p electrons~see examples in Refs. 3, 5, 6, and 36!. In the
present work attention is focused mainly on obtaining a
analyzing analytical expressions for the currentI and the
conductanceg5]I /]V as functions of the applied voltageV.

2. MODEL AND BASIC EQUATIONS

The characteristic vibrational relaxation timet rel in mo-
lecular systems is of the order of 10211– 10213 s.37,38 Since
vibrational relaxation is the most rapid of the possible rela
ation processes in molecules, quasielastic and elastic elec
transport through a molecule becomes possible if the cha
teristic timet tr of this transport is much less thant rel . The
time t tr can be roughly estimated from the relationI
5ueu/t tr , whereueu'1.6•10219 C is the electron charge ex
pressed in Coulombs. This relation shows that the electr
transport process can be elastic if a currentI of the order of
1 nA or higher passes through the molecule. Experim
shows~see, for example, Refs. 5, 6, 16, and 39–44! that such
currents are attainable for short molecules. For
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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t tr!t rel ~1!

aside from elastic process, a quasielastic process, wher
state of the molecule changes during electronic transmiss
is also possible. In this case, in the transmission process
molecule gives/takes up~at nonzero temperature! or only
takes up~at low temperature! part of the energy of the trans
ported electron. Just as for elastic transmission, there is
enough time for relaxation processes in a molecule to oc
during the transport of an electron from one electrode to
other.

A. Quasielastic current through a molecule

In the present work only the elastic transmission of
electron is studied in detail. The more complicated quasie
tic transmission process will be analyzed separately. H
ever, since both processes reflect the dynamical charact
electronic transport~when relaxation in a molecule does n
play an appreciable role during transmission!, we shall ob-
tain the basic expressions for the current using the same
proach. Then the expression for the elastic current follo
from the more general expression for the quasielastic curr
The Hamiltonian of the system ‘‘electrod
L—molecule—electrodeR’’ ~LMR system! is

H5H01H int , ~2!

where the interactionH int leads to transitions between th
statesua& of the main HamiltonianH0 . In the absence o
relaxation and an external variable field a transition under
action of H int occurs only when in the absence of such
interaction the energy of the initial stateEa is equal to the
energy of the final stateEb . We note that these energies a
eigenvalues of the HamiltonianH0 but not of the complete
HamiltonianH. Quantum mechanics shows45 that irrespec-
tive of the type of dynamical system the probabilityPba of a
transition from the stateua& into the stateub& per unit time is
given by the expression

Pba5
2p

\
uTbau2d~Ea2Eb!, ~3!

where the matrix elementTba5^buT̂ua& is calculated using
the operator for a transition on the energy shell

T̂5H int1H intĜ~Ea!H int . ~4!

Here we have introduced the Green’s function

Ĝ~E!5
1

E2H1 i01 , ~5!

whereH is the Hamiltonian of the entire system. The expre
sion ~3! refers to the transition channel between the spec
statesa and b of the dynamical system. If there are setsA
5$a% and B5$b% of such states, then the total probabili
PAB is no longer a sum of transitions along all possible ch
nels. Such a situation is valid for a closed dynamical syst
However, if the dynamical system is open, i.e., it is in
thermal contact with the environment~this is the situation of
interest to us!, then the contribution of each channel to t
total transport process becomes dependent on the stati
the
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probability Wa(b) that this channel is open. Thus the tot
probability of the transition with the participation of all pos
sible channels will be

PAB5(
ab

Wa~b!Pab . ~6!

This is an exact formula obtained outside the framework
perturbation theory. The only condition used is that there
not enough time for relaxation~dissipative! processes in the
system to occur over the time of an isoenergy transition
the system itself. The Born approximation is obtained if t
total HamiltonianH is replaced in the Green’s function~5!
by H0 .

In our problem the LMR system (electrode
1molecule) is a dynamical system. We shall analyze
transition of an electron from the left- to the right-hand ele
trode. In this case the initial stateua& is characterized by the
fact that in this state the transported electron is located at
electrodeL in the conduction band with a definite wave ve
tor k and the molecule is in a quantum stateM ~in general
determined by the electronic, vibrational, and spin states
the molecule!, so that for H int50 we haveua&5uLk,M &
5uLk&uM &, Ea5ELk1EM . Similarly, the final state and en
ergy of the system are given byub&5uRq,M 8&5uRq&uM 8&,
Eb5ERq1EM8 , whereq is the wave vector of an electron i
the conduction band on the right-hand electrode and the s
bol M 8 denotes the state of the molecule formed after
electron passes through the molecule. ThereforeEa2Eb

5(ELk1EM)2(ERq1EM8). We recall that for purely elastic
transmission of an electron the internal state of the molec
does not change, and thereforeM5M 8. Correspondingly,
Ea2Eb5ELk2ERq .

In what follows, to obtain specific formulas we sha
assume for definiteness that the left-hand electrode is m
tained at zero voltage and a constant electric field acts on
right-hand electrode. As a result the potential difference
tween the electrodes isV. For this choice of the direction o
the electric field the Fermi distribution functionsf s(E)
5@exp(E2EF)/kBT#1121(kB and T are, respectively, Boltz-
mann’s constant and temperature! for the left- (s5L) and
right-hand (s5R) electrodes will bef L(ELk) and f R(ERq

2eV). The fact that the electron chargee is negative has
been taken into account. The probabilityWa(b) of realization
of a statea in an isoenergetic transitiona→b assumes tha
there is no electron with wave vectorq on the right-hand
electrode. The corresponding statistical probability of a tr
sition of an electron from left to right will beWa(b)

5 f L(ELk)(12 f R(ERq2eV))W(EM), where the last factor
is the statistical weight of the stateuM & of the molecule
before the arrival of the transported electron. The elect
current from left to right is determined by summing over
single-electron channels~i.e. over allk, M andq, M 8). Since
I L→R522ePLR ~the appearance of the factor of 2 reflec
the additional summation over the projections of the elect
spin!, we obtain
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I L→R52
4pe

\ (
kq

(
MM8

@ f L~ELk!~12 f R~ERq2eV!!#

3W~EM !uTRqM8LkMu2d~ELk1EM2ERq2EM8!.

~7!

The currentI R→L due to the motion of electrons from th
right- to the left-hand electrode is found similarly. The o
served interelectrode currentI is the difference of the cur
rentsI L→R and I R→L .

We introduce the matrix~operator! for the spectral den-
sity of thesth electrode using the collection of quantities

@GM
~s!~E!#mm852p(k ^muH intusk,M &^sk,M uH intum8&

3d~E2Esk!, ~8!

where ^muH intusk,M & is the matrix element of a transitio
from the stateusk,M &, characterizing the LMR system in th
absence of an interaction of electrodes with the molecule~i.e.
an eigenstate for the HamiltonianH0), into an arbitrary state
of the systemum&. Since

d~E12E2!5E
2`

`

dEd~E2E1!d~E2E2!,

we obtain the following basic expression for the quasiela
interelectrode current:

I 52
2pe

h E
2`

`

dE (
MM8

$W~EM ! f L~E2EM !

3@12 f R~E2EM82eV!#2W~EM8!

3@12 f L~E2EM !# f R~E2EM82eV!%TM8M~E,V!,

~9!

where we have introduced the partial transmission func
of the system LMR:

TM8M~E,V!5Tr~ ĜM8
~R!

~E2EM8!Ĝ~E!

3ĜM
~L !~E2EM !Ĝ1~E!!. ~10!

If the molecular currents are measured at and below ro
temperature, then in the calculations the Fermi funct
f s(E) can be replaced by the step functionQ(EF2E).1

Then the integration limits in Eq.~9! become finite:EF

1EM8<E<EF1EM1eV ~if EM1eV>EM8) and EF1EM

1eV<E<EF1EM8 ~if EM1eV<EM8).

B. Elastic current through a molecule

Elastic transmission is a particular case of quasiela
transmission. The form of the current follows from the exa
expressions~9! and ~10!. For M 85M this gives

I 5(
M

W~EM !I M . ~11!

The partial current through the molecule
ic

n

m
n

ic
t

I M5
2e

h E
EF

EF1eV

dE3Tr~ ĜM
~R!~E2EM !Ĝ~E!ĜM

~L !~E

2EM !Ĝ1~E!!, ~12!

reflects the contribution of theM th state of a molecule to the
total interelectrode current. At low temperatures only t
ground state of the moleculeM5M0 , whose energyEM

5E0 we shall set equal to zero, is responsible for curr

formation. In addition we introduce the notationĜ (R)

[ĜM0

(R) . Finally, the formula for the elastic interelectrode cu

rent becomes

I 5
2e

h E
EF

EF1eV

dET~E,V!,

T~E,V!5Tr~ Ĝ~R!~E!Ĝ~E!Ĝ~L !Ĝ1~E!!. ~13!

The expression~13! has the same form as the expressi
used by different authors to calculate theI –V andg–V char-
acteristics of molecules~see, for example, the reviews i
Refs. 3, 10, 12!. However, these is also a difference. In E
~13! the transmission function~10! contains the Green’s

function Ĝ(E) of the entire LMR system~see Eq.~5!!.
Therefore the expression~13! is mathematically exact~as is
the preceding expression for the quasielastic current!. The
calculations performed thus far employed the approach
veloped by Lande´ and Bütteker46,47 which were specially
modified to describe a current through a molecule~see, for
example, Refs. 48 and 49!. The transmission function wa
determined not in terms of the Green’s function of the en
LMR system, as a strict theory requires, but rather in ter
of the Green’s function either of the molecule or a comp
of the molecule with part of the surface atoms of the el
trodes. The difference from the exact formula will be neg
gible if the coupling between the molecule and the electro
is weak. But if this coupling is strong, then the difference c
have an appreciable effect on theI –V andg–V characteris-
tics of the elastic current.

3. LOW-TEMPERATURE ELASTIC CURRENT THROUGH
A MOLECULE

In what follows we shall study the formation of a low
temperature interelectrode current associated with the c
ductivity of the molecule which before the arrival of an e
cess electron is in its ground stateM5M0 with a fixed
potential differenceV. It should be noted that the groun
state can be not only charge-neutral but also ionized. Ion
tion is possible, for example, because under the action
potential difference one of the electrons of the molecule
already crossed onto the electrode~or arrived from the elec-
trode! even before a stationary current is established in
LMR system. In any case an electron transported from
electrode to another will be considered to be an excess e
tron for the molecule.

For specific calculations it is important to choose a ba
$um&% in which the quantities~8! are determined and the ma

trix elementsGm8m(E)[^m8uĜ(E)um& of the Green’s func-
tion are calculated. We note that in an exact description
the transmission this basis is tied to the states of the en
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LMR system. Consequently, if a basis in which the Ham
tonianH of the LMR system is diagonal is chosen for$um&%,
then according to the definition~5! we obtain

Gm8m~E!5
dmm8

E2«m1 i01 , ~14!

where«m is an eigenvalue~in general complex! of the com-
plete HamiltonianH, containing the interaction of the mo
ecule with the electrodes. Using Eq.~14! the exact transmis
sion function~13! becomes

T~E,V!5 (
mm8

Gmm8
~R! 1

E2«m81 i01 Gm8m
~L ! 1

E2«m* 2 i01 .

~15!

The dependence ofT(E,V) on the potentialV is con-
tained in the quantitiesGmm8

(R,L)
5uGM0

(R,L)(E,V)umm8 and «m

5«m(V). The specific form of these quantities is determin
by choosing a model for the LMR system.

A. Single-electron Hamiltonian of the LMR system

To study the single-electron transmission we shall
the widely applied model where the LMR Hamiltonian h
the form

H5HL1HR1HM1HLM1HRM . ~16!

Here the first two terms refer to the Hamiltonians of the le
and right-hand electrodes. In experiments studying the c
ductivity of molecules, ordinarily, gold electrodes are us
For gold, one wide conduction band participates in elect
transport. Consequently, it is assumed that

Hs5(
k

Eskusk&^sku, s5L,R. ~17!

HereEsk is the energy of an electron with wave vectork in
the conduction band of thesth electrode. The spin index i
dropped in the energyEsk and the stateusk&, since single-
electron transport in the absence of a magnetic field
magnetic ions is studied. The third term in Eq.~16! refers to
the Hamiltonian of a molecule withN22 internal (n
52,3,. . . ,N21) and two terminal (n51 andn5N) bind-
ing centers for the excess electron~such a molecule plays th
role of a molecular wire!. When the excess~transported!
electron is localized on thenth center it is in one of theln

orbital states~these could be, for example,px , py , or pz

states of individual atoms!. When several orbital states a
present, we shall represent the Hamiltonian of the molec
written in the basis of localized states~expanded Hu¨ckel
model!, as

HM5 (
n51

N

(
ln

Enln
unln&^nlnu

1 (
n51

N21

(
lnln11

@Vnlnn11ln11
unln&

3^n11ln11u1h.c.#, ~18!

whereEnln
is the energy of the excess electron on thenth

center of the molecule in theln orbital state,Vnlnn11ln
is

the transition matrix element for an electron making a tr
-

d

e

-
n-
.
n

d

e,

-

sition between nearest centers. The last two terms in Eq.~16!
characterize the coupling of the terminal centers of the w
with the adjoining electrodes:

HsM5 (
knln

@Vsknln
~dsLdn11dsRdnN!usk&^nlnu1h.c.#.

~19!

This coupling is due to the transition matrix elementsVLkl0

between the stateu1l1& of the system~excess electron on th
left-hand terminal center of the molecule! and the initial state
of the systemuLk,M0&. The transition matrix element
VRklN

have a similar meaning. The quantitiesVLkl1
, VRklN

,
andVnlnn11ln11

play a key role in electron transport throug
a molecule and a molecular wire.~Figure 1 shows a situation
where only one orbital state in each of the centers part
pates in electron transport. In this very simple case the s
bols ln do not carry any additional information and a
therefore dropped.! Depending on the structure of the sp
cific molecule these matrix elements can characterize e
tron hopping between neighboring atoms~for example, along
s or p bonds! and long-range superexchange electron h
ping with the participation of the virtual states of intermed
ate ~bridge! atoms.50

Modern quantum-mechanical methods make it poss
in some cases~by no means always! to obtain satisfactory
qualitative agreement between theory and experimen
studying theI –V characteristics of molecules~see, for ex-
ample, Ref. 40!, but to obtain agreement with experiment th
authors had to use adjustable parameters~specifically, they
introduced scaling for the gap between the highest occup
MO ~HOMO! and the lowest unoccupied MO~LUMO!!.
One of the main reasons for the lack of agreement betw
calculations and experiments is that to find single-elect
wave functions the exact Coulomb interaction of individu
electron with the nuclei and other electrons is replaced by
average self-consistent field and therefore the transition
the real situation is achieved using the Aufbau principle~see
discussion in Ref. 51!. As a result, among other things, th
LUMO-HOMO gap is larger than the experiment
value.35,52,53The other reason is that a limited basis is used
calculate the states containing an excess electron~in the cal-
culations the position of the LUMO levels is ordinaril

FIG. 1. Linear molecule~molecular wire! with N centers of localization of
the transported electron. The current is formed by quantum hops o
electron between the terminal centers of the molecule and the adjoi
electrodes and between neighboring internal centers of the mole
VLk(VRq) and Vnn11 (n51, 2, . . . ,N21) are transition matrix elements
dL5 l L /eL , dR5 l R /eR , dc5 l c /eM are the effective distances between th
electron localization sites, wherel L and l R are the distances from the term
nal centers to the surfaces of the corresponding elecrodes, andl c is the
distance between neighboring regularly spaced centers;eL(eR) and eM are
the permittivities near the electrodeL(R) and near the molecule.
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sought for a molecule which does not contain an excess e
tron or for a molcule with an excess electron but using
same basis as the basis used to find the HOMO levels!. An-
other important circumstance is that it is quite difficult
find a substantiated physical criterion for the number of s
face atoms of a metal that should be included in calculati
of a cluster consisting of the conducting molecule and a p
tion of an electrode. Finally, the computed position of t
Fermi levels of the electrodes can differ from the experim
tal position by an amount of the order of 1 eV or mor
which in many cases makes it impossible to estab
whether an electron or hole mechanism is responsible for
conductivity of the molecule. Dattaet al. propose that the
position of the Fermi level~a very important quantity! be
regarded as an adjustable parameter.1,11 All this shows that
the development of physical models of the conductivity o
molecule~using the minimum number of fundamentally im
portant parameters! remains a very important problem of th
theory and a great deal of attention is being devoted to
problem~Refs. 10, 21, 24, 25, 27–31, 40; see also Refs.
51, 54–57!.

In the present paper physical models which make it p
sible to switch from the general~exact! expression~13! for
the elastic current to specific formulas for the current in
case of delocalized and localized MO molecules are p
posed. This makes it possible to attain a deeper underst
ing of the physics of the formation of the interelectrode m
crocurrent and to analyze theI –V and g–V characteristics
of the molecule.

B. Effective Hamiltonian of the LMR system

The existing calculations of the current are based o
calculation of a transmission function of the type~13! where

the Green’s function of the molecule~cluster! Ĝ(E)5@E

2HM2Ŝ (L)(E)2Ŝ (R)(E)1 i01#21 appears instead of th

Green’s function of the entire LMR system, andĜ (s)(E)

5 i @Ŝ (s)(E1 i01)2Ŝ (s)(E2 i01)#21.1,10,11,21,49HereHM is
the Hamiltonian of the molecule neglecting the interact
with the electrodes. The influence of electrodes on the m
ecule is taken into account in the renormalization of the

ergy of the molecule~the self-energy!, Ŝ (s)(E). The practical
implementation of this approach lies in numerical estimat
of the matrix elements of the Green’s function~by solving
the Dyson equation!. Consequently, the current itself is foun
only numerically.

The approach proposed below makes it possible to
tain analytical expressions for the current in many import
cases. Instead of solving the Dyson equation the HamiltoH
of the LMR system is diagonalized. Theoretically if th
eigenenergies«m and eigenstatesum& of the HamiltonianH of
the entire LMR transport system can be found, then in
cordance with the exact expressions~8! and~15! the current
can be calculated by summing over all values ofm. There
would be no need to renormalize the energy of the molec
However, in practice it is impossible to diagonalize t
HamiltonianH exactly. Consequently, we shall examine
approximate diagonalization based on the fact that the
mation of a single-electron current through a molecule
contact with two macroscopic objects~electrodes! is studied.
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In the usual situation, even when there is a chemical b
between the terminal groups of molecules and the adjoin
electrodes, the coupling of these groups with the electr
atoms is weaker than the coupling of the electrode ato
with one another. Nonetheless, for more accurate calc
tions the contacting electrode atoms can be included i
‘‘combined’’ molecule~supercluster!. Here the following re-
mark needs to be made. Often, several surface layers
included in the ‘‘combined’’ molecule. This inclusion of ad
ditional electrode atoms~aside from the atoms chemicall
bound with the molecule! in a supercluster is undesirab
from the physical standpoint, since the supercluster form
will contain terminal atoms which are identical to the atom
of the bulk electrode. Therefore renormalization of the en
gies of the ‘‘combined’’ molecule becomes meaningless, a
the results of the current calculations may be too high by
order of magnitude. In what follows we shall assume th
only surface atoms which are chemically bound with t
molecule can be included in the ‘‘combined’’ molecule. Th
remaining electrode atoms will be referred to the bulk part
the electrodes. The Hamiltonians presented in Eq.~17! refer
precisely to such an unperturbed part of the electrodes.
shall use the term ‘‘molecule’’ in the wide sense of the wo
including also a ‘‘combined’’ molecule.

Before diagonalizing the Hamiltonian~1! we shall deter-
mine its componentsH0 and H int . We shall use the single
electron Hamiltonian~16! as the HamiltonianH. The physi-
cal meaning of the eigenstatesum& is tied to the MO
belonging to the entire LMR system. We shall diagonalizeH
in two steps. First, using the transformation

ua&5(
nln

ua~n,ln!un,ln& ~20!

we shall diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the molecule~18!
and find its eigenenergiesja and eigenstatesua& ~i.e. the
MO!. The coefficientsua(n,ln) will determine the contribu-
tion of each localized stateun,ln& to the MO ua& of the
molecule. It is important that the static influence of the ele
trodes on the molecule can be taken into account directl
the energiesEnln

of the localized states of the molecule~in
the simplest form—in terms of the image force!. The influ-
ence of the electric field applied to the electrodes is a
included inEnln

. The dynamical coupling of electrodes wit
the molecule is contained in the interactionsHLM andHRM

~see the expression~19!!, and it is this coupling that is re
sponsible for the transition of the electron between the e
trode and the molecule. Since the Hamiltonian~18! of the
molecule is diagonal,

HM5(
a

jaua&^au, ~21!

the Hamiltonian~22! of the entire LMR system can now b
divided into parts so thatH05HL1HR1HM and H int

5HLM1HRM . Using Eqs.~19! and ~20! we rewrite the lat-
ter expression in the form

H int5 (
s5L,R

(
a

@Vaskua&^sku1Vask* usku&^au#. ~22!

Here the quantities
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Vask5(
nln

ua* ~n,ln!@dsLdu01dsRdaN11#Vnlnsk ~23!

characterize the coupling of theath MO of the molecule with
the electrodes. Correspondingly, the quantities~8! acquire
the form

Gmm8
~s!

~E!5(
aa8

Qm~a!Qm8
* ~a8!Gaa8

~s!
~E!, ~24!

whereQm(a) are the coefficients coupling the MOua& of the
molecule with the MOum& of the entire LMR system, and

Gaa8
~s!

~E!52p(
k

VaskVa8sk
* d~E2Esk! ~25!

are the electrode densities of states with respect to the M
the molecule. The latter, in turn, are related with the lo
electrode densities

G
lnl

n8
~s! ,~E!52p(

k
VnlnskVnl

n8sk
* d~E2Esk! ~26!

by the relation

Gaa8
~s!

~E!52p (
lnln8

ua~n,ln!ua8
* ~n,ln8!Glnl

n8
~s!

~E!. ~27!

In the formulas~26! and ~27! n51 if s5L and n5N if s
5R.

As follows from the formulas~15! and ~24! the exact
expression for the transmission function requires know
the transformation coefficientsQm(a) and the energies«m .
Both quantities are found by diagonalizing the Hamiltoni
H using the transformation

um&5(
a

Qm~a!ua&1 (
s5L,R

(
k

Qm~sk!usk&, ~28!

which leads to the system of equations (s5L,R)

~Esk2«m!Qm~sk!1(
a

VaskQm~a!50,

~ja2«m!Qm~a!1 (
s5L,R

(
k

Vask* Qm~sk!50. ~29!

It follows from the first equation that

Qm~sk!5
1

«m2Esk
(

a
VaskQm~a!. ~30!

Substituting the results obtained into the second equatio
the system gives the reduced system of equations

(
a8

@~ja2E!daa81Saa8
~L !

~E!1Saa8
~R!

~E!#Qm~a8!50,

~31!

where the quantities

Saa8
~s!

~E!5(
k

VaskVa8sk
*

E2Esk1 i01 ~32!

determine the matrix of energy renormalizations due to
interaction of the molecule with thesth electrode. We note
of
l

g

of

e

that the electrode density of states is related with the ren
malization of the energy~self-energy! by the exact relation
Gaa8

(s) (E)52 ImSaa8
(s) (E1i08).

Since the reduced system~31! is exact and the quantitie
~32! depend onE, the equations~31! can be used to find the
eigenenergiesE5«m of the LMR system and the coefficient
Qm(a). The macroscopic nature of the electrodes makes
impossible to to exactly. However, it is precisely the mac
scopic nature of the electrodes that makes it possible to
tain the approximate values of the energiesE5«m . For ex-
ample, in the zeroth approximation the influence of t
molecule on the electrodes can be neglected, retaining
the action of the electrodes on the molecule through
quantity~32!. The MO of the entire LMR system are divide
into two types. Type-I MO are identical to the electrod
states. We denote these MO byum(sk)&'usk& (s5L,R).
These MO correspond to the energies«m(sk)'Esk . Because
the influence of the molecule on the state of the electrod
neglected the quantum weight of the MOua& of the molecule
in the MO um(sk)& of the electrode can be taken as zero, a
therefore

Qm~sk!~a!.0. ~33!

Typie-II MO are identical to the MO of the moleculem
5m(a). However, these MO, because of the presence
energy renormalizations~32!, are different from the initial
statesua& of the molecule found in the absence of the d
namical interaction of the molecule with the electrodes.

In the expression~15!, to calculate the transmissio
function summation must be performed over all statesm of
the LMR system. However, when the condition~33! holds
the summation only over the MO of the molecule~in
general—over the MO of a cluster! contributes to the trans
mission function. This is because in accordance with the
lation ~30! the quantitiesQm(s8k8) are zero. But, even with a
small nonzero value ofQm(sk)(a) the presence of a sma
denominator«m2Esk can cause the coefficientsQm(sk)(a) to
differ appreciably from zero, having including thereby add
tional MO ~modified electrode states! in current formation.
This subtle question will be analyzed separately. Here
shall assume that the condition~33! holds exactly. It corre-
sponds to complete absence of any influence of the mole
~cluster! on the state of the electrodes.

In the approximation~33! the eigenenergies of the effec
tive Hamiltonian

H ~eff!5HM1Ŝ~L !1Ŝ~R!, ~34!

whereHM is the diagonal single-electron Hamiltonian of th
molecule~21!, found in the absence of any dynamical co
pling between the molecule and the electrodes. The relat

~32! determine the energy renormalization matricesŜ (s). The
form of the Hamiltonian~34! is reminiscent of the form tha
appears in the Green’s function of the molecule~see begin-
ning of this section!. However it should be underscored th
we have obtained the Hamiltonian~34! in the basis of eigen-
states of the molecule, which makes it possible to investig
correctly the role of delocalized and localized electron
states in current formation. Since^auH (eff)ua8&5jadaa81Saa8

(L)

1Saa8
(L) , the eignenergies«5«(a) and the eigenstatesum&

5um(a)& of the Hamiltonian~34! are found by solving the
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reduced system of equations~31! with the condition~33!.
The solution is greatly simplified by the fact that the quan
ties Gaa8

(s) (E) are essentially independent ofE ~see Refs. 1,
10, 11, 21, 49!, and therefore this dependence can be
glected.

The expressions~23!–~27! make it possible to represen
the transmission function~15! in the form

T~E,V!5 (
l1l18

(
lNlN8

G
lNl

N8
~R!

~E!GNl
N8 1l

18
~E!Gl

18l1

~L !
~E!

3~G1!1l1NlN
~E!, ~35!

where the matrix element of the Green’s function

GNlN1l1
~E!5(

m

Um* ~NlN!Um~1l1!

E2«m1 i01 , ~36!

obtained using the localized states of the molecule, cont
the elements

Um~nln!5(
a

Qm~a!ua~nln!, ~n51,N!, ~37!

which establish a relation between the localized statesunln&
and the eigenstatesum& of the molecule. If only one localized
orbital state forms the MOum&, the indexln is dropped in the
notation for the states. Consequently,

unln&→un&, Vnlnn61ln61
→Vnn61 ,

Um~nln!→Um~n!, G
lnl

n8
~s!

~E!→G~s!~E!.

Therefore the expression~35! becomes

T~E,V!5G~L !~E!G~R!~E!U (
m51

N Um~1!Um* ~N!

E2«m1 i01 U2

. ~38!

4. CURRENT FORMATION BY STRICTLY DELOCALIZED
STATES OF THE MOLECULE

The formation of a current through a molecule is clos
related with the distribution of the electric potential in th
interelectrode space, since this distribution reflects the
ergy characteristics of the molecule. Recently there have
peared a large number of works where the profile of
electric potential in the region of the molecule and the cha
distribution in the molecule were found by a self-consist
solution of the Poisson and Schro¨dinger equations~see, for
example, the discussion in Refs. 58–60!. It was shown that
for certain molecules the electric potential along the m
ecule remains unchanged, and the voltage drop occurs
near the contacts.1,60 But, for other molecules and chains o
atoms the voltage drop is nearly linear.61,62Calculations have
shown58 that the stronger the screening of the charges in
molecular wire the more strongly the profile of the potent
approaches a linear profile characteristic for a potential
ing on a test charge in a uniform dielectric medium. At t
same time the weaker the screening, the more strongly
molecular wire ‘‘metallizes.’’ Since ‘‘metallization’’ is due to
delocalization of an electron over a quantum object, it can
concluded that, neglecting the matrix elements for elect
hopping between the centers of electron localization in
molecule, the molecule can be represented as a diele
-

-

ns

n-
p-
e
e
t

-
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e
l
t-
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e
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medium with fixed centers of electron localization. Corr
spondingly, the linear voltage drop between the indica
centers will also form the distribution of the electric potent
along the molecule or molecular wire. This conclusion
confirmed by direct experiments with single- and multiw
carbon nanotubes.63 For nanotubes of the first type~where an
electron is delocalized along the entire well! the potential
profile is constant along the entire length of a nanotube.
the same time, in multiwell nanotubes an almost linear vo
age drop is observed along the entire nanotube.

In what follows it will be shown analytically that it is
precisely the delocalization of an electron along a molec
that ‘‘metallizes’’ the molecule. In consequence the line
distribution of the potential along the molecule become
constant, signifying the absence of a voltage drop along
molecule. To obtain analytical results we shall examine
formation of a current through a linear molecule with reg
larly arranged centers~molecular wire!, each of which is
characterized by only one free MO. In this case the init
Hamiltonian of the molecule~18! acquires the simple form

HM5 (
n51

N

Enun&^nu1VB(
n51

N

~ un&^n11u1un11&^nu!.

~39!

where VB[V125V235 . . . 5VN21N denote the matrix ele-
ments for electron hopping between neighboring centers~see
Fig. 1!. In contrast to delocalization (VB50) the molecule is
a collection of equidistant localization centers, i.e., the po
tion of the excess electron on a center is similar to the p
tion of a test charge. Consequently, the expression for
energy of an excess electron on thenth center can be written
in the formEn5EB1DEB , whereEB is the electron energy
on the center withV50, and

DEn5eV@dL1~n21!dc#/d ~40!

is the correction due to the potential differenceV. In Eq.~40!
d5dL1(N21)dc1dR is the effective interelectrode dis
tance, which is the sum of the effective lengths~see Fig. 1!.
~Each effective lengthd j5 l j /« j ( j 5L,c,R) is determined
by dividing the geometric lengthl j by the corresponding
permittivity e j of the medium.! We note that because of th
applied potential differenceV the energy gapeVdc /d be-
tween the nearest centers linearly increases withV, forming
a linear potential drop along the entire molecule. This drop
EN2E15eV(N21)dc /d. When the interactionVB is
switched on, resulting in electron hopping between cent
the electron strives to delocalize along the molecule, in
process forming the collectivized states and collectivized
ergy levels of the molecule. In this section we shall exam
the case of strong delocalization of an electron, when

u j̄a2 j̄a8u@utaa8u, uSaa8
~s! u, ~41!

where j̄a5ja1Dja1Saa
(L)1Saa

(R) is the renormalized elec
tron energy,

Dja5(
n

uua~n!u2DEn ~42!

is the energy shift, caused by the application of a voltage
the delocalized state, andtaa85(nua* (n)ua8(n)DEn is the
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transition matrix element between delocalized states. W
the condition~41! is satisfied the ‘‘mixing’’ of delocalized
states can be neglected in the zeroth approximation
Qm(a)'dma can be used. As a result the exact MOum& are
actually identical to the initial MOua&. However the ener-
gies change, acquiring a shift and an imaginary correction

that «m'dmaj̄a . Since ImSaa
(s)5(1/2)G (s), we obtain

«m5jm1heV2 igm . ~43!

Here

jm5EB22uVBucos
pm

N11
~m51, 2,...,N! ~44!

is the energy obtained for themth delocalized state of an
electron by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian~39! ~with V50),

gm5@ uum~1!u2G~L !1uum~N!u2G~R!#/2 ~45!

is the imaginary correction to the energy, due to the influe
of the electrodes on the molecule, and the factor

h5@11~dL2dR!/d#/2 ~46!

controls the shift of the delocalized levels of the molec
under the action of the applied potential difference. This f
tor appears because any delocalized energy level«m under-
goes the same linear shift~42!. For a molecule with regularly
spaced centers this fact can be proved by direct calculatio
the quantity~42! using the expression~40! and the explicit
form of the coefficients

um~n!5A 2

N11
sin

pmn

N11
, ~47!

characterizing the transition matrix between localized a
delocalized bases. The appearance of the identical shiftheV
for all delocalized levels of the molecule means that ther
no voltage drop near the position of the molecule, i.e., ‘‘m
allization’’ of the molecule occurs. This can be seen mo
directly by initially placing the molecule symmetrically rela
tive to the electrodes (dL5dR), and applying the potential
2V/2 and1V/2 to the electrodes symmetrically. Then th
shift of the delocalized energy levels~42! becomes zero, and
for this reason the levels of the molecule are not shifted a
by the field ~only the Fermi levels of the electrodes sh
symmetrically but in opposite directions!. However if one
electrode is grounded and a potentialV is applied to the other
electrode, then all delocalized levels and the Fermi leve
one of the electrodes~in our case the right-hand electrod!
shift by thesameamount.

The formulas~43!–~47! completely determine the trans
mission function~38!. Using Eq.~43! it is evident that for
constantG (s) the following important property holds:

T~E,V!5T~E2heV!. ~48!

Consequently, the entire dependence of the current on
potential differenceV can be put into the integration limits
Indeed, introducing the variable

x5E2EF2heV, ~49!

and the quantitiesDEB[EB2EF and
n

nd
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xm5DEB22uVBucos
pm

N11
, ~50!

we obtain the following final expression for the elastic low
temperature current through strictly delocalized states of
molecule:

I 5I 0E
2~12h!ueuV

hueuV
dxT~x!, ~51!

where the dependence of the transmission function

T~x!5G~L !G~R!@A2~x!1B2~x!# ~52!

on the integration variablex is determined by the quantitie

A~x!5 (
m51

N
um~1!um~N!~x2xm!

~x2xm!21gm
2 ,

~53!

B~x!5 (
m51

N
um~1!um~N!gm

~x2xm!21gm
2 .

The following formula for the conductivity of the molecul
follows from the expression~51!:

g5g0@hT~hueuV!1~12h!T~2~12h!ueuV!#. ~54!

In Eqs. ~51! and ~54! the current and conductivity are ex
pressed in the standard units of currentI 0[2ueu/h'80 mA
and conductanceg052e2/h'7.75•104 nA/V.10–12 All en-
ergy quantities, includingGs and the limits of integration,
must be expressed in electron-volts.

Figures 2–4 show theI –V andg–V characteristics of a

FIG. 2. I –V ~a! andg–V ~b! characteristics of a molecule calculated usin
Eqs. ~51! and ~54! with the parametersDEB52.8 eV, VB51 eV, G (L)

50.2, G (R)50.1 eV withh: 0.5 ~ !, 0.6 ~ !, and 0.7~• • •!.
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molecule when only one orbital state from each of the id
tical centers of the molecule participates in the formation
MO. The calculations were performed using the formu
~51!–~54!, which are inconvenient for interpreting result
This is because the integration limits were shifted artificia
on account of the relation~48!. Consequently, it seems tha
not only the right-hand but also the left-hand Fermi lev
are shifted. In reality, according to the conditions of the pro
lem, the left-hand electrode is maintained at zero poten
and a potentialV is applied to the right-hand electrode.

Consequently, the position of the Fermi level of the le
hand electrode remains unchanged, and the position of
Fermi level of the right-hand electrode shifts by the amo
eV. Since all N levels of the molecule undergo the sam
shift ~by the amountheV), this explains the physics of th
formation of a current through delocalized states of a m
ecule. Resonance transmission occurs if the energy of
mth level of the molecule~43! ~neglecting the broadenin
gm) is the same as the energyEF for the left-hand electrode
and the energyEF1eV for the right-hand electrode. Thi
situation occurs if

xm52heV ~55!

for the left-hand electrode and

xm5~12h!eV ~56!

for the right-hand electrode. Form51 the left-hand sides o
the expressions~55! and ~56! determine the energy ga

FIG. 3. I –V ~a! andg–V ~b! characteristics of a molecule calculated wi
the parametersDEB51.1 eV, VB50.9 eV, G (L)50.2, G (R)50.1 eV with
h50.5.
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DEL(0)5DER(0) existing between LUMO and the Ferm
level in the absence of a potential difference between
electrodes. IfVÞ0, then the energy gaps become depend
on V:

DEL~V!5x11heV, DER~V!5x12~12h!eV. ~57!

Figure 5 illustrates the mechanism of current formatio
For V'0 elastic transmission prevents an electron from
cupying the free levels of the molecule, since these levels
separated from the Fermi levels of both electrodes by
initial energy gaps

DEL~0!5DER~0!5DEB22uVBucos
p

N11
.0. ~58!

For V.0 the levels of the molecule shift downward by th
amounthueuV and at the same time the Fermi energy of t
right-hand electrode drops by an amountueuV. Ultimately,
the gapDER(V) increases. At the same time the left-ha
electrode is constantly maintained at zero potential and
this reason its Fermi level does not shift. In consequence
gap DEL(V) decreases. ForDEL(V)50 the first resonance
transmission occurs and the first peak appears in the con
tivity of the molecule. A subsequent increase ofV results in
resonance transmission through higher energy levels of
molecule. The condition~55! determines the correspondin
resonance values ofV. We note that forV.0 all resonance
peaks are associated with the left-hand potential and ap
for a negative value of the gapDEL(V) ~see Fig. 5b!. Physi-
cally, the same situation occurs forV,0, the difference be-

FIG. 4. I –V ~a! andg–V ~b! characteristics of a molecule calculated wi
the same parameters as in Fig. 3 but withN510.
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ing that the left-hand gapDEL(V) increases and the right
hand gap DER(V) decreases. The first resonan
transmission from the right- to the left-hand electrode occ
for x15(12h)eV. Subsequent resonance transmissio
arise for DEL(V),0 and are determined by the conditio
~56!.

The I –V and g–V characteristics of the molecule a
symmetric if h 50.5 and asymmetric ifhÞ0.5. In Fig. 2
asymmetry is manifested in the rectifying properties of
molecule, which are all the stronger the more the factoh
differs from 0.5. For example, forV51.5 eV andh 50.7 the
positive current is more than an order of magnitude gre
than the negative current, while forh 50.5 the currents are
identical. If the initial gaps~58! decrease, then it become
possible to observe resonance transmission in the same
age drop range@22,12# eV. The dependenceI 5I (V) be-
comes nonmonotonic and peaks appear in the conducti
In Fig. 3 there are two peaks in the interval@22,12# eV.1!

If the molecule contains more centers, then in this inter
@22,12# eV the current starts to exhibit a stepped charac
and the conductivity will be characterized by a larger num

FIG. 5. Scheme of the formation of a purely elastic current through d
calized MO. ForV'0 purely elastice interelectrode electron transport
impossible because of the presence of gapsDEL(0)5DER(0).0 ~a!. For
V.0 the energies of all MO are shifted down by the same amounthueuV.
The position of the Fermi level of the right-hand electrode shifts byueuV;
the Fermi level of the left-hand electrode remains unshifted. The
DER(V) increases, and the gapDEL(V) decreases to zero and then becom
negative. ForDEL(V)<0 electron transmission is possible from the left-
the right-hand electrode~b!. If a negative voltage is applied to the right-han
electrode, then forDER(V)<0 a negative elastic current through the mo
ecule arises~c!.
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of peaks~Fig. 4!.2! In concluding this section we note th
following important indicator of transmission through del
calized states: asV changes, the conductivity can increa
~as a resonance peak is approached! or decrease~after pass-
ing through a peak!, but in principle it cannot become nega
tive.

5. ROLE OF LOCALIZATION IN ELECTRON TRANSMISSION
THROUGH A MOLECULE

Negative conductivity was first observed experimenta
by Reedet al.2,64 We shall show that its appearance could
due to the participation of localized states in the transmiss
of a molecule. For definiteness we shall consider a mo
where the molecule has only two centers of electron loc
ization (n51 andn5N52, see Fig. 1!, and each center is
characterized by only one orbital state that participates
transmission. Such a model makes it possible to obtain a
lytical results with an arbitrary~small and large! magnitude
of the transition matrix elementV12 and also with an arbi-
trary magnitude of the potential differenceV. The elastic
current is determined by the general expression~13!, where
the transmission function has the form

T~E,V!5
G~L !G~R!uV12u2

@~E2« I!
21g I

2#@~E2« II !
21g II

2#
. ~59!

Just as in the case of transmission through a purely delo
ized state, we shall neglect the unessential dependence o
quantitiesG (s) on the energyE. However, the quantitiesG (s)

can depend onV if both electron localization centers ar
sufficiently far-removed from the electrode surfaces. A se
rate aanalysis is needed to determine the reasons for the
pendence ofG (s) on the applied potential difference. Here w
assume that both centers are close to the electrode sur
and are treated as terminal groups of the molecule. In
case theV dependence is concentrated in the quantityV12

and in the characteristic energies of the electron

« I,II5~E11E27r cosc!/2 ~60!

and the broadenings of these energies

g I,II5~G~L !1G~R!7r sinc!/2. ~61!

In Eqs.~60! and ~61!

E15E1
~0!1eV~dL /d!, E25E2

~0!1eV~12dR /d! ~62!

are the energies of the localized states of electrons tr
ported along the molecule (E1

(0) andE2
(0) are the same ener

gies in the absence of an applied field!,

r cosc5
1

&

2uDE21D21u

Ar22@D21D21
2 z#

, ~63!

r sinc5
1

&
Ar22@D21D21

2 z#
DE21D21

uDE21D21u
, ~64!

r5$4DE21
2 D21

2 1@D21D21
2 z#2%1/4, ~65!

D5ADE21
2 14uV12u2, DE215E22E1 , ~66!

D215~G~R!2G~L !!/2, z5122DE21
2 /D2. ~67!

-
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As a result of the complicated dependence of the transm
sion function ~59! on V the property~48! now no longer
holds and consequently the general expressions~52! and
~54!, which are valid for transmission through strictly del
calized MO, also no longer hold. However if the strict i
equality

4uV12u2@DE21
2 ,D21

2 ~68!

holds, then delocalization occurs independently of the
plied potential differenceV, and we arrive at the situatio
studied in the preceding section. Indeed, when the inequ
ties ~68! are satisfied we haver cosc'2uV12u and r sinc
'0. Therefore

« I,II5~E2
~0!2E1

~0!!/272uV12u1heV, ~69!

g I,II5~G~L !1G~R!!/2. ~70!

Once again it is evident that strong delocalization of an e
tron in a molecule results in ‘‘metallization’’ of the molecule
which manifests as the absence of a voltage drop along
molecule~the difference of the energy levels« I2« II does
not depend onV). At the same time the delocalized leve
themselves shift by the same amountheV. In consequence
the relation~48! is now satisfied. This is a universal relatio
for the transmission function in the case of current format
by the delocalized states of a molecule. Therefore the s
factor h controlling the voltage shift~see Eq.~46!! arises,
and the current and conductivity can be calculated using E
~51! and ~54!.

The situation is completely different for weak deloca
ization

DE21
2 @4uV12u2,D21

2 . ~71!

In this case

« I'E1 , « II'E2 , g I'G~L !/2, g II'G~R!/2. ~72!

Now, even though the broadening of the levels is once ag
independent ofV, and the electron energies in the molecu
undergo a different shift with a change inV ~see Eq.~62!!.
There can be no talk about any ‘‘metallization’’ of the mo
ecule, and consequently the property~48! is not satisfied.
The transmission function remainsV-dependent for any
change of variable in the integral~13!. This means that the
current and the conductivity are found by integrating.

We shall now obtain an analytical expression for t
interelectrode current. Substituting into Eq.~13! the expres-
sion for the transmission function~59! and introducing the
V-independent average energy gap

DE5~DE21DE1!/2, DEj
~0![Ej2EF , ~73!

and the quantities

xI,II5DE7~1/2!r cosc, ~74!

we obtain after integrating
s-

-

li-

-

he

n
e

s.

in

I 5I 0

uV12u2~G~L !G~R!/g Ig II !

@~xII2xI!
4#1~g II

22g I
2!212~xII2xI!

2~g II
21g I

2!

3H g Ig II~xII2xI!

3 lnF @~xII2hueuV!21g II
2#@~xI1~12h!ueuV!21g I

2#

@~xII1~12h!ueuV!21g II
2#@~xI2hueuV!21g I

2#
G

1@~g II
22g I

2!2~xII2xI!
2#

3g IS arctan
xII1~12h!ueuV

g II
2arctan

xII2hueuV
g II

D
2@~g II

22g I
2!1~xII2xI!

2#g IIS arctan
xI1~12h!ueuV

g I

2arctan
xI2hueuV

g I
D J . ~75!

The exact expression~75! for the current opens up the pos
sibility of analyzing various regimes of current formatio
including the limiting cases of electron transmission throu
purely delocalized and localized MO. Here we shall consi
only the role of two physically important parameters of
molecule in the formation of a current through a two-cen
molecule. We are talking about the energy difference
tween localized states

DE215DE21
~0!1~12hL2hR!eV ~76!

~DE21
~0![DE22DE1 , hL[dL /d, hR[dR /d!,

~see Eq.~62!! and the hopping matrix elementV12. As
shown in the preceding section, for electron transmiss
through delocalized MO, current asymmetry and theref
the rectifying properties of the molecule arise if the para
eter h becomes different from 0.5. In accordance with t
expression~46! this occurs if the effective distancesdL and
dR of the terminal groups of the molecules from the ele
trode surfaces are not equal to one another, i.e., for an as
metric arrangement of the molecule relative to the electrod
However the splitting between local energy levels in t
molecule in the absence of a potential difference also pl
an important role in the formation of current asymmetry.
our case of a molecule with two centers this splitting
DE21

(0) . Physically, the smaller the energy difference~76! and
the largerV12 the sharper the delocalization in the molecu
is. Nonetheless, delocalization is possible even for smallV12

if the applied electric field can make the energy differen
~76! a vanishingly small quantity. For definiteness,
DE21

(0).0. Then if V.0, we obtainDE2150 provided that
(12hL2hR)ueuV5DE21

(0) . However, as the potential differ
ence increases further, the quantity (12hL2hR)ueuV be-
comes greater thanDE21

(0) so thatDE21 starts to increase in
absolute magnitude, which degrades the localization.
V,0 the splitting between the localized levels increas
with uVu, and delocalization in the molecule only weaken
The applied potential difference strongly regulates the tra
mission mechanism.

Figure 6a illustrates current intensification with increa
ing uV12u in the presence of strong electron localization in t
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molecule (DE21
(0)52 eV). The current asymmetry is du

mainly to the different splitting of localized energy leve
(DE151 eV,DE253 eV) from the Fermi level~see defini-
tion ~73!!. This same factor is responsible for the nonmon
tonic behavior of the current and the decrease of the ma
tude of the current after the maximum resonance valu
reached. The conductivity even becomes negative~Fig. 6b!.
Figure 7 shows that the presence of an initial energy as
metry in the molecule increases the magnitude of the re
nance current and the rectifying properties of the molec
We shall analyze the completely symmetric case first. T
for DE15DE2 andG15G2 completely symmetricI –V char-
acteristics of the molecule are observed. In the region@22,
12# eV the initially delocalized states of the molecule r
main delocalized, and consequently it is these states tha
responsible for electron transmission. Outside the regi
@22,12# eV the electric field becomes sufficiently strong
transform the delocalized states into localized states. T
even in the completely symmetric case resonance trans
sion is found to be associated with localized states. The c
ductivity can become negative. If energy asymmetry (DE1

51 eV,DE253 eV) exists initially, then theI –V and g–V
characterisitics remain asymmetric relative to a change
sign ofV for any value ofV. The ratio of the peak values o
the current and the conductivity change substantially. T
physics of current formation is illustrated in Fig. 8. The ge

FIG. 6. I –V ~a! andg–V ~b! characteristics of a two-center molecule wi
different values of the electron transmission matrix elementuV12u, eV: 0.5
~1! and 1 ~2!. The calculations were performed using Eq.~75! and the
parametersDE151 eV, DE253 eV, G (L)50.2 eV, G (R)50.4 eV, hL5hR

50.1.
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eral case with an asymmetric initial position (DE2.DE1) of
localized energy levels of the excess electron in the molec
is considered. The local energy gaps

DE1~V!5DE11hLeV,
~77!

DE2~V!5DE22~12hR!eV

depend on the magnitude and direction ofV. Under condi-
tions of elastic tunneling a current appears when the ene
of at least one localized level becomes equal to the Fe
energy. In our case the position of the Fermi level of t
left-hand electrode remains unchanged withVÞ0, and both
electron localization centers are assumed to lie close to t
own electrodes. Since in this casehL , hR!1, in accordance
with Eq. ~77! only the gapDE2(V) undergoes large change
For V.0 the energyE2 and the Fermi level of the right-han
electrode shift downwards. Although the gapDE2(V) in-
creases, this only helps the level 2 come into resonance
the Fermi level of the right-hand electrode. The first cond
tivity peak appears. However, a second peak appears onl
very large values ofV, and it will be associated with level 1
coming into resonance. IfDE151 eV andhL50.1, then a
potential diffference of 10 eV is needed for the second re
nance peak to appear. For this reason the second pe
absent in Fig 8. WhenV,0 both energy levels and the Ferm
level of the right-hand electrode shift upward. The g
DE1(V) increases and the gapDE2(V) slowly decreases

FIG. 7. I –V ~a! andg–V ~b! characteristics of a two-center molecule wit
different values of the local energy gaps:DE15DE252 eV ~1! and DE1

51 eV, DE253 eV ~2!. The calculations were performed using Eq.~75!
and the parametersuV12u50.5 eV, G (L)50.2 eV, G (R)50.4 eV, hL5hR

50.1.
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However the main point is that now the level 1 comes in
resonance with the Fermi level of the right-hand electro
This explains the current peak forV,0. The second peak
appears only for large values ofV, just as in the case
V.0.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Exact expressions were obtained for the elastic
quasielastic current. These expressions were used to s
the physics of the formation of an elastic current throug
molecule with several centers of localization of the tra
ported electron. It was shown that for transmission throu
strictly delocalized MO the influence of the potential diffe
ence applied to the electrode is manifested in the fact tha
shift of the energy levels of the molecule, determined by
single factorh ~46!, is the same for all MO. Only in this cas
does the transmission function of the molecule possess
property~48!, making it possible to express the conductiv
of the molecule in the simple analytical form~54!. However
if the MO is of a localized type, then the property~48! no
longer holds and the expression~54! becomes meaningless—
this is an important result of the theory. When transmiss

FIG. 8. Formation of an interelectrode current through localized electro
energy levels of a two-center molecule. The magnitudes of the left-h
(DE1) and right-hand (DE2) gaps existing forV50 eV change whenV
Þ0 ~a!. For centers located close to the electrodes these gaps vanish on
large values ofuVu. For much smalleruVu the right-hand level comes into
resonance with the Fermi level of the left-hand electrode~b! and the left-
hand level comes into resonance with the Fermi level of the right-h
electrode~c!.
.

d
dy
a
-
h

he
e

he

n

occurs through localized states of a molecule the transm
sion functionT(E,V) depends separately on the energyE
and on the potential differenceV. This means that the elasti
current must be calculated using the general formula~13!,
and the conductivity must be found by differentiating t
expression obtained for the current. In connection with
different shift of the localized levels in an electric field~this
shift is related with the factorshL andhR) resonance trans
mission will occur for each level separately, matched with
specific resonance value ofV. Thus elastic transmission
through localized states differs substantially from transm
sion through delocalized states, and consequently it can
be described by the simplified expressions~51! and ~54!—
this is the second fundamental result obtained in this wo

Here only some of the problems of electron transmiss
through a molecule were examined: the derivation and
conditions of applicability of the theoretical formulas. A d
tailed analysis of theI –V andg–V characteristics of a mol-
ecule taking account of specific experimental data will
presented in separate works.

This work was performed under contract No. M/23
2004.

*E-Mail: epetrov@bitp.kiev.ua
1!The arrangement of the peaks is symmetric with respect toV50, which is

characteristic for the caseh50.5, irrespective of the fact thatG (L)

ÞG (R).
2!Asymmetry due to the fact that the factorh controlling the shift of the

delocalized levels of the molecule is greater than 0.5 is observed.
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A new principle for a compact spin-based solid-state laser is proposed. It operates in the 1–100
THz regime, which is difficult to reach with small size lasers. Spin-flip processes in
ferromagnetic conductors form a basis—the mechanism is due to a coupling of light to the
exchange interaction in magnetically ordered conductors via the dependence of the exchange
constant on the conduction electron momenta. The interaction strength is proportional to
the large exchange energy and exceeds the Zeeman interaction by orders of magnitude. A giant
lasing effect is predicted in a system where a population inversion has been created by
injection of spin-polarized electrons from one ferromagnetic conductor into another through an
intermediate tunnel region or weak link; the magnetizations of the two ferromagnets have
different orientations. We show that the laser frequency will be in the range 1–100 THz if the
experimental data for ferromagnetic manganese perovskites with nearly 100% spin
polarization are used. The optical gain is estimated to begopt;107 cm21. This exceeds the gain
of conventional semiconductor lasers by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude. An experimental
configuration is proposed in order to solve heating problems at a relatively high threshold current
density. © 2005 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1884439#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Conventional electronics, which is based on the mani
lation of electronic charge, has been studied intensively
years and has enjoyed wide applications. It will suffice
mention such devices as semiconductor diodes and sem
ductor lasers. An appealing alternative is pursued in a n
field of solid state physics, the field of ‘‘spintronics,’’1,2

where one explores the possibility of controlling the spins
conduction electrons and hence to further extend both

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the band structure of a magneti
ordered conductor. The hatched region corresponds to an equilibrium d
bution of spin-up electrons in the lower band, while the dotted region in
cates a nonequilibrium distribution of ‘‘hot’’ spin-down electrons in th
upper band. The arrows show the electron spin directions in the bands
3521063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/6/$26.00
-
r

n-
w

f
e

area of scientific investigation and the field of application
Spin-dependent tunneling of electrons has already fo
commercial applications based on the ‘‘giant’’ magnetores
tance of certain layered structures.1,2 Other applications are
bound to follow. In this area magnetically ordered, layer
conductors with nearly 100% spin polarization of the co
duction electrons3 show considerable promise.

A bias voltage applied to a magnetically ordered cond
tor allows control not only of the energy but also of the sp
distribution of electrons that are injected into the magne
conductor. An example of such a system is presented in
1, where the hatched region corresponds to an equilibr
distribution of ~spin-up! electrons in a spin-polarized con
ductor. The dotted area marks a nonequilibrium distribut
of ‘‘hot’’ ~spin-down! electrons. Relaxation of the spin-dow
electrons to an equilibrium configuration requires spin-fl
processes and is therefore completely blocked if such p
cesses are not allowed. In the presence of such a ‘‘spin lo
against relaxation, highly excited states in the material m
have a long lifetime, which, in turn, may make for nov
‘‘spintronics’’ effects in spin-polarized conductors.

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate how el
tromagnetic radiation may remove the spin lock, resulting
a giant lasing effect. A short description of this effect h
been published as a Letter.4 It is based on a new mechanis
for creating spin-flip processes due to a coupling of the
diation to the exchange interaction in magnetically orde
conductors. This comes about via the dependence of the e
tron spin-magnetic moment exchange interaction on the

lly
ri-
i-
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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menta of the conduction electrons. As a result, the las
effect is shown to occur in systems where an inverted e
tron population has been created by the tunneling injectio
spin-polarized electrons from one ferromagnetic conduc
to another~the orientation of the magnetization being diffe
ent in the two ferromagnets!. An example of such a system
presented in Fig. 2.

Our estimates show that a laser with an optical gain t
exceeds the gain of conventional semiconductor lasers
three or four orders of magnitude can be built, and we ar
that laser action can be achieved provided care is take
design the system so that the active region is not overhea
This is enabled by the high efficiency of the electron sp
flip mechanism described below and the possibility of cre
ing a very high inverted population of electrons in the syst
under consideration. The frequency of such a laser can b
a wide range that includes the interval 1–100 THz, in wh
attempts to fabricate small-size lasers up till now have m
severe technical problems.5–10

In Sec. 2 we present the above-mentioned spin flip
change mechanism and find the wave functions of injec
electrons in the absence of the electromagnetic field. In S
3 we calculate the rate of the stimulated photon emission
present estimates of the laser optical gain and the thres
current. In the Conclusion we summarize the main res
and estimates of the paper, while a cursory description of
laser action is presented in an Appendix for the convenie
of the reader.

2. POPULATION INVERSION IN FERROMAGNETIC
CONDUCTORS AND A NEW MECHANISM FOR CREATING
SPIN-FLIP PROCESSES

The Hamiltonian for the electrons in a magnetically o
dered conductor can be written as

Ĥ05ŝ0

p̂2

2m*
2ŝI , ~1!

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of population inversion in a magnetic c
ductor~regionB). A bias voltageV is applied between magnetic conducto
(A andC) which have opposite directions of their magnetizations~the thick
vertical lines represent potential barriers!. Arrows show the electron spin
directions in the electron energy bands;m0 is the equilibrium chemical
potential~in the absence of bias!. The inset shows a possible realization
the structure in which two magnetic conductors with opposite magnetiza
directions are coupled through a microbridge (B).
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wherem* is the effective mass,p̂ is the momentum operator
ŝ are Pauli matrices,s0 is the 232 unity matrix, andI is the
exchange energy. According to Eq.~1! the dispersion law for
electrons with spins up/down is

E↑↓~p!5
p2

2m*
7I . ~2!

We will deal with a system, schematically presented in F
2, in which two potential barriers divide the magnetic co
ductor into three parts; the magnetization of two adjac
magnetic conductors~regionsA and B) are pointing in op-
posite directions. A bias voltageV is applied between region
A andC. We assume that the spin relaxation timens

21 ~Ref.
11!, the timetE of electron energy relaxation without chan
ing spin direction, and the electron tunneling timet tun obey
the double inequalitytE!t tun!ns

21 . In the absence of spin
flip processes, the energy relaxation of injected sp
polarized electrons creates a nonequilibrium state in wh
equilibrium is established only inside each group of electro
with a fixed spin polarization. Therefore, in regionB elec-
trons inside the spin-up and spin-down energy bands ar
local equilibria described by the different chemical potenti
m↑ andm↓ , while the system as a whole is far from equilib
rium.

According to Eq.~2! the energy conservation law fo
vertical transition of electrons with emission of photons
frequencyv does not depend on the electron momentum

\v5E↓~p!2E↑~p!52I . ~3!

It follows that for v52I /\ all ‘‘hot’’ electrons are in reso-
nance with the electromagnetic field, and hence stimula
emission of light due to transitions of electrons from fille
states in the upper band to empty states in the lower ban
possible for all electrons in an energy rangem↑2m↓ . As is
seen from Fig. 2, the population inversion needed for las
requires a bias voltageV.2I /e (e is the electron charge!.

The conventional Zeeman termĤZ5(gmB/2)H•ŝ de-
scribing interaction between the~hot! electrons and an elec
tromagnetic field does provide a mechanism for stimula
radiative transitions between the energy bands contain
electrons with opposite spin directions. However, it is re
tively small in magnitude and it is not the most importa
mechanism. For ferromagnets, we would like to sugges
much more effective mechanism of interaction between li
and conduction electron spins. This mechanism is based
the dependence of the exchange energyI on the momentum
p of the conduction electron. The momentum depende
has to do with the overlap of the wave functions of the co
duction electron and the magnetic subsystem~see, e.g., Ref.
12!. It is determined by the value ofpa/\, wherea is the
characteristic size of the orbital~that is, one may estimate
]I /]p;(a/\)I , wherea is an atomic-scale length!. That is
why it varies with the momentum of the conduction electro
In the absence of an electromagnetic field the Hamilton
that describes this situation can be written as

«~ p̂!5ŝ0

p̂2

2m*
2ŝ•I ~ p̂!. ~4!

In the presence of an electromagnetic field described
a vector potentialA, the momentum operatorp̂ in Eq. ~4!
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must be changed top̂2(e/c)A (c is the light velocity!, and
one obtains an effective HamiltonianĤeff5«(\p2(e/c)A)
2ŝ•I (p̂2(e/c)A). Expanding in powers of (e/c)A, one
gets an effective Hamiltonian of the form

Ĥeff5«~ p̂!1Ĥeff
~1! , ~5!

where the perturbation Hamiltonian13 is

Ĥeff
~1!52

e

2c
ŝ•S Ai

]I

]pi
1

]I

]pi
Ai D

p5p̂

. ~6!

In Eq. ~6! we have omitted the term

Ĥeff
~1!5ŝ0

e

m* c
A•p̂, ~7!

which does not flip spins; summation over repeated indice
implied: aibi[a•b.

If the injected electrons are prepared in such a way
their spins are not parallel to the magnetization in the ac
regionB ~see Fig. 2!, the Hamiltonian~6! produces spin flips
and hence stimulates the needed radiative transitions of
electrons in the upper band to the lower energy band. T
process is illustrated in Fig. 3, where an electron~with its
spin parallel to the magnetization! impinges on the boundar
from the left, passes through the boundary, and is scatt
into a quantum superposition of spin-up and spin-do
states in the active regionB to the right of the boundary.

In order to find the probability amplitude for a radiativ
transition of an electron caused by perturbation Eq.~6! we
obtain the zero-approximation wave function of the elect
as a solution of the Schro¨dinger equation«(p̂)uC&5EuC&,
neglecting the dependence of the exchange interactionI on
p̂. Taking into account the fact that the electron wave fu
tion is a two-component spinor,

C~r !5S C1

C2
D , ~8!

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of how electrons are injected into the ac
region for the case that the adjacent ferromagnets have different magn
tion directions~shown with long arrows; the electron spins,s, are shown
with short arrows with black dots at the end!. An electron from the left-side
ferromagnet with its spin parallel to the magnetization direction pas
through a sharp boundary~shown as a vertical thick line! between the fer-
romagnets without changing spin direction. In the right-side ferromagn
emerges with its spin in a superposition of the spin-up and spin-down st
The classical precession of the spin is indicated by a dashed-line ellips
is
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e
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and using Eq.~4!, one can write the Schro¨dinger equation as

S p̂2

2m*
2E2I z~x! DC12I 1* ~x!C250

S p̂2

2m*
2E1I z~x! DC22I 1~x!C150. ~9!

Here thex axis is perpendicular and they andz axes parallel
to the boundary~see Fig. 3!, and we assume that in the lef
side ferromagnet (x,0) the direction ofI is along thez axis
~i.e., I5(0,0,I )) while in the right-side ferromagnet (x.0)
its direction is different and all three components ofI are
present:I5(I x ,I y ,I z), I x

21I y
21I z

25I 2, andI 15I x1 i I y . We
also assume that the widthd of the intermediate layer be
tween the left and right ferromagnets~the width of the ‘‘do-
main wall’’! satisfies the inequalityd!\vF /I (vF is the
electron Fermi velocity!. In this case an electron passes th
region without changing spin direction and hence one m
solve Eq.~9! consideringI to be constant in the injecting
region~left-hand side of Fig. 3! and in the active region~the
right-hand side of Fig. 3! and matching the wave functions a
the boundaryx50.

Considering the case of an electron incident from
injection region with its spin parallel to the magnetizatio
direction, one readily finds the wave function of the electr
in the injection region (x,0) to be

C~ l !~r !5exp~ ip'r'!H S 1
0Dexp~ ip1x!1a1

~ l !S 1
0D

3exp~2 ip1x!1a2
~ l !S 0

1Dexp~2 ip2x!J , ~10!

while in the active region (x.0) the wave function is

C~r !~r !5exp~ ip'r'!Ha1
~r !S 1

I 1 /~ I z1I ! Dexp~ ip1x!1a2
~r !

3S 1
I 1 /~ I z2I ! Dexp~ ip2x!J . ~11!

Here the projections of the electron momentum and the
ordinate on the boundary are denoted byp'5(0,py ,pz) and
r'5(0,y,z), while p1,25A2m* (E6I )2p'

2 . Matching the
wave functions~10! and~11!, one finds the coefficientsa(1,2)

( l ,r )

to be

a1
~ l !5

p1~p22p1!

~p11p2!22~p12p2!2 cos2 w/2 S I 1

uI 1u
sinw D ,

a2
~ l !5

p2
22p1

2

~p11p2!22~p12p2!2 cos2 w/2 S I 1

uI 1u
sin2 w/2D

~12!

and

a1
~r !5

4p1p2

~p11p2!22~p12p2!2 cos2 w/2
cos2 w/2,

a2
~r !5

2p1~p11p2!

~p11p2!22~p12p2!2 cos2 w/2
sin2 w/2. ~13!
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3. STIMULATED EMISSION RATE AND GIANT LASER
EFFECT IN FERROMAGNETIC CONDUCTORS

The characteristics of lasers can be described by
equations which are obtained by considering the time ev
tion of the number of photons and the number of noneq
librium electrons in the active region~see, e.g., Refs. 16, 17!.
The simplest form of the set of rate equations for the den
of photonsNp and the density of electronsN↑ in the upper
band can be written as

H Ṅp5G~N↑!Np2npNp

Ṅ↑5hJ/eV02nsN↑2G~N↑!Np
~14!

~see Sec. 3.3.6 in Ref. 17!. HereG(N↑) and the stimulated
emission rateRst are related,Rst5G(N↑)Np ; np is the pho-
ton relaxation rate;J is the injection current;h is the internal
efficiency: the fraction of the injection current that genera
electrons in the upper band of the active region;V0 is the
volume of the active region.

With the electron wave functions defined we can find
rate Rst of radiative electronic transitions by assuming t
vector potentialA(r ,t) in Eq. ~6! to be a plane wave of the
form A0 expi(2k•r1vt) and using Fermi’s Golden Rule:

Rst5
2p

\ E uH21u2@ f 2~12 f 1!2 f 1~12 f 2!#

3d~E2~p!2E1~p!2\v!
dp

~2p\!3 . ~15!

Here

H21[^C f uĤeff
~1!uC i&5E C f* ~r !Ĥeff

~1!C i~r !d3r ~16!

is the matrix element corresponding to the transition from
initial stateC i(r ) ~which belongs to the initial energyEi in
the upper band! to the final stateC f(r ) ~which belongs to the
final energyEf in the lower band!; the functionsf 1,2 are the
Fermi functions of electrons in the upper and lower band

f 1,25
1

exp~E2m↑,↓!/kT11
. ~17!

Using Eq. ~6! and Eq. ~11!, one sees that the matri
element̂ C f uĤeff

(1)uCi& ~the probability amplitude for a radia
tive electron transition between the unperturbed ene
bands! is nonzero ifp1(Ei)5p2(Ef). From here it follows
that the difference between the initial and the final energ
should be

Ei~p!2Ef~p!52I ~p!.

As the dependence ofI (p) on the electron momentump is
relatively weak, the dependence of the argument of thd
function in Eq.~15! on p is also weak. This can result in
divergent integral under the resonance condition\v
5p1(Ei)2p2(Ef)52I (p). As is often the case, the ampl
tude of the resonance is cut off by the finite electron lifetim
in a given state. We assume the energyd function to be
broadened due to the spin-flip processes and rewrite Eq.~15!
as
te
-

i-

ty

s

e

e

:

y

s

Rst5
2p

\ E uH21u2~ f 22 f 1!

3
p21\ns

~2I ~p!2\v!21~\ns!
2

dp

~2p\!3 . ~18!

Taking the wave functions of Eq.~11! as the initial and final
states and performing standard calculations using Eqs.~6!,
~16!, and ~18!, one readily finds the stimulated transitio
rate.

i! Under the assumption thatuI 8upF↑,\ns (pF↑ is the
Fermi momentum of electrons in the upper band!, that is, the
additional dispersion caused by the dependence ofI on the
electron momentum~see Eq.~4!! is smaller than the broad
ening of the electron energy due to spin-flip processes,
stimulated transition rate per unit volume of active mater
is

Rst5
32pe2m

n2

uI 8u2

v

\ns~b1N↑2b2N↓!

~\v22I !21~\ns!
2 Np

3$~@ea@edr•ea##•ei !
21~@edr•ea#•ei !

2%. ~19!

Herem andn are the magnetic permeability and the refra
tive index of the medium, respectively,N↑ and N↓ are the
densities of electrons with spin up and down,Np is the pho-
ton density,v is the photon frequency, the constantsb1 and
b2 are of order unity, the unit vectorsea ande i are directed
along the magnetizations in the active~right-hand side of
Fig. 3! and injection~left-hand side of Fig. 3! regions, re-
spectively, whileedr is parallel to the vectorI[ei]I /]pi ,
wheree is the unit polarization vector in the direction of th
vector potentialA.

ii ! In the opposite limit,uI 8upF↑@\ns , one has

Rst5
32p

\v

e2m

n2 uI 8u2~b3N↑
2/32b4N↓

2/3!Np

3$~@ea@edr•ea##•ei !
21~@edr•ea#•ei !

2%, ~20!

where the constantsb3,4;1.
As is seen from the set of rate equations~14! ~see also

the Appendix!, one of the necessary conditions for the lasi
effect to be realized is

Rst5npNp . ~21!

We consider the case when damping of electromagn
waves is mainly due to absorption by free charge carriers,
frequency of the photon relaxation beingnp52kv/n.18 For
estimating the parameters of the problem we use stan
formulas for the refractive indexn and the absorption coef
ficient k for metals subject to electromagnetic fields,19

np5
m

n2

4ps~0!

11~vt0!2 , ~22!

wheres(0) is the static conductivity of the conductor andt0

is the transport electron relaxation time.
Using Eqs.~19! and ~22! and the estimateuI 8u;I /p0 ,

one can rewrite Eq.~21! as

~N↑2N↓!

N↑1N↓
'

\ns

2I

p0
2/m*

\t0
21

1

11~vt0!2 , ~23!

wherep05\/a;10219 erg•s/cm.
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It seems that to achieve the lasing effect the most fav
able materials are ferromagnetic manganese perovskites
nearly 100% spin polarization of the conductio
electrons.3,20,21The high degree of polarization of the carrie
permits the creation of a population inversion of the ene
bands in the active regionB ~see Fig. 2!. Here and below we
use experimental values of the needed parameters: the m
free path l 051.431027 cm, the Fermi velocity vF

'108 cm/s, t0'10215 s, andm* 50.3me , whereme is the
free electron mass, the number of carriers'3.431021, and
the resistivityr;1024– 1023 V•cm.22 Inserting these val-
ues into Eq.~23!, one finds this lasing condition to be

N↑2N↓
N↑1N↓

'5
\ns

I
.

For the caseuI 8upF↑@\ns ~see Eq.~20!!, the lasing condition
Eq. ~21! is

N↑
2/32N↓

2/3

N↑1N↓
'0.53107 cm21.

It follows from these equations that the lasing conditi
Rst5nsNp is easily satisfied, since one needs\ns /I to be
less than 1021, while theoretical estimate of the spin rela
ation ratens gives the value 1022 for this ratio. Estimations
based on the above experimental values of the param
show the optical gain to begopt5(n/c)Ropt;107 cm21 and
the threshold current densityj th5elnsN↑;107– 108 A/cm2

for an active region of lengthl 51025 cm. Estimations for
Ne;1018 cm23 show the optical gain and the threshold cu
rent to begopt;103– 104 cm21 and j th;105 A/cm2.

We predict an extremely large optical gain in syste
with a high density of charge carriers. The price to be p
for the gain exceeding what can be achieved in semicond
tors by 3 or 4 orders of magnitude is the high curre
needed for an effective tunneling pumping of the syste
The current valuej 5106– 108 A/cm2 seems to be very larg
for homogeneous bulk metals because of the accompan
Joule heating. Special measures are needed to avoid he
the active, lasing region. One solution to that problem is
arrange for the current injection to be inhomogeneous
space. This can be achieved if the magnetic conductors
electrically connected through an electric point contact.
such systems the spreading of the current far from the nar
point contact provides for an efficient dissipation of heat.24 A
current densityj ;108 A/cm2 can be reached without signifi
cant heating of the contact region.24,25On the other hand, the
extremely large optical gaingopt;107 cm21 means that it is
enough to have a small volume of active lasing region. S
a structure can be prepared on the basis of the techn
suggested in Ref. 26 for fabrication of biepitaxial films
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 with 45° in-plane rotated domains. In th
case the proposed laser is a series of point contacts in a
film of the ferromagnetic metal with the resonator cav
above it.

4. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a new principle for a compact so
state laser working in the 1–100 THz regime. The propo
laser is based on a new mechanism for creating spin
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processes in ferromagnetic conductors. The mechanism
due to the interaction of light with conduction electrons; t
interaction strength, being proportional to the large excha
energy, exceeds the Zeeman interaction by orders of ma
tude. On the basis of this interaction, a giant lasing eff
was predicted for systems where a population inversion
be created by tunneling injection of spin-polarized electro
from one ferromagnetic conductor to another—the magn
zation of the two ferromagnets having different orientatio
Using experimental data for ferromagnetic manganese
ovskites with nearly 100% spin polarization we showed
laser frequency to be in the range 1–100 THz. The opt
gain was estimated to be of order 107 cm21, which exceeds
the gain of conventional semiconductor lasers by 3 or 4
ders of magnitude. An experimental study based on a p
contact geometry to avoid heating by the necessarily la
injection currents was proposed and discussed.
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APPENDIX

The set of differential nonlinear equations~14! allows
two types of steady-state solutions~see, e.g., Refs. 16, 17!:

NP50; N↑
~0!5

hJ

eV0ns
~24!

and

G~N↑
~ las!!5np ; Np

~ las!5
hJ/eV02nsN↑

~ las!

np
~25!

@for the case under consideration, the explicit forms
G(N↑)5Rst/Np are easily found from Eqs.~19! and ~20!#.

The steady-state solution Eq.~24! exists for any value of
the injection current, while the steady-state solution Eq.~25!
is nonphysical (Np

(las),0) until the value of the injection
current exceeds the thresholdJ(th) at which the right-hand
side of the second equation in Eq.~25! becomes positive. As
follows from Eq.~25! the value of the threshold current is

J~ th!5
ensV0N↑

~ las!

h
. ~26!

The steady-state solution~24! describes a state of the syste
in which the lasing effect is absent: photons are not emit
and the number of electrons in the upper band is contro
exclusively by the injection current and the nonradiative
laxation ns . One can see from Eq.~14! that this state is
stable in the range of injection currentsJ,J(th).

When the strength of the injection current exceeds
threshold (J.J(th)) this nonradiative state becomes unstab
and the system spontaneously switches to a new stable
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which is described by Eq.~25!: the population of electrons in
the upper band is clamped to the threshold valueN↑

(las) while
the number of photons in the system increases with an
crease of the injection current. Figure 4 shows schematic
the phase plane (Np(t),N↑(t)) of Eq. ~14! for the caseJ
.J(th). The thick dots are the stable fixed poi
(Np

(las) ,N↑
(las)) and the saddle point (Np

(0) ,N↑
(0)), whose sepa-

ratrices are shown by thick lines~the separatrix lying in the
nonphysical part of the plane is shown by a thick dash
line!; thin lines in the figure represent trajectories of the s
tem which start from various initial states and finish in t
stable fixed point (Np

(las) ,N↑
(las)); arrows show the direction

of motion along the trajectories.
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Magnetic resonance was studied in magnetic fields parallel or perpendicular to the film plane in
magnetron-sputtered@Co(8 Å)/Cu(dCu)(111)#20 multilayers. Oscillations of the magnetic
anisotropyKA and the widthDH res of the resonance line as a function of the thickness of the
copper interlayers were found in the intervaldCu57 – 19 Å. Extrema ofKA andDH res

were observed atdCu5nd(111) , wheren is an integer or half-integer, andd(111)52.087 Å—the
distance between the~111! planes in Cu. In addition, the distances between the neighboring
maxima or minima were 1, 1.5, and 2d(111) . The KA and DH res oscillations occurred
synchronously with oscillations of the resistivity at saturation~in the fieldH515 kOe)
and oscillations of the magnetoresistance. An interlayer antiferromagnetic exhange interaction
was found in the rangesdCu58 – 11 Å anddCu>18 Å. The effects observed were due
to nonmonotonic variation of the interlayer interface roughness with increasingdCu. © 2005
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1886925#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The gigantic magnetoresistance effect and the prosp
for wide applicationss of this effect have stimulated gr
interest in studying metallic multilayer nanostructures co
sisting of alternating magnetic and nonmagnetic laye1

These systems show a great diversity of properties as a f
tion of the composition, the technical conditions of fabric
tion, the thickness of the magnetic layers and nonmagn
interlayers, and so on. All these factors largely determine
basic energy parameters of the system and, first and f
most, the magnetic anisotropy energy. In layered syst
anisotropy often is complicated because it can be due
combination of volume and surface contributions, taking
count of magnetocrystalline and magnetoelastic effects. C
sequently, an effective method for studying multilayer
structures is the magnetic resonance method, since mag
anisotropy directly determines the frequency-field dep
dences of the resonance spectrum.

In turn, surface effects at an interface between the lay
primarily, the roughness of the interface, largely determ
the galvanomagnetic properties of multilayered structu
The same effects should also be reflected in the width of
magnetic resonance line, determined mainly by the non
formities of the magnetic and crystal structures of the film

The purpose of this work was to study the influence
interface structure on the resonance and galvanomag
characteristics of Co/Cu multilayer structures. In the cou
3581063-777X/2005/31(3–4)/6/$26.00
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of the investigation a quantitative determination was made
the anisotropy parameters for a number of multilayer fil
with the composition@Co/Cu#20 and fixed thickness of the
ferromagnetic cobalt layersdCo58 Å, while the thickness
dCu of the nonmagnetic copper interlayers varied from 7
19 Å with step;1 – 2 Å. The results of the investigation o
the magnetoresistance properties of these multilayers are
sented in Ref. 2.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The samples were obtained on mica~fluorophlogopite!
by magnetron sputtering of Co and Cu targets in a vacu
apparatus with residual atmosphere;1026 torr at argon
pressure 1.3•1023 torr. The layer thicknesses were dete
mined to within no more tha 2% using multibeam optic
interferometry. First, a copper sublayer~50 Å! was con-
densed on mica. Twenty pairs of Co/Cu layers were form
on this sublayer, and the top copper layer was 12.5 Å thick
all samples. The Co and Cu condensation rates were 0.45
0.58 Å/s, respectively.

The samples possessed a polycrystalline structure, w
the Cu ~111! planes were parallel to the substrate surfa
without any distinguished orientations of the other crystal
graphic surfaces of the grains relative to the mica. The c
per and cobalt layers grew epitaxially on one another. O
one grain fit within the thickness of a sample, and the gr
boundaries passed through the entire thickness of a sa
© 2005 American Institute of Physics
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virtually perpendicular to the surface of the mica. The gra
have an equiaxial shape in the plane of the sample. The g
size was;80– 100 Å irrespective ofdCu. X-Ray studies
showed good periodicity and thickness uniformity of the la
ers in these multilayers.

The basic measurements of the resonance spectra
performed at room temperature with a JEOL-XK spectro
eter in the 3-cm wavelength range and magnetic fields u
1.5 T. Additional verifying measurements were performed
l'1 cm. The largest error in determining the values of
resonance fields was660 Oe for fields oriented close to
direction normal to the film plane; this was due to the lar
width of the resonance line for this orientation.

The samples were cut out in the form of 3-mm in dia
eter disks and placed on a rotating apparatus at the cent
a cylindrical resonator operating on theH011 wave. The mea-
surements were performed for field directions normal a
tangent to the film plane. For all samples no anisotropy w
observed in the resonance field or the linewidth in the fi
plane. This agrees with previously obtained data on the c
tal structure of the films.

3. THEORY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All experimental samples contain the same number
cobalt layers with nominally identical thickness. Cons
quently, the free energy of a system of identical ferrom
netic layers with momentsM , neglecting interlayer ex-
change, should be written in the form

E52HM cos~u2uH!12pM2 cos2 u2K1 cos2 u

2K2 cos4 u. ~1!

Here the first term takes account of the Zeeman interactio
the magnetic moments with an external field, the sec
term is the magnetostatic energy, and the last two terms
first- and second-order terms describing the anisotropy
ergy; u and uH are the angles between the normal to t
plane of the layers and the direction of the moments
external field, respectively.

In thin ~of the order of 1 nm thick! single-crystal layers
of a magnetically ordered metal, including cobalt, uniax
easy-axis crystal anisotropy withK1 , K2.0 occurs because
of growth deformations and surface breaking of the symm
try of the atomic environment. Nonetheless, in the absenc
a field the layer magnetic moments lie in the plane of
layer because of the substantial magnetostatic energy, i.e
resulting anisotropy parameterKeff5KA22pM2 and the ef-
fective internal fieldHeff52Keff /M due to it are negative.

The expressions for the ferromagnetic resonance
quencies are quite simple for field directionsuH50 anduH

5p/2, whenu5uH . For the acoustic mode of oscillation
for which the moments of all layers precess in phase, th
frequencies are

v/g5H'1Heff , ~2!

when the field is directed along the normal to the planeu
5uH , and

~v/g!25H i~H i2Heff8 ! ~3!
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when the field lies in the plane of the film. HereHeff8
52K1 /M24pM andg is the gyromagnetic ratio. In the cas
~2! the system should be in a saturated ferromagnetic s
i.e., H'.uHeffu.

Since resonance experiments are performed, as a ru
a fixed frequency, the values of the resonance fieldsH' and
H i can be used to determine directly the uniaxial anisotro
parameterKA5K11K2 . Its value is determined by the bul
and surface components of the anisotropy

KA5Kv12Ksurf/dCo, ~4!

where the latter is customarily determined per unit thickn
of the film. The coefficient 2 takes account of the presence
two interfaces. In turn, the bulk part of the anisotropy is
sum of the magnetocrystalline (Kc) and magnetoelastic (Ke)
contributions. Thus all anisotropy components, including
components due to the interfaces of the magnetic and n
magnetic layers, can be studied separately.

When the interlayer exchange interaction is taken i
account the free energy~1! must be supplemented by th
terms Ji ,i 11(M i•M i 11)/MiMi 11 ( i enumerates the layer!,
whereJ,0 andJ.0 correspond to ferromagnetic and an
ferromagnetic interlayer coupling, respectively. ForJ,0 the
exchange term does not appear in the expressions~2! and~3!
for the frequencies of the acoustic mode of ferromagne
resonance.3 For J.0 the expression~2! for the orientation of
the external fielduH50 remains the same. For the orient
tion uH5p/2 in weak fieldsH,2Hexc52Ji ,i 11 /MdCu the
frequency-field relation for the acoustic mode is linear

v/g5H i~11Heff/2Hexc!
1/2 ~5!

and transforms into the relation~3! for H.2Hexc.
The values of the resonance fieldsH' andH i obtained

for our series of samples at room temperature are prese
in Table I. The working frequencyn59.685 GHz corre-
sponds to the ratiov/g53.101 kOe used in calculations;g
5gueu/2mc is the gyromagnetic ratio and the effectiv
g-factor of cobalt is 2.16. These values are used in calc
tions of the effective internal fields and anisotropy para
eters for each sample. The required saturation magnetiza
of an 8 Å thick cobalt layer (M51350 G) is taken to be the
average value obtained in a number of works4–7 for several
series of Co/Cu multilayer samples with layer thicknes
close to 8 Å.

The computed values of the parametersK1 andK2 , sat-
isfying the expressions~2! and ~3!, are also presented in
Table I. The behavior of the second anisotropy constantK2

with dCu58 – 11 Å is interesting. Here this paramet
changes sign, and its modulus can reach values apprec
greater than the average value for the experimental serie
samples. Such an anomaly is most likely due to the prese
of antiferromagnetic~AF! interlayer exchange coupling in
this range ofdCu, as a result of which the dependence of t
resonance frequency on the external field in a parallel or
tation should be described by the expression~5!. The values
obtained for the exchange field when analyzing resona
spectra in the AF exchange model for samples withdCu

58 – 11 Å are also presented in Table I. Unfortunately,
limited tuning range of the microwave generator in the 3-



TABLE I. Magnetic parameters of Co/Cu~111! multilayers.
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Note: The volume anisotropyKv5KA22.5•106erg/cm3.
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range and the substantial width of the resonance line ma
impossible to perform a detailed investigation of this line
section of the frequency-field relations.

The anisotropic contributions can be separated, in ac
dance with the expression~4!, by taking account of the sur
face anisotropy. The value of this parameter has been
tained in a number of experiments for various cobalt-ba
multilayer structures.4,5,8,9 It has been established that th
value is determined mainly by the interface materials, and
dependence on the crystalline structure, orientation, th
ness, and mechanism of growth of the layers introduce
substantial variance in the experimental results. For
Co/Cu system the average valueKsurf50.1 erg/cm2, ob-
tained in Refs. 4, 5, 8, and 9 for samples with close para
eters of the layers, was used to obtain estimates. It is m
lower than in Co/Mn or Co/Pd systems, whereKsurf

'0.5 erg/cm2.10,11

The volume anisotropyKv depends strongly on the crys
talline perfection of the magnetic layers and their interfac
Many experiments whereKv was determined give a substa
tial variance in the values,4,5,8–14 explained either by the
presence of an uncontrollable hcp impurity phase, where
value ofKv is much larger,15,16 in the main fcc phase or by
the influence of magnetoelastic stresses. Figure 1a show
values ofKA which correspond to our values of the para
etersM andKsurf and depend nonmonotonically on the thic
ness of the nonmagnetic copper layer with minima near
11.5, 13.5, and 17.5 Å. Figures 1b and 1c also show
dependences of the resonance linewidth, the magnetor
tanceDr i

2 , and the resistancers
i in the saturation state~in a

field H515 kOe parallel to the current! of the experimental
samples on the thickness of the copper interlayers.2 All de-
pendences show an oscillatory character with clearly co
ciding extrema, which shows that they are all formed by
same mechanism.
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4. DISCUSSION

It is well known that multilayer systems can manife
property periodicity as a function of the thickness of a no
magnetic interlayer.1 Ordinarily, this is attributed to a chang
in the character of the interlayer exchange coupling in
multilayer system. This dependence is oscillatory with a
plitude decreasing and the sign of the interaction alterna
as the thickness of the interlayer increases. Such de
dences can be investigated using three-layer structu
where optical and acoustic magnetic resonance modes
observed, and the relative arrangement of the modes d
mines the magnitude and sign of the interlayer exchang17

In a number of other experiments the nonmagnetic interla
was made in the form of a wedge, which made it possible
track smoothly, using magnetooptic methods, the chang
the interlayer exchange over the thickness of the wedge

It can be regarded as established that for a Co/Cu~111!
system the first region of antiferromagnetic exchange lies
the copper layer thickness rangedCu55 – 12.5 Å,18,21–23

where the exchange parameter at the maximum reachJ
;0.5 erg/cm2.21,22When the samples are obtained under n
very good vacuum conditions~as in our case! this value can
be J;0.15 erg/cm2. Here the exchange field 2Hexc

52Ji ,i 11 /MdCu, appearing in the expression~5!, can be 2.8
kOe, which agrees well with our experimentally obtain
values in samples withdCu58 – 11 Å for the AF coupling
model adopted. The next AF maximum of much smal
magnitude lies in the rangedCu518– 32.5 Å, which falls
outside the thickness range of our series of samples. We
that the maximum negative value ofK2 from Table I occurs
at dCu59 Å, which is the most often encountered value f
the position of the first AF maximum~for the Co/Cu~111!
samples prepared by magnetron sputtering23 the maximum
was observed atdCu57 Å). Analysis of the magnetoresis
tance curves of our samples2 also shows that within the lim-
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its noted above there are two regions of AF interaction.
Another reason for the oscillatory behavior of the pro

erties of the samples in our experimental series could
nonmonotonic variations in the structure and geometry of
interfaces between the layers. In general the bounda
should be step-like. The boundary roughness contributio
the anisotropy is ordinarily expressed as the ratio of the s
dard deviations of the experimental surface from an ide
flat plane to the average sizej of the flat areas. In the litera
ture a number of models have been proposed in the litera
for analyzing the dependence of the properties of layered
multilayered systems on the value of the ratios/j.24–26It has
been shown that a large contribution should be expected
the magnetoelastic part because of the quite high magn
striction constants of cobalt.24 Roughness makes an appr
ciable contribution to the magnetization of ferromagne

FIG. 1. Magnetic anisotropyKA ~a!, width of the resonance line in a mag
netic field directed parallel~1! and perpendicular~2! to the plane of the
samples~b!, resistivity rs

i of Co/Cu multilayers in a saturation state in
magnetic fieldH515 kOe parallel to the current, andDr i

25r i(H50)
2rs

i as functions of the thicknessdCu of the copper interlayers~c!. The solid
lines show the supposed behavior ofKA andDH',i as functions ofdCu . The
behavior ofDH' for dCu.15 Å could be different from the expected be
havior ~dashed line!. The vertical tics mark the values ofdCu5nd(111) ,
wheren is an integer andd(111)52.087 Å is the distance between the C
~111! planes. The upward and downward pointing arrows and the ver
tics indicate the positions of the maxima, minima, and inflection points
the relative magnetoresistance (DR/Rs) i(dCu) ~see Ref. 2!.
-
e
e
es
to
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or
to-

layers and to the magnetocrystalline and surface compon
of the anisotropy~the experimental results from a study
the effect of steps on the anisotropy of Co/Cu~001! films and
the corresponding literature can be found in Ref.
r32!.24–31

Analysis of the oscillations of the resistance and mag
toresistance of our samples showed that the oscillation
the exchange interaction of the layers and interface rou
ness occur in our structures and result in the observed be
ior of the magnetoresistance properties.2 Evidently, these
same factors give rise to oscillations of the magnetic anis
ropy and resonance linewidthDH i which are synchronized
with the resistance and magnetoresistance oscillations.
maxima and minima ofKA correspond to the maxima an
minima of rs

i , which occur with the largest and smalle
roughness of the interfaces between the layers.

The results of investigations of the effect of bounda
roughness on the magnetic parameters of layered syst
resulting in short-period~in one monolayer! oscillations of
the parameters, are described in the literature. For exam
in Ref. 33 oscillations of step-induced magnetic anisotro
with a period of 1 Co monolayer, which, undoubtedly, is d
to the layerwise growth of the Co film and the period
change in its surface roughness which depends on it, w
observed for Co films on a Cu~100! single crystal with a
system of oriented steps. Oscillations of the coercive fo
with a period of 1 Pd monolayer were observed for Fe/
~100! multilayers.34 These oscillations are probably due
the corresponding oscillations of the magnetic anisotro
Our results qualitatively agree with these data.

In summary, interface roughness has a large effect on
formation of the integral parameters of magnetic layers,
termining the internal effective fieldHeff . Consequently,
roughness should also be expected to be manifested in
average value of the nonuniformities of these parameters
which the width of the magnetic resonance line is very s
sitive. The widthDH(v) of the resonance line is usuall
represented in the form

DH~v!5DH~0!11.16
v

g

Geff

gM
. ~6!

Here the first term is due to magnetic nonuniformities, a
consequently, by its very nature, it is associated with
defect structure of the samples. The second term in this
pression depends on the frequency and describes the
called ‘‘magnetic viscosity’’ of a system with an effectiv
Gilbert parameterGeff .

It is well known35 that the contribution of nonuniformi-
ties to the broadening of the resonance line in multila
films can be represented in the form

DH inhom5u]H res/]uHuDuH1u]H res/]HeffuDHeff , ~7!

whereH res is the resonance field at a fixed frequency, whi
depends on the orientation of the field;DuH is the spread of
the orientations of the crystallographic axes on different s
tions of the film; and,DHeff is the nonuniformity of the
effective field in the sample. The second term in Eq.~7!
should make the largest contribution to the linewidth wh
the field is oriented in a direction normal to the plane. A
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cording to Fig. 1b, for our series of samples the substan
oscillations of the linewidth are observed precisely to t
orientation of the magnetic field.

The second term in the expression~6! can also be sensi
tive to interface roughness. The Gilbert parameterGeff in
general includes a ‘‘intrinsic’’ part and a part due to the d
fect structure of the films. Recent theoretical studies~see the
review of these works in Refs. 36 and 37! have shown that
for thin ferromagnetic layers surrounded on both sides
films of a nonmagnetic metal the mechanism of elect
transport of the moment from the ferromagnet into the n
magnetic layers followed by dissipation of the moment a
result of spin-flip scattering makes a very large contribut
to the value ofGeff .

37 The following circumstance can atte
to the importance of this mechanism of the formation of
resonance linewidth for our system. According to Fig. 1,
a magnetic field parallel to the film the maxima and minim
of the roughness andrs

i correspond to the maxima an
minima of DH i . The oscillations of the functionDH i(dCu)
gradually decay with increasingdCu, and this function, ap-
parently, becomes constant fordCu.20 Å or slowly in-
creases, while the functionDH'(dCu) increases nonmono
tonically with increasingdCu. In the theory of Ref. 36 the
increase of the Gilbert constantDGeff because of the elec
tronic mechanism of dissipation of the moment in films o
nonmagnetic metal surrounding a ferromagnet is prop
tional to ln(D/a), whereD is the thickness of the nonmag
netic films anda is the interlayer separation in a direction th
normal to the film~in our cased(111)52.087 Å). Then for
dCu519 Å and dCu57 Å the ratio of the correspondin
logarithms is 1.825. If the contribution of the defect structu
to Geff can be neglected and it can be assumed thatDH(0)
50, then the ratio ofDH i(v,dCu) for dCu519 Å anddCu

57 Å will be 1.817, which is virtually equal to the ratio o
the logarithms (dCu/d(111)). Consequently, for this orienta
tion of the field it is very likely that the electronic mech
nism of dissipation of the moment in the nonmagnetic int
layers is the main mechanism. For field orientati
perpendicular to the film the ratio of the values
DH'(v,dCu) is 3.42, which is almost two times greater th
the ratio of the corresponding logarithms (dCu/d(111)). Con-
sequently, for this field orientationDH'(v,dCu) clearly in-
creases more rapidly with increasingdCu and structural de-
fects, especially grain boundaries, passing along the no
to the layers through the entire thickness of the multilay
~see Ref. 2 for details!, probably play the main role here i
broadening of the resonance line.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the contributio
described by the expression~6! to the width of the resonanc
line can be separated by investigating the frequency de
dence of the linewidth. In combination with an analysis
the angular dependences of the resonance field and linew
this will make it possible to make a quantitative determin
tion of all parameters determining homogeneous and in
mogeneous broadening processes in our system. Such in
tigations are now in progress.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of these investigations of the magnetore
nance and magnetoresistance properties of a serie
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samples from the system@Co(8 Å)/Cu(dCu)#20 demonstrate
oscillatory dependences, which have much in common w
one another, on the thickness of the copper layersdCu with a
characteristic step of 1–2 copper monolayers. This sho
that the same mechanism is responsible for the formatio
these dependences. Such structures with nominally iden
~over the thickness! crystal structure and conditions o
growth of epitaxial layers of the ferromagnetic metal exhi
an appreciable difference in the magnetic anisotropy par
eters, the width of the resonance line, and the magnetore
tance as functions of the thickness of the nonmagnetic in
layer. Since interlayer diffusion is minimal in this system~as
is indicated by the fact that the properties of the samp
including the resistance, remain unchanged for sev
years!, the observed behavior of the system must be att
uted to the roughness of the interfaces separating the la
of magnetic and nonmagnetic metals.
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